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ABSTRACT

This group of indices lists all articles published in the Soviet military journal *Voyennyy vestnik* (or *Military Herald*) from 1975 through 1979. The indices have been compiled from available FSTC translations of the article titles. If they were not available, the titles were translated by the staff at the Center for Naval Analyses.

Volume I contains two sections. Section 1 lists the articles in chronological order. In Section 2 the articles have been arranged alphabetically by author. Volume II is a title index that lists the titles alphabetically by each key word in the title. These indices will be useful, for example, to researchers desiring to obtain all articles written on a specific subject regardless of author, articles by a particular author, or articles appearing in certain issues of *Voyennyy vestnik*.
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A-1
A.V. Babushkin's Book; Flamethrower and Incendiary Weapons (Review of: Shubin, B. Col. 1976 APR)
AAA Battery; Three Days in the Life of An.: Shalov, I. Col. 1976 Nov
AAA Personnel at Malaya Zemlya: Lavrent'Yev, A. 1978 Aug
Ability; Knowledge Is There, But What About the: Osipov, S. 1978 Apr
Able to Inflame the Heart; Be.: Lozhkin, A. 1979 Apr
Aboard a Helicopter; Engineer Reconnaissance From: Medley, L. 1978 May
Above the Surface of the Water; At Individual Targets: Mel'Chakov, N. 1975 Feb
Academy of Artillerymen; Field.: Pankov, M. 1978 Jul
Academy; Polish Army 'Field.: Urbanski, M. Gen. Brigade. 1976 Nov
Academy; Accustoming Students to Military-Science Work (Deputy Chief of the Frunze: Bashtanikov, N. Gen. Lt. 1976 Dec
Academy; Field.: Dragonsky, D. 1978 Jan
Accelerator; A Reliable: Zherebat'Yev, V. 1978 Jan
Accept Battle; and They Were First To: Anon. 1978 May
Access to Combat Firing (Artillery); For.: Anashkin, I. Gen. Lt. Art. 1976 Jun
Accidental; Are These Errors: Dynin, I. Col. 1978 May
Accidents and Breakdowns; Without: Tsvetkov, N. 1979 Jun
Accompanies Experts; Success: Anon. 1979 Dec
Accomplished; Do Not Stop With What Has Been: Kovalenko, V. 1979 Oct
Accomplishment of Engineer Combat Security Missions; Skillful: Agapov, S. 1975 Nov
Accomplishments of Socialism; On Guard Over the: Smilovskiy, J. 1978 Mar
Accomplishments, in Defense of October's: Anon. 1979 Feb
According to Behests of the Great Leader: Izmaylov, V. Col. Chs. 1977 Apr
According to the People's Mandate: Polyakov, I. 1979 Oct
According to the Regulations; We Are Teaching Them to Live.: Kiriilyuk, Yu. 1979 Apr
According to Timed Intervals; Calculating Marches: Godovanik, B. Engr.-C. 1977 Aug
Account of Conditions of Fire; Precise Calculation of Time and Taking: Sayenko, P. Maj. 1977 Jul
Account of the Demands of Combat; Taking: Golosuyev, Ye. Col. 1977 Jul
Account Terrain Peculiarities (Tactics and Fire in Mountains); Knowledge of the Enemy, Taking Into: Shiyam, M. Lt. 1977 Jul
Accounting, Radio Operators Give An.: Kofman, G. Sr. Lt. 1977 Dec
Accuracy in Firing Depends on the Driver-Mechanic: Ivanov, S. Sr. Lt. 1977 Jan
Accuracy of Firing for Effect; Increasing the: Barabash, V. Lt. 1977 May
Accuracy of Operation of Sound Ranging Podrazdeleinye on a Short Base Line: Talanov, V. 1975 Dec
Accuracy of Observation; Raising: Drozdov, V., Danilovsky, M. 1976 Jun
Accuracy of Rocket Artillery Fire; Increase: Oglanov, Y. A. Col., Khorev, V. Engr. Maj. 1976 Dec
Accuracy of Target Location by Intersection with a Range Finder; Analysis of: Krin, M. 1975 Aug
Accuracy of the Meteorological Preparation; In Order to Increase the: Shulyachenko, R. 1978 Oct
Accuracy; Simplification Not to the Detriment of: Belokur, M. 1978 Aug
Accurate Calculations for Fire from the Grenade Launcher: Nozdrachev, V. 1975 Oct
Accurate Fire; At the Source of: Podyvinogin, M. Capt. 1977 Oct
Accurate Fire; Becoming Proficient in the Art of: Yaroshevskiy, V. 1976 Mar
Accurate Fire; Strong Armor, Heavy and: Anon. 1976 Sep
Accurate Fire; Struggle For: Stepanyuk, Yu. 1978 Mar
ACCURATELY AT NIGHT; FIRING.: MOLYANOV,V.CAPT. 1977 MAY
ACCURATELY FROM A TANK; TO FIRE.: S'YEDIN,S. 1975 AUG
ACCURATELY; CONSIDER THE COMING TOGETHER OF MERIDIANS MORE.: ROMANOV,V.CAPT. 1979 OCT
ACCURATELY; FIRE.: SALLY.A. 1979 JUL
ACCURATELY; MASTERING THE ART OF FIRING.: MALKOV,V. 1979 MAR
ACCURATELY; THE PSYCHOLOGY OF FIRING.: BADMAYEV,B.COL. 1977 SEP
ACCUSTOMING STUDENTS TO MILITARY-SCIENCE WORK (DEPUTY CHIEF OF THE FRUNZE ACADEMY).: BASHKANIKOV,N.GEN.LT. 1976 DEC
ACHIEVE IT; SURPRISE IN COMBAT AND WAYS TO.: SHISHKIN,N. 1978 JAN
ACHIEVE NEW GOALS; AIRBORNE PERSONNEL.: OLENYIK,A. 1978 JUN
ACHIEVE NEW GOALS; MOTORIZED RIFLEMEN.: KODIONOV,I. 1978 JUN
ACHIEVE SUCCESS; TO OUTWIT IS TO.: SKROBOV,YA.GEN.LT. ARTY. 1976 JUL
ACHIEVED; AND MASTERY WAS.: FINAYEV,A. 1975 JUL
ACHIEVED; SURPRISE IN BATTLE—HOW IS IT.: URAZMATOVR.SR.LT. 1978 NOV
ACHIEVEMENTS INTO TROOP PRACTICE; FROM THE USSR EXHIBITION OF NATIONAL ECONOMIC.: ANON. 1978 APR
ACHIEVING PLATOON TEAMWORK.: KLOCHKO,V. 1975 NOV
ACQUAINTANCE; FIRST.: SHIRSHOV,V.LC. 1979 OCT
ACQUIRE EXPERTISE; SPECIALISTS.: YAKIMENKO,G.MAJ. 1977 JUN
ACQUIRE SKILL; WE STUDY THE TECHNOLOGY, AND.: KIRICHENKO,A.CAPT. 1977 FEB
ACROSS A SWIFT STREAM.: BEVZ,I.LC. 1979 OCT
ACROSS A WIDE WATER BARRIER.: BELOKOBYL'SKIY,A.COL. 1978 SEP
ACROSS WINE FIELDS.: OPILATV. 1976 FEB
ACROSS OBSTACLES AT NIGHT.: ROSSINSKIY,V. 1979 APR
ACROSS THE ICE; DASH.: CHUMARIN,S., ANDREYEV,G. 1978 JAN
ACTION AGAINST ANTITANK WEAPONS IN AN OFFENSIVE.: KORITCHUK,V. 1975 JUN
ACTION IN MOUNTAINS; PLATOON IN.: TEREKHOV,A. 1975 FEB
ACTION IS ONLY DESIGNATED; WHEN COORDINATED.: KIKESHEV.N.CAPT. 1977 OCT
ACTION—PUBLICITY; LENINIST PRINCIPLES OF COMPETITION IN.: ANON. 1978 JAN
ACTION; ALL RESERVES IN.: GOLOVCHENKO,L.MAJ. 1977 JUN
ACTION; TELEVISION FILM EQUIPMENT IN.: LEBEDEV,P., NEVREDINOV,A. 1978 AUG
ACTIONS OF COMMANDERS AND PODRAZDELENIYE DURING TACTICAL EXERCISES; EVALUATING THE.: GUR'YEV,P.GEN.LT. 1977 SEP
ACTIONS; STICK COMMANDER'S.: OTLIVANCHIK,YE.GDS.COL. 1976 OCT
ACTIVE AND VITAL POSITION OR A COMMUNIST.: ISCHCHENKO,F.K.GEN.LT. 1979 NOV
ACTIVE GROUP; RELYING ON THE.: DANILOV,YU.MAJ. 1977 OCT
ACTIVIST GROUP; AT THE CENTER OF ATTENTION OF THE KOMSOMOL.: KUPTSEVICH,YA.GDS.SR.LT. 1977 JUL
ACTIVITIES OF CPSU CARRYING OUT TASKS; V. I. LENIN ON TASKS OF STRENGTHENING DEFENSE OF COUNTRY.: OVSUK,F. 1975 DEC
ACTIVITIES OF MILITARY CADRES; LENINIST STYLE IN THE.: SOKOLOV,O. 1975 JUN
ACTUAL COMBAT FOR TACTICAL EXERCISES; INTENSITY OF.: ANON. 1978 JUL
ACTUAL OPERATIONS; WITH A CONSIDERATION FOR.: DEMIDOV,A. 1975 OCT
ADJUSTMENT CALCULATION INSTRUMENT.: BELOKUR,M. 1975 JUL
ADJUSTMENT WITH A SMOKE SHELL; MORE ABOUT FIRE.: SOSHNIKOV,M., IL'YEVSKIY,B. 1975 JAN
ADJUSTMENTS IN FIRE BY MEANS OF A HELICOPTER; CALCULATION OF.: LYADSKIY,V. 1975 OCT
ADVANCE — SINE QUA NON FOR VICTORY; HIGH RATE OF.: LORACHEV,G.COL. 1977 FEB
ADVANCE ON AN INFANTRY COMBAT VEHICLE INVOLVING FIELD FIRING; PLATOON.: CHELYUSHKOV,V. 1975 APR
ADVANCE PARTY; IN AN.: BYKOVSKIF.V. 1978 JUN
(ADVANCE RATES); MANEUVER IS THE KEY TO VICTORY.: SIMCHENKOV,P.COL. 1977 APR
ADVANCE); A PRESENT-DAY PROBLEM OF TACTICS (SERIES ON RATES OF.; ANON. 1977 JUL
ADVANCE); FIRST WORD TO RECOGNIZE RATES OF.: LISOVSKIY,V.LC. 1977 MAR
ADVANCE); FOR THE SAKE OF SUCCESS IN BATTLE (RATE OF.; SLYUSARENKO,I.MAJ. 1977 MAY
ADVANCE); REMEMBER ALSO ABOUT HELICOPTERS (ON RATES OF.: ZAKHAROV,YU.COL. 1977 AUG
ADVANCE); ENSURING TROOP.: SHAKIROV,A.COL. 1977 MAR
ADVANCE; IN THE INTERESTS OF HIGH RATES OF.: GALOCHKIN,P.COL. 1978 NOV
ADVANCE; MOTORIZED INFANTRYMEN.: PETROVSKIY,G. 1975 OCT
ADVANCED GUARD FORCES A RIVER;.: GUSEVA,MAJ. 1979 NOV
ADVANCED GUARD FORCES A RIVER;.: GUSEVA,MAJ. 1979 NOV
(ADVICE ON TRAINING SNIPERS); WITH A SNIPER RIFLE.; MININ,R.COL.RES. 1976 SEP
ADVISOR; FRIEND AND.: ANON. 1977 FEB
ADVOCATES OF DISCIPLINE; COMMUNISTS-THE.: KOSTENKON. 1979 MAY
AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHS IN EXERCISES; APPLICATION OF.: NIKOLYUK,A.COL. 1976 JUN
AERIAL RADIATION RECONNAISSANCE.; POPOV,N., TSYPURIN,A. 1975 JAN
AERIAL TARGET; TO DETECT AN.: BITYUKOV,N. 1975 JUL
AERIAL TARGETS FROM TANKS; FIRE AT.: LYZOVI,V., RAKITIN,A. 1975 JUL
AERIAL TARGETS; HIGH SPEED.; BOCHEROV,V.COL. 1977 MAY
AERODYNAMIC CATAPULT.; ASHCHEULOVV. 1975 FEB
AERODYNAMIC PARACHUTE TRAINER.; METELKINV.COL. 1977 DEC
AFFAIR; COMPETITION-AN IMAGINATIVE.; KOZLOV,A. 1976 MAR
AFTER THE EXERCISE (TACTICS).; PERSIKOV,A.LT. 1976 APR
AFTER THE JUBILEE GRADUATION.; ANON. 1977 DEC
AFTER "TROIKA".; DYNIN,I.COL. 1979 OCT
AFTER EFFECTS OF CHEMICAL CONTAMINATION AT A STREAM CROSSING POINT; ELIMINATION OF THE.: PAVLOV,S. 1975 SEP
AFTERMATHS OF FIRES; FRIENDS AND COMRADES; ON FIRES AND.; ANON. 1975 JAN
AGAIN ON COMBINED CHECK-OUT CLASSES; ONCE.; PRYASHKA,P.CAPT. 1979 OCT
AGAIN A DIVING TARGET (PVO).; MATVEYEV,S.COL. 1976 MAY
AGAINST ANTITANK WEAPONS IN AN OFFENSIVE; ACTION.; KORITCHUK,V. 1975 JUN
AGAINST ARMOR; FIRE.; TONKIKHA. 1975 FEB
AGAINST CARBON MONOXIDE; PROTECTION.; KOBAL'.M. 1975 DEC
AGAINST ENEMY TANKS, SELF-PROPELLED ARTILLERY MOUNTS, ANTITANK GUIDED MISSILES.; TRAINING CREWS IN COMBAT.; SHALOVALOV,D. 1975 JUN
AGAINST INDIVIDUAL WATERBORNE TARGETS.; MEL'CHAKOV,N.LC.RES. 1977 JUN
AGAINST MEANS OF MASS DESTRUCTION.; BE ABLE TO HOLD OUT (REVIEW OF DOROFEYEV AND SHAMSNUROV'S ENGINEER MEASURES OF DEFENSE.): GRABOVOY,I.COL.CMS.DOTS. 1976 MAY
AGAINST MOVING TARGETS.; FILIPPOV,V. 1978 JUL
AGAINST MOVING TARGETS; FIRING.; ZAYTEV,D.MAJ. 1977 JUN
AGAINST SURFACE TARGETS.; DIDUKH,A., ZHAVORONKOV,V. 1978 JUN
AGAINST TANKS AND HELICOPTERS (PVO); SAMOYLENKO,V.SR.LT. 1976 MAY
AGAINST THE ENEMY WITH HIS OWN GUN.; BOCHAROV,N. 1975 MAY
AGENT CALCULATION; A GAGE FOR SMOKE.; BUBNOVO,M., KHARITONOV,V. 1975 JAN
AGGRESSION; ARMY OF ISRAEL; TOOL OF.; KORNEYEV,L.CHS. 1976 APR
AGGRESSIVE BLOC; GROUND FORCES OF THE.: KARSANOV,K. 1977 SEP
AGGRESSIVENESS; RELIANCE ON.; VARICHENKO,S.GEN.LT.TK.TRPS. 1977 JUN
AGITATION; OVERCOME.; FINAYEV,A.MAJ. 1977 MAR
AGRARIAN POLICY OF THE PARTY; ON THE COURSE OF THE LENINIST.; ANON. 1977 JUL
AGRARIAN POLICY; ON THE COURSE OF LENIN'S.: GUSEV,V. 1978 DEC
AHEAD OF SCHEDULE (MORSE CODE); MASTERED.; KOZIYEV,B.C2, KRIKUN,A.CAPT. 1977 MAR
AHEAD OF SCHEDULE; PROMOTED.; ANON. 1978 FEB
AHEAD OF SCHEDULE; PROMOTION.; ANON. 1978 APR
AHEAD OF TIME; THE CROSSING WAS MADE.; GUTENKO,P. 1979 AUG
AHEAD; NEW POSITIONS LIE.; ANASHKIN,I. 1975 NOV
AIRBORNE ATTACK; REPELLING AN.: BONDARENKO,G.GDS.MAJ. 1977 FEB
AIRBORNE BATTALION IN A FORWARD DETACHMENT.: BYKOV,A.COL. 1978 SEP
AIRBORNE BATTALION IN A NIGHT OPERATION.: SALIKHOV,R.LC. 1977 JUN
AIRBORNE BATTALION RAID IN THE ENEMY REAR.: RODNIKOVSKII,YU. 1978 AUG
AIRBORNE COMPANY SEIZES AN OBJECTIVE IN THE MOUNTAINS.: DREGVAL*,V.CAPT. 1977 APR
AIRBORNE DESANT ; ANTITANK GUIDED MISSILE BATTERY (PTURS) IN A TACTICAL.: ZAYTSEV,V.COL., NAUMOV,A.CAPT. 1977 FEB
AIRBORNE LANDING; TACTICAL.: DYNIN,I. 1978 APR
AIRBORNE LANDINGS (DESANT, HUNGARIAN PEOPLE'S ARMY); TACTICAL.: ANON. 1976 SEP
AIRBORNE PERSONNEL ACHIEVE NEW GOALS.: OLEYNIKA. 1978 JAN
AIRBORNE PERSONNEL GROWS STRONGER; TRAINING OF.: FEDOTOV,A. 1978 APR
AIRBORNE PERSONNEL; COURAGE OF.: KUROCHKIN,K. 1978 JUL
AIRBORNE PERSONNEL; RAID OPERATIONS BY.: SAMOYLENOVA. 1978 APR
AIRBORNE PERSONNEL; REFERENCE POINTS OF.: ANON. 1978 FEB
AIRBORNE PLATOON IN A COMBAT RECONNAISSANCE PATROL.: KOSTYK,YU. 1978 MAR
AIRBORNE TRAINING GROWS STRONGER.: PROTASOV,YU.LC. 1976 DEC
AIRBORNE TROOPS; IN CONSTANT COMBAT READINESS.: MAROLOV,V.GEN.ARMY.HSU.CMS. 1977 JUL
AIRBORNEMEN; FRONTIERS FOR.: PROTASOVA. 1979 MAR
AIRCRAFT ARE IN THE AIR (PVO); WHEN FRIENDLY AND ENEMY.: NEKHOROSHEV, S.LC. 1976 MAY
AIRCRAFT; AN AIR DEFENSE COMPLEX VS AN.: ROGOV,A. 1979 JUN
AIRCRAFT; UNMANNED.: ANON. 1978 OCT
AIRMOBILE ANTITANK FORMATIONS.: BELOV,M. 1978 JAN
AIRWAVES; POISONERS OF THE.: BELOSHCHENKO,T. 1978 APR
AIRWAVES; SNIPERS OF THE.: ANON. 1976 MAY
AKTIV'S WORK DURING GUARD DUTY.: ZABABURIN,V.GDS.COL. 1977 JAN
AKTIV; WITH RELIANCE ON THE.: SHATS,YE.LT. 1977 MAR
AKTIV; WORKING WITH THE PLATOON.: KOSTYGOV,S.LT. 1977 MAR
ALIVE AND GROWING; COMBAT TRADITIONS ARE.: ANON. 1975 MAY
ALL EXERCISE PHASES; IN.: ZAYETS,N.MAJ. 1977 AUG
ALL FORMS; BY.: OCHKIN,A.MAJ. 1976 DEC
ALL PEOPLE; SOCIALIST, OF.: MAKAROV,V. 1979 JUN
ALL RESERVES IN ACTION.: GOLYCHENKO,L.MAJ. 1977 AUG
ALL; FOREMOST EXPERIENCE FOR.: BOGDANOV,V.SR.LT. 1977 AUG
ALLEGANCE TO DUTY.: DRAGUNSKII,D.A.GEN.COL. 1978 SEP
ALLIED SPECIALTY; THEY HAVE MASTERED AN.: FOMICHEV,V.GDS.SR.LT. 1977 SEP
ALLOCATED FOR DIRECT-LAYING FIRE; EXERCISE IN CONTROLLING THE FIRE FROM MEANS.: TUMANOV,V. 1978 OCT
ALLOTING FOR DIRECT FIRE; CONTROL OF FIRE MEANS.: TUMANOV,YU.LC. 1977 JUL
ALLOWANCE FOR CURRENT REQUIREMENTS.: AFANASENKO,I. 1975 AUG
ALLOWANCE FOR THE ACTUAL SITUATION.: DEMIDOV,A. 1975 NOV
ALLOWANCE FOR THE CONCRETE SITUATION.: KEREYEV, ZH.. 1975 JUN
ALLOWANCE FOR THE THEATER OF OPERATIONS.: LEVANDOVSKII,B. 1975 AUG
ALLOY OF YOUTH AND EXPERIENCE.: GOVOROV,V.GEN.COL. 1977 FEB
ALONG OBSTACLES AND RESTRICTED PASSAGES.: BAL'SHEM,N. 1975 DEC
ALONG THE GREAT ROAD, THE USSR IN FIRST PLACE IN THE WORLD; STAGES.: ANON. 1977 MAY
ALWAYS IN READINESS TO DEFEND THE TROOPS.: ANDERSEN,YU. 1978 AUG
ALWAYS SEARCHING.: TOMASHEVSKII,V. 1978 AUG
ALWAYS; PARTY MEMBERS IN FRONT AS.: PIATNITSYN,YU.LC. 1977 OCT
AMBUSH (AIR DESANT TROOPS); STRIKING FROM.: SMETANNIKOV,P.COL. 1976 OCT
AMBUSH IN THE ENEMY REAR; AN.: SHEVCHUK,G. 1979 JAN
AMBUSH; COMPANY IN.: ANON. 1976 JAN
AMBUSH; PLATOON IN.: BABUSHKO, A. 1978 JAN
AMBUSH; TANKS FIRE FROM.: ANON. 1976 JAN
AMONG THE TROOPS; EFFECTIVENESS OF WORK.: DEMIN, V. LT. GEN. 1978 NOV
AMPHIBIOUS ASSAULT (DESAINT); IN AN.: ZHAVORONKOV, G. LC., TKACHEV, V. LC. 1976 SEP
AMPHIBIOUS LANDING; MOTORIZED RIFLE BATTALION IN AN.: SKORODUMOV, L. GEN. MAJ. 1978 SEP
AMPHIBIOUS LANDINGS (SEA DESANTS) OF THE ARMY OF THE USA.: MOSEYEV, Z. COL. 1977 JUL
ANALYSIS OF ACCURACY OF TARGET LOCATION BY INTERSECTION WITH A RANGE FINDER.: STROYNOV, N. 1975 AUG
ANALYSIS OF RECONNAISSANCE DATA IN THE ARTILLERY BATTALION; COLLECTION AND.: SIDOROV, M. GEN. LT. ARTY. 1976 APR
ANALYTIC CALCULATION STATION; FROM THE EXPERIENCE OF OPERATING AN.: TOTSKIY, A. 1978 JUN
ANALYZE; BOTH TRAIN AND.: SKORODUMOV, I. GEN. COL. TK. TRPS. 1976 NOV
ANEM (RADIO COMPANY); FORWARD.: PAVLOVSKIY, A. LC. 1976 JUN
ANNIVERSARIES OF ARMIES OF PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF BULGARIA AND HUNGARIAN PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC.: ANON. 1977 AUG
ANNIVERSARY (OF THE CUBAN REVOLUTION); A GRAND.: SHKADOV, I. GEN. ARMY. 1976 DEC
ANNIVERSARY OF THE GDR'S NATIONAL PEOPLE'S ARMY; OVERCOMING INTERMEDIATE LINES (22ND.:. TAMM, K. 1978 MAR
ANNIVERSARY OF THE GREAT OCTOBER; TOWARD THE SIXTIETH.: ANON. 1977 MAR
ANNIVERSARY OF THE POLISH FORCES, DEFENSE AT NIGHT; 33RD.: ANON. 1976 OCT
ANNIVERSARY OF THE SRA ARMY, ATTACKING THE ENEMY'S FORWARD DEFENSE LINES; 33RD.: ANON. 1976 OCT
ANNIVERSARY; MILITARY SCIENTIFIC CONFERENCE ON KHALKI-GOL 4TH.: ANON. 1979 SEP
ANTENNA DIRECTED TO THE EAST; DESPITE THE SPIRIT OF THE TIMES (REVIEW G.N. VACHNADZE'S.: CHERNOUS'KO, L. ENGR. C1. RES. 1976 JUL
8
AREAS; ARTILLERY IN THE BREAKTHROUGH OF FORTIFIED.: KOLOSKOV,YU.COL.CMS. 1976 APR
AREAS; DEFENSE OF FORTIFIED.: SUKHikh,M. 1978 JUL
AREIS; SHOULD A MEETING ENGAGEMENT.: SEMENOV,YE.GDS.MAJ. 1978 NOV
ARMAMENT OF DEFENDERS OF THE WORKING MASSES (YUGOSLAVIA): ANON. 1979 DEC
ARMAMENT OF SMALL PODRAZDELENIYE.: YEZHOV,N. 1979 JUN
ARMED FORCES DAY; HUNGARIAN.: POLONI,V. 1979 SEP
ARMED FORCES IN THE CENTRAL EUROPEAN THEATER OF OPERATIONS; NATO.: ONUSAYTIS,YU. 1975 JUN
ARMED FORCES OF THE CHINESE PEOPLES REPUBLIC.: IVANOV,K., GEORGIYEVN. 1979 JAN
ARMED FORCES OF THE FRG; POLITICS AND THE.: RUBTSOV,O. 1975 APR
ARMED FORCES OF THE LAND OF SOVIETS.: GRUSHEVOY,K. 1978 AUG
ARMED FORCES; 25TH CONGRESS OF THE CPSU ON STRENGTHENING THE DEFENSIVE CAPACITY OF THE COUNTRY, IMPROVING SOVIET.: BARANOVS.GEN.MAJ.DHS.PROF. 1976 JUN
ARMED FORCES; CPSU CONCERN FOR THE.: KRIVOSHEYEV.I.COL. 1977 JUN
ARMED FORCES; NEW DRILL REGULATIONS OF THE USSR.: ZYRYANOV,A.GEN.MAJ.TK.TRPS. 1976 APR
ARMED FORCES; PARTY CONGRESSES AND STRENGTHENING OF THE.: IZMAYLOV.V. 1976 FEB
ARMIES (BASED ON THE FOREIGN PRESS); ARTILLERY OF FOREIGN.: ZHAROV.V.COL. 1976 OCT
ARMIES; TRAINING SYSTEMS IN THE U.S. AND FRG.: VESHCHUMOV,S.COL. 1976 JUL
ARMOR, HEAVY AND ACCURATE FIRE; STRONG.: ANON. 1976 SEP
ARMOR; CONVERSATIONS WITH DESIGNERS FIRE, MANEUVER AND.: KOTIN,ZH.YA.ENGR.GEN.COL. 1977 SEP
ARMOR; FIRE AGAINST.: TONKIH,A. 1975 FEB
ARMORED CAR IN THE POST AREA; THERE'S AN.: YAKOVENKO,A.CAPT. 1977 NOV
ARMORED EQUIPMENT EXPERTLY; MASTER.: ANON. 1976 SEP
ARMORED EQUIPMENT; SKILLFULLY SERVICE AND MAINTAIN.: POTAPOV,YU.M.COL.GEN.CLS. 1979 DEC
ARMORED EQUIPMENT; STORAGE OF.: ANON. 1976 JAN
ARMORED PERSONNEL CARRIER; MARKSMANSHIP TRAINING IN THE COMPANY ON THE.: SHINKAREV,G. 1975 DEC
ARMORED TARGETS (REVIEW OF A BOOK BY N. I. YEZHOV); COMBATING.: ROGOV,A. 1977 SEP
ARMORED VEHICLES); FOREIGN MILITARY INFORMATION (US BMP XM-723, FRENCH.: ANON. 1976 OCT
ARMS COMMANDER; ORGANIZING AIR DEFENSE—AN IMPORTANT TASK OF THE COMBINED.: ZAYTSEV,M. 1979 FEB
ARMS PODRAZDELENIYE; IN THE INTERESTS OF COMBINED.: SOSKOV,A.COL., MAKAROV,M.ENGR.LC. 1976 JUL
ARMS RACE CONTINUES; THE.: NIKITIN,N.COL. 1977 NOV
ARMS TRAINER; SUGGESTION FOR SMALL.: SOROKIN,A.LC., BARTUN,V.CAPT. 1977 DEC
ARMS; BROTHERHOOD IN CLASS AND IN.: FERNERW. 1976 FEB
ARMS; LET US STRENGTHEN COMRADESHIP IN.: SHPIRKOA. 1975 OCT
ARMY; FIRING TRAINING IN THE US.: VESHCHUMOV,S.COL. 1977 SEP
ARMY AND PEOPLE; UNBREAKABLE UNITY OF THE.: BABKIN,N.LC. 1976 OCT
ARMY AND THE PEOPLE; INDISSOLUBLE UNITY OF THE.: YASNOV,M. 1978 DEC
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ARMY COMPANIES IN COMBAT: US.: NIKITIN,N. 1978 JUN
ARMY FIELD ORDER.: BESKOROVAYNY,Y.A. 1975 MAY
ARMY JOURNAL 'PRZEGŁAD WOJSK LADOWYCH' IS OUR GUEST; POLISH.: ANON. 1976 NOV
ARMY OF A HEROIC PEOPLE (VIETNAM):. ANON. 1979 DEC
ARMY OF A VICTORIOUS NATION: ANON. 1978 OCT
ARMY OF A WORKING PEOPLE: NESTEROV,A.LC. 1977 JAN
ARMY OF COURAGE AND HEROISM; AN.: FEDYUNINSKIY, I.I.GEN.ARMY.HSU. 1977 MAY
ARMY OF ITALY, TOOL OF AGGRESSION: KORNEYEV,L.CHS. 1976 APR
ARMY OF MASS HEROISM: LELYUSHENKO,D.GEN.ARMY. 1977 OCT
ARMY OF THE GERMAN DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC; SOCIALIST COMPETITION IN THE: KNECH.G.COL.NNA.GDR. 1977 FEB
ARMY OF THE USA; AMPHIBIOUS LANDINGS (SEA DESANTS) OF THE: MOSEYEV,Z.COL. 1977 JUL
ARMY SPORTS CLUB TEAM; CENTRAL.: DYNIN,I. 1978 MAY
ARMY WITH HIGH TRAINING; INTO THE: NAKASHIOZE,S.COL. 1977 DEC
ARMY 'FIELD ACADEMY': POLISH.: URBANSKI,M.GEN.BRIGADE. 1976 NOV
ARMY; IN FRATERNAL UNITY (HUNGARIAN PEOPLE'S: KARPATY,FERENS.GEN.MAJ. 1976 AUG
ARMY; OVERCOMING INTERMEDIATE LINES (22ND ANNIVERSARY OF THE GDR'S NATIONAL PEOPLE'S: Tamm,K. 1978 MAR
ARMY; TACTICAL AIRBORNE LANDINGS (DESANT, HUNGARIAN PEOPLE'S: ANON. 1976 SEP
ARMY, ATTACKING THE ENEMY'S FORWARD DEFENSE LINES; 33RD ANNIVERSARY OF THE SRA.: ANON. 1976 OCT
ARMY; IN THE DIVISION IMENI HEROES OF THE SOVIET: VITKOVSKIY,A.MAJ. 1976 NOV
ARMY; PARTY AND.: BOBYLYV,S. 1978 APR
ARMY; SHOULDER TO SHOULDER WITH THE SOVIET.: ANTONYAK,A.CO.CHS. 1977 OCT
ARMY; TACTICS OF THE CHAST': AND PODRAZDELENIYE OF THE ENGLISH.: NIKITIN,N. 1975 OCT
ARMY; WIRE COMMUNICATIONS IN THE U.S.: CHISTAYAKOV,V. 1979 APR
ARRIVED AT BERLIN: THE BATTALION.: BRZHEINSKIY,A.LC.RES. 1976 JUL
ARRIVED IN THE CHAST': A LIEUTENANT.: RASSKAZOV,G. 1978 JAN
ARS (SPRAY TANKER): FROM EXPERIENCES IN OPERATING AN.: MIKHAYLOV,YU. 1979 MAY
ART OF ACCURATE FIRE: BECOMING PROFICIENT IN THE.: YAROSHEVSKII,YU. 1976 MAR
ART OF FIRING ACCURATELY; MASTERING THE.: MALKOV,V. 1979 MAR
ARTICLE INFANTRY COMBAT VEHICLES IN COMBAT: RESPONSES TO THE: BONDARENKO,A., BUKHARENKO,V., MOLOSEV,A., BRUDNO,YE. 1975 AUG
ARTICLE INFANTRY COMBAT VEHICLES IN COMBAT: RESPONSES TO THE: BONDARENKO,A., BUKHARENKO,V., MOLOSEV,A., BRUDNO,YE. 1975 SEP
ARTICLE INFANTRY COMBAT VEHICLES IN COMBAT: RESPONSES TO THE: BONDARENKO,A., BUKHARENKO,V., MOLOSEV,A., BRUDNO,YE. 1975 OCT
ARTICLE INFANTRY COMBAT VEHICLES IN COMBAT: RESPONSES TO THE: BONDARENKO,A., BUKHARENKO,V., MOLOSEV,A., BRUDNO,YE. 1975 NOV
ARTICLE INFANTRY COMBAT VEHICLES IN COMBAT: RESPONSES TO THE: KAMENSKIY,L., CHERNIKOV,V., LOBKO,W., VARENIK,V. 1975 AUG
ARTICLE INFANTRY COMBAT VEHICLES IN COMBAT: RESPONSES TO THE: KAMENSKIY,L., CHERNIKOV,V., LOBKO,W., VARENIK,V. 1975 SEP
ARTICLE INFANTRY COMBAT VEHICLES IN COMBAT: RESPONSES TO THE: KAMENSKIY,L., CHERNIKOV,V., LOBKO,W., VARENIK,V. 1975 OCT
ARTICLE INFANTRY COMBAT VEHICLES IN COMBAT: RESPONSES TO THE: KAMENSKIY,L., CHERNIKOV,V., LOBKO,W., VARENIK,V. 1975 NOV
ARTICLE INFANTRY COMBAT VEHICLES IN COMBAT: RESPONSES TO THE: KAMENSKIY,L., CHERNIKOV,V., LOBKO,W., VARENIK,V. 1975 DEC
ARTICLE ON: METHODOLOGY OF ASSESSING THE ENEMY (POLISH.: ANON. 1976 MAY
ARTICLE: MILITARY TECHNICAL HORIZON OF THE OFFICER (LEAD.: ANON. 1976 OCT
ARTICLE, HOW TO EARN AUTHORITY LISTEN TO ONE'S SUPERIOR; LET US DISCUSS THE.: KRAYNOV,A.GEN.MAJ.HSU. 1976 OCT
ARTICLES PUBLISHED IN 'VOYENNY VESTNIK' IN 1977; INDEX OF.: ANON. 1977 DEC
ARTICLES PUBLISHED IN 'VOYENNY VESTNIK' IN 1978; INDEX OF.: ANON. 1979 DEC
ARTILLERY AND HELICOPTERS; COORDINATING.: GOSTYLY,K.COL. 1977 MAY
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ASK AND WE ANSWER; YOU.: ANON. 1976 MAY
ASK, WE ANSWER; YOU.: ANON. 1976 OCT
ASPECT—COMPETITION—THE MORAL.: IVONIN,V.COL. 1979 SEP
ASSAULT (DESANT); IN AN AMPHIBIOUS.: ZHAVORONOK,G.LC., TKACHEV,V.LC. 1976 SEP
ASSAULT CROSSING OF A RIVER; HASTY.: MUSLIMOV,M., SAPRUNOV,V. 1975 DEC
ASSAULT CROSSINGS OF WATER OBSTACLES; MAKE SKILLED.: ANON. 1976 SEP
ASSAULT FORCES (DESANTNIKI) TAKE NEW LINES.: IVONIN,V.COL. 1979 SEP
ASSAULT IN TWO AND THREE BATTLE LINES.: VVINNIKOV,V. 1975 DEC
ASSAULT IS ATTACKED BY HELICOPTERS; WHEN AN.: SINOSHENKO,V., FOMICHEV.V. 1978 OCT
ASSAULT LANDING OBSTACLES (MINES):.: NOVOSETSZVE,V.LC.RES. 1976 OCT
ASSAULT OF ARTILLERY BATTERIES; FIRE.: RUDAKOV.V. 1975 DEC
ASSAULT OF THE ENEMY IN THE OFFENSIVE; CONTINUITY OF FIRE.: SEDYKH,A. 1975 NOV
ASSAULT ON THE OLD WORLD; AN.: SEDYKH.A.COL. 1977 OCT
ASSAULT; A DARING.: OLEYNIKA. 1975 NOV
ASSAULT; HIGH SPEED FOR THE.: SKORODUMOV.I. 1978 JUN
ASSAULTING WATER OBSTACLES.: MONSTYRSKIY.B., BIRYUKOV,N., RAKOVSKIY,L. 1978 DEC
ASSESSING THE ENEMY (POLISH ARTICLE ON); METHODOLOGY OF.: ANON. 1976 MAY
ASSESSMENTS FOR OFFICERS; INDIVIDUAL.: OREKHOV.V.LC., 8ARSUKA.COL. 1976 DEC
ASSIGNED MISSIONS TO ARTILLERY IN THE DEFENSE; BATTALION COMMANDER.: LUTSENKOV.GEN.MAJ.ARTY., BOBROVSKIY,YU.COL. 1977 MAR
ASSIGNMENTS FOR OFFICERS; TRUE.: MITOV,G. 1979 MAR
ASSIGNMENTS FOR OFFICERS; COMBAT.: YASENKOV.LT. 1976 OCT
ATTACHMENT FOR AUTOMATICALLY CONTROLLING A SLIDE PROJECTOR FROM A TAPE RECORDER; AN.: VOLOOCHENKOV.ENGR.LC. 1977 JAN
ATTACHMENT FOR THE LETI-60 SLIDE PROJECTOR; AN.: VLADIMIROV,V. 1979 JUN
ATMOSPHERE OF CREATIVE VIGOR; IN AN.: SHUMAKOVV. 1978 DEC
ATMOSPHERE OF FIRE AND DEATH; IN AN.: MILOVANOV,V. 1975 MAR
ATTACK A LANDING FORCE (AIR DESANT); WHEN TANKS.: KONONOV.I.COL. 1977 MAR
ATTACK AT NIGHT (A TACTICAL PROBLEM); TANKERS.: SVINTSOV,A. 1976 FEB
ATTACK FROM THE MARCH; COMPANY.: BALYSHEV,YE. 1976 MAR
ATTACK IN THE DEPTHS OF THE DEFENSE; AN.: MUKHAMEDZHANOV,G.MAJ. 1977 MAY
ATTACK IN PURSUIT —.: SHURKHAVETSIIY.V.CAPT. 1979 NOV
ATTACK IN TWO AND THREE BATTLE LINES.: VINNIKOV,V. 1975 DEC
ATTACK; A BATTERY IN THE.: BULYZHKIN,S. 1979 FEB
ATTACK; A BOLD.: ARKHIPOV.V.COL.RES. 1977 DEC
ATTACK; A COMPANY ASSUMES THE DEFENSE DURING AN.: ZINCHENKO,N. 1979 JUN
ATTACK; A TANK.: BELOUSOV.A. 1979 JUL
ATTACK; COMBATING ANTITANK HELICOPTERS DURING AN.: KONOPLYA.P.COL. 1979 SEP
ATTACK; FOR LITERACY.: KARAPETYAN,K.MAJ.RET. 1979 DEC
ATTACK; LANDING FORCE REPULSES HELICOPTER.: KABULAKHIN,N. 1978 DEC
ATTACK; MOTORIZED RIFLEMEN.: ANON. 1976 JAN
ATTACK; PLATOON NIGHT.: IVANIN,A.COL. 1976 MAY
ATTACK; RELIABLE DESTRUCTION OF THE ENEMY BY FIRE IS THE BASIS OF HIGH RATES OF.: ANON. 1977 MAY
ATTACK; REPELLING AN AIRBORNE.: BONDARENKO,G.GDS.MAJ. 1977 FEB
ATTACK; SELF-PROPELLED howitzer Battery in the.: BARSUKOV,V. 1978 JUN
ATTACK; SUPPORTING AN.: KARASHEVSKIY,YU. 1978 MAR
ATTACK; TANK COMPANY IN THE.: LABUTIN,P. 1978 APR
ATTACK; TANK TECHNICAL SUPPORT IN AN.: UTKIN,V.ENGR.COL. 1976 JUL
ATTACK; TECHNICAL SUPPORT TO THE BATTALION ON THE MARCH AND IN THE.: DUTOVE. 1978 JUL
ATTACKED BY HELICOPTERS; WHEN AN ASSAULT IS.: SINOSENKO,V.. FOMICHEV,V. 1978 OCT
ATTACKERS; FLIGHT OF.: LAVRENT'YEV,A. 1978 AUG
ATTACKING AN AIRBORNE.: KIYASHKON. 1976 JUN
ATTACKING COMBAT FORMATION; ARTILLERY IN THE.: IVANIN,A.COL. 1978 MAY
ATTACKING THE ENEMY'S FORWARD DEFENSE LINES; 33RD ANNIVERSARY OF THE SRA ARMY.: ANON. 1976 OCT
ATTACKS FROM THE MOVE; BATTALION.: KALININ,V., ZHAUTEYEV,K., KOTOV,G. 1978 JUN
ATTACKS; A TANK PLATOON.: CHERYESOV.G.MAJ. 1977 JAN
ATTACKS; LANDING FORCE REPELS HELICOPTER.: GORBACHEVV. 1975 OCT
ATTACKS.; REPULSING TANK.: SVERDLOV,F. 1979 APR
ATTAINING SKILL IN FIRE; CREATIVE TRAINING OF TROOPS IN.: KREPSHEV,I. 1975 NOV
ATTAINMENT OF TEAMWORK IN THE MEDICAL PROCESSING PLATOON.: SPIVAK,YA. 1975 JUN
ATTENTION FOR RAISING VIGILANCE; UNREMITTING.: ANON. 1979 AUG
ATTENTION FOR YOUNG OFFICERS; CONCERN AND.: ZAKHAROV,G.GEN.LT.TK.TRPS. 1976 AUG
ATTENTION OF THE KOMSOMOL ACTIVIST GROUP; AT THE CENTER OF.: KUPTSEVICH,YA.GDS.SR.LT. 1977 JUL
ATTENTION TO COMMAND TRAINING; SPECIAL.: LAFEK,V.ENGR.GEN.MAJ. 1978 SEP
ATTENTION TO POLITICAL CLASSES; UNREMITTING.: TROKHACHEV,N.COL. 1976 NOV
ATTENTION TO SPECIAL TRAINING; MORE.: FROLOV,B.SR.LT. 1977 FEB
ATTENTION TO TECHNICAL TRAINING; SPECIAL.: ANON. 1977 DEC
ATTENTION TO TROOP SERVICE; UNREMITTING.: YAKUSHIN,V.GEN.COL.GEN.STAFF. 1977 APR
ATTENTION, A RELIABLE SUPPORT FOR AN OFFICER, SERGEANTS ARE AT THE CENTER OF.: SHURMAK,L.GDS.CAPT. 1977 JAN
ATTENTION; FOR TACTICAL TRAINING—SPECIAL.: GORDEYEV,V. 1979 JUN
ATTITUDE IS TAKEN TO COMPETITION; WHEN A FORMALISTIC.: KNAYEV,V. 1975 MAR
ATTITUDE TOWARD IT...: SERVICE IS IMPORTANT, BUT THE.: ANON. 1978 AUG
ATTITUDE TOWARD IT; WORK IS CRITICAL BUT THE.: KALININ,V. 1978 MAR
AUTOMATION OF TROOP CONTROL.: LEBEDEV,B., NIKOLAYEV,YU. 1975 AUG
AVIATION (BASED ON FOREIGN PRESS); EMPLOYMENT OF TACTICAL.: DROZHZHIN,A.COL. 1976 SEP
BATTALION BATTALION BATTALION BATTALION FIRE SYSTEM BATTALION BATTALION BATTALION SEIZES A MOUNTAIN PASS; A.: MUSLIMOV, M. 1979
BATTALION BATTALION BATTALION BATTALION ON AN RAID
BATTALION BATTALION BATTALION BATTALION INSPECTION PARADE.;
BATTALION BATTALION BATTALION BATTALION

BASIS OF TACTICAL TRAINING: A COMPLEX APPROACH IS THE.; ANON. 1977 MAR
BASIS OF TRAINING AND INDOCTRINATION; REGULATION REQUIREMENTS ARE AT THE.

KOL'TSOV, A.LC. 1976 JUL
BASIS; ENGINEER CHASTS - CONTEMPORARY TEACHINGS ON THE MATERIAL-TECHNICAL.
NIKOLAYCHUK, I. ENGR. GEN. JAM. 1977 AUG
BASIS; FIELD TRAINING IS THE.; GENOV, S. COL. BPA. 1976 AUG
BATTALION ACTIONS IN ISOLATION FROM THE MAIN BODY.; KONOPLYA, P. 1978 AUG
BATTALION ARRIVED AT BERLIN; THE.: BRZHEZINSKIY, A. LC. RES. 1976 JUL
BATTALION ATTACKS FROM THE MOVE.; KALININ, V., ZHAEVEY, K., KOTOV, G. 1978 JUN
BATTALION COMBAT EFFECTIVENESS; RESTORING.; ZHAEVENKO, G., TKACHEV, V. 1978 JUL
BATTALION COMMANDER (PVO); CONCERNS OF AN ARTILLERY.; DOROKHOV, YU. LC. 1976 APR
BATTALION COMMANDER ASSIGNS MISSIONS TO ARTILLERY IN THE DEFENSE.;
LUITENKO, V. GEN. MAJ. ARTY.; BOBOVSKIY, YU. COL. 1977 MAR
BATTALION BUNDUNED G. MOTUCS A RECONNAISSANCE.; ZVYRYANOV, A. 1979 JAN
BATTALION COMMANDER CONDUCTS AN EXERCISE.; IOSCHCHENKO, V. LC. 1976 JUL
BATTALION COMMANDER.; YAKOVenko, A. 1978 APR
BATTALION COMMANDER.; MATVEYENKO, A. 1979 MAR
BATTALION DEFENSE; COUNTERATTACK IN.; BORISKIN, V. LC. 1977 NOV
BATTALION EXERCISE.; BMD ENSURES MANEUVER (EXPERIENCE OF A.; ZUYEV, I. 1976 FEB
BATTALION FORCES A WATER BARRIER.; GRAMKOV, A. LC. 1976 OCT
BATTALION IN A FORWARD DETACHMENT; AIRBORNE.; BYKOV, A. COL. 1978 SEP
BATTALION IN A NIGHT OPERATION; AIRBORNE.; SALIKHOV, R. LC. 1977 JUN
BATTALION IN AN AMPHIBIOUS LANDING; MOTORIZED RIFLE.; SKORODUMOV, I. GEN. MAJ. 1978 SEP
BATTALION IN THE DEFENSE; PROTECTING.; ZAGORUL' KO, I. 1979 MAR
BATTALION IN THE DEFENSE; PROTECTING AN ARTILLERY.; SORONOV, O. LC. 1976 JUL
BATTALION IN TRAINING WITH COMBAT FIRE.; GANALIY, V. LC. 1977 AUG
BATTALION INSPECTION PARADE.; TYUSTIN, G. COL. 1977 MAR
BATTALION IS DEFENDING IN THE FORWARD DEFENSE AREA SECURITY ZONE; A. MOTORIZED RIFLE.;
LUCHITS, V. 1979 APR
BATTALION IS OPERATING IN THE MOUNTAINS.; TIMOSHENKO, I. 1979 APR
BATTALION LONG-DISTANCE MARCH; ARTILLERY.; KHANKAK, I. COL. 1977 APR
BATTALION MEETING ENGAGEMENT.; KOKHANOV, V. 1975 MAR
BATTALION MET POST; AN ARTILLERY.; VOROBYEV, V., NIKOLAYEV, V. 1979 JUN
BATTALION ON AN EXERCISE WITH LIVE FIRING; AN ARTILLERY.; SAPOZHNIKOV, A. 1979 JUN
BATTALION ON OFFENSE.; IN THE TUNDRA (ZEITH ARTILLERY.; SKORIK, B. COL. 1977 APR
BATTALION ON THE MARCH AND IN THE ATTACK; TECHNICAL SUPPORT TO THE.; DUTOV, E.
1978 JUL
BATTALION ON THE MARCH; TECHNICAL SUPPORT TO A.; IVANOV, A. ENGR. COL.; LISOVSKII, V. GDS. MAJ. 1976 SEP
BATTALION PICKS UP THE TEMPO.; BESSARAB, A. 1978 AUG
BATTALION RAID IN THE ENEMY REAR; AIRBORNE.; RODNIKOVSKIY, YU. 1978 AUG
BATTALION SEIZES A MOUNTAIN PASS; A.; MUSLIMOV, M. 1979 MAY
BATTALION'S MOVE IN THE MOUNTAINS; PLANNING AN ARTILLERY.; SAPOZHNIKOV, V. COL.
1976 JUL
BATTALION'S READINESS FOR EXERCISES; INSPECTING A.; APAKIDZE, V. 1979 MAR
BATTALION; A SPECIAL TACTICAL EXERCISE WITH AN ENGINEER.; IVANOV, A. COL.; IRKHA, M. LC.
1979 NOV
BATTALION; A TACTICAL EXERCISE WITH AN ARTILLERY.; KARPOV, YE.; KISINAS, YE. 1976 MAR
BATTALION; AIR DEFENSE IN A.; BULATOV, A. COL.; POLYAKOV, I. COL. 1976 JUL
BATTALION; AIR DEFENSE OF A.; SAVENKO, I. COL. 1979 OCT
BATTALION; MOTORIZED INFANTRY.; RYZHKOV, A. 1975 JUL
BATTALION; COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS OF RECONNAISSANCE DATA IN THE ARTILLERY.;
SIDOROV, M. GEN. LT. ARTY. 1976 APR
BATTALION; FIRE SYSTEM IN THE DEFENSE OF A.; KUZNETSOV, V. LC. 1977 FEB
BATTALION; IN A FOREMOST.; MHASHKOV, N.; ISKOROSTINSKIY, A. 1978 JUL
BATTALION; IN A PROGRESSIVE ARTILLERY.; SLEMMATIN, V.; KIRIKOV, V. 1979 MAR
BATTALION; IN AN OUTSTANDING.; YEML'YANOV, G.; ATLATOV, I. 1975 JAN
BATTALION; PLANNING IN THE.: ANON. 1976 JAN
BATTALION; RADIO TRAINING IN A.: KOZLOV,E. 1979 AUG
BATTALION; RATIONALIZERS OF ONE.: MEDVEDKOV,A. ENGR.CAPT. 1977 MAR
BATTALION; SIGNAL COMMUNICATIONS IN THE.: DUBOVITSKIY,A. 1975 JUL
BATTALION; TO THE TRAINING CENTER AS A.: KARABUT,N. 1975 JUN
BATTERIES FIRING AT A SINGLE TARGET; TWO.: ANON. 1975 JAN
BATTERIES; FIRE ASSAULT OF ARTILLERY.: RUDAKOV,B. 1975 DEC
BATTERIES; ON THE QUESTION OF SURVIVABILITY OF ARTILLERY.: ZUBKOV,A. 1978 AUG
BATTERIES; SMOKE SCREEN.. DUDKO,A. 1979 MAY
BATTERY (PTURS) IN A TACTICAL AIRBORNE DESANT; ANTI-TANK GUIDED MISSILE.: ZAYTSEV.V.COL., NAUMOV,A.CAPT. 1977 FEB
BATTERY COMMANDER'S INDIVIDUAL SITUATION MAP.: VOLODIN,YE. 1975 AUG
BATTERY COMMANDER; ANTIAIRCRAFT.: VOROB'YEV.I.COL.RES. 1976 JUN
BATTERY COMMANDERS COMPETE.: MIKHAYLOV,A. 1976 SEP
BATTERY COMMANDERS; PRACTICE TRAINING SESSIONS WITH.: KARDASHEVSKIY,YU.GEN.LT.ARTY. 1976 MAR
BATTERY FIRE; SOME QUESTIONS OF.: ANON. 1976 DEC
BATTERY IN THE ATTACK; A.: BULYZHIN,S. 1977 JUL
BATTERY IN THE ATTACK; SELF-PROPELLED HOWITZER.: BARSUKOV,V. 1978 JUN
BATTERY IN THE MOUNTAINS; A MORTAR.: ANON. 1976 JAN
BATTERY ON MOUNTAIN DESERT TERRAIN; PEPECIALITIES IN THE OPERATIONS OF A LAUNCH.: LUKINOV,Y. 1979 JUN
BATTERY ON THE DEFENSE; SELF-PROPELLED HOWITZER.: SHLYAPIN,YU. COL. 1978 SEP
BATTERY COMMANDERS COMPETE.: MIKHAYLOV,A. 1977 AUG
BATTERY; OPERATIONS OF A SELF-PROPELLED HOWITZER.: MARAKHOVSKIY.V.COL. 1977 MAY
BATTERY; A COMBINED CHECK-OUT CLASS WITH A.: GRECHENOVSKY,FNU. 1979 FEB
BATTERY; A TACTICAL EXERCISE WITH A LAUNCH.: GUSEV,YU. 1977 JUL
BATTERY; COMPLEX OCCUPATION WITH START OF THE.: GUSEV,YU.LC. 1977 JUL
BATTERY; COMPREHENSIVE CONTROL EXERCISE WITH A LAUNCH-SITE.: FEDOTOV,A. 1978 OCT
BATTERY; INCREASED SURVIVABILITY OF A.: KHROROL'SKIY,YE.COL., TSARENKO,B.LC. 1979 SEP
BATTERY; TACTICAL DRILL CLASS WITH A.: POVKH,N.CAPT. 1978 SEP
BATTERIES; A DECISIVE.: MATSULENKO.V. 1979 AUG
BATTERIES; A COMMANDER'S EXPERTISE IS TESTED IN.: SUDLENKOV.I.MAJ. 1977 DEC
BATTERIES; THREE DAYS IN THE LIFE OF AN AAA.: SHALOV,I.COL. 1976 NOV
BATTLE (RATE OF ADVANCE); FOR THE SAKE OF SUCCESS IN.: SLYUSARENKO,I.MAJ. 1977 MAY
BATTLE AS A COMMUNIST, YOU'LL GO INTO.: SMETANIN,A. 1976 FEB
BATTLE AT NOWY SACZ; AIR DEFENSE PERSONNEL IN THE.: BOL'BAT,F.COL. 1978 NOV
BATTLE CONDUCTS DEFENSIVE COMBAT; WHEN THE.: SELYAVIN,V., VESELOV, L. 1975 JAN
BATTLE FOR A BRIDGEHEAD.: FEDOTOV,V.GEN.MAJ.RES.HSU. 1976 OCT
BATTLE FORMATIONS IN OFFENSIVE COMBAT.: ANON. 1976 JAN
BATTLE IS REAL?: AND IF THE.: KRYUKOV,V.COL. 1977 JUN
BATTLE LINES; ASSAULT IN TWO AND THREE.: VINOGRADCHIY,A. 1977 DEC
BATTLE; A GREAT.: ANON. 1976 JAN
BATTLE; A WORDS SUMMONING TO.: SHEL'YGOV,A. 1976 FEB
BEFORE
BEFORE
BEFORE
BEEN TAKEN, AND
BEEN SUMMED UP,
BEEN MADE, AN
BEEN EXCELLENT; BUT
BEEN CHANGED;
BEEN ACCOMPLISHED; DO NOT STOP
BECOMING
BECOME SERGEANTS IN
BECOME EFFECTIVE; LIEUTENANTS:
BECKONING TOWARD
BEACH; 
BEACH DEFENSE;
BE TRAINED FASTER;
BE READY FOR
BE NO INSTRUCTIONS FOR INITIATIVE; THERE WILL;
BE MADE; SUCH MISTAKES MUST NOT;
BE LIKE;
BE LIKE;
BE LIKE
BE CREATIVE
BE CLOSER TO PEOPLE.
BE BETTER; BOOK
BE AN INDIVIDUAL.
BE ABLE TO
BE ABLE

BEACH; TROOP PROTECTION IN DEFENDING A.:
BEACH; ORGANIZATION OF A.:
BEACH;
BE TROOP PROTECTION IN DEFENDING A.;

BEING PROFICIENT IN THE ART OF ACCURATE FIRE:
YAROSHEVSKYI; V. 1976 MAR
BEEN ACCOMPLISHED; DO NOT STOP WITH WHAT HAS:
KOVALENKO, V. 1979 OCT
BEEN CHANGED; THE FORMAT OF THE TABLES HAS:
BULAT, N. ENG; LC. 1976 JUL
BEEN CREATED BY THE PEOPLE; DEPENDABLY DEFEND EVERYTHING THAT HAS:
ANON. 1979 NOV
BEEN EXCELLENT; BUT IT ALSO COULD HAVE:
YEPIFANOV, V. CAPT. 1977 AUG
BEEN GIVEN - THERE IS NO VAGUENESS; THE ORDER HAS:
SAVEL'YEY, V. COL. 1977 JAN
BEEN MADE, AN ORDER IS ISSUED; IF A DECISION HAS:
IVANOV, B. 1975 MAR
BEEN SUMMED UP, THE STRUGGLE CONTINUES; RESULTS HAVE:
KAPITONOVA, S. GDS. SR. LT. 1976 SEP

BEEN TAKEN, AND ANOTHER IS AHEAD; THE LINE HAS:
KISELEV, A. 1976 FEB
BEFORE A JUMP; CHECKING PARACHUTES:
VOROTILYAK, A. MAJ. 1979 NOV
BEFORE AND DURING THE WAR:
LEVCHENKO, P. 1975 APR
BEFORE COMBAT; A WORD:
DYBIN, I. COL. 1976 JUN
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BEFORE JUMPS; CHECKING PARACHUTES: SERGEYEV, G. COL., Gerasimenko, I. LC. 1976 JUL
BEFORE THE BEGINNING OF A NEW ERA, TWO DAYS: MITROFANOV, N. 1977 NOV
BEFORE THE FIRST SHOT SOUNDS: SIMCHENKO, G. COL. 1978 AUG
BEGINNING OF A NEW ERA, TWO DAYS BEFORE THE: MITROFANOV, N. 1977 NOV
BEGINNING: AT THE PATH'S.: STEFANOVA, V. LT., RUDENKO, L. PRAPOSHCHIK. 1976 MAY
BEHAVIOR IN COMBAT: MOTIVES OF.: KOVALEV, V. 1975 APR
BEHISTS OF THE GREAT LEADER: ACCORDING TO.: IZMAYLOV, V. COL. CHS. 1977 APR
BEHISTS ON VIGILANCE, LENIN'S.: IZMAYLOV, V. 1978 APR
BEHIND THE LINE OF THE OPERATIONS SUMMARY.: DAVYDOV, YU. 1975 SEP
BEHIND THE SECONDS?: WHAT LIES.: OLEINIK, A. 1978 AUG
BEING NEAR TO PEOPLE.: BELUSHCHENKO'S USA: 200 YEARS—200 WARS); BY SWORD AND DOLLAR (REVIEW OF A. P. VOLKOV, A. COL. CHS. 1976 AUG
BELOKUR AND V. I. KALAYDA'S ENGINEER SUPPORT OF MARCHES AND MEETINGS ENGAGEMENTS; UNFORTUNATE MISTAKES (REVIEW OF A. P. KOROLEV, YE. COL. CMS. ORLOV, V. COL. CMS. 1976 JUN
(BELORUSSIAN MILITARY DISTRICT): ACCOMPLISH COMBAT MISSIONS IMAGINATIVELY.: TRET'IYAKOV, I. GEN. COL. HSU. 1975 SEP
BERLIN; THE BATTALION ARRIVED AT.: BRZHEZINSKIY, A. LC. RES. 1976 JUL
BEST MOTORIZED RIFLE COMPANY; IN THE.: BESSARAB, A. ENGR.-COL. 1977 JUL
BEST RADIO OPERATORS OF THE DISTRICT.: KALININ, V. 1975 OCT
BEST RATING.: ZHURAVLEV, M. COL. 1979 DEC
BEST SOLUTION TO ARTILLERY MARKSMANSHIP PROBLEMS; FOR PARTICIPANTS OF COMPETITION FOR A. P.; BETTER THE NORMS; IN ORDER TO.: MASTERKOV, S. 1979 MAY
BETTER; BOOK COULD BE.: TOLCHEV, B. 1979 APR
BEYOND THE VISTULA; ON A HILL.: KLOCHKOV, CAPT. RES. 1976 JUN
BIGGER THE SUCCESSES; THE FIRMER THE ORDER—THE.: VEREYEV—RAKHAIISKIY, V. GEN. LT. 1977 OCT
BOARD FOR METEOROLOGIST-COMPUTER; PLOTTING.: STVOLOV, P. ENGR. COL., TSEKHANSKIY, YU. ENGR. RES. LC., POLOVINIKIN, R. 1976 DEC
BOARD; A CHEMICAL SCOUT'S.: MIKHAYLOV, L., COROBOKOV, V. 1979 JAN
BODY; BATTALION ACTIONS IN ISOLATION FROM THE MAIN.: KONOPLYAK, P. 1978 AUG
BODY; FOR HOMING ON A CELESTIAL.: DERENYANKO, V. COL. 1977 MAR
BOLD ATTACK: A.: ARKHIPOV, V. COL. RES. 1977 DEC
BOLDNESS; TACTICAL.: KRAVSOSMANTOV, I. GEN. LT. RET. 1977 JAN
BOLSHEVIKS; MILITARY COMBAT WORK OF THE.: TRET'IYAKOV, V. COL. CHS. 1977 JUL
BOMB; NEUTRON.: LOGACHEV, V. 1978 JAN
BOND OF GENERATIONS.: KOSTITYNSKIY, S. P. LT. 1977 MAY
BOOK COULD BE BETTER; TOLCHEV, B. 1979 APR
BOOK OPERATIONAL MASKIROVKA OF TROOPS, PAST EXPERIENCE FOR PRACTICE TODAY (REVIEW OF V. A. MATSULENKO'S.: SHEVCHENKO, A. GEN. LT. CMS. HSU. 1976 APR
1979 OCT
BOOK OPERATIONAL MASKIROVKA OF TROOPS). PAST EXPERIENCE FOR PRACTICE TODAY (REVIEW OF V. A. MATSULENKO'S.: SHEVCHENKO, A. GEN. LT. CMS. HSU. 1976 APR
BOOK PARTY BATTLE: ON THE FORWARD EDGE (REVIEW OF KOZLOV AND ZAYTSEV'S: PAVLOV, I.LC. 1976 MAY
BOOK REPUBLISHED WITHOUT CONSIDERING CHANGES: VITKOVSKYI, A.LC.CMS., KHORUZHIY, L.LC., CHAPLYGIN, V.COL. 1976 NOV
BOOK TANK DRIVING: TANK DRIVING - A COMBAT MISSION (REVIEW OF A.M. KATUNSKIIY'S: LAPYGIN, N.GEN.LT.TK.TRPS. 1977 FEB
BOOK THE PAST WITH US: PAGES FROM THE HEROIC PAST (REVIEW OF PETROV'S: PEREDEL'SKIY, G.YE.MSL.arty. 1979 NOV
BOOK): AN INEXHAUSTIBLE SPRING (REVIEW OF OSHURKOV AND GLUSHCHETS: SOLOV'YEV, A.COL. 1976 APR
BOOK): FLAMETHROWER AND INCENDIARY WEAPONS (REVIEW OF A.V. BABUSHKIN'S: SHUBIN, B.COL. 1976 APR
BOOK, AIR DESANT TRAINING): IN ORDER TO CONQUER THE SKY (REVIEW OF GEN.LT. LISOV'S: SHAGALOV, GDS.COL., ACHALOV, V.GDS.LC. 1977 JUL
BOOKS WHICH THEY STUDY.: MONCHENKO, A. 1979 OCT
BOOKS: NEW.: ANON. 1976 FEB
BOOKS: NEW.: ANON. 1976 MAR
BOOKS: NEW.: ANON. 1976 APR
BOOKS: NEW.: ANON. 1976 MAY
BOOKS: NEW.: ANON. 1976 AUG
BOOKS: NEW.: ANON. 1976 OCT
BOOKS: NEW.: ANON. 1976 NOV
BOOKS: NEW.: ANON. 1977 JAN
BOOKS: NEW.: ANON. 1977 APR
BOOKS: NEW.: ANON. 1977 MAY
BOOKS: NEW.: ANON. 1977 JUN
BOOKS: NEW.: ANON. 1977 AUG
BOOKS: NEW.: ANON. 1977 DEC
BOOKS: NEW.: ANON. 1978 JAN
BOOKS: NEW.: ANON. 1978 FEB
BOOKS: NEW.: ANON. 1978 APR
BORDERS: ON GUARD OVER SOVIET.: NESUMOV, YU. 1978 MAY
BORDERS: SENTRIES OF THE MARITIME.: GORSHKOV, S. 1978 FEB
BORN COMMANDERS; THEY ARE NOT.: ZAYTSEV, M. 1976 FEB
BORN OF OCTOBER.: 78V12 AKSENOV, A. 1976 DEC
BORN OF THE REVOLUTION Number 1: IRON DIVISION.: ANON. 1977 OCT
BORN OF THE REVOLUTION.: ANON. 1978 NOV
BORN UNDER THE RED BANNER.: ANON. 1978 FEB
BORODAYEV BASE OF OPERATION; CROSSINGS OF THE.: ZHEMCHUZHNIKOV, I. 1978 JUL
BOTH TRAIN AND ANALYZE.: SKORODUMOV, I.GEN.COL.TK.TRPS. 1976 NOV
BOUND ACROSS THE DANUBE.: ANDRUIYUSHENKO, A. 1975 JAN
BOUNDARIES OF A RADIOACTIVELY CONTAMINATED ZONE; DETERMINING THE.: KARAMYSHOV, V.ENGSR.LT. 1977 MAY
BOURGEOIS CONCEPTS ON THE CAUSES OF WAR; FAILURE OF.: VOLKOGRONOV, D. 1976 MAR
BOURGEOIS FALSIFIERS; A WORTHY REBUFF FOR.: NIKITIN, YE. 1978 MAR
BRAZILIAN 'URUTU' APC.: ANON. 1978 NOV
BREAKDOWN: WITHOUT ACCIDENTS AND.: TSVETKOV, N. 1979 JUN
BREAKTHROUGH OF DEFENSES; ENGINEER SUPPORT TO A.: PARFILOV, YU.COL. 1976 SEP
BREAKTHROUGH OF FORTIFIED AREAS; ARTILLERY IN THE.: KOLOSKOV, YU.COL.CMS. 1976 APR
BREZHEV): OUTSTANDING PARTY AND STATE FIGURE (L.I...: ANON. 1976 DEC
BREZNO: OPERATION.: DUGINETS, A. 1975 MAY
BRIDGE CROSSING IN WINTER, MAKING GAPS IN THE ICE: A.: SHUBIN, R.LC. 1977 JAN
BRIDGE CROSSINGS IN WINTER - FLOATING HOUSE METHOD; ON.: KOMAR, V.COL. 1977 JAN
BRIDGEHEAD: BATTLE FOR A.: FEDOTOV, V.GEN.MAJ.RES.HSU. 1976 OCT
BRIDGES CAN BE BUILT FASTER.: LYUBCHENKO, N. 1978 FEB
BRIDGING MEANS OF FOREIGN ARMIES: RIVER CROSSING AND.: GORBACHEV, A.ENGRI.GEN.LT., KOTOV, I.COL. 1977 JUN
BRIDGING SLIDE RULE; UNIVERSAL.: CHERNYAUSKAS, I.CAPT. 1977 JUL
BRING HIGH EFFECTIVENESS TO MARXIST-LENINIST TRAINING OF OFFICERS.: SMORIGO, N.GEN.MAJ. 1976 DEC
BROADER SCOPE FOR SOCIALIST COMPETITION; A.: ANON. 1978 JAN
BROTHERHOOD IN CLASS AND ARMS.: FERNER, W. 1976 FEB
BROTHERHOOD-IN-ARMS.: SURGEVICHR. 1979 OCT
BULGARIA AND HUNGARIAN PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC; ANNIVERSARIES OF ARMIES OF PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF.: ANON. 1977 AUG
BULLET-PIERCED PARTY CARD.: TEL'NOV, G. 1977 OCT
BULLETINS, HELICOPTERS; IN A CREATIVE SEARCH (MET.: METELKIN, V.COL.RES. 1977 APR
BULLETINS; FOR COMPILING APPROXIMATE.: GERASIYOV, A. 1978 APR
BULLS-EYE; EACH SHOT-A.: BREVEY, A. 1976 MAR
BUNDESWEHR CHAST' AND PODRAZDELENIYE; NEW ORGANIZATION OF.: GLAZUNOV, N. 1979 OCT
BURG, WITH THE FIRST MISSILE OR FIRST.: KUTSENKO, B.GEN.LT.ARTY. 1977 APR
BURSTS; REGISTERING TARGETS USING AIR.: ORLANOV, Y.A., CHISTOV, B. 1979 FEB
BURST HEIGHT; REGISTERING.: Oストロノヴ, M. 1978 JUN
BURST SIMULATORS; AIR.: BUTORIN, A. 1979 APR
BULLETIN; TO FIRE IN MODERN COMBAT; CONTINUOUS DESTRUCTION.: PEREDEL'SKII, A.MSL.ARTY. 1977 JUN
BY AIRBORNE PERSONNEL; RAID OPERATIONS.: SAMOYLENKO, YA. 1978 APR
BY AIRBORNE PERSONNEL; RAID OPERATIONS.: SAMOYLENKO, YA. 1978 APR
BY ALL FORMS.: OCHIKIN, A.MAJ. 1976 DEC
BY DIRECT LAYING; TRAINING FOR FIRE.: SHULAKOV, A.COL. 1977 AUG
BY EXPERIENCE; CONFIRMED.: ANON. 1976 JAN
BY HELICOPTERS; WHEN AN ASSAULT IS ATTACKED.: SINOSHENKO, V., FOMICHEV, V. 1978 OCT
BY PERSONAL EXAMPLE.: PALEYEY, N.LT. 1979 NOV
BY PRACTICE; CONFIRMED.: SHARYB. 1978 OCT
BY SOUND RANGING PERSONNEL; USE OF TOPOGRAPHIC COMPUTER.: AGAFONOV, N. 1978 JAN
BY SWORD AND DOLLAR (REVIEW T.K. BELASHCHENKO'S USA: 200 YEARS — 200 WARS):. VOLKOV, A.COL.CHS. 1976 AUG
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1978 NOV</td>
<td>NESTERENKO, V.L.C.</td>
<td>BY THE COMMANDER AND STAFF; COHESIVE WORK.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1978 NOV</td>
<td>MUZYCHENKO, N.COL., CMS., DOTS.</td>
<td>BY THE COMPLEX PROBLEM METHOD.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1978 APR</td>
<td>SURIKOV, N.</td>
<td>BY THE COMPREHENSIVE METHOD.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1976 AUG</td>
<td>ANON.</td>
<td>BY THE MOTHERLAND; DECORATED.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1977 MAR</td>
<td>ANON.</td>
<td>BY THE MOTHERLAND; DECORATED.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1977 JUN</td>
<td>ANON.</td>
<td>BY THE MOTHERLAND; DECORATED.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1977 OCT</td>
<td>ANON.</td>
<td>BY THE MOTHERLAND; DECORATED.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1977 DEC</td>
<td>ANON.</td>
<td>BY THE MOTHERLAND; DECORATED.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1978 APR</td>
<td>ANON.</td>
<td>BY THE MOTHERLAND; DECORATED.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1976 NOV</td>
<td>ANON.</td>
<td>BY THE MOTHERLAND; DECORATED.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1977 MAR</td>
<td>ANON.</td>
<td>BY THE MOTHERLAND; DECORATED.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1977 JUN</td>
<td>ANON.</td>
<td>BY THE MOTHERLAND; DECORATED.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1977 OCT</td>
<td>ANON.</td>
<td>BY THE MOTHERLAND; DECORATED.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1977 DEC</td>
<td>ANON.</td>
<td>BY THE MOTHERLAND; DECORATED.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1978 APR</td>
<td>ANON.</td>
<td>BY THE MOTHERLAND; DECORATED.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1976 DEC</td>
<td>ANON.</td>
<td>BY THE MOTHERLAND; DECORATED.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1979 NOV</td>
<td>ANON.</td>
<td>BY THE PEOPLE; DEPENDABLY DEFEND EVERYTHING THAT HAS BEEN CREATED.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1977 JUL</td>
<td>KIRYUKHIN, M.COL.</td>
<td>BY THE COMPLEX PROBLEM METHOD.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1975 APR</td>
<td>SURIKOV, N.</td>
<td>BY THE COMPREHENSIVE METHOD.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1975 May</td>
<td>KASKIROVICH, O., ZAKHAROV, D., YEGOROV, L.</td>
<td>CADET SCIENTIFIC SOCIETY;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1978 JUN</td>
<td>POPOV, N., BUBNOV, O.</td>
<td>CADETS; TECHNICAL FACILITIES FOR.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1978 AUG</td>
<td>ANON.</td>
<td>CADETS; SPECIAL TACTICAL TRAINING OF.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1977 SEP</td>
<td>IZMAYLOV, V.</td>
<td>CADRES WOLED; THIS WERE MILITARY.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1979 AUG</td>
<td>KONCHITS, V.</td>
<td>CADRES WITH HIGH QUALIFICATIONS; WE ARE PREPARING.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1979 MAR</td>
<td>Malyshenko, M.</td>
<td>CADRES; FORGE OF COMMAND; MALYSHENKO, M.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1975 JUN</td>
<td>SOKOLOV, O.</td>
<td>CADRES; LENINIST STYLE IN THE ACTIVITIES OF MILITARY.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1977 JUN</td>
<td>GONCHAROV, V.GEN.COL.</td>
<td>CADRES; LENINIST STYLE IN WORK OF MILITARY.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1975 Aug</td>
<td>KOBALT', M.</td>
<td>CADRES; DEVELOPMENT OF COMMANDER AND METHODOLOGICAL SKILLS IN.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1978 AUG</td>
<td>MOSTYAYEV, V.CAPT.</td>
<td>CADETS; MOVING TO THE FIELD.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1975 Nov</td>
<td>PAVLOV, V.</td>
<td>CADETS; EXERCISES IN COMMUNICATIONS WITH THE MOTORIZED RIFLE.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1978 JAN</td>
<td>ANON.</td>
<td>CADETS; ON-THE-JOB TRAINING OF.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1977 APR</td>
<td>SKRYABIN, N., VAYSMAN, B., YANOVL., TSARIKOV, L.</td>
<td>CADETS; TACTICAL TRAINING OF.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1975 Mar</td>
<td>IZMAYLOV, V.</td>
<td>CADRES; LENINIST STYLE IN THE ACTIVITIES OF MILITARY.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1977 JUN</td>
<td>KONCHITS, V.</td>
<td>CADRES; FORGE OF COMMAND; MALYSHENKO, M.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1977 JUN</td>
<td>GONCHAROV, V.GEN.COL.</td>
<td>CADRES; LENINIST STYLE IN WORK OF MILITARY.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1975 Nov</td>
<td>BOLOTOV, G.</td>
<td>CADRES; DEVELOPMENT OF COMMANDER AND METHODOLOGICAL SKILLS IN.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1977 Dec</td>
<td>MAGONOV, I.GEN.LT.</td>
<td>CADRES; URGENT TASKS IN TRAINING OFFICER.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1975 JUL</td>
<td>GODOVANIK, B., ENGR.-LC.</td>
<td>CALCULATING BALLISTIC RANGE CORRECTIONS.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1976 SEP</td>
<td>GODOVANIK, B., ENGR.-LC.</td>
<td>CALCULATING GUN CORRECTIONS; ON: SOSUL'NIKOV, M.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1976 JUL</td>
<td>GODOVANIK, B.</td>
<td>CALCULATING MARCHES ACCORDING TO TIMED INTERVALS.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1978 MAR</td>
<td>LABICHEV, B.</td>
<td>CALCULATING ONE'S STRENGTH.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1976 JUN</td>
<td>GOLUBEV, I.LC.</td>
<td>CALCULATING THE EXPENDITURE OF ROUNDS (NORMS, CIRCULAR SLIDE RULE).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1977 JUL</td>
<td>SHUMSKY, V.LY.</td>
<td>CALCULATING WINDS; INSTRUMENT FOR: STOLENEV, V.LY.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1975 JUL</td>
<td>BELOKUR, M.</td>
<td>CALCULATION INSTRUMENT; ADJUSTMENT; BELOKUR, M.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1978 JUL</td>
<td>SOZINOV, G.LC.</td>
<td>CALCULATION OF A CROSSING; SIMPLIFIED: SOZINOV, G.LC.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1978 NOV</td>
<td>GODOVANIK, B.</td>
<td>CALCULATION OF ADJUSTMENTS IN FIRE BY MEANS OF A HELICOPTER.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1977 OCT</td>
<td>SAYENKO, P., MAJ.</td>
<td>CALCULATION OF TIME AND TAKING ACCOUNT OF CONDITIONS OF FIRE; PRECISE.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1977 JUN</td>
<td>TOTSKII, A.</td>
<td>CALCULATION STATION; FROM THE EXPERIENCE OF OPERATING AN ANALYTIC.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1978 JUN</td>
<td>SHUMSKY, P.</td>
<td>CALCULATION TIME; FOR REDUCING: SHUMSKY, P.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1975 JAN</td>
<td>BUBNOVO., KHRITONOV, V.</td>
<td>CALCULATION; A GAGE FOR SMOKE AGENT: BUBNOVO., KHRITONOV, V.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1977 JUL</td>
<td>GODOVANIK, B.</td>
<td>CALCULATION; GRAPHIC METHOD OF MARCH.: GODOVANIK, B.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1975 JUL</td>
<td>NOZDRACHEV, V.</td>
<td>CALCULATIONS FOR FIRE FROM THE GRENADE LAUNCHER; ACCURATE: NOZDRACHEV, V.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1977 DEC</td>
<td>GODOVANIK, B.</td>
<td>CALCULATOR (CIRCULAR SLIDE RULE); SOUND RANGING: SEMIN, A.LC.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1976 JUN</td>
<td>GODOVANIK, B.</td>
<td>CALCULATION STATION; FROM THE EXPERIENCE OF OPERATING AN ANALYTIC.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CALENDAR OF 1917 (NOT TRANSLATED): ANON. 1977 APR
CALIBER; WHAT ABOUT MEDIUM.: ADAMOV, K. 1975 MAR
CALIBRATION WORK SHOP; A STATIONARY.: POLYAK, A. 1979 APR
CALLED FOR FIRE ON THEMSELVES; THEY.: POPOV, S. 1975 MAY
CAMÉE; HOW SUCCESS.: KIRYUKHIN, M. 1976 FEB
CAMERA; REMOTE CONTROL OF A.: SOROKIN, A., VAKS, M. 1978 JUL
CAMOUFLAGE (MASKIROVKA); POSITION.: GORKIN, A., LC. 1977 APR
CAMOUFLAGE MUST BE TAUGHT.: GORKINA, YU., DRAGOMIRETSKII, F. 1975 AUG
(CAMOUFLAGE)—AN IMPORTANT TASK; MASKIROVKA.: MALISOV, YU., COL. 1979 DEC
CAN BE BUILT FASTER; BRIDGES.: LYUBCHENKO, N. 1978 FEB
CANDIDATES; SELECTING SNIPER.: SHEFYUR, VU., COL. MED. SV. CMEDS. DOTS. 1977 JUN
CANDIDATES; SKILLS IN PODRAZDELENIYE CONTROL FOR OFFICER.: TARASOV, A., COL., KUTEPOV, V. LC. 1976 NOV
CANDIDATES; THUS WE TRAIN OFFICER.: SHAMANSKIY, V. LC. 1976 APR
CANNOT BE IMPOSED ON TACTICS; STEREOTYPES.: MANT, M. 1975 SEP
CANDIDATES; CONSIDER FIRE..: SMETANKIN, S., NOVICHKOV, A. 1978 MAY
CAPABILITIES; AT THE LEVEL OF CONTEMPORARY TECHNICAL..: YEPIFANOV, I., LC. 1977 JAN
CAPABILITIES OF ARTILLERY UNITS; RESTORING THE COMBAT.: YEPIFANOV, I., LC. 1977 SEP
CARRYING OUT REGULATIONS; IN THE SPIRIT OF STRICTLY..: LYASHKO, V. 1975 DEC
CENTER AS A BATTALION; TO THE TRAINING.: KARABUTN, V. 1975 JAN
CENTER AND CADET FIELD TRAINING; TRAINING.: KARABUTN, V. 1975 DEC
CENTER OF POLITICAL INDOCTRINATION WORK; THE COMPANY IS A.: STREL'TSOV, B. LC. 1976 JUN
CENTER: IN PASSING THROUGH AN EDUCATIONAL: AYDINIAN, A. COL., SHADRIN, V. LC. 1977 FEB
CENTER: SCIENTIFIC-TECHNICAL PROPAGANDA: SHAPOCHKIN, YE. 1978 NOV
CENTERS OF DESTRUCTION: RESCUE OPERATIONS IN: P'YAVKA, N. 1979 JUL
CENTRAL ARMY SPORTS CLUB TEAM: DYNIN, I. 1978 MAY
CENTRAL EUROPEAN THEATER OF OPERATIONS; NATO ARMED FORCES IN THE: ONUSAYTIS, YU. 1975 JUN
CENTRAL GROUP OF FORCES - COMMAND TRAINING EXPERIENCE.: ANON. 1978 AUG
CENTURIES: EXPLOIT FOR THE: BATOV, P. 1978 FEB
CERTAIN ISSUES OF THE METHODOLOGY FOR CONDUCTING TACTICAL EXERCISES.: BEZVERSHENKO, V., STRELETS, M. 1978 APR
CESSATION OF FIRE; A DEVICE FOR: GRYAZNOV, A. 1975 AUG
CHAIR (KAFADRA); WORK IN A DEPARTMENT.: BOL'SHAKOV, A. COL., RUZIN, N. COL. RES. 1977 JUL
CHAMPIONS OF REGULATION ORDER: KORNIYENKO, I. COL. 1977 MAR
CHANGED; THE FORMAT OF THE TABLES HAS BEEN: BULAT, N. ENGR. LC. 1976 JUL
CHANGES; BOOK REPUBLISHED WITHOUT CONSIDERING: VITKOVSKIY, A. LC. CMS., KHORUZHIY, L. LC., CHAPLYGIN, V. COL. 1976 NOV
CHANGES; DECISIONS OF THE 25TH CPSU CONGRESS IN PRACTICE A TIME OF GREAT: CHEREPANOV, YU. 1979 SEP
CHARACTERISTICS OF FIRE AT MAXIMUM RANGES.: RODIN, A. 1975 JUL
CHAST' AND PODRAZDELENIYE OF THE ENGLISH ARMY; TACTICS OF THE.: NIKITIN, N. 1975 OCT
CHAST' AND PODRAZDELENIYE; NEW ORGANIZATION OF BUNDESWEHR.: GLAZUNOV, N. 1979 JUL
CHAST' AND PODRAZDELENIYE; NEW ORGANIZATION OF BUNDESWEHR.: GLAZUNOV, N. 1978 AUG
CHAST': A LIEUTENANT ARRIVED IN THE.: RASSKAZOV, G. 1978 JAN
CHAST'; INSTRUCTIONAL METHODS CONFERENCE IN A.: FOMICHEV, V. GDS. SR. LT. 1977 JAN
CHAST; PEOPLE'S CONTROL GROUP IN A.: RYBIN, V., SMIRNOV, F. 1979 AUG
CHASTS - CONTEMPORARY TEACHINGS ON THE MATERIAL-TECHNICAL BASIS; ENGINEER.: NIKOLAYCHUK, I. ENGR. GEN. JAM. 1977 AUG
CHECK OF TROOPS; VOYENNY VESTNIK AT THE SPRING.: ANON. 1977 JUN
CHECK YOUR ANSWERS (EDUCATION AND TRAINING).: ANON. 1976 MAY
CHECK YOUR SOLUTION (ANSWERS TO COMMUNICATIONS PROBLEMS ISSUES 6 AND 7): ANON. 1979 NOV
CHECK YOUR SOLUTION (ANSWERS TO FIRE AND WEAPONS PROBLEMS ISSUE 7): ANON. 1979 NOV
CHECK YOUR SOLUTION (ANSWERS TO ISSUE 11): ANON. 1979 DEC
CHECK YOUR SOLUTION (ANSWERS TO PROBLEMS IN ISSUE 9): ANON. 1979 OCT
CHECK YOUR SOLUTION (ARTILLERY AND ROCKETS, ANSWERS TO PROBLEMS IN ISSUE 8): ANON. 1979 SEP
CHECK YOUR SOLUTION (COMMUNICATIONS, ANSWERS TO PROBLEMS IN ISSUE 4): ANON. 1979 SEP
CHECK YOUR SOLUTION (CONTROL AND COMMUNICATIONS, PROBLEM 2, ISSUE 8): ANON. 1976 OCT
CHECK YOUR SOLUTION (CONTROL AND COMMUNICATIONS, SET 1 ISSUE 5): ANON. 1976 AUG
CHECK YOUR SOLUTION (FIRE AND WEAPONS, PROBLEM 5): ANON. 1977 APR
CHECK YOUR SOLUTION (FIRE AND WEAPONS, PROBLEM 6 IN ISSUE 3): ANON. 1977 JUN
CHECK YOUR SOLUTION (ROCKETS AND ARTILLERY, ANSWERS TO PROBLEMS IN ISSUE 5): ANON. 1977 JUL
CHECK YOUR SOLUTION (ROCKETS AND ARTILLERY, FROM ISSUE 7): ANON. 1977 AUG
CHECK YOUR SOLUTION (ROCKETS AND ARTILLERY, FROM ISSUE 8): ANON. 1977 SEP
CHECK YOUR SOLUTION (TACTICS, FROM ISSUE 4): ANON. 1977 AUG
CHECK YOUR SOLUTION: ANON. 1978 AUG
CHECK YOUR SOLUTION: ANON. 1978 OCT
CHECK YOUR SOLUTION.: ANON. 1978 APR
CHECK YOUR SOLUTION.: ANON. 1978 NOV
CHECK YOUR SOLUTIONS (CONTROL AND COMMUNICATIONS, PROBLEM 4 ISSUE 8): ANON. 1976 DEC
CHECK YOUR SOLUTIONS (MOTORIZED RIFLE, TANKS, DESANT TROOPS, FROM ISSUES 6, 7, AND 8): ANON. 1976 DEC
CHECK-OUT CLASS WITH A BATTERY; A COMBINED.: GRECHENOVSKIY, FNU. 1979 FEB
CHECK-OUT CLASSES: ONCE AGAIN ON COMBINED.: PRYASHKA, P. CAPT. 1979 OCT
CHECKING A GUNNERS QUADRANT AND FIELD CLINOMETER.: KRUTS, L. LC. 1977 MAY
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CHECKING OF WEATHER STATIONS; MUTUAL.: SAVKIN, L., YURKOVSKII, A. 1975 MAR
CHECKING PARACHUTES BEFORE A JUMP.: VOROTILYAK, A. MAJ. 1979 NOV
CHECKING PARACHUTES BEFORE JUMPS.: SERGEYEV, G. COL., GERASIMENKO, I. LC. 1976 JUL
CHECKING REFLECTION.: STULETNYEV, YU. LT. 1977 JAN
CHECKING THE RESULTS OF COMBINED SOUNDINGS.: KULYUKHIN, N. LC., LUTSENKO, G. MAJ. 1977 SEP
CHECKING THE ZERO LINE OF SIGHT.; FOR.: MARTYNOV, B. CAPT. 1976 NOV
CHECKOUT IS REQUIRED (ARTILLERY); PRACTICAL.: KIKISHEV, N. CAPT. 1976 JUN
CHEMICAL CONTAMINATION AT A STREAM CROSSING POINT.; ELIMINATION OF THE AFTEREFFECTS OF.: PAVLOV, S. 1975 SEP
(Chemical defense); special tactical training.: MAR'YASOV, V. COL. 1976 JUN
CHEMICAL MONITORING; DOSIMETER AND.: DOBRYAKOV, I. 1978 JUN
CHEMICAL OBSERVATION AT NIGHT; RADIATION AND.: MARKER, R. 1978 OCT
CHEMICAL OBSERVER PANEL.: BRAYATSEV, V. MAJ. 1977 FEB
CHEMICAL OBSERVERS; TRAINING.: KISELEV, P. ENGR. LC., SHILOV, A. LC. 1976 JUL
CHEMICAL RECONNAISSANCE AT NIGHT; RADIATION IN.: ANON. 1976 JAN
CHEMICAL RECONNAISSANCE OF THE ENEMY.: BABUSHKIN, A. 1975 APR
CHEMICAL RECONNAISSANCE ON THE MOVE; RADIATION AND.: KLYACHIN, A. 1979 AUG
CHEMICAL SCOUT'S BOARD.; A.: MIKHAYLOV, N. LT. 1979 JAN
CHEMICAL SERVICE CHIEF IN AN EXERCISE.: PEPERNIK, V. LC. 1978 NOV
CHEMICAL SCOUT; ROUTE OF A.: SIRENKO, N. CAPT. 1977 MAY
CHEMICAL SERVICE CHIEF IN AN EXERCISE.: PEPERNIK, V. LC. 1978 NOV
CHEMICAL SOLDIERS; PSYCHOLOGICAL CONDITIONING OF.: OGANDZHANYAN, A. LC. CMS. 1977 AUG
CHEMICAL SUPPORT FOR PODRAZDENIYE COMBAT OPERATIONS.: PAVLOV, S. GEN. COL. TECH. TRPS. 1976 OCT
CHEMICAL SURVEY IN THE DEFENSE; RADIATION AND.: DOLODONOVS, COL. 1976 NOV
CHEMICAL TROOPS; FIELD TRAINING OF.: PIKALOV, V. 1975 MAR
CHEMICAL TROOPS; SOCIALIST COMPETITION AND THE COMBAT TRAINING OF.: PIKALOV, V. 1979 JUN
CHEMICAL WARFARE SCOUT TRAINER.: BACHINSKIY, V. LC. 1978 NOV
CHEMICAL WARFARE SPECIALISTS MASTER EQUIPMENT.: YAKOLEV, V. 1978 FEB
CHESS.: ANON. 1978 OCT
CHEST; CADET WITH A DIAMOND ON HIS.: YEMCHENKO, S. SR. LT. 1978 NOV
CHIEF AT A TACTICAL EXERCISE; GROUND FORCES COMMANDER IN.: SKORODUMOV, I. GEN. MAJ. TK. TRPS., RUDOV, V. LC. 1977 MAR
CHIEF AT AN EXERCISE; SERVICE.: NESTERENKO, V. LC. 1977 FEB
CHIEF FIRE POWER.: PEREDEL'SKIY, G. MSL. ARTY. 1977 NOV
CHIEF IN AN EXERCISE; CHEMICAL SERVICE.: PEPERNIK, V. LC. 1978 NOV
CHIEF OF ARTILLERY.: MIKHAYLOV, N. LC. 1979 OCT
CHIEF OF STAFF DIRECTS COMMUNICATIONS.: SHADRIN, V., KREYER, A. 1978 MAY
CHIEF OF THE FRUNZE ACADEMY.; ACCUSTOMING STUDENTS TO MILITARY-SCIENCE WORK (DEPUTY.: BASHTANIKOV, N. GEN. LT. 1976 DEC
CHIEF PARTY CONCERN.: BLIZNYUK, I. 1975 FEB
CHINESE PEOPLES REPUBLIC; ARMED FORCES OF THE.: IVANOV, K., GEORGIYEV, N. 1979 JAN
CHRONICLE; 1917.: ANON. 1977 MAR
CHRONICLE OF 1917 - MAY.; ANON. 1977 MAY
CHRONICLE OF 1917.: ANON. 1977 SEP
CHRONICLE OF 1917.: ANON. 1977 JUN
CHRONICLE OF 1917.: ANON. 1977 JUL
CHRONICLE OF THE 'BOVKI BLOCKADE': GRISHIN, S. COL. CMS. DOTS. HSU. 1977 OCT
CHRONICLE.; 1917.: ANON. 1977 MAR
CHRONICLE.; 1917.: ANON. 1977 AUG
CIRCULAR SLIDE RULE.; CALCULATING THE EXPENDITURE OF ROUNDS (NORMS.;: GOLUBEV, I. LC. 1976 JUN
(Circular slide rule); Sound ranging calculator.: SEMIN, A. LC. 1976 JUN
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COMBAT IN A CITY (TACTICS WW II EXPERIENCE); FEATURES OF.: YEFIMOVA, G. COL. 1977 MAR
COMBAT IN ENCIRCLEMENT (TACTICS); DUKOV, R. COL. 1977 JUL
COMBAT IN LIMITED TIME (TACTICS); ORGANIZATION OF.: SKORODUMOV, I. GEN., MAJ. TK. TRPS...
MANT, M. COL. 1976 JUN
*COMBAT IN LIMITED TIME; ORGANIZATION OF.: GOLUBKOVA, A. 1975 JAN
COMBAT IN THE CITY; THEY TRAIN FOR.: RUDYUK, A. 1979 APR
COMBAT IN THE FIELD; THEY TRAIN FOR.: GORBACHEV, A. ENGR., GEN., MAJ. 1976 DEC
COMBAT IN THE TERRAIN; WHEN ORGANIZING.: VINNIKOV, V. 1975 FEB
COMBAT INFANTRY VEHICLE; MARKSMANSHIP TRAINING ON A.: ANON. 1976 JUN
COMBAT LEARNING; FOR THE.: YAMSEV, L. 1977 DEC
COMBAT MISSION (REVIEW OF A.M. KATUNSKY'S BOOK TANK DRIVING); TANK DRIVING - A.:
LAPYGIN, N. GEN., LT. T. TRPS. 1977 FEB
COMBAT MISSION; COMBAT WATCH IS PERFORMANCE OF A.: ANDERSEN, YU. 1978 APR
COMBAT MISSIONS IMAGINATIVELY (BELORUSSIAN MILITARY DISTRICT); ACCOMPLISH.: TRET'YAK, I. GEN., COL. H. SU. 1976 AUG
COMBAT MODEL FOR THE FIRER.: NORDSTEIN, M. LC. 1977 MARCH
COMBAT MORE READILY; IN ORDER TO ENGAGE IN.: RUDYUK, A. 1979 APR
COMBAT ON THE GROUND; STUDENTS ORGANIZE FOR.: DOROZHNIK, D. LC. 1976 AUG
COMBAT ONES AS CLOSELY AS POSSIBLE; UNDER CONDITIONS WHICH APPROACH.: PROTOPASOV, YU. COL. 1979 DEC
COMBAT OPERATIONS IN THE MOUNTAINS.: KRISTEV, T. 1978 FEB
COMBAT OPERATIONS OF A GUN (PLATOON) (REVIEW OF A BOOK BY N. A. NEVSKY AND YU. D. SERGEYEV).: ROGOV, A. 1977 MAY
COMBAT OUTPOST; A MOTORIZED RIFLE PLATOON ON A.: CHIRSKOYA, M. 1979 JAN
COMBAT READINESS (AIRBORNE TROOPS); IN CONSTANT.: MARGULOVA, V. GEN., ARMY, H. SU, CMS. 1977 JUL
COMBAT READINESS (TIME, NORMS, STAFF WORK): AN IMPORTANT FACTOR IN RAISING.: YAKUSHIN, V. GEN., COL. 1976 DEC
COMBAT READINESS IS THE MAIN THING.: ANON. 1975 DEC
COMBAT READINESS OF AN ENGINEER PODRAZDELENIYA.: GORBACHEV, A. 1978 MAR
COMBAT READINESS OF TROOPS; HEADQUARTERS AND.: YAKUSHIN, V. 1975 FEB
COMBAT READINESS; A HIGH DEGREE OF FIELD TRAINING IS A GUARANTEE OF CONSTANT.: PAVLOVSKY, I. GEN., ARMY, H. SU. 1976 APR
COMBAT RECONNAISSANCE (AIRBORNE TROOPS); SKILLFUL ACCOMPLISHMENT OF ENGINEER.: AGAPOV, S. 1975 NOV
COMBAT RECONNAISSANCE PATROL; AIRBORNE PLATOON IN A.: KOSTYK, YU. 1978 MAY
COMBAT ROUTINE; LABOR ROUTINE.: YAKUTIN, L. 1977 OCT
COMBAT SECURITY MISSIONS; SKILLFUL ACCOMPLISHMENT OF ENGINEER.: AGAPOV, S. 1975 NOV
COMBAT SKILL; TACTICAL EXERCISES - SCHOOL OF.: KRICBDA, F. F. GEN., COL. 1979 NOV
COMBAT SKILL; THE SCHOOL OF.: PAVLOVSKY, I. 1975 JAN

COMBAT IN A CITY (TACTICS WW II EXPERIENCE); FEATURES OF.: YEFIMOVA, G. COL. 1977 MAR
COMBAT IN ENCIRCLEMENT (TACTICS); DUKOV, R. COL. 1977 JUL
COMBAT IN LIMITED TIME (TACTICS); ORGANIZATION OF.: SKORODUMOV, I. GEN., MAJ. TK. TRPS...
MANT, M. COL. 1976 JUN
*COMBAT IN LIMITED TIME; ORGANIZATION OF.: GOLUBKOVA, A. 1975 JAN
COMBAT IN THE CITY; THEY TRAIN FOR.: RUDYUK, A. 1979 APR
COMBAT IN THE FIELD; THEY TRAIN FOR.: GORBACHEV, A. ENGR., GEN., MAJ. 1976 DEC
COMBAT IN THE TERRAIN; WHEN ORGANIZING.: VINNIKOV, V. 1975 FEB
COMBAT INFANTRY VEHICLE; MARKSMANSHIP TRAINING ON A.: ANON. 1976 JUN
COMBAT LEARNING; FOR THE.: YAMSEV, L. 1977 DEC
COMBAT MISSION (REVIEW OF A.M. KATUNSKY'S BOOK TANK DRIVING); TANK DRIVING - A.: LAPYGIN, N. GEN., LT. T. TRPS. 1977 FEB
COMBAT MISSION; COMBAT WATCH IS PERFORMANCE OF A.: ANDERSEN, YU. 1978 APR
COMBAT MISSIONS IMAGINATIVELY (BELORUSSIAN MILITARY DISTRICT); ACCOMPLISH.: TRET'YAK, I. GEN., COL. H. SU. 1976 AUG
COMBAT MODEL FOR THE FIRER.: NORDSTEIN, M. LC. 1977 MARCH
COMBAT MORE READILY; IN ORDER TO ENGAGE IN.: RUDYUK, A. 1979 APR
COMBAT ON THE GROUND; STUDENTS ORGANIZE FOR.: DOROZHNIK, D. LC. 1976 AUG
COMBAT ONES AS CLOSELY AS POSSIBLE; UNDER CONDITIONS WHICH APPROACH.: PROTOPASOV, YU. COL. 1979 DEC
COMBAT OPERATIONS IN THE MOUNTAINS.: KRISTEV, T. 1978 FEB
COMBAT OPERATIONS OF A GUN (PLATOON) (REVIEW OF A BOOK BY N. A. NEVSKY AND YU. D. SERGEYEV).: ROGOV, A. 1977 MAY
COMBAT OUTPOST; A MOTORIZED RIFLE PLATOON ON A.: CHIRSKOYA, M. 1979 JAN
COMBAT READINESS (AIRBORNE TROOPS); IN CONSTANT.: MARGULOVA, V. GEN., ARMY, H. SU, CMS. 1977 JUL
COMBAT READINESS (TIME, NORMS, STAFF WORK): AN IMPORTANT FACTOR IN RAISING.: YAKUSHIN, V. GEN., COL. 1976 DEC
COMBAT READINESS IS THE MAIN THING.: ANON. 1975 DEC
COMBAT READINESS OF AN ENGINEER PODRAZDELENIYA.: GORBACHEV, A. 1978 MAR
COMBAT READINESS OF TROOPS; HEADQUARTERS AND.: YAKUSHIN, V. 1975 FEB
COMBAT READINESS; A HIGH DEGREE OF FIELD TRAINING IS A GUARANTEE OF CONSTANT.: PAVLOVSKY, I. GEN., ARMY, H. SU. 1976 APR
COMBAT READINESS; IMPORTANT FACTOR IN.: VASILENKO, V. 1975 JUN
COMBAT READINESS; A HIGHLY IMPORTANT FACTOR IN.: VASILENKO, V. 1975 JUN
COMBAT READINESS; IMPORTANT ELEMENT OF.: ZHIVILIOVA, A. COL., CHS. 1979 NOV
COMBAT READINESS; FACETS OF.: DZHAS, P. 1975 MAY
COMBAT READINESS; IMPORTANT ELEMENT OF.: KASHIN, V. CAPT. 1977 DEC
COMBAT READINESS; IN CONSTANT.: ANON. 1978 FEB
COMBAT READINESS; LANDMARKS OF.: KATANAYEV, V. 1975 OCT
COMBAT READINESS; MORE RELIABLE THE COMMUNICATIONS, THE HIGHER THE.: ANON. 1978 JUN
COMBAT READINESS; PROFICIENCY RATING - AN IMPORTANT ELEMENT IN.: BESSARAB, A. 1975 NOV
COMBAT READINESS; THE MORE RELIABLE THE COMMUNICATIONS, THE HIGHER THE.: ANON. 1978 NOV
COMBAT READINESS; THE WAY OF LIFE OF THE TROOPS AND.: PETROV, G. 1979 MAY
COMBAT READY; ALWAYS.: ANON. 1976 FEB
COMBAT READY; ALWAYS.: BOGATYREV, M. A. SR., LT. 1978 SEP
COMBAT RECONNAISSANCE PATROL; AIRBORNE PLATOON IN A.: KOSTYK, YU. 1978 MAY
COMBAT ROUTINE; LABOR ROUTINE.: YAKUTIN, L. 1977 OCT
COMBAT SECURITY MISSIONS; SKILLFUL ACCOMPLISHMENT OF ENGINEER.: AGAPOV, S. 1975 NOV
COMBAT SKILL; TACTICAL EXERCISES - SCHOOL OF.: KRICBDA, F. F. GEN., COL. 1979 NOV
COMBAT SKILL; THE SCHOOL OF.: PAVLOVSKY, I. 1975 JAN
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COMBAT SKILL: THROUGH PHYSICAL PERFECTION—TO.: BATOYEV, A. 1979 JUN
COMBAT SKILL: TOWARD NEW LEVELS OF.: SAPKOV, L. 1975 MAR
COMBAT SKILLS ARE IMPROVED IN THE FIELD.: KYNCHEV, M. 1978 AUG
COMBAT SPIRIT; A WELL OF.: MAKAROV, V. COL., BYSTROV, V. COL. 1977 MAY
COMBAT SUPPORT TO TROOPS; RECONNAISSANCE IS THE MOST IMPORTANT FORM OF.: ANON. 1978 APR
COMBAT TANKS SUCCESSFULLY; TO.: SHEVCHUK, G. 1978 JUL
COMBAT TEAMWORK; IMPROVING.: SAPRUNOV, V. GDS. LC. 1977 SEP
COMBAT TRADITIONS ARE ALIVE AND GROWING.: ANON. 1977 MAY
COMBAT TRADITIONS; IN REVOLUTIONARY AND.: KAMINSKI, J. 1978 FEB
COMBAT TRAINING (AIR DEFENSE); OFFICER.: LEVCHENKO, P. GEN. COL. ARTY. 1977 FEB
COMBAT TRAINING EFFECTIVENESS; PARTY MEMBERS IN A STRUGGLE FOR.: BALDIN, N. LC. 1977 JUN
COMBAT TRAINING GOES ON.: ANON. 1977 AUG
COMBAT TRAINING GOES ON(1).: ANON. 1978 NOV
COMBAT TRAINING GOES ON(2).: ANON. 1978 NOV
COMBAT TRAINING GOES ON(3).: ANON. 1978 NOV
COMBAT TRAINING GOES ON.: ANON. 1976 FEB
COMBAT TRAINING GOES ON.: ANON. 1976 APR
COMBAT TRAINING GOES ON.: ANON. 1976 MAY
COMBAT TRAINING GOES ON.: ANON. 1976 AUG
COMBAT TRAINING GOES ON.: ANON. 1976 SEP
COMBAT TRAINING GOES ON.: ANON. 1976 NOV
COMBAT TRAINING GOES ON.: ANON. 1976 DEC
COMBAT TRAINING GOES ON.: ANON. 1977 MAR
COMBAT TRAINING GOES ON.: ANON. 1977 APR
COMBAT TRAINING GOES ON.: ANON. 1977 MAY
COMBAT TRAINING GOES ON.: ANON. 1977 JUN
COMBAT TRAINING GOES ON.: ANON. 1977 OCT
COMBAT TRAINING GOES ON.: ANON. 1978 JAN
COMBAT TRAINING GOES ON.: ANON. 1978 AUG
COMBAT TRAINING GOES ON.: ANON. 1978 SEP
COMBAT TRAINING GOES ON.: ANON. 1978 NOV
COMBAT TRAINING QUALITY AND EFFECTIVENESS; OFFICERS IN THE STRUGGLE FOR.: ANON. 1977 SEP
COMBAT TRAINING UNDERWAY.; ANON. 1976 JAN
COMBAT TRAINING: COMPETITION IN THE REGIMENT, CONCRETENESS, EFFICIENCY, STRUGGLE FOR QUALITY OF.: ANON. 1976 APR
COMBAT TRAINING; FOR THE PRACTICE OF.: DOROKHIN, G. LC. 1976 DEC
COMBAT TRAINING; IN THE INTERESTS OF.: SOROKIN, V. 1978 JUN
COMBAT VEHICLE INVOLVING FIELD FIRING; PLATOON ADVANCE ON AN INFANTRY.: CHERNYSHOV, V. 1975 APR
COMBAT VEHICLE; FIRING ATGM FROM THE INFANTRY.: LOVI, A. COL., GORDEYENKOV, I. LC. 1977 APR
COMBAT VEHICLES IN COMBAT; INFANTRY.: PISHAKOV, V., KIRPACH, L. 1975 JUN
COMBAT VEHICLES IN COMBAT; RESPONSES TO THE ARTICLE INFANTRY.: BONDARENKO, A., BUKHARENKO, V., MOLOZEV, A., BRUDNO, YE. 1975 AUG
COMBAT VEHICLES IN COMBAT; RESPONSES TO THE ARTICLE INFANTRY.: BONDARENKO, A., BUKHARENKO, V., MOLOZEV, A., BRUDNO, YE. 1975 SEP
COMBAT VEHICLES IN COMBAT; RESPONSES TO THE ARTICLE INFANTRY.: BONDARENKO, A., BUKHARENKO, V., MOLOZEV, A., BRUDNO, YE. 1975 OCT
COMBAT VEHICLES IN COMBAT; RESPONSES TO THE ARTICLE INFANTRY.: BONDARENKO, A., BUKHARENKO, V., MOLOZEV, A., BRUDNO, YE. 1975 NOV
COMBAT VEHICLES IN COMBAT; RESPONSES TO THE ARTICLE INFANTRY.: KAMENSKIY, L., CHERNIKOV, V., LOBKO, M., VARENIK, V. 1975 AUG
COMBAT VEHICLES IN COMBAT; RESPONSES TO THE ARTICLE INFANTRY.: KAMENSKIY, L., CHERNIKOV, V., LOBKO, M., VARENIK, V. 1975 SEP
COMBAT VEHICLES IN COMBAT; RESPONSES TO THE ARTICLE INFANTRY.: KAMENSKIY, L., CHERNIKOV, V., LOBKO, M., VARENIK, V. 1975 OCT

COMBAT VEHICLES IN COMBAT; RESPONSES TO THE ARTICLE INFANTRY.: KAMENSKIY, L., CHERNIKOV, V., LOBKO, M., VARENIK, V. 1975 NOV

COMBAT VEHICLES IN COMBAT; RESPONSES TO THE ARTICLE INFANTRY.: KAMENSKIY, L., CHERNIKOV, V., LOBKO, M., VARENIK, V. 1975 DEC

COMBAT VEHICLES; FIRING FROM INFANTRY.: LOVIA. 1976

COMBAT WORK OF THE BOLSHEVIKS: MILITARY.: TRET'YAKOV, V. COL. 1977 JUN

COMBAT WORK; PRACTICES IN.: KRUGLIKOV, G. COL. 1977 DEC

COMBAT; A SPECIAL DEMAND IS PLACED ON A COMMANDER DURING.: TRET'YAK, I. GEN. ARMY. 1977 SEP

COMBAT; A WORD BEFORE.: DYNIN, I. COL. 1976 JUN

COMBAT; BATTLE FORMATIONS IN OFFENSIVE.: ANON. 1976 JAN

COMBAT; BMP IN.: MERIMSKIIY, V. 1976 MAR

COMBAT; COMMANDER INITIATIVE AND INDEPENDENCE IN.: VOLOSHIN, I. 1975 APR

COMBAT; COMMANDER IS THE ORGANIZER FOR.: ANISIMOY, V. 1978 JAN

COMBAT; COMMANDER RESOURCEFULNESS IN.: SHCHERBAKOV, V. 1975 JUL

COMBAT; CONTINUOUS DESTRUCTION BY FIRE IN MODERN.: PEREDEL'SKIY, A. MSL. ARTY. 1977 JUN

COMBAT; DRIVER — SPECIALIST OF.: KORFN, N. M. GEN. MAJ. RES. CMS. DOTS., MARYGIN, N. COL. DMS. PROF. 1979 OCT

COMBAT; EASY IN TRAINING, DIFFICULT IN.: BOGDANOV, V. CAPT. 1979 DEC

COMBAT; EVERLASTING.: DYNIN, N. 1979 APR

COMBAT; FORESIGHT IN.: SHISHKIN, N. COL. 1977 FEB

COMBAT; IMPROVEMENT IN THE ORGANIZATION OF.: ANON. 1975 OCT

COMBAT; IN A SITUATION APPROXIMATING.: TERSHCHENKO, A., BIBIKOV, V. 1978 MAR

COMBAT; IN THE INTERESTS OF.: KRAYUSKIN, S., MASHAROV, S., TURENKO, V. 1978 DEC

COMBAT; INFANTRY COMBAT VEHICLES IN.: PISHAKOV, V., KIRPACH, L. 1975 JUN

COMBAT; INvariable CONDITION FOR VICTORY IN.: IVANOV, V. 1978 APR

COMBAT; MANEUVER—THE BASIS OF SUCCESS IN.: ZHETLOUKHOV, A. COL. 1979 OCT

COMBAT; MOTIVES OF BEHAVIOR IN.: KOVALEV, V. 1975 APR

COMBAT; NOT FOR A PERCENT—FOR.: SOSNITSKIY, V. 1979 MAY

COMBAT; POSITION OF THE COMMANDER DURING.: CHALENKO, V. LC., USG. LC. 1977 NOV

COMBAT; RADIO ELECTRONIC.: ANON. 1976 AUG

COMBAT; RESPONSES TO THE ARTICLE INFANTRY COMBAT VEHICLES IN.: BONDAKOV, A., BUKHARENOV, V., MOLOZEV, A., BRUDNO, YE. 1975 AUG

COMBAT; RESPONSES TO THE ARTICLE INFANTRY COMBAT VEHICLES IN.: BONDAKOV, A., BUKHARENOV, V., MOLOZEV, A., BRUDNO, YE. 1975 SEP

COMBAT; RESPONSES TO THE ARTICLE INFANTRY COMBAT VEHICLES IN.: BONDAKOV, A., BUKHARENOV, V., MOLOZEV, A., BRUDNO, YE. 1975 OCT

COMBAT; RESPONSES TO THE ARTICLE INFANTRY COMBAT VEHICLES IN.: BONDAKOV, A., BUKHARENOV, V., MOLOZEV, A., BRUDNO, YE. 1975 NOV

COMBAT; RESPONSES TO THE ARTICLE INFANTRY COMBAT VEHICLES IN.: BONDAKOV, A., BUKHARENOV, V., MOLOZEV, A., BRUDNO, YE. 1975 DEC

COMBAT; RESTORATION OF CONTROL IN.: SPISTYN, A. LC. 1976 SEP

COMBAT; SEIZING AND MAINTAINING THE INITIATIVE IN.: Gerasimov, I. Gen. Army. 1979 DEC
COMBAT; SINGLE.: ANON. 1976 JAN
COMBAT; SURPRISE IN.: PIVOVAR,YU. 1976 FEB
COMBAT; TAKING ACCOUNT OF THE DEMANDS OF.: GOLOSUYEV,YE.COL. 1977 JUL
COMBAT; THE STANDARDS GO INTO.: VOROSHKIEVICH,V. 1975 MAR
COMBAT; THIS IS NEED FOR.: MALININV. 1975 NOV
COMBAT; URGENT PROBLEMS OF MODERN.: YAKUSHINV. 1975 MAR
COMBAT; WHEN THE BATTLE CONDUCTS DEFENSIVE.: SELYAVIN,YV., VESELOV,L. 1975 JAN
COMBATING ANTITANK HELICOPTERS DURING AN ATTACK.: KONOPLYA,P.COL. 1979 SEP
COMBATING HELICOPTERS (IN FOREIGN ARMIES).: BELOV,M.COL. DMS. 1979 NOV
COMBATING TANKS; ARTILLERY IN.: BIRYUKOV,G. 1976 MAR
COMBINATION WITH TACTICS; IN.: LEVISHCHEV,N.COL. 1977 SEP
COMBINED ARMS COMMANDER; ANTI-AIR DEFENSE AND THE.: LEVCHENKO,P.GEN.COL.ARTY. 1976 APR
COMBINED ARMS COMMANDER; ORGANIZING AIR DEFENSE—AN IMPORTANT TASK OF THE.: ZAYTSEV,M. 1979 FEB
COMBINED ARMS PODRAZDELENIYE; IN THE INTERESTS OF.: SOSKOV,A.COL., MAKAROV,M.ENGRLC. 1976 JUL
COMBINED CHECK-OUT CLASS WITH A BATTERY.: GRECHENOVSKIY,FNU. 1979 FEB
COMBINED CHECK-OUT CLASSES; ONCE AGAIN ON.: PRYASHKA,P.CAPT. 1979 OCT
COMBINED CLASS; DURING A.: LUPINSKIY,V., BOSOV,V. 1979 JAN
COMBINED CONTROL CLASS; A.: YEREMEEV,Y., PETROV,S. 1978 MAR
COMBINED EXERCISE IN A MOTORIZED INFANTRY COMPANY.: MEL'NIK,N. 1975 AUG
COMBINED EXERCISE WITH ELECTRICIANS.: BUTS,B. 1975 FEB
COMBINED MISSION; FIRE IN EXECUTION OF A.: PASHKOVSKIY,V. 1975 JAN
COMBINED MISSION; SOLVING A.: MIN'KOVICHV. 1979 MAR
COMBINED OBSERVATION POSTS; INTERCOM FOR.: ORLOV,B. 1978 APR
COMBINED SOUNDINGS; CHECKING THE RESULTS OF.: KULYUKHIN,N.LC., LUTSENKO,G.MAJ. 1977 SEP
COMBINED-ARMS COMMANDER; ANTI-AIR DEFENSE AND THE.: LEVCHENKO,P.GEN.COL.ARTY. 1976 APR
COMBINED-ARMS REGULATIONS; SEMINAR METHOD FOR STUDYING.: MEL'SILIN,V. 1978 AUG
COMING TOGETHER OF MERIDIANS MORE ACCURATELY; CONSIDER THE.: ROMANOV,V.CAPT. 1979 OCT
COMING; CLEAR THE LOWER DECKS AN INSPECTOR IS.: YEGORSHINV,COL., SEDYKH,A.COL. 1979 DEC
COMMAND AND CONTROL—THE COMMANDER AND THE STAFF.: KOZHBAKHTYEYEV,V.GEN. 1978 SEP
COMMAND AND INSTRUCTIONAL METHODS TRAINING OF OFFICERS; IMPROVING THE.: ZHANOVICH,B.GEN.MAJ.ARTY. 1979 NOV
COMMAND CADRES; FORGE OF.: MALYSHENKO,M. 1979 MAR
COMMAND MATURITY.: CHUGUYEV,I.LC. 1977 JAN
COMMAND POST EXERCISE WITH STUDENTS; A.: POPOV,N.ENGRLCOLCMS.DOTS., BUBNOV,O.LC. 1979 NOV
COMMAND QUALITIES FOR FUTURE NCO’S.: SKOKOV,L., VANIFAT'YEV,S., SKURATOV,V., MAMONTOV,YV. 1978 JUN
COMMAND QUALITIES FOR FUTURE OFFICERS.: KOBRZ',A.GEN.MAJ.ARTY., RAZUVAYEV,A.COL. 1976 SEP
COMMAND TRAINING EXPERIENCE; CENTRAL GROUP OF FORCES.—: ANON. 1978 AUG
COMMAND TRAINING; EFFECTIVENESS OF.: YUKHNEVICH,V. 1979 JUN
COMMAND TRAINING; HIGH EFFECTIVENESS IN.: ANON. 1978 MAR
COMMAND TRAINING; HIGH QUALITY.: BELIKOV,V.GEN.COL. 1977 MAY
COMMAND TRAINING; IF THEY ARE CONCERNED ABOUT.: SLADOV,A.MAJ. 1979 DEC
COMMAND TRAINING; SPECIAL ATTENTION TO.: LAFEK,V.ENGRLGEN.MAJ. 1978 SEP
COMMANDER (PVO); CONCERNS OF AN ARTILLERY BATTALION.: DOROKHOV,YU.LC. 1976 APR
COMMANDER AND AN INDOCTRINATOR; A.: TKACHENKO,N. 1979 AUG
COMMANDER AND COMPETITION.: ANON. 1977 APR
COMMANDER AND DISCIPLINARY PRACTICE.: SALIKOV,K.SR.LT. 1976 APR
COMMANDERS; PROTECTING TROOPS—THE IMPORTANT DUTY OF A.: BOL'SHAKOV,S.GEN.MAJ.TECH.TRPS. 1979 SEP
COMMANDER; THE CADET IS A FUTURE.: PUKHNOV,P. 1978 AUG
COMMANDER; THE INSTRUCTIONAL SKILL OF A PLATOON.: ORISHCHENKO,A.GDS.MAJ. 1976 JUL
COMMANDERS AND PODRAZDELENIYE DURING TACTICAL EXERCISES; EVALUATING THE ACTIONS OF.: GUR'YEV,P.GEN.LT. 1977 SEP
COMMANDERS AND STAFFS IN EXERCISES; THOROUGHNESS OF.: BELONOZHKO,S. 1975 AUG
COMMANDERS ARE MADE IN THE FIELD.: ARYUTOV,N., TAMELO,V. 1975 DEC
COMMANDERS COMPETE; BATTERY., MIKHAYLOV,A. 1976 FEB
COMMANDERS WORK OVER THE RADIO.: GUDYENKO,B.LC., VORONOV,M.MAJ. 1976 APR
COMMANDERS’ MILESTONES.: SEDYKH,A. 1976 FEB
COMMANDERS’ REFERENCE POINTS.: SIDORENKO,V.GDS.MAJ. 1977 DEC
COMMANDERS; DEMONSTRATION CLASS FOR COMPANY.: NIKOLAYEV,A.GDS.LC. 1977 FEB
COMMANDERS; FAITHFUL ASSISTANTS TO THE.: STEFANOVSKYI,G. 1978 OCT
COMMANDERS; GREATER INDEPENDENCE FOR.: KULT'IYASOV,V.LC. 1976 AUG
COMMANDERS; INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES CLASSES WITH TRAINING PLATOON.: KAYDAV 1976 FEB
COMMANDERS; METHODS PREPARATION OF TRAINING PLATOON.: FILIMOmov,V.MAJ. 1978 NOV
COMMANDERS; OUR EXPERIENCE IN PREPARING ARTILLERY.: VASIL'YEV,I.CAPT., KULAKOV,V.LT., NEDOREZOV,G.CAPT. 1979 NOV
COMMANDERS; PRACTICE TRAINING SESSIONS WITH BATTERY.: KARDASHEVSKII,YU.GEN.LT.ARTY. 1976 SEP
COMMANDERS; RELIABLE COMMUNICATIONS FOR THE.: KIRILYUK,A.MAJ. 1977 FEB
COMMANDERS; SHORT TACTICAL EXERCISE WITH COMPANY AND BATTERY.: KIREYEV,S.COL. 1976 AUG
COMMANDERS; THEY ARE NOT BORN.: ZAYTSEV,M. 1976 FEB
COMMANDERS; WE TRAIN GUN.: TSYGANCHUK,V.LT. 1975 MAY
COMMENORATION OF THE 25TH CONGRESS OF THE CPSU; WORTHY.: ANON. 1975 JUN
COMMISAR — COL. F. YE. STOLYARCHUK; IRON.: RAFTOPULLO,A.COL.RET.MSU. 1976 DEC
COMMITMENT OF THE SECOND ECHELON.: KRAMSKOYI,G. 1975 MAY
COMMITMENT OF THE SECOND ECHELON.: LOGINOV,M.COL.CMS. 1977 MAR
COMMITMENT OF THE SECOND ECHELON.: PETROVSKYI,G. 1976 AUG
COMMITTEE AND OFFICER CLASS RATINGS; THE PARTY.: AGARKOV,G.CAPT. 1977 APR
COMMITTEE IN A TRAINING EXERCISE; PARTY.: USHKOV,G. 1975 JUN
COMMITTEE IN AN EXERCISE; KOMSOMOL.: POPOVICH,S.LT. 1978 OCT
COMMON COMBAT FORMATION; IN.: ANON. 1977 OCT
COMMON CONCERN; DISCIPLINE IN A COMPANY IS A.: IVONIN,V. 1979 FEB
COMMON CONCERN; LIVING CONDITIONS OF SERVICEMEN— A.: KURKOTKIN,S.GEN. 1977 JUL
COMMON CONCERN; OUR.: STREL'NIKOV,YU. 1979 JAN
COMMUNICATION AT THE FIRE POSITION; LOUDSPEAKER.: SHORONOVOV,O. 1976 OCT
COMMUNICATIONS (PROBLEM SET 1); PROBLEMS IN CONTROL AND.: ANON. 1976 MAY
COMMUNICATIONS (PROBLEM SET 2); PROBLEMS ON CONTROL AND.: ANON. 1976 AUG
COMMUNICATIONS (PROBLEM SET 3); PROBLEMS IN CONTROL AND.: ANON. 1976 JUL
COMMUNICATIONS (RADIONETS); LIAISON.: TARAN,I.COL., CHERNOV,YE.LC. 1976 OCT
COMMUNICATIONS ARE NECESSARY.: SHULYATIKOV,V.COL.RES.MSU. 1977 MAY
COMMUNICATIONS CLASS WITH MOTORIZED RIFLE SERGEANTS: A.: MOROZOV,S.CAPT. 1976 JUL
COMMUNICATIONS FOR THE COMMANDERS; RELIABLE.: KIRILYUK,A.MAJ. 1977 FEB
COMMUNICATIONS IN FRG TROOPS.: KHAVATOV,P. 1975 JAN
COMMUNICATIONS IN MOUNTAIN TAIGA TERRAIN; RADIO.: KALININ,M. 1975 APR
COMMUNICATIONS IN PODRAZDELENIYES OF ARMIES OF THE NATO NATIONS.: ANON. 1976 AUG
COMMUNICATIONS IN THE BATTALION; SIGNAL.: DUBOVITSKIY,A. 1975 JUL
COMMUNICATIONS IN THE U.S. ARMY; WIRE.: CHISTAYAKOV,V. 1979 APR
COMMUNICATIONS PROBLEMS ISSUES 6 AND 7); CHECK YOUR SOLUTION (ANSWERS TO.: ANON. 1979 NOV
COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS; SATELLITE.: ANON. 1976 AUG
COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS; TACTICAL SATELLITE.: KIRILIN,S.ENGR.COL.CTS., NOVIKOV,P.ENGR.C2. 1976 JUL
COMMUNICATIONS UNDER ANY CONDITIONS; DEPENDABLE.: PAKSELEV,I. 1975 OCT
COMPANY OF OUTSTANDING LINE SOLDIERS: A.: GAMALIY,V.COL. 1978 SEP
COMPANY OF OUTSTANDING SPORTSMEN: FOR A.: BODANOV,S.LT. 1976 DEC
COMPANY ON THE ARMORED PERSONNEL CARRIER: MARKSMANSHIP TRAINING IN THE.: SHINKREV,G. 1975 DEC
COMPANY ON THE OFFENSIVE: MARINE.: GAGLOEV,N.LC. 1977 FEB
COMPANY POLITICAL OFFICER.: BEZPAшив,В. 1975 OCT
COMPANY TAKES UP GUARD DUTY: THE.: VASILENOK,V. 1975 SEP
COMPANY WITH HIGH PROFICIENCY LEVEL.: ANTIП'ЬЕВ,А. 1976 MAR
COMPANY COMPETE IN EVERY POSSIBLE WAY: DEVELOPING SOCIALIST.: ANON. 1976 JUL
COMPETITION AUGMENTS FORCES.: GOLOVAN',V. 1975 SEP
COMPETITION IN ACTION—PUBLICITY: LENINIST PRINCIPLES OF.: ANON. 1976 SEP
COMPETITION IN INTERESTS OF AIR DEFENSE PERSONNEL SPECIALIZED TRAINING.: LEVЧЕНКО,П.ГЕН.КОЛ. 1978 MAY
COMPETITION IN INTERESTS OF ARTILLERY MARKSMANSHIP PROBLEMS: FOR PARTICIPANTS OF.: ANON. 1976 MAY
COMPETITION HELPED.: MALYшEВ,А. 1976 MAY
COMPETITION IN ACTION—PUBLICITY: LENINIST PRINCIPLES OF.: ANON. 1976 SEP
COMPETITION IN AN ENGINEER PODRAЗДЕЛЕНЬЕ.: PANKOV,V.LC. 1977 SEP
COMPETITION IN EVERY POSSIBLE WAY; DEVELOPING SOCIALIST.: ANON. 1976 SEP
COMPETITION IN THE MILITARY INFORMATION SERVICE.: SHABALINA,С.Г. 1976 SEP
COMPETITION IN THE MILITARY INFORMATION SERVICE.: SHABALINA,С.Г. 1976 SEP
COMPETITION IN THE MILITARY INFORMATION SERVICE.: SHABALINA,С.Г. 1976 SEP
COMPETITION IN THE MILITARY INFORMATION SERVICE.: SHABALINA,С.Г. 1976 SEP
COMPETITION IN THE PLATOON.: КОБАЛ',М.МЙ. 1976 MAY
COMPETITION IN THE REGIMENT. CONCRETENESS, EFFICIENCY, STRUGGLE FOR QUALITY OF COMBAT TRAINING.: ANON. 1976 APR
COMPETITION INDOCTRINATES.: SHPILEVOY,A. COL. 1978 SEP
COMPETITION MULTIPLIES FORCES.: FOMICHEV,V.GDS.SR.LT. 1976 SEP
COMPETITION MULTIPLIES SUCCESSES.: GALANOV,N.CAPT. 1976 DEC
COMPETITION OF INNOVATORS.: YUREKOV,V. 1978 JUN
COMPETITION WINNERS AT RECEPTION MILITARY COUNCIL, ORDER OF LENIN LENINGRAD MILITARY DISTRICT.: ANON. 1975 JAN
COMPETITION-MULTIPLIES FORCES.: FOMICHEV,V.GDS.SR.LT. 1976 SEP
COMPETITION-MULTIPLIES SUCCESSES.: GALANOV,N.CAPT. 1976 DEC
COMPETITION OF INNOVATORS.: YUREKOV,V. 1978 JUN
COMPETITION-THE MORAL ASPECT.: IVONIN.V.COL. 1979 SEP
COMPETITION-AN IMAGINATIVE AFFAIR.: KOZLOV,A. 1976 MAR
COMPETITION; A BROADER SCOPE FOR SOCIALIST.: ANON. 1978 JAN
COMPETITION; ARTILLERY.: ANON. 1976 FEB
COMPETITION; COMMANDER AND.: ANON. 1977 APR
COMPETITION; ENTHUSIASM IN RIVALRY-THE SPIRIT OF.: POPKOV,M. 1975 MAR
COMPETITION; FIRING TRAINING.: LAZOREKOV.1979 JAN
COMPETITION; HEADQUARTERS AND.: TOKMAKOV.S., TRET'YAKOV.V. 1975 JUN
COMPETITION; IMPLEMENTING LENINIST PRINCIPLES OF.: DOLINSKIY.V.SR.LT. 1977 OCT
COMPETITION; IN THE STRUGGLE FOR EFFECTIVENESS AND.: STEFANOVSKIYG. 1979 MAY
COMPETITION; MIGHTY FORCE OF.: ROGATINI. 1978 MAR
COMPETITION; ON THE RIGHT FLANK OF.: ANON. 1978 SEP
COMPETITION; RED BANNER BALTIC MILITARY DISTRICT-EXPERIENCE IN ORGANIZING SOCIALIST.: ANON. 1978 JUN
COMPETITION; STAFF OF A REGIMENT AND.: RYZANTSEV,G. 1979 JAN
COMPETITION; WHEN A FORMALISTIC ATTITUDE IS TAKEN TO.: KNYAZEY,V. 1975 MAR
COMPETITIONS; COMMUNIST SHIPOVSKIY; RIGHT-HAND FLANK.: ANON. 1976 JUN
COMPETITIONS; GROUND FORCE.: YURENKOVV.ENGR.COL. 1977 MAY
COMPETITIONS; PHYSICAL CONDITIONING.: MARISHCHUK,V., BAZARNYY,F.. YEVSTAF'YEV,B. 1975 OCT
COMPETITIONS; TRAINING.: PAVLYUK,I. 1978 MAY
COMPLICATED (ARTILLERY); SOLUTION OF THE PROBLEM IS.: SHIBAYEVN.COL. 1976 JUN
COMPLICATED SITUATION; TRAINING IN A.: KON'SHIN,V. 1978 MAR
COMPONENT OF SUCCESS; TRAINING FACILITY AS.: KURIN.N.LT. 1977 MAR
COMPONENT OF TROOP COMBAT EFFECTIVENESS.; IMPORTANT.: GERSAMOV,I.GEN.COL. 1977 APR
COMPONENTS OF SUCCESS.: BERSHAV,V.COL., IVANOV,N.LC. 1977 OCT
COMPOUND: SELF-PROPELLED ARTILLERY FIRING.: NIKOLYUK,A.COL. 1977 AUG
COMPREHENSIVE CONTROL EXERCISE WITH A LAUNCH-SITE BATTERY.: FEDOTOV,A. 1977 OCT
COMPREHENSIVE EDUCATIONAL TRAINING WORK.: ZEMZEROV.V. 1975 JUL

37
CONDITIONS OF WELL-DEVELOPED SOCIALISM; THE PARTY UNDER.: MOGUTOV,V.COL. 1976 MAY
CONDITIONS WHICH APPROACH COMBAT ONES AS CLOSELY AS POSSIBLE; UNDER.: PROTASOV,YU.COL. 1979 DEC
CONDITIONS: A PHYSICAL TRAINING CLASS UNDER FIELD.: PALLYANTS,A., ROZHIN,A. 1978 MAR
CONDITIONS: CONTEST.: ANON. 1978 JAN
CONDITIONS: DEPENDABLE COMMUNICATIONS UNDER ANY.: PAKSELEV,I. 1975 OCT
CONDITIONS: UNDER DIFFICULT.: YEZHOV,N.COL. 1977 NOV
CONDITIONS: UNDER JAMMING.: SOROKINA,L., BASKS,M.SR.LT. 1977 JAN
CONDITIONS: UNDER POLAR.: KIRSANOV,V.MAJ. 1979 DEC
CONDITIONS: UNDER SMOKE Screen.: GRABOVOY,I. 1975 OCT
CONDITIONS: UNDER WINTER.: ANON. 1976 JAN

CONDUCT MULTI-THEME CLASSES; HOW WE.: BOBROVSKY,YU.LC. 1977 MAY
CONDUCTING TACTICAL EXERCISES; CERTAIN ISSUES OF THE METHODOLOGY FOR.: BEZVERSHENKO,V., STRELETSM. 1978 APR
CONDUCTING TACTICAL PROBLEMS AND EXERCISES; METHODOLOGY OF.: KORBELYA,M. 1978 FEB
CONDUCTS A RECONNAISSANCE; BATTALION COMMANDER.: ZYRYANOV,A. 1979 JAN
CONDUCTS AN EXERCISE; A BATTALION COMMANDER.: IOSHCHENKO,V.LC. 1976 JUL
CONDUCTS AN EXERCISE; COMMANDER PREPARES AND.: BONDARENKO,.V. 1976 FEB

CONFERENCE IN A CHAST'; INSTRUCTIONAL METHODS.: FOMICHEV,V.GDS.SR.LT. 1977 JAN
CONFERENCE ON KHALKI-GOL 48TH ANNIVERSARY; MILITARY SCIENTIFIC.: ANON. 1979 SEP
CONFERENCE; A SCIENTIFIC PRACTICAL.: ANON. 1977 JAN
CONFERENCE; MILITARY SCIENCE.: BAKSHIA. 1978 JAN
CONFERENCES OF ARTILRYMEN; THEORETICAL.: NIKOLYUK,A. 1978 AUG
CONFIRMATION OF CLASS.: SHAROYKO,YA. 1978 NOV
CONFIRMED BY EXPERIENCE.: ANON. 1976 JAN
CONFIRMED BY PRACTICE.: SHARTY,B. 1978 OCT
CONGRESS CPSU); PARTY ECONOMIC STRATEGY (25TH.: KHITRENKO,M.COL.CES. 1977 MAR
CONGRESS IN PRACTICE A TIME OF GREAT CHANGES; DECISIONS OF THE 25TH CPSU.: CHEREPANOVA, 1977 SEP
CONGRESS IS A YEAR OF EXCELLENT TRAINING; YEAR OF THE.: ANON. 1976 FEB
CONGRESS OF THE CPSU; WORTHY COMMEMORATION OF THE 25TH.: ANON. 1975 JUN
CONGRESS TO CONGRESS; FROM.: ANON. 1976 FEB
CONGRESS; 25TH CPSU.: ANON. 1976 FEB
CONGRESS; FROM CONGRESS TO.: ANON. 1976 FEB
CONGRESS; WE REPORT TO THE.: ANON. 1976 FEB
CONGRESSES AND STRENGTHENING OF THE ARMED FORCES; PARTY.: IZMAILOV,V. 1976 FEB
CONNECTED WITH THE GREAT OCTOBER; THEIR NAMES ARE.: SYRGIEWSKI,Z.R.COL. 1976 NOV
CONTINUED THE SKY (REVIEW OF GEN.LT. LISOV'S BOOK, AIR DESANT TRAINING); IN ORDER TO.: SHAGALOV,GDS.COL., ACHALOV,V.GDS.LC. 1977 JUL
CONQUEST (CUBA): IN THE SERVICE OF SOCIALIST.: ANON. 1979 NOV
CONSEQUENCES; GEOPHYSICAL WARFARE AND ITS.: ANON. 1976 JAN
CONSIDER EACH ONE'S TRAINING (COMMUNICATIONS): MOSTYAYEV,V.SR.LT. 1977 JAN
CONSIDER FIRE CAPABILITIES.: METANKIN,S., NOVICHKO,A. 1978 MAY
CONSIDER THE COMING TOGETHER OF MERIDIANS MORE ACCURATELY.: ROMANOV,V.CAPT. 1979 OCT
CONSIDER THE MEN'S INDIVIDUAL PSYCHOLOGICAL PECULIARITIES; KNOW AND.: GOROPOV,R.C2.CPDS. 1977 MAY
CONSIDERATION OF ACTUAL OPERATIONS; WITH A.: BONDARENKO,V., GADALIN,B. 1979 MAR
CONSIDERATION OF MOUNTAIN RELIEF; WITH.: ANON. 1978 SEP
CONSIDERATION OF MOUNTAIN RELIEF; WITH.: ANON. 1978 SEP
CONSIDER THE SITUATION AND TERRAIN.: USMANOV,V.LC. 1977 SEP
CONSTANT COMBAT READINESS (AIRBORNE TROOPS); IN.: MARGELOV, V.GEN.ARMY.HSU.CMS. 1977 JUL
CONSTANT COMBAT READINESS; A HIGH DEGREE OF FIELD TRAINING IS A GUARANTEE OF.: PAVLOVSKIY, I.GEN.ARMY.HSU. 1976 APR
CONSTANT SEARCH; IN ORDER FOR ARTILLERY SUPPORT TO BE.: SHARYY, B.GEN.MAJ. ARTY. 1977 FEB
CONSTANTLY WORKING WITH PEOPLE.: ALEROYEV, M.MAJ. 1977 JUN
CONSTITUTION; A WORD ABOUT OUR.: MALININ, V. 1979 FEB
CONSTRUCTION DETACHMENT OPERATE; HOW SHOULD A MOBILE OBSTACLE.: LIMNO, A.COL. 1976 OCT
CONSTRUCTION DETACHMENT; OPERATIONS OF A MOBILE OBSTACLE.: SILENKO, L. 1979 MAR
CONSTRUCTION OF ANTITANK DITCHES USING THE EXPLOSION METHOD.: VINOKHOODOV, YU. 1978 MAR
CONTAINED IN THE LOVE FOR THE MOTHERLAND; SOURCES OF HEROISM ARE.: VASILEVSKAYA, MSU.HSU. 1977 MAY
CONTAMINATED ZONE; DETERMINING THE BOUNDARIES OF A RADIOACTIVELY.: KARAMYSHEV, V. ENGR.SR.LT. 1977 MAY
CONTAMINATED ZONE; IN A.: NAUMOV, M., DREGVAL', V. 1978 JAN
CONTAMINATED ZONE; TRAVERSING THE.: MOISEYEV, N.GEN.MAJ.TECH.TRPS. 1977 NOV
CONTAMINATION AT A STREAM CROSSING POINT; ELIMINATION OF THE AFTERRFECTS OF CHEMICAL.: PAVLOV, S. 1975 SEP
CONTAMINATION ROENTGEN METER; A STAND FOR THE.: PORTNOV, V. ENGR.MAJ., SHMUL', S. 1977 MAY
CONTEMPORARY TECHNICAL CAPABILITIES; AT THE LEVEL OF.: LYZLOV, V.COL. 1976 MAR
CONTEST - SECOND SERIES PROBLEMS; ARTILLERYMEN'S.: ANON. 1978 MAR
CONTROL AND DISCIPLINE; A SCHOOL OF SELF.: CHERNYSHEV, YU.MAJ., MOSLOV, L.SR.LT., MIKHALEV, V.CAPT. 1979 SEP
CONTROL AND THE TIME FACTOR.: POPOVNIK,V.MAJ. 1976 NOV
CONTROL CLASS: A COMBINED.: YEPEVEY,N.P., PETROV,S. 1978 MAR
CONTROL CLASSROOM; PODRAZDELENIY AND FIRE.: DEDYUKHIN,V.GDS.CAPT. 1977 AUG
CONTROL EXERCISE WITH A LAUNCH-SITE BATTERY; COMPREHENSIVE.: FEDOTOV,A. 1978 OCT
CONTROL EXERCISE WITH THE COMPANY.: SHABALIN,A. 1975 SEP
CONTROL EXERCISE; FIRE.: BULIZHIN,S.COL. 1976 SEP
CONTROL FOR OFFICER CANDIDATES; SKILLS IN PODRAZDELENIY.: TARASOV.A.COL., KUTEPOV,L.C. 1976 NOV
CONTROL GROUP IN A CHAST; PEOPLE'S.: RYBIN,V., SMIRNOV,F. 1978 MAR
CONTROL IN A MOTORIZED RIFLE REGIMENT; PRACTICE IN ARTILLERY FIRE.: TUMANOV,V.LC. 1976 NOV
CONTROL IN COMBAT; RESTORATION OF.: SPITSYN,A.LC. 1976 SEP
CONTROL POINT AT THE FIRING POSITION; USE OF.: SAPOZHNIKOV,A.GEN.LT.ARTY. 1975 MAR
CONTROL PROBLEM IN A TRAINING PODRAZDELENIY.: MORDAS,M. 1978 OCT
CONTROL PROBLEM; NIGHT.: RUZANOV,V. 1977 SEP
CONTROL PROBLEM; WEAPONS TRAINING.: LYZLOV,YE. 1977 JUL
CONTROL PROBLEM; NIGHT.: RUZANOV,V. 1977 SEP
CONTROL PROBLEM; WEAPONS TRAINING.: LYZLOV,YE. 1977 JUL
CONTROL EXERCISE WITH THE COMPANY.: SHABALIN,A. 1975 SEP
CONTROL EXERCISE; FIRE.: BULIZHIN,S.COL. 1976 SEP
CONTROL FOR OFFICER CANDIDATES; SKILLS IN PODRAZDELENIY.: TARASOV.A.COL., KUTEPOV,L.C. 1976 NOV
CONTROL GROUP IN A CHAST; PEOPLE'S.: RYBIN,V., SMIRNOV,F. 1978 MAR
CONTROL IN A MOTORIZED RIFLE REGIMENT; PRACTICE IN ARTILLERY FIRE.: TUMANOV,V.LC. 1976 NOV
CONTROL IN COMBAT; RESTORATION OF.: SPITSYN,A.LC. 1976 SEP
CONTROL POINT AT THE FIRING POSITION; USE OF.: SAPOZHNIKOV,A.GEN.LT.ARTY. 1975 MAR
CONTROL PROBLEM IN A TRAINING PODRAZDELENIY.: MORDAS,M. 1978 OCT
CONTROL PROBLEM; NIGHT.: RUZANOV,V. 1977 SEP
CONTROL PROBLEM; WEAPONS TRAINING.: LYZLOV,YE. 1977 JUL
CONTROL PROBLEM; NIGHT.: RUZANOV,V. 1977 SEP
CONTROL PROBLEM; WEAPONS TRAINING.: LYZLOV,YE. 1977 JUL
CONTROL EXERCISE WITH THE COMPANY.: SHABALIN,A. 1975 SEP
CONTROL EXERCISE; FIRE.: BULIZHIN,S.COL. 1976 SEP
CONTROL FOR OFFICER CANDIDATES; SKILLS IN PODRAZDELENIY.: TARASOV.A.COL., KUTEPOV,L.C. 1976 NOV
DANKO'S: HEARTS OF FOUR: BESKOROVAYNY, A. ENGR. COL. 1977 AUG
DANUBE: BOUND ACROSS THE: ANDRYUSHENKO, A. 1975 JAN
DARING ASSAULT: A.: OLEJNIK, A. 1975 NOV
DARING: EVERY TOWN WAS A SCENE OF: ANON. 1975 FEB
DASH ACROSS THE ICE: CHUMARIN, S., ANDREYEV, G. 1978 JAN
DATA IN THE ARTILLERY BATTALION; COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS OF RECONNAISSANCE: SIDOROV, M. GEN. LT. ARTY. 1976 APR
DATA: COLLECTION AND PROCESSING OF INTELLIGENCE: GRISHANIN, V. 1978 JAN
DATA: HOW TO OBTAIN INTELLIGENCE: TRUSHCHENKO, M. 1975 MAR
DAUGHTERS OF THE COUNTRY (INTERVIEW WITH): CHECHNEVA, MARINA, P. MAJ. RES. 1977 MAR
DAY FOR STUDENTS: TODAY IS A MILITARY: YEFIMOV, I. N. MAJ. COMM. TRPS. 1976 JUN
DAY IN THE LIFE OF PETR KUROCHKO: OLEJNIK, A. LT. 1976 JUN
DAY IN THE LIFE OF PETR KUROCHKO: OLEJNIK, A. LT. 1977 JUN
DAY OF VICTORY: 9 MAY - THE: ANON. 1977 MAY
DAY, 10 APRIL, NATIONAL AIR DEFENSE FORCES: ANON. 1977 APR
DAY-TO-DAY LIFE IN THE DEFENSE: RADUGIN, M. 1976 MAR
DAY; 19 NOVEMBER, MISSILE TROOPS AND ARTILLERY: ANON. 1976 NOV
DAY; HUNGARIAN ARMED FORCES: POLONIV, J. 1979 SEP
DAY; MISSILE TROOPS AND ARTILLERY: ANON. 1976 NOV
DAY; NATIONAL AIR DEFENSE FORCES: ANON. 1978 APR
DAY; SERVICING: SOLOMENKO, I. ENGR. COL., IVANOV, A. ENGR. COL. RES., SIDENKO, P. MAJ. 1976 NOV
DAY; USSR AIR FLEET: ANON. 1977 AUG
DAYS BEFORE THE BEGINNING OF A NEW ERA: TWO: MITROFANOV, N. 1977 NOV
DAYS IN THE LIFE OF AN AAA BATTERY: THREE: SHALOV, I. COL. 1976 NOV
DAYS IN THE LIFE OF THE FIRST: BIRYUKOV, N. I. GEN. LT. RES. HSU. 1977 MAY
DAYS WILL NOT FALL SILENT; THE GLORY OF THESE: KHELENIKOV, N. GEN. COL. ARTY. 1977 OCT
DAYS — TO THE FIELD: FOR SEVERAL: RODNIKOV, J. 1979 AUG
DAYS IN THOSE UNFORGETTABLE OCTOBER: KUROCHKIN, P. GEN. ARMY. HSU. 1977 OCT
DAYS; LIE BY REGULATIONS IN THE VERY FIRST: VISHNYAKOV, V. SR. LT. 1976 DEC
DAYS; UNFORGETTABLE: POPOV, S. 1975 SEP
DAYTIME AND NIGHTTIME SIGHT; WITH THE: AVKSENT'YEVA. 1975 SEP
DAYTIME NORMS; AT NIGHT—ACCORDING TO: VODOLAZSKY, S. 1979 AUG
DEADLINES AND INCREASING QUALITY; CUTTING: OZHEGOV, A. CAPT. 1978 SEP
DEADLINES — AN IMPORTANT STAFF TASK; REDUCTION OF: MIKHAYLOV, YU., KULAKOV, V. 1978 OCT
DEATH; IN AN ATMOSPHERE OF FIRE AND: MILOVANOV, V. 1975 MAR
DECEPTION (MASKIROVKA): IN THE INTERESTS OF TACTICAL COVER AND: KOROLEV, YU. COL. CMS. DOTS. 1977 APR
DECEPTION OPERATIONS; MILITARY GUILE AND: SHISHKIN, N. 1979 AUG
DECEDES THE GRADE: FIELD: KORNIYETS, A. SR. LT. 1977 MAR
DECISION FOR COMBAT: MAKING A.: MATVEYEV, V. COL., MALYSHEV, A. LC. CMS. DOTS. 1977 DEC
DECISION HAS BEEN MADE; AN ORDER IS ISSUED; IF A.: IVANOV, B. 1975 MAR
DECISION; ARTILLERY COMMANDER'S.: LUTSENKO, V., TESLENKO, M. 1978 OCT
DECISION; COMMANDER MAKES A.: KIREYEV, G. 1979 JUN
DECISION; COMMANDER'S.: POOBOED, I. 1976 MAR
DECISION? (TACTICAL PROBLEM); YOUR: ANON. 1977 APR
DECISIONS OF THE 25TH CPSU CONGRESS IN PRACTICE A TIME OF GREAT CHANGES: CHEREPAHOV, YU. 1977 SEP
DECISIONS; LANDING OPERATION REAR AREA, MISSIONS AND: PEPELIN, V. 1975 MAR
DECISIVE BATTLE; A.: MATSULENKO, V. 1979 AUG
DECISIVE FRONT; IVANOV, S. 1979 MAY
DECISIVENESS, GUARANTEE OF SUCCESS IN BATTLE; MANEUVER AND: STAROVYOTNOV, N. 1978 FEB
DECISIVENESS — THE GUARANTEE OF SUCCESS; INITIATIVE AND: SOTNIKOV, I. 1979 OCT
DECISIVENESS; SURPRISE AND: SHEVCHENKO, A. GEN. LT. HSU. 1977 JAN
DECKS AN INSPECTOR IS COMING; CLEAR THE LOWER.: YEGORSHIN, V. COL., SEDYKH, A. COL.  
1979 DEC
DECONTAMINATING TROOPS AT NIGHT.: VYLITOK, V., TARASEVIC, YU. 1979 FEB
DECONTAMINATION COMPANY; EXERCISE WITH A UNIFORM.: ABYSOV, YU, MAJ. 1977 FEB
DECONTAMINATION: WE ARE INCREASING THE EFFECTIVENESS OF.: SHEREBRYAKOV, G. ENGR. LC.
1977 SEP
DECORATED BY THE MOTHERLAND.: ANON. 1976 AUG
DECORATED BY THE MOTHERLAND.: ANON. 1977 MAR
DECORATED BY THE MOTHERLAND.: ANON. 1977 JUN
DECORATED BY THE MOTHERLAND.: ANON. 1977 OCT
DECORATED BY THE MOTHERLAND.: ANON. 1977 DEC
DECORATED BY THE MOTHERLAND; THEY WERE.: ANON. 1976 DEC
DECORATIONS FOR THE WORTHY.: ANON. 1977 MAR
DECREASED RANGES; AT.: LYZLOV, V. COL. RES. 1979 SEP
DECREASING FIRING ERRORS (PVO); SEEKING A MEANS OF.: SADOVNOV, N. LC. 1977 JUL
DEED IN THE VILLAGE OF PUSTYN'KA; A HEROIC.: MONASTYRSKIY, B. 1975 MAY
DEED; BY WORD AND.: ROZHASHKO, V., LC., GORYACHKIN, P. LC. 1977 OCT
DEED; FUSION OF WORD AND.: DEBALYUK, A. G. ALT. 1976 AUG
DEEP KNOWLEDGE PLUS INTENSIVE PRACTICE.: DUBROVINSKIY, G. ENGR. LC. 1977 DEC
DEFENCE AGAINST MEANS OF MASS DESTRUCTION): BE ABLE TO HOLD OUT (REVIEW OF DOROFEYEV AND SHAMSHEV'S ENGINEER MEASURES OF.: GRABOVOY, I. COL. CMS. DOTS. 1976 MAY
DEFENSE AND THE COMBINED-ARMS COMMANDER; ANTI-AIR.: LEVCHENKO, P. GEN. COL. ARTY. 1976 APR
DEFENSE AREA SECURITY ZONE; A MOTORIZED RIFLE BATTALION IS DEFENDING IN THE FORWARD.: LUCHITS, V. 1979 APR
DEFENSE AREA SECURITY ZONE; A MOTORIZED RIFLE BATTALION IS DEFENDING IN THE FORWARD.: LUCHITS, V. 1979 APR
DEFENSE AT NIGHT; 33RD ANNIVERSARY OF THE POLISH FORCES.: ANON. 1976 OCT
DEFENSE AT NIGHT; MOTORIZED RIFLE PLATOON IN THE.: TORKANOY, I. 1978 MAY
DEFENSE BATTERY; COMPOSITE PROBLEM WITH AIR.: BULYZHUKIN, S. COL. 1977 AUG
DEFENSE COMPLEX VS AN AIRCRAFT; AN AIR.: ROGOV, A. 1979 JUN
DEFENSE DURING AN ATTACK; A COMPANY ASSUMES THE.: ZINCHENKO, N. 1979 FEB
DEFENSE ENSURED THE SUCCESS; RELIABLE AIR.: OTROBA, A. 1979 JAN
DEFENSE FORCES DAY, 10 APRIL; NATIONAL AIR.: ANON. 1977 APR
DEFENSE FORCES DAY; NATIONAL AIR.: ANON 1978 APR
DEFENSE IN A BATTALION; AIR.: BULATOV, A. COL., POLYAKOV, I. COL. 1978 JUL
DEFENSE LINES; 33RD ANNIVERSARY OF THE SRA ARMY, ATTACKING THE ENEMY'S FORWARD.: ANON. 1976 OCT
DEFENSE MISSILE COMPLEX) POSITION; SELECTION AND EVALUATION OF A ZRK (AIR.: SURKOV, E. 1976 MAR
DEFENSE OF A BATTALION; AIR.: SAVENKO, I. COL. 1979 OCT
DEFENSE OF A BATTALION; FIRE SYSTEM IN THE.: KUZNETSOV, V. LC. 1977 FEB
DEFENSE OF A FIRING POSITION; FIRING IN LOCAL.: RUDAKOV, B. COL. 1977 APR
DEFENSE OF A RAILROAD TRAIN: AIR.: SHARAPOV, N. 1978 APR
DEFENSE OF A TACTICAL LANDING OPERATION; ANTI-AIRCRAFT.: SUBBOTIN, V. 1975 OCT
DEFENSE OF A WATER OBSTACLE; ASSUMING THE.: VINOGRADOV, A. COL. HSU. 1976 JUL
DEFENSE OF ANTIAIRCRAFT PODRAZDELENIYE: SHUBIN, B. COL. 1977 NOV
DEFENSE OF COUNTRY, ACTIVITIES OF CPSU CARRYING OUT TASKS; V. I. LENIN ON TASKS OF
STRENGTHENING: OVSYUK, F. 1975 DEC
DEFENSE OF FORTIFIED AREAS: SUKHIKH, M. 1978 JUL
DEFENSE OF OCTOBER'S ACCOMPLISHMENTS; IN.: ANON. 1979 FEB
DEFENSE OF SOCIALISM; IN.: VALO, V. GEN. COL. CHSSR. 1977 SEP
DEFENSE OF SOVIET POWER; IN.: KUSIN, E. I. COL. RES. 1977 MAY
DEFENSE OF THE HOMELAND IS EACH PERSON'S SACRED DUTY: KUCHER, G. 1978 MAY
DEFENSE OF THE TROOPS; AIR.: LEVCHENKO, P. GEN. COL. ARTY. 1977 SEP
DEFENSE OFFICERS; ARTILLERY RANGE TRAINING OF AIR.: LITVINOV, V. 1978 JAN
DEFENSE OFFICERS; PROFESSIONAL TRAINING OF FUTURE AIR.: MUKHANOV, S. 1978 AUG
DEFENSE PERSONNEL IN THE BATTLE AT NOWY Sacz: AIR.: UBIVKOV, V. 1977 FEB
DEFENSE PERSONNEL RETURNED THE BANNER; AIR.: UBIYKONV. 1978 NOV
DEFENSE PERSONNEL SPECIALIZED TRAINING; COMPETITION IN INTERESTS OF AIR.: LEVCHENKO, P. GEN. COL. 1978 NOV
DEFENSE PERSONNEL'S SUCCESS; EXPERTISE IS THE BASIS OF AIR.: VAYSKOP, A. 1978 APR
DEFENSE RANGE; DURING AN INSPECTION AT THE: KIRYUKHIN, M. COL., PASHKOVSKIY, A. COL.
1976 MAR
DEFENSE SELF-PROPELLED MOUNT FOR FIRING; PREPARATION OF AN.: STOLYAROV, S. ENGR. LC.
1976 MAR
DEFENSE; A TACTICAL CLASS WITH A PLATOON (AIR.: PASHKOVSKIY, V. COL. 1977 JAN
DEFENSE; AN ATTACK IN THE DEPTHS OF THE.: MUKHAMEDZHANOV, G. MAJ. 1977 MAY
DEFENSE; COUNTERATTACK IN BATTALION.: BORISKIN, V. LC. 1977 NOV
DEFENSE; ENGINEER SUPPORT TO A BREAKTHROUGH OF.: PARFILOVYU, COL. 1976 SEP
DEFENSES; ENGINEER SUPPORT TO A BREAKTHROUGH OF.: PAVLYUK, I. LC. 1977 OCT
DEFENSES; IN THE INTERESTS OF THE COUNTRY'S: MAL'TSEV, N. 1977 AUG
DEFENSIVE CAPACITY OF THE COUNTRY, IMPROVING SOVIET ARMED FORCES; 25TH CONGRESS OF THE
CPSU ON STRENGTHENING THE: BARANOV, S. GEN. MAJ. DMS. PROF. 1976 JUN
DEFENSIVE COMBAT; WHEN THE BATTLE CONDUCTS.: SELYAVIN, V., VESELOV, L. 1975 JAN
DEFICIENCIES; COURSE ON QUALITY-COMBATTING: MALISOV, YU. 1976 MAR
DEGASSING INDIVIDUAL WEAPONS AND CLOTHING.: TITOV, V. ENGR. COL. 1976 JUN
DEGREE OF FIELD TRAINING IS A GUARANTEE OF CONSTANT COMBAT READINESS; A HIGH:
PAVLOVSKIY, I. GEN. ARMY. HSU. 1976 APR
DEGREE OF FIELD TRAINING; FOR A HIGH.: PAVLYUK, I. LC. 1977 OCT
DEMAND IS PLACED ON A COMMANDER DURING COMBAT; A SPECIAL.: TRET'YAK, I. GEN. ARMY.
1977 SEP
DEMAND OF THE TIMES; HIGH ATTACK TEMPO IS A: SALMANOV, G. GEN. COL. 1977 DEC
DEMANDS OF COMBAT; TAKING ACCOUNT OF THE: GOLOSUYEV, Y. E. COL. 1977 JUL
DEMANDS OF DISCIPLINE ARE THE LAW: GLOTOV, V. GDS. LC., OLENIK, A. GDS. LT. 1977 MAR
DEMANDS; AT THE LEVEL OF MODERN: KURKOTKIN, S. 1978 FEB
DEMANDS; CONTROL OF TROOPS AT THE LEVEL OF MODERN: GRinkevich, D. GEN. COL. COS. GSFG. 1976 APR
DEMANDS; WITH DUE REGARD FOR CONTEMPORARY: ANON. 1976 SEP
DEMOCRACY OF DEVELOPED SOCIALISM: Mal'tsev, N. 1979 JUL
DEMOCRACY; HOLIDAY OF SOVIET: ANON. 1978 OCT
DEMOLITIONS TRAINING KIT: SVOROB, N. LC. 1977 AUG
DEMOLITIONS WORK; PERFORMING: KOSOV, V. ENGR. COL., VINOKHODOV, YU. ENGR. LC. 1977 MAR
DEMONSTRATION CLASS FOR COMPANY COMMANDERS: NIKOLAYEV, A. GDS. LC. 1977 FEB
DEMONSTRATION EXERCISE: KALINOVSKII, S. COL. 1977 DEC
DEMONSTRATION; DRILL TRAINING: APAKIDZE, V. 1978 APR
DEMONSTRATIONS; INSTRUCTIONAL: STEPANOv, C. CAPT. 1976 JUL
DEPARTMENT CHAIR (KAFADRA): BOL'SHAKOv, A. COL., Ruzin, N. COL. RES. 1977 JUL
DEPARTMENT CHAIR (KAFADRA): WORK IN A: BOL'SHAKOv, A. COL., Ruzin, N. COL. RES. 1977 JUL
DEPENDABILITY OF PLANNING OF THE TRAINING PROCESS: SHUPENKO, M. 1975 APR
DEPENDABLE COMMUNICATIONS UNDER ANY CONDITIONS: PAKSELEV, I. 1975 OCT
DEPENDABLE SHIELD OF SOCIALISM: YAKUBOVSKII, I. 1975 MAY
DEPENDABLY DEFEND EVERYTHING THAT HAS BEEN CREATED BY THE PEOPLE: ANON. 1979 NOV
DEPENDABILITY OF PLANNING OF THE TRAINING PROCESS: Shupen'ko, M. 1975 APR
DEPENDABILITY UNDER ANY CONDITIONS: PAKSELEV, I. 1975 OCT
DEPUTY; CITY SOVIET: Blyiym, G. 1977 OCT
DEPUTY; CITY SOVIET: BYliYM, G. 1977 OCT
DESEIT TROOPS; ANTI-TANK GUIDED MISSILE BATTERY (PTURS) IN A TACTICAL AIRBORNE: ZAYTSEV, V. COL., NAUMOV, A. CAPT. 1977 FEB
DESEIT TROOPS; ANTITANK GUIDED MISSILE BATTERY (PTURS) IN A TACTICAL AIRBORNE: Zaytsev, V. COL., Naumov, A. CAPT. 1977 FEB
DESEIT TROOPS; IN ORDER TO CONQUER THE SKY (REVIEW OF GEN. LT. LISOV'S BOOK, AIR: SHAGALOV, GDS. COL., AGHALOV, V. GDS. LC. 1977 JUL
DESEIT TROOPS, FROM ISSUES 6, 7, AND 8: CHECK YOUR SOLUTIONS (MOTORIZED RIFLE, TANKS,): ANON. 1976 DEC
DESERT; A MEETING ENGAGEMENT IN THE: GRUBYY, A. GEN. MAJ. 1976 SEP
DESERT; ENGINEERS OPERATING WITH TANKS IN THE: SEMENKOV, V. CAPT. 1977 SEP
DESERT; THROUGH THE GOBI: PLYiY, I. 1975 AUG
DESERT; WATER SUPPLY IN THE: Shteynberg, M. 1975 AUG
DESIGNATED; WHEN COORDINATED ACTION IS ONLY: KIKESHEV, N. CAPT. 1977 FEB
DESIGNATION AND SMOKE ROUNDS; USING RANGING, TARGET: BELOKUR, M. 1979 JUL
DESIGNER; WEAPONS WORTHY OF A FIGHTING MAN (INTERVIEW WITH WEAPON: SIMONOV, SERGEY. G. 1977 APR
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DESIGNER'S FIRE, MANEUVER AND ARMOR; CONVERSATIONS WITH: KOTIN, ZH. YA. ENGR. GEN. COL.
1977 SEP
DESPITE THE SPIRIT OF THE TIMES (REVIEW G. N. VACHNADZE'S ANTENNA DIRECTED TO THE
EAST): CHERNOUS'KO, L. ENGR. C1. RES. 1976 JUL
DESTROY A TARGET WITH THE FIRST ROUND; IN ORDER TO: ARISTARKHOV, YU. ENGR. AMJ.
1976 OCT
DESTROYED; AIR TARGETS: TRISHIN, V. 1976 FEB
DESTROYERS; ANTI-TANK: OSHURKOV, L. N. GEN. LT. ARTY. 1979 NOV
DESTRUKTIV (PVO); TO ENSURE TARGET: LUKASHOV, V. CAPT. 1976 MAY
DESTRUCTION BY FIRE IN MODERN COMBAT; CONTINUOUS: PEREDEL'SKIY, A. MSL. ARTY. 1977 JUN
DESTRUCTION OF ENEMY NUCLEAR WEAPONS: USTINOV, A. 1978 DEC
DESTRUCTION OF EXTRA-STONG STRUCTURES: POGOVIN, V. 1978 JUL
DESTRUCTION OF STATIONARY TARGETS: BESEDIN, N. 1975 OCT
DESTRUCTION OF TARGETS IMAGINATIVELY; PLAN THE FIRE: KARDASHEVSKIY, YU. 1978 JUN
DESTRUCTION OF THE ENEMY BY FIRE IS THE BASIS OF HIGH RATES OF ATTACK; RELIABLE:
ANON. 1977 MAY
DESTRUCTION OF THE TARGET; PROCEDURES FOR FAST: OPILAT, V. LC. 1977 FEB
DESTRUCTION); BE ABLE TO HOLD OUT (REVIEW OF DOROFEYEV AND SHAMSHUROV'S ENGINEER
MEASURES OF DEFENSE AGAINST MEANS OF: GRISHIN, V. COL. 1976 OCT
DETECTION GEAR; MINE: PYATYROV, N., KOZAK, D. 1978 JAN
DETERMINATION OF TARGET HEIGHT DIFFERENCE: NEGIN, V. 1975 MAR
DETERMINES TASKS OF PARTY–POLITICAL WORK; THE COMMANDER: TIMERKHANOV, D. 1978 DEC
DETERMINING CORRECTIONS: A GRAPHIC METHOD FOR: VASIL'YEV, V. LC. 1977 MAY
DETERMINING THE BOUNDARIES OF A RADIOACTIVELY CONTAMINATED ZONE: KARAMYSHEV, V. ENGR. SR. LT. 1977 MAY
DETERMINING MEAN DEVIATION OF AIR TEMPERATURE; NEW METHOD FOR: LUTSENKO, G. ENGR. MAJ., MIKHAYLOV, A. ENGR. MAJ. 1976 MAY
DETRIMENT OF ACCURACY; SIMPLIFICATION NOT TO THE: BELOKUR, M. 1978 AUG
DEVELOP ASSISTANTS FOR YOURSELF: KOZYREV, N. 1978 JUL
DEVELOPED SOCIALISM; DEMOCRACY OF: MAL'TSEV, N. 1979 JUL
DEVELOPED SOCIALIST SOCIETY: A.: SUMBATYANYU, COL. CPHS. 1977 AUG
DEVELOPING SOCIALIST COMPETITION IN EVERY POSSIBLE WAY: ANON. 1976 JUL
DEVELOPMENT FOR SERGEANTS; PATHS OF.: DERNOVY,M.COL. 1976 NOV
DEVELOPMENT OF A TRAINING FACILITY.: NARAY,I.GEN.MAJ.HPA. 1977 AUG
DEVELOPMENT OF PRINCIPLES AND PATHS OF PARTY.: MOSUTOV,V.COL. 1977 APR
DEVIATION OF AIR TEMPERATURE; NEW METHOD FOR DETERMINING MEAN.: LUTSENKO,G.ENGR.MAJ., MIKHAYLOV,A.ENGR.MAJ. 1976 MAY
DEVICE FOR CESSATION OF FIRE; A.: GRYAZNOV,A. 1975 AUG
DEVICE FOR PREPARING A RADIO SONDE.: SHULYACHENKO,R. 1976 DEC
DIRECT FIRE; COMPANY COMMANDER.: IVANOV,YU. 1975 JAN
DIRECT FIRE; COMPANY COMMANDER.: IVANOV,YU. 1977 OCT
DISTRICT; THE FOUNDATION OF SERVICE IS.: UKIN,B.GEN.LT. 1977 JAN
DISCIPLINE; A SCHOOL OF SELF CONTROL AND.: CHERNYSHEV,YU.MAJ., MOSLOV,L.SR.LT., MIKHAYLOV,A.CAPT. 1977 SEP
DISCIPLINE; COMMUNISTS-THE ADVOCATES OF.: KOSTENKO,N. 1979 APR
DISCIPLINE; THE FOUNDATION OF SERVICE IS.: UKIN,B.GEN.LT. 1977 JAN
DISCIPLINE; MILITARY DIRECTION IN GENERAL EDUCATIONAL.: ORLOV,YU.COL.CMS. 1977 DEC
DISCIPLINE; ANON. 1977 DEC
DISCUSS THE ARTICLE. HOW TO EARN AUTHORITY LISTEN TO ONE’S SUPERIOR; LET US:

KRAYNOV, A. GEN. MAJ. HSU. 1976 OCT

DISPLACEMENT IS GREATER THAN 5-00; WHEN OBSERVER: ANAN’YEV, N. 1975 MAR
DISPLAYED; THIS IS HOW THE ANTIAIRCRAFT GUNNERS’ SKILL WAS: KIRYUKHIN, M. COL.
1977 NOV

DISTRIBUTION IN A BATTLE; FIRE.: ANON. 1976 JAN
DISTRIBUTOR FOR THE DK-4; GAS.: KOBAL’, M. 1976 MAR
DISTRICT); ACCOMPLISH COMBAT MISSIONS IMAGINATIVELY (BELORUSSIAN MILITARY.: TRET’YAK, I. GEN. COL. HSU. 1976 AUG

DISTRICT, TECHNICAL TRAINING; RED BANNER KIEV MILITARY.: ANON. 1977 APR
DISTRICT—EXPERIENCE IN ORGANIZING SOCIALIST COMPETITION; RED BANNER BALTIC MILITARY.: ANON. 1978 MAY

DISTRICT—EXPERIENCE OF IDEOLOGICAL INDOCTRINATION; ORDER OF LENIN TRANSBAIKA

MILITARY.: ANON. 1978 SEP

DISTRICT; BEST RADIO OPERATORS OF THE.: KALININ, V. 1975 OCT

DIVISION IMENI HEROES OF THE SOVIET ARMY; IN THE.: VITKOVSKIY, A. MAJ. 1976 NOV

DIVISION IN COMBAT (REVIEW OF A.I. RADZIEVSKIY’S TACTICS IN COMBAT EXAMPLES.

DIVISION); WAR EXPERIENCE. THE.: VALEMIKOV, V. GEN. COL. 1977 MAR

DIVISION); WAR EXPERIENCE, THE DIVISION IN COMBAT (REVIEW OF A.I. RADZIEVSKIY’S

TACTICS IN COMBAT EXAMPLES.: VALEMIKOV, V. GEN. COL. 1977 MAR

DIVISION, BORN OF THE REVOLUTION Number 1; IRON.: ANON. 1977 OCT

DIVISION, COVERED WITH GLORY Number 2; IRON.: ANON. 1977 OCT

DIVISION, STANDING GUARD Number 3; IRON.: ANON. 1977 OCT

DIVISION; RECONNAISSANCE IN A MECHANIZED.: RYZHKOVA. 1978 JUN

DK-4; GAS DISTRIBUTOR FOR THE.: KOBAL’, M. 1976 MAR

DNEPR TO THE SAN; FROM THE.: ARKHIPOV, V. 1975 DEC

DNEPR; ON THE STEEP BANK OF THE.: BESSARAB, A. 1975 OCT

DO IT THIS WAY (PVO); WE.: SAVLYAKV, C. CAPT. 1976 MAY

DO NOT STOP WITH WHAT HAS BEEN ACCOMPLISHED.: KOVALENKO, V. 1979 OCT

DO WE NEED PRESCRIPTIONS?: MOSINA, A. 1978 AUG

DOCUMENTATION AND ARCHIVES.: GABOV, S. L.C. 1978 SEP

DOCUMENTS; COMPILING PHOTO MEASUREMENT.: KOHLOKHOLENKO, L., RABOVKIY, YE., CHUMAKOV, S.

1979 JAN

DOES ONE WIN AUTHORITY; HOW.: OSADCHIY, V. GDS. SR. LT. 1976 JUN

DOLLAR (REVIEW T.K. BELASHCHENKO’S USA: 200 YEARS — 200 WARS); BY SWORD AND.: VOLKOV, A. COL. CHS. 1978 AUG

DON’T FORGET ABOUT SURPRISE.: SHEIN, B. COL. 1977 JUN

DON’T SUBSTITUTE; TEACH, BUT.: KHARCHUK, B. GEN. MAJ. TK. TRPS. 1976 MAY

DOROFYEV AND SHAMSHUROV’S ENGINEER MEASURES OF DEFENSE AGAINST MEANS OF MASS

DESTRUCTION); BE ABLE TO HOLD OUT (REVIEW OF.: GRABOVOY, I. COL. CMS. DOTS. 1976 MAY

DOSAAF PUBLISHING HOUSE; PLANS OF.: ISACHENKO, S. 1978 DEC

DOSIMETER AND CHEMICAL MONITORING.: DOBRYAKOV, I. 1978 JUN

DOSIMETERS; TRAINING SETS OF.: MEZENTSEV, N. ENGR. MAJ. 1977 MAR

DOWNED: TARGET: SARAYEV, A. 1976 FEB

DRAWINGS IN THE TRAINING PROCESS; MUTE SKETCHES AND.: SUSCHEVSKIY, I. COL. 1979 SEP

DRESSING ON THE RIGHT FLANK MEN.: SAMOKHIN, A. 1978 MAR

DRILL CLASS WITH A BATTERY; TACTICAL.: POKH, N. CAPT. 1979 SEP

DRILL EXERCISE AT NIGHT; COMBAT.: MORDAS, M., BOYKO, I. 1976 MAR
DRILL PROBLEM IN FIRE CONTROL; TACTICAL.: SASHKIN,M.COL. 1977 MAR
DRILL PROBLEM WITH LAUNCH BATTERY; TACTICAL.: KIRIMOVI,L.C. 1977 DEC
DRILL REGULATIONS OF THE USSR ARMED FORCES; NEW.: ZYRYANOV,A.GEN.MAJ.TK.TRPS. 1976 APR
DRILL TRAINING CONTESTS.: LADYGIN,YU., CHAYKA,YU. 1978 MAR
DRILL TRAINING DEMONSTRATION.: APAKIDZE,V. 1978 APR
DRILL TRAINING OF THE TROOPS; FOR THE HIGH.: ANON. 1979 JUL
DRILL TRAINING; WHEN TO BE CONCERNED WITH.: SLADKOVA,M.J. 1977 JAN
DRILL; AT THE TANK FIRING.: ZAMCHINSKI,Y.M. 1977 JUL
DRILL; PROBLEM METHOD, TACTICAL.: LOKTEVG,L.C. 1976 NOV
DRIVER — SPECIALIST OF COMBAT.: KORF,N.M.GEN.MAJ.TK.TRPS. 1979 JUL
DRIVER-MECHANIC; ACCURACY IN FIRING DEPENDS ON THE.: IVANISOV,S.SR.LT. 1977 JAN
DRIVING CLASSES; HIGH EFFICIENCY FOR.: BESSARAB,A.ENGOR.COLS. 1976 JUN
DRIVING; A COMPANY ASSUMES THE DEFENSE.: ZINCHENKO,N. 1979 DEC
DRIVING; A SPECIAL DEMAND IS PLACED ON A COMMANDER.: TRET'YAK,L.GEN.ARMY. 1977 SEP
DRIVING; A COMMUNIST'S HIGH.: GONCHAROV,N.GEN.MAJ. 1976 APR
DRIVING; BEFORE AND.: LEVCHENKO,P. 1975 APR
DUTY; A COMMUNIST'S HIGH.: CONCHAROV,N.GEN.MAJ. 1976 APR
DUTY; OBLIGATIONS AND.: FOMICHEV,V. 1978 JUN
DUTY; UNITY OF RIGHTS AND.: TSVEKOV,N.COLS. 1979 SEP
DUTY; ALLEGIANCE TO.: DRAGUNSKIY,D.A.GEN.COLS. 1978 SEP
DUTY; AS AN OFFICER.; NATIONAL HOMELAND IS EACH PERSON'S SACRED.: KUCHER,G. 1978 MAY
DUTY; DEFENSE OF THE HOMELAND IS EACH PERSON'S SACRED.: KUCHER,G. 1978 MAY
DUTY; PREPARING A GUARD MOUNT TO PERFORM.: MESILIN,V.COLS. 1979 SEP
DUTY AND POSITION.; CHEPOV,YU. 1979 SEP
...
DUTY: THE COMPANY TAKES UP GUARD: VASILENOK, V. 1975 SEP
DZERZHINSKY: A FEARLESS SOLDIER IN GREAT BATTLES (F.E.): GAVRIKOV, FCOL. 1977 SEP
EACH CLASS—CAREFUL PREPARATION; FOR: PARUSHA, V. 1979 MAR
EACH COMMANDER—A SKILLFUL INSTRUCTIONAL METHODOLOGIST; INCREASING EFFECTIVENESS AND QUALITY: Todorov, V. 1979 MAY
EACH IS IN THE PUBLIC EYE; IF: VLASOV, A. 1978 JAN
EACH OFFICER A SKILLED METHODOLOGIST: VOLOSHECHKO, V. GDS.LC. 1977 APR
EACH ONE’S TRAINING (COMMUNICATIONS): CONSIDER: MOSTAYEV, V. SR.LT. 1977 JAN
EACH ONE: INDOCTRINATE: SHCHEKOHCHIKHIN, P. COL. 1976 NOV
EACH ONE: WORKING WITH: DEMCHUK, V. LC. 1976 OCT
EACH PERSON’S SACRED DUTY; DEFENSE OF THE HOMELAND IS: KUCHER, G. 1978 MAY
EACH PERSON; REACH: SEDYKH, A. LC. 1976 MAY
EACH SHOT—A BULLS-EYE: BREYEV, A. 1976 MAR
EACH PERSON; EARN AUTHORITY LISTEN TO ONE’S SUPERIOR; LET US DISCUSS THE ARTICLE, HOW TO: KRAYNOV, A. GEN.MAJ.HSU. 1976 OCT
EAST); DESPITE THE SPIRIT OF THE TIMES (REVIEW G.N. VACHNADZE’S ANTENNA DIRECTED TO THE.): CHERNOUS’KO, L. ENGR.C1.RES. 1976 JUL
EAST; VICTORY IN THE FAR.: IVANOVS. 1975 AUG
EASTERN POMERANIA; IN: KATUKOV, M. 1975 MAR
EASY IN TRAINING, DIFFICULT IN COMBAT: BOGDANOV, V. CAPT. 1979 DEC
ECM FOR RADARS: KLIMOVIICH YE. ENGR.MAJ. 1976 DEC
ECHELON; COMMITMENT OF THE SECOND: KRANSKOY, M. 1975 SEP
ECHELON; COMMITMENT OF THE SECOND: LOGINOV, M. COL.CMS. 1977 MAR
ECHELON; COMMITMENT OF THE SECOND: PETROVSKIY, G. 1978 AUG
ECHELONS IN A NON-LINEAR DEPLOYMENT OF GUNS; DETERMINING INTERVALS AND.: AKULICH, V. ENGR.LC., SIMAKOV, P. ENGR.LC. 1979 SEP
ECONOMIC ACHIEVEMENTS INTO TROOP PRACTICE; FROM THE USSR EXHIBITION OF NATIONAL.: ANON. 1978 APR
ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL POLICIES; UNITY OF THE PARTY’S.: KOSTIN, S. COL. 1977 JAN
ECONOMIC STRATEGY (25TH CONGRESS CPSU); PARTY.: KHITRENKO, M. COL.CES. 1977 MAR
EDUCATION OF MILITARY CADRES; M. I. KALININ ON THE.: BOLOTOV, G. 1975 NOV
EDUCATION OF THE FIGHTING MEN; PROBLEMS OF THE MORAL.: SAFRONOV, B. 1978 OCT
EDUCATION; ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS (TRAINING AND TROOP.): ANON. 1977 FEB
EDUCATION; MILITARY FACULTY-STUDENT.: SARAYEV, A. 1975 SEP
EDUCATION; TOPICAL QUESTIONS OF POLITICAL AND MILITARY.: MIKHEYEV, V. 1975 APR
EDUCATIONAL CENTER; IN PASSING THROUGH AN.: AYDINIAN, A. COL., SHADRIN, V. LC. 1977 FEB
EDUCATIONAL DISCIPLINES; MILITARY DIRECTION IN GENERAL.: ORLOV, YU. COL.CMS. 1977 MAR
EDUCATIONAL MATERIAL—TECHNICAL BASE; IMPROVING THE.: MOTUZ, YU. LC. 1977 JUL
EDUCATIONAL—TEACHING PROCESS; IMPROVING CONTROL OF THE.: STO’NIKOV, B. GEN.LT. ARTY.CMS. 1977 JUL
EFFECT DID THE COMMANDER COUNT ON (TACTICS): WHAT.: GADALIN, B. LC. 1976 OCT
EFFECT OF A SEARCH.: MAKAROV, YU. COL. 1976 SEP
EFFECT OF EXPLORATION: THE.: NENSV. 1978 DEC
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EFFECT OF THE INDIVIDUAL APPROACH: LIMOREV,YU. 1978 AUG
EFFECT OF TRAINING: DYIN,N,I. 1975 FEB
EFFECT: FIRING FOR: ANON. 1976 JAN
EFFECT: INCREASING THE ACCURACY OF FIRING FOR: BARABASH,V.LC. 1977 MAY
EFFECTIVE ARTILLERY SUPPORT METHODS; SEARCH FOR: BIRYUKOV,G,GEN.MAJ. ARTY.DMS.PROF. 1977 MAY
EFFECTIVE SEARCH: ANON. 1979 SEP
EFFECTIVE; EACH TRACE: MALYSHEV,A,SR.LT. 1977 JUN
EFFECTIVE; LIEUTENANTS BECOME: Gerasimov,I. 1976 MAR
EFFECTIVE; CONCRETLY MEANS: POLYAKOV,B. 1978 JAN
EFFECTIVE; USE TIME FOR: TikholaZ,I. 1979 MAR
EFFECTIVENESS (PROBABILITY OF DESTRUCTION); FIRING: GRISHIN,V.COL. 1976 OCT
EFFECTIVENESS AND COMPETITION; IN THE STRUGGLE FOR: STEFANOVSKIY,G. 1979 MAY
EFFECTIVENESS AND PURPOSEFULNESS IN TECHNICAL PREPARATION: BELIKOV,R. 1975 JUL
EFFECTIVENESS AND QUALITY. EACH COMMANDER—A SKILLFUL INSTRUCTIONAL METHODOLOGIST; INCREASING: TODOROV,V. 1979 MAY
EFFECTIVENESS AND SKILL A MONITORING TRAINING SESSION; TAKE CARE OF: AYDINYAN,A. 1976 MAR
EFFECTIVENESS FOR COMPETITION; HIGH: ANON. 1975 JUL
EFFECTIVENESS FOR PARTY AND POLITICAL WORK; HIGH: VASYAGIN,S,GEN.ARMY. 1977 JAN
EFFECTIVENESS IN COMMAND TRAINING; HIGH: ANON. 1978 MAR
EFFECTIVENESS IN THE FOREGROUND; CLASS: ANON. 1977 MAR
EFFECTIVENESS IS THE MOTTO OF EVERY EXERCISE: GORDSHCHENKO,G,CAPT. 1977 FEB
EFFECTIVENESS OF COMMAND TRAINING: YUKHNEVICH,V. 1979 JUN
EFFECTIVENESS OF CONTROL: SHKRUDNEV,D,GEN.LT. 1976 SEP
EFFECTIVENESS OF DECONTAMINATION; WE ARE INCREASING THE: SEREBRYAKOV,G,ENGR.LC. 1977 SEP
EFFECTIVENESS OF DIRECT FIRE: KULYUKHIN,N,ENGR.LC., ARISTARKHOV,YU,E-MAJ. 1978 SEP
EFFECTIVENESS OF FIRE (INSTRUCTIONAL METHODS CLASSES WITH SERGEANTS, AIR DESANT TROOPS); STRUGGLE FOR: ZUEV,I.LC., BALAKIREV,I,MAJ. 1976 AUG
EFFECTIVENESS OF HELICOPTERS; WAYS OF INCREASING THE COMBAT: BELOV,M. 1975 APR
EFFECTIVENESS OF OPTICAL RECONNAISSANCE; INCREASE THE: BELOUSOV,N. 1978 JAN
EFFECTIVENESS OF THE TACTICAL EXERCISE: MOISEYEV,G. 1975 JUN
EFFECTIVENESS OF TRAINER USE: RYMARENKO,A. 1978 JAN
EFFECTIVENESS OF TRAINING SESSIONS; LET US INCREASE THE: RYMARENKO,G. 1975 FEB
EFFECTIVENESS OF TRAINING; FOR INCREASING THE: YERMOLENKO,V.COL. 1977 JUL
EFFECTIVENESS OF TRAINING; INCREASE THE: IVANOV,V., BARDADYM,I., VINOKUROV,M., DERYUGIN,F. 1975 MAR
EFFECTIVENESS OF TRAINING; PRIMARY —: ANTONOVS,L.C. 1977 JUL
EFFECTIVENESS OF USING ARTILLERY BALLISTIC SETS; INCREASING THE: MIKHEYEV,G,COL.RES., ZABAVNIKOV,V,ENGR.MAJ. 1979 SEP
EFFECTIVENESS OF WORK AMONG THE TROOPS: DEMIN,V.LT.GEN. 1978 NOV
EFFECTIVENESS TO MARXIST-LениNIST TRAINING OF OFFICERS; BRING HIGH: SMOROGO,N,GEN.MAJ. 1978 DEC
EFFECTIVENESS; FOR MILITARY SCIENTIFIC WORK—HIGH: ZHUKOV,B. 1979 APR
EFFECTIVENESS; IMPORTANT COMPONENT OF TROOP COMBAT: Gerasimov,I,GEN.COL. 1977 APR
EFFECTIVENESS; IN THE INTERESTS OF TRAINING: KISELEV,K,MAJ.TECH.SVC.RES. 1977 DEC
EFFECTIVENESS; OFFICERS IN THE STRUGGLE FOR COMBAT TRAINING QUALITY AND: ANON. 1977 SEP
EFFECTIVENESS; PARTY MEMBERS IN A STRUGGLE FOR COMBAT TRAINING: BALDIN,N.LC. 1977 JUN
EFFECTIVENESS; PRIZE, HIGH QUALITY AND: GOLDSHTEYN,W., ZVEREV,A., S’YEDIN,S., DENISOV,V. 1975 NOV
EFFECTIVENESS; RESTORING BATTALION COMBAT: ZHAVORONKOV,G., TKACHEV,V. 1978 JUL
EFFECTIVENESS; THE GOAL IS HIGH QUALITY AND: DERNOVOV,M. 1975 AUG
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EFFECTIVENESS; TO INCREASE FIRING: LAKISOV,A., BONDARCHUK,V. 1976 MAR
EFFECTIVENESS; WAYS TO RESTORE COMBAT: VOYCHUK,N.CAPT. 1976 SEP
EFFECTIVENESS FOR DRIVING CLASSES; HIGH.: BESSARAB,A. ENGR.COLL.RES. 1976 JUN
EFFECTIVENESS FOR REPORTS AND ELECTIONS; HIGH.: REPIN,I.GEN.LT. 1978 SEP
EFFECTIVENESS IN TROOP CONTROL (TACTICS): TYAGUNOV,M.GEN.LT. 1976 AUG
EFFECTIVENESS REPORTS; OFFICER.: ZAKHAROV,G. 1978 MAR
EFFECTIVENESS, STRUGGLE FOR QUALITY OF COMBAT TRAINING; COMPETITION IN THE REGIMENT, CONCRETENESS.: ANON. 1976 APR
EFFECTIVENESS; IN ORDER NOT TO LOWER COMBAT.: SHATUNOV,V., EFRON,I. 1975 APR
EFFECTIVENESS; STAFF.: BURNOS,N. 1975 JUL
ELECTRIC IGNITION COIL.: ANON. 1976 JAN
ELECTRICIANS; COMBINED EXERCISE WITH.: BUTS,B. 1975 FEB
ELECTRIFIED BOARD.: BARANCHUK,I.LC.RES. 1977 FEB
ELECTRONIC COMBAT; RADIO.: ANON. 1976 AUG
ELECTRONIC COMPUTERS; MILITARY.: ANON. 1976 AUG
ELECTRONIC WARFARE.: GRANKIN,V.GEN.MAJ.COMM.TRPS.DMS.PROF. 1977 APR
ELECTRONIC-LIGHT RANGE.: BOBROVA., SHIROKIKHV. 1978 APR
ELEMENT IN COMBAT READINESS; PROFICIENCY RATING — AN IMPORTANT.: BESSARAB,A. 1975 NOV
ELEMENT OF COMBAT READINESS; IMPORTANT.: KASHIN,V.CAPT. 1977 DEC
ELEMENT; SUMMING UP RESULTS—AN IMPORTANT.: STANOV,YE. 1979 JUL
ELEMENT; TEAM AS THE BASIC.: NORENKO,R. 1975 AUG
ELIMINATION OF THE AFFECTS OF CHEMICAL CONTAMINATION AT A STREAM CROSSING POINT.: PAVLOV,S. 1976 SEP
EMPLOY TRAINERS; WE.: KISELEVICH,S.LT. 1977 APR
EMPLOYMENT OF TACTICAL AVIATION (BASED ON FOREIGN PRESS).: DROZHZHIN,A.COLL. 1976 SEP
ENCIRCLED; A BATTLE WHEN.: VINOGRAD,R.COLL. 1979 DEC
ENCIRCLEMENT (TACTICS): COMBAT IN.: DUKOV,R.COLL. 1977 JUL
ENCOURAGEMENT; PRICE OF.: OLEJNIK,A. 1979 FEB
ENDURANCE; WE ARE INSTILLING.: POPOV,F.SR.LT. 1979 OCT
ENERGY (POLISH ARTICLE ON); METHODOLOGY OF ASSESSING THE.: ANON. 1976 MAY
ENERGY AIRCRAFT ARE IN THE AIR (PVO); WHEN FRIENDLY AND.: NEKHOROSHEV,S.LC. 1976 MAY
ENERGY BY FIRE IS THE BASIS OF HIGH RATES OF ATTACK; RELIABLE DESTRUCTION OF THE.: ANON. 1977 MAY
ENERGY HAD USED MANEUVER; IF THE.: KANTOR,A. 1979 MAR
ENERGY IN THE OFFENSIVE; CONTINUITY OF FIRE ASSAULT OF THE.: SEDYKH,A. 1975 NOV
ENERGY NUCLEAR WEAPONS; DESTRUCTION OF.: USTINOV,A. 1978 DEC
ENERGY REAR; AIRBORNE BATTALION RAID IN THE.: RODNIKOVSKY,YU. 1978 AUG
ENERGY REAR; AN AMBUSH IN THE.: SHEVCHUK,G. 1979 JAN
ENERGY SHALL NOT PASS; THE.: IVANOV,G.CAPT.RES. 1977 FEB
ENERGY TANKS, SELF-PROPELLED ARTILLERY MOUNTS, ANTITANK GUIDED MISSILES; TRAINING CREWS IN COMBAT AGAINST.: SHALOVALOV,D. 1975 JUN
ENERGY WITH HIS OWN GUN; AGAINST THE.: BOCHAROV,N. 1975 MAY
ENERGY'S FORWARD DEFENSE LINES; 33RD ANNIVERSARY OF THE SRA ARMY, ATTACKING THE.: ANON. 1978 OCT
ENERGY'S REAR; RAID IN THE.: RADUGIN,M.COLL.HSU. 1977 MAY
ENEMY’S REAR: SAPPERS IN THE: KAOBOANOY.V. 1976 MAR
ENEMY; CHEMICAL RECONNAISSANCE OF THE: BABUSHKIN,A. 1975 APR
ENERGY; SPIRITUAL.: DYNIN,I.COL. 1977 NOV
ENGAGE IN COMBAT MORE READILY; IN ORDER TO.: RUDYUK,A. 1979 APR
ENGAGEMENT ARISE; SHOULD A MEETING.: SEMENOV,YE.GDS.MAJ. 1978 NOV
ENGAGEMENT IN THE DESERT; A MEETING.: GRUBY,Y.A.GEN.MAJ. 1976 SEP
ENGAGEMENT: A COMPANY IN A MEETING.: KONONOV,I. 1979 JUL
ENGAGEMENT; BATTALION MEETING.: KOKHANOV,V. 1975 MAR
ENGAGEMENT; BATTERY ON THE MARCH AND IN A MEETING.: BOGDAANOY.V. 1975 APR
ENGAGEMENT; TECHNICAL SECURITY ON THE MARCH AND DURING A MEETING.: KARPOV,V., DMITRIYEV.V., BELOV.A. 1975 MAR
ENGAGEMENTS NEAR KELCE; IN COMBAT.: RADUGIN,M. 1978 OCT
ENGAGEMENTS; UNFORTUNATE MISTAKES (REVIEW OF A.P. BELOKUR AND V.I. KALAYDA’S ENGINEER SUPPORT OF MARCHES AND MEETINGS.: KOROLEV,YE.COL.CMS., ORLOV,S.COL.CMS. 1976 JUN
ENGINE OPERATORS; FROM EXPERIENCE OF TRAINING HEAT.: RAZUVAYEV.N.COL. 1976 APR
ENGINEER BATTALION; A SPECIAL TACTICAL EXERCISE WITH AN.: IVANOY,A.COL., IRKHA,M.LC. 1979 NOV
ENGINEER CHASTS – CONTEMPORARY TEACHINGS ON THE MATERIAL-TECHNICAL BASIS.: NIKOLAYCHUK,1.ENGR.GEN.JAM. 1977 AUG
ENGINEER COMBAT SECURITY MISSIONS; SKILFUL ACCOMPLISHMENT OF.: AGAPOV,S. 1975 NOV
ENGINEER FORTIFICATION OF A POSITION.: PALAGUTA,F. 1979 APR
ENGINEER MARCH SUPPORT IN THE MOUNTAINS.: RAFAILOV,R.LC. 1978 SEP
ENGINEER MEASURES OF DEFENSE AGAINST MEANS OF MASS DESTRUCTION); BE ABLE TO HOLD OUT (REVIEW OF DOROFEEV AND SHAMSHUROV’S.: KOROLEVOY,I.COL.CMS.DOTS. 1976 MAY
ENGINEER MISSIONS; TO SPEED UP PERFORMANCE OF.: ROGOZHINKO. 1978 JUL
ENGINEER OBSTACLES; USE OF.: OPILAT,V. 1979 MAY
ENGINEER OFFICER IN TRAINING.: SMIRNOV,M., KONAR.V. 1975 JUL
ENGINEER PODRAZDELENIA; COMBAT READINESS OF AN.: GURBACHEV,A. 1978 MAR
ENGINEER PODRAZDELENIE; COMPETITION IN AN.: PANKOV,V.LC. 1979 SEP
ENGINEER PONTOON TROOPS); IN A RIVER OUTPOST.: YERMAKOV,V.COL. 1976 AUG
ENGINEER RECONNAISSANCE FROM ABOARD A HELICOPTER.: MEDLEY,L. 1978 MAY
ENGINEER RECONNAISSANCE PATROL; AN.: KOROLEV,YU. 1979 JUN
ENGINEER SUPPORT OF MARCHES AND MEETINGS ENGAGEMENTS); UNFORTUNATE MISTAKES (REVIEW OF A.P. BELOKUR AND V.I. KALAYDA’S: KOROLEV,YE.COL.CMS., ORLOV,S.COL.CMS. 1976 JUN
ENGINEER SUPPORT TO A BREAKTHROUGH OF DEFENSES.: PARFILOV,YU.COL. 1976 SEP
ENGINEER SUPPORT TO THE LEVEL OF MODERN REQUIREMENTS.: AGANOY,S.ENGR.GEN.COL. 1977 DEC
ENGINEER SUPPORT); SOLVE THESE PROBLEMS.: ANON. 1977 DEC
ENGINEER SUPPORT); A MARCH OVER BAD ROADS.: KRASNOKOV,V.LC., TITOV,L.MAJ. 1976 JUN
ENGINEER TRAINING OF TANKERS.: ROGANOV,A. 1979 AUG
ENGINEER TRAINING PROBLEM.: INANOY,A.LC. 1976 NOV
ENGINEER TRAINING; IMPROVE.: STEPANOY,R.ENGR.GEN.MAJ. 1976 APR
ENGINEER TROOPS); EXERCISE WITH A ROAD COMPANY.: KISARETOV,G.CAPT. 1977 JUL
ENGINEERS IN STREET FIGHTING; COMBAT.: YEFIMOY,V.COL.HSU. 1976 MAY
ENGINEERS OPERATING WITH TANKS IN THE DESERT.: SEMENKOV,V.CAPT. 1977 SEP
ENGINEERS; PSYCHOLOGICAL CONDITIONING OF COMBAT.: GALITSKIY,YE. 1975 DEC
ENGLISH ARMY; TACTICS OF THE CHAST AND PODRAZDELENIE OF THE.: NIKITIN,N. 1975 OCT
ENOUGH; ONE RUSH IS NOT.: ZAYTSEV,V. 1978 MAR
ENSURE TARGET DESTRUCTION (PVO); TO.: LUKASHOV,V.CAPT. 1976 MAY
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ENSURED THE SUCCESS OF THE EXERCISE; WHAT.: DYNIN,I.COL., PROTASOV,YU.LC. 1977 JAN
ENSURED THE SUCCESS; RELIABLE AIR DEFENSE.: OTRUBA,A. 1979 JAN
ENSURES MANEUVER (EXPERIENCE OF A BATTALION EXERCISE); BMD.: ZUYEV,I. 1976 FEB
ENSURES SUCCESS; COMPETITIVENESS.: MOSTOVOY,S.GDS.LC. 1976 APR
ENSEURING TROOP ADVANCE.: SHAKIROV,A.COL. 1977 MAR
ENTERING THE RADIATION SITUATION IN MAPS; TEMPLATE FOR.: MEL'NIK,A. 1975 JUN
ENTERTAINMENT; A TRAINING FILM, A CLASS OR.: KALININ,V.COL. 1977 JAN
ENHUSIASM AND CREATIVENESS OF YOUNG INNOVATORS.: MIKHAYLOV,K. 1978 JAN
ENSURING THE TERRAIN IN ORGANIZING A MARCH.: KOsALENOV,A.COL. 1978 AUG
EVALUATION OF A ZRK (AIR DEFENSE MISSILE COMPLEX) POSITION; SELECTION AND.: SURKOV,E. 1976 MAR
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EVER LASTING COMBAT.  DYNIN, N.  1979 APR
EVERY CLASS; COMPETE IN.  KIRMAOV, A. SR.LT.  1977 MAR
EVERY EXERCISE; EFFECTIVENESS IS THE MOTTO OF.: GOROSHCHENKO, G.CAPT.  1977 FEB
EVERY TOWN WAS A SCENE OF DARING.: ANON.  1976 JUL
EVERY WAY POSSIBLE; MAINTAIN DISCIPLINE IN.: ANON.  1979 APR
EVERYTHING THAT HAS BEEN CREATED BY THE PEOPLE; DEPENDABLY DEFEND.: ANON.  1979 NOV
EXACTINGNESS AND INDEPENDENCE; INSTILLING.: OLEYNIK, A. GDS.LT.  1977 JAN
EXACTINGNESS PLACED ON SERGEANTS; WE ARE RAISING THE.: NAYONUSKIN, L.LT.  1977 MAY
EXACTINGNESS--REGULATION.  SEROV, A.  1979 MAY
EXACTINGNESS; GAGE OF.: BESSARAB, A.  1975 JAN
EXACTINGNESS; PARTY.: ISHCHENKO, G. GEN. LT.  1978 NOV
EXACTINGNESS--PARTY.  PLAKHOTNIK, I. LC..  1976 JUL
EXACTLY AT FIVE.: Gerasimov, M.MAJ.RES.HSU.  1976 MAY
EXAMINATION (ANSWERS TO THIRD SERIES OF PROBLEMS); ARTILLERY-FIRE.  ANON.  1976 AUG
EXAMINATION (FIFTH SERIES OF PROBLEMS); ARTILLERY-FIRE.  ANON.  1976 AUG
EXAMINATION ANSWERS TO PROBLEMS 5TH SERIES; ARTILLERY FIRE COMPETITIVE.  ANON.  1976 OCT
EXAFLE6. DIVISION); WAR EXPERIENCE, THE DIVISION IN COMBAT (REVIEW OF A.I. RADZIEVSKY'S TACTICS IN COMBAT.: VALEMIKO, V.GEN.COL.  1977 MAR
EXAMS; IN STATE.: SHUBIN, B.  1979 OCT
EXCELLENT DRIVING OF COMBAT VEHICLES; FOR THE.: CHLYKO, P.  1979 JUL
EXCELLENT PHYSICAL TRAINING FOR SUVOROVITES.: PALATNY, YE.  1979 AUG
EXCELLENT TRAINING; YEAR OF THE CONGRESS IS A YEAR OF.: ANON.  1976 FEB
EXCELLENT; BUT IT ALSO COULD HAVE BEEN.: YEPIFANOV, V.CAPT.  1977 AUG
EXCELLENTLY; PREPARE THOROUGHLY, FIRE.  ANON.  1976 MAY
EXCELLENTLY; THEY KNOW THEIR EQUIPMENT--THEY FIRE.: IGNATOV, V.GEN.MAJ. ARTY.  1977 SEP
EXECUTION OF A COMBINED MISSION; FIRE IN.: PASHKOVSKYI, V.  1975 JAN
EXECUTION OF MARCHES; SKILLFUL.: ANON.  1975 AUG
EXERCISE (AIR DESANT); INSTRUCTIVE VALUE OF AN.: SAFONOVI, V.GDS.MAJ.  1976 JUN
EXERCISE (TACTICS); AFTER THE.: PERSIKOV, A. LT.  1976 APR
EXERCISE AT NIGHT; COMBAT DRILL.: MORAS, M., BOYKO, I.  1976 MAR
EXERCISE IN A MOTORIZED INFANTRY COMPANY; COMBINED.: MEL'NIK, N.  1975 AUG
EXERCISE IN CONTROLLING THE FIRE FROM MEANS ALLOCATED FOR DIRECT-LAYING FIRE.: TUMANOV, V.  1978 OCT
EXERCISE IN FIRE CONTROL; AN.: DABOLIN, YE.  1978 MAR
EXERCISE IS THE SAME, THE RESULTS DIFFERENT; THE.: BULYZHKOIN, S.  1975 DEC
EXERCISE PHASES: IN ALL.: ZAYETS, N.MAJ.  1977 AUG
EXERCISE SEVERE; TROOP.: SHUTOV, G.  1976 SEP
EXERCISE WITH A LAUNCH BATTERY; A TACTICAL.: GUSEV, YU.  1979 JUL
EXERCISE WITH A LAUNCH-SITE BATTERY; COMPREHENSIVE CONTROL.: FEDOTOV, A.  1978 OCT
EXERCISE WITH A-ROK COMPANY (ENGINEER TROOPS); KISARETOV, G.CAPT.  1977 JUL
EXERCISE WITH A UNIFORM DECONTAMINATION COMPANY.: ABYSOV, YU.MAJ.  1977 FEB
EXERCISE WITH AN ARTILLERY BATTALION; A TACTICAL.: KARPOV, YE., KISINAS, YE.  1976 MAR
EXERCISE WITH AN ENGINEER BATTALION; A SPECIAL TACTICAL.: IVANOVI, A.COL., IRKHIN, M.LC.  1979 NOV
EXERCISE WITH COMPANY AND BATTERY COMMANDERS; SHORT TACTICAL.: KIREYEV, S.COL.  1976 AUG
EXERCISE WITH ELECTRICIANS; COMBINED.: BUTS, B.  1975 FEB
EXERCISE WITH LIVE FIRING; AN ARTILLERY BATTALION ON AN.: SAPOZHKOV, A. 1979 JUN

EXERCISE WITH OFFICERS; GROUP.: KAVUNOV, V.MAJ. 1976 AUG

EXERCISE WITH STUDENTS; A COMMAND POST.: POPOV, N. ENGR. COL. CMS. DOTS., BUBNOV, O.LC. 1979 NOV

EXERCISE WITH THE COMPANY; CONTROL.: SHABALIN, A. 1975 SEP

EXERCISE: BMD ENSURES MANEUVER (EXPERIENCE OF A BATTALION.: ZUYEV, I. 1976 FEB

EXERCISE: A BATTALION COMMANDER CONDUCTS AN.: IOSHCHENKO, V.LC. 1976 AUG

EXERCISE: A SHORT TACTICAL.: PERFIL'YEV, B.COL. 1977 MAY

EXERCISE: CHEMICAL SERVICE CHIEF IN AN.: PEPERNIKV, L.C. 1977 NOV

EXERCISE: COMMANDER Prepares AND Conducts AN.: BULYZHVIN, S. 1978 JUL

EXERCISE: COMPOSITE.: FILIMONOV, G. GEN. MAJ. COMM. TRPS. 1977 MAR

EXERCISE: DEMONSTRATION.: KALINOVSKIY, S.COL. 1977 DEC

EXERCISE: EFFECTIVENESS IS THE MOTTO OF EVERY.: GOROSHCHENKO, G.CAPT. 1978 JUN

EXERCISE: FIREFIELD.: KISELEV, P., SHILOV, A. 1976 FEB

EXERCISE: WHAT ENSURED THE SUCCESS OF THE.: DYVIN, I.COL., PROТАSOV, YU.LC. 1977 JUN

EXERCISES - SCHOOL OF COMBAT SKILL; TACTICAL.: KRIVDA, F.F. GEN. COL. 1979 JUN

EXERCISES IN PROTECTION; COMMANDER TRAINING.: VARICHENKO, S. 1975 SEP

EXERCISES IN A COMPANY.: GERMAN, V.CAPT. 1977 AUG

EXERCISES IN A FIELD FIRE.: SUKHONYAVO, M. 1976 AUG

EXERCISES IN A FIELD FIRE.: IVANOV, V.COL. 1976 AUG

EXERCISES IN COMMUNICATIONS WITH THE MOTORIZED RIFLE CADETS.: KULIK, N.CAPT. 1977 SEP

EXERCISES IN PROTECTION; COMMANDER TRAINING.: VARICHEKO, S. 1975 NOV

EXERCISES; APPLICATION OF AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHS IN.: NIKOLYUK, A.COL. 1978 JUN

EXERCISES; PARTNERSHIP DURING TACTICAL CLASSES AND.: RYB'YAKOV, M.GEN.LT. 1978 OCT

EXERCISES; COMPETITION IN TACTICAL.: KARAIKHOV, M.LC. 1977 NOV

EXERCISES; EVALUATING THE ACTIONS OF COMMANDERS AND PODRAZDELENIYE DURING TACTICAL.: GUR'YEV, P.GEN.LT. 1978 SEP

EXERCISES; HEADQUARTERS AND PREPARATIONS FOR.: IVANOV, V. 1979 JUN

EXERCISES; INSPECTING A BATTALION'S READINESS FOR.: APAKIDZE, V. 1979 MAR

EXERCISES; INTENSITY OF ACTUAL COMBAT FOR TACTICAL.: ANON. 1978 JUL

EXERCISES; METHODOLOGY OF CONDUCTING TACTICAL PROBLEMS AND.: KORBELYAM, M. 1978 AUG

EXERCISES; PARTY-POLITICAL WORK IN JOINT.: GORSHKOV, A.GDS.LC. 1976 JUL

EXERCISES; POLITICAL WORKER AT.: SAMOYLENKOV, V.GEN.MAJ. 1976 JUN

EXERCISES; SIGNALMEN IN FIELD.: KORZHOV, V.GEN.LT. 1976 JUN

EXERCISES; SOCIALIST COMPETITION DURING TACTICAL.: TIMERKHANOV, D.COL. 1977 OCT

EXERCISES; Thoroughness of COMMANDERS AND STAFFS IN.: BULONZHKO, S. 1975 AUG

EXHIBITION OF NATIONAL ECONOMIC ACHIEVEMENTS INTO TROOP PRACTICE; FROM THE USSR.: ANON. 1978 APR

EXHIBITION OF ROUNDS (NORMS, CIRCULAR SLIDE RULE); CALCULATING THE.: GOLUBEV, I.LC. 1978 JUN

EXPERIENCE FOR ALL; FOREMOST.: BOGDANOV, V.SR.LT. 1977 AUG

EXPERIENCE FOR PRACTICE TODAY (REVIEW OF V. A. MATSULENKO'S BOOK OPERATIONAL MASKIROVKA OF TROOPS); PAST.: SHEVCHEKO, A.GEN.LT.GMS.HSU. 1976 APR

EXPERIENCE FOR TROOP PRACTICE; FOREMOST.: ANON. 1976 DEC
EXPERIENCE IN ORGANIZING ARTILLERY FIRING TRAINING; FROM: TROFIMENKO, V.COL. 1977 NOV
EXPERIENCE IN PREPARING ARTILLERY COMMANDERS; OUR: VASIL'YEV, I.CAPT., KULAKOV, V.LT., NEDOREZOV, G.CAPT. 1979 NOV
EXPERIENCE IN TRAINING PRACTICE; APPLICATION OF WARTIME.; PEREDEL'SKYI, G. 1975 JUL
EXPERIENCE IN TRAINING SERGEANTS; FROM: SAVINOV, A.SR.LT., ZAKHARENKO, N.SR.LT. 1976 OCT
EXPERIENCE IS THE PROPERTY OF THE PERSISTENT.; YELESIN, I.SR.LT. 1978 NOV
EXPERIENCE IN TRAINING PRACTICE.; APPLICATION OF WW II. PEREDEL'SKYI, G. 1975 JUL
EXPERIENCE IN THE WORK OF LEADING OFFICERS; MILITARY COUNCIL STUDIES THE.; ANON. 1975 APR
EXPERIENCE OF TRAINING HEAT ENGINE OPERATORS; FROM: RAZUVAYEV, N.COL. 1976 APR
EXPERIENCE; FEATURES OF COMBAT IN A CITY (TACTICS WW II.); YEFIMOV, G.COL. 1977 MAR
EXPERIENCE; TECHNICAL TRAINING EQUIPMENT (FROM TROOPS: SOKOLOV, E.MAJ.TECH.SVC., SERGEYEV, V.ENG.SR.LT.) 1976 APR
EXPERIENCE; ALLOY OF YOUTH AND.; GOVOROV, V.GEN.COL. 1977 FEB
EXPERIENCE; CENTRAL GROUP OF FORCES - COMMAND TRAINING.; ANON. 1978 AUG
EXPERIENCE; STUDY OF COMBAT.; BATOVP., KARASEV, M. 1975 JUN
EXPERTISE OF RATED SPECIALISTS GROWS.; YAKIMENKO, G. 1978 JUN
EXPERTISE PLUS COURAGE.; MAL'TSEVO. 1976 FEB
EXPERTISE; AN OFFICER'S METHODOLOGICAL.; MATVEYENKO, G.GEN.LT. 1977 MAR
EXPERTISE; BE CREATIVE IN TEACHING TROOPS WEAPONS.; LYZLOV, V., GADALIN, B. 1978 JAN
EXPERTISE; IMPROVING INSTRUCTIONAL METHODS.; AVER'YANOVA, G.GEN.MAJ.ARTY. 1976 AUG
EXPERTISE; SOURCES OF COMBAT.; POLISHEVICH, V.SR.LT. 1977 DEC
EXPERTISE; SPECIALISTS ACQUIRE.; YAKIMENKO, G.MAJ. 1977 JUN
EXPERTISE: STRUGGLE FOR SECONDS, QUALITY.; PANASYUK, S.GDS.MAJ. 1976 NOV
EXPERTISE TO THE HEIGHTS OF.; APAKIDZE, V. 1978 JAN
EXPERTISE; TOWARD NEW GOALS OF COMBAT.; PETROV, V. 1978 DEC
EXPERTISE; WE ARE IMPROVING COMBAT.; BALISTOVSKYI, L. 1976 FEB
EXPERTISE; LEAD CORRECTLY.; ANASHKIN, N. 1979 APR
EXPERTISE; MASTER ARMORED EQUIPMENT.; ANON. 1978 SEP
EXPERTISE; SPECIFICALLY.; USACHEV, A. 1979 JAN
EXPERTS FIRED IN TRAINING.; KIRYUKHIN, M. 1975 MAR
EXPERTS IN ARTILLERY FIRE; WE ARE PREPARING.; REMIZOV, K.COL. 1977 MAY
EXPERTS; SUCCESS ACCOMPANIES.; ANON. 1979 DEC
EXPLOIT FOR THE CENTURIES.; BATOV, P. 1978 FEB
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Favor of Firm Regulation Order; In.: Anon. 1978 May
Favorable Lines; Seizing and Holding On To.: Davydov, S. 1979 May
Fearless Soldier in Great Battles (F. E. Dzerzhinskiy): A.: Gavrikov, F.Col. 1977 Sep
Feat of the Soviet People: A Great.: Anon. 1975 May
Feat; Ready for A.: Anon. 1976 Jan
Features of Combat in a City (Tactics WW II Experience): Yefimov, G.Col. 1977 Mar
Features of the March Training of Cadet Podrazdelenie.: Nikitenko, G. 1975 Jul
Ferrying Operation.: Makogonov, V. 1975 Jun
Fervor: With Komsomol.: Abyskin, V.Sr.Lt. 1977 Oct
Few Rated Specialists: Why Are There.: Malisov, YU. 1978 Jun
Fewer Forces: Win Victory With.: Ryzanov, L.Col. 1977 Jun
Fewer Unwarranted Pauses: A Little.: Smirnov, V.Col. 1977 Sep
Field Academy of Artillerymen: Pankov, M. 1978 Jul
Field Academy: Dragunskyi, D. 1978 Jan
Field Clinometer: Checking a Gunners Quadrant And.: Kruts, L.Lc. 1977 May
Field Computers of NATO Armies.: Karpenko, V.Engr.Capt. 1976 Apr
Field Conditions; A Physical Training Class Under.: Palyanitsa, B., Rozhin, A. 1978 Mar
Field Decides the Grade.: Korniyyets, A.Sr.Lt. 1977 Mar
Field Exercises Are in Progress.: Chevokin, Yu. 1975 Nov
Field Fire Exercise; In: A.: Sukhoivanov, M. 1978 Aug
Field Fire Exercise; Lessons of One.: Ivanov, V.Col. 1977 Jun
Field Firing; In a Defense With.: Komonov, I. 1978 Jun
Field Firing; Platoon Advance on an Infantry Combat Vehicle Involving.: Chernyshov, V. 1975 Apr
Field Firing; With.: Limantsev, W.Maj. 1976 Dec
Field Fortifications in the Arab-Israeli War.: Levkin, V.Col. 1976 Jun
Field in Winter; On the Sport.: Palyanitsa, B.Lc.CPeds. 1977 Mar
Field Launch; Outstanding Mark for A.: Yefifanov, V.Maj. 1978 Nov
Field Order; Army.: Beskorovany, A. 1975 May
Field Practice; In.: Povalyayev, Yu.Maj. 1976 Aug
Field Regulations of the U.S. Army.; Nikitin, N., Vitykovskiy, A. 1975 Aug
Field Teaches and the Field Tests; The.: Varakuta, P. 1978 Aug
Field Tests; The Field Teaches and the.: Varakuta, P. 1978 Aug
Field Training (Tactics); Crown Of.: Baskalov, Yu.Col. 1977 Apr
Field Training for Rear Area Specialists.: Levchenko, N. 1976 Mar
Field Training in the First Place.: Shalimov, O. 1979 Jul
Field Training in the Foreground.: Shchukin, N. 1975 Aug
Field Training is a Guarantee of Constant Combat Readiness; A High Degree of.: Pavlovskiy, I.Gen.Army.Hsu. 1976 Apr
Field Training is the Basis.: Genov, S.Col.Bpa. 1976 Aug
Field Training of Chemical Troops.: Pikalov, V. 1975 Mar
Field Training to the Foreground.: Dehtyarev, N. 1975 Apr
Field Training; For a High Degree Of.: Pavlyuk, I.Lc. 1977 Oct
Field Training; Foundations of High.: Dem’yanchik, A. 1978 Mar
Field Training; in the Interest Of.: Klyuyev, A.Gen.Maj. 1976 Jul
Field Training; Training Center and Cadet.: Ivezdov, V. 1978 Jun
Field, the School of Combat Skill; The.: Pavlovskiy, I. 1975 Jan
Field — A School of Tactical Training; The.: Buslov, V. 1979 Aug
Field: What Did It Give; Move to the.: Sadovnikov, V.Maj. 1979 Dec
Field; at the Tank Park and in the.: Storozhenko, Yu. 1975 Feb
Field; Cadets Move to the.: Mostyayev, V.Capt. 1977 Aug
Field; Combat Expertise is Forged in the.: Anon. 1977 Dec
Field; Combat Skills Are Improved in the.: Kynchev, M. 1978 Aug
Field; Commanders Are Made in the.: Aryutov, N., Tameko, V. 1975 Dec
FIELD; DURING MOVEMENT INTO THE.: AKIMOV,N. 1975 SEP
FIELD; EXPERTISE IS FORGED IN THE.: ANON. 1977 MAR
FIELD; EXPERTISE IS FORGED IN THE.: ANON. 1977 JUN
FIELD; EXPERTISE IS FORGED IN THE.: YAKOVLEV,K.COL.RES. 1976 NOV
FIELD; FOR SEVERAL DAYS—TO THE.: RODNIKOVIY,YU. 1979 AUG
FIELD; HOW WE WORK WITH OFFICERS IN THE.: UDOT,P. 1978 MAR
FIELD; INFANTRY ANTI AIRCRAFT MEN ON THE PVO (AIR DEFENSE) TRAINING.: KUMSHAYEV,B. 1976 MAR
FIELD; RADIO OPERATORS HAVE GONE OUT INTO THE.: MATKOVSKIY,A. 1975 FEB
FIELD; SIX HOURS IN THE.: MALKOV,I.GEN.MAJ. 1977 MAR
FIELD; SKILL IS FORGED ON THE.: ANON. 1976 JAN
FIELD; THEY TRAIN FOR COMBAT IN THE.: GORBACHEV,A. ENGR.GEN.MAJ. 1976 DEC
FIELDS; ACROSS MINE.: OPILAT,V. 1976 FEB
FIERY SKIES OF MALAYA ZEMLYA; IN THE.: SAVITSKII,YE. 1976 AUG
(FIFTH SERIES OF PROBLEMS); ARTILLERY—FIRE EXAMINATION.: ANON. 1976 AUG
FIGHT FOR SECONDS.: IGNATYUK,YU.GDS.MAJ. 1976 APR
FIGHT FOR THE LEAD: ANTI AIRCRAFT GUNNERS IN A.: KIRYUKHIN,M.COL. 1976 DEC
FIGHT STEREOTYPES (TACTICS); RESOLUTELY.: POLOKHOV,M.GEN.LT. 1976 APR
FIGHTER; AND A POLITICAL.: SHREYBER,A.LC. 1977 MAR
FIGHTERS OF THE FORWARD EDGE.: THANG,NGUEN SR. LT. 1977 DEC
FIGHTERS OF THE IDEOLOGICAL FRONT.: KOROLEV,D. 1976 FEB
FIGHTING DETACHMENT OF THE KOMSOMOL.: KOZLOV,A. 1978 APR
FIGHTING FOR ZNAMENKA; IN.: SHKURDALOV,YE.COL.RES.HSU. 1976 MAY
FIGHTING MAN (INTERVIEW WITH WEAPON DESIGNER); WEAPONS WORTHY OF A.: SIMONOV,SERGEY.G. 1977 APR
FIGHTING MEN; PROBLEMS OF THE MORAL EDUCATION OF THE.: SAFRONOV,B. 1978 OCT
FIGHTING; COMBAT ENGINEERS IN STREET.: YEFIMOVIY,V.COL.HSU. 1976 MAY
FIGURE (L.I. BREZHIÑEV); OUTSTANDING PARTY AND STATE.: ANON. 1976 DEC
FILM EQUIPMENT IN ACTION; TELEVISION.: LEBEDEV,P., NEVREDINOV,A. 1978 JUL
FILM; A CLASS OR ENTERTAINMENT; A TRAINING.: KALININ,V.COL. 1977 JAN
FILM; CLASS OR ENTERTAINMENT?; TRAINING.: ANON. 1977 APR
FILMS; TACTICAL PREPARATION OF STUDENTS AND STUDY OF.: KHRRONUSOV,A.COL. 1979 NOV
FINAL PROBLEMS OF THE JUBILEE YEAR; 'VOYENNYY VESTNIK' AT.: ANON. 1977 DEC
FINAL PROBLEMS; VOYENNYY VESTNIK AT.: ANON. 1978 DEC
FINAL RESULT; THE IMPORTANT THING IS THE.: KALININ,V. 1975 SEP
FIND THE WAY TO THE PEOPLE'S HEARTS.; STRELETSKII,N.COL. 1979 NOV
FINDER; ANALYSIS OF ACCURACY OF TARGET LOCATION BY INTERSECTION WITH A RANGE.: STROYNOV,N. 1975 AUG
FINE POINTS; WHEN THEY FORGER ABOUT THE.: PECHNIKOV,V. 1979 SEP
FINISH OF THE JUBILEE YEAR; AT THE.: YEGOROV,N.LC. 1977 DEC
FIRE (INSTRUCTIONAL METHODS OF STUDENTS, AIR DEFENSE TROOPS); STRUGGLE FOR EFFECTIVENESS OF.: ZUYEV,I.LC., BALAKIREV,I.MAJ. 1976 AUG
FIRE ACCURATELY FROM A TANK; TO.: S'YEDIN,S. 1975 AUG
FIRE ACCURATELY.: SALIY,A. 1979 JUL
FIRE ADJUSTMENT WITH A SMOKE SHELL; MORE ABOUT.: SOSUL'NIKOV,M., IL'YEVSIIKII,Y. 1975 JAN
FIRE AGAINST ARMOR.: TONKIKH,A. 1975 FEB
FIRE AND DEATH; IN AN ATMOSPHERE OF.: MILOVANOV,V. 1975 MAR
FIRE AND MOVEMENTS; STRICTLY COORDINATE.: IVANOV,V., PANKOV,M. 1979 MAR
FIRE AND WEAPONS PROBLEMS ISSUE 7); CHECK YOUR SOLUTION (ANSWERS TO.: ANON. 1979 NOV
(FIRE AND WEAPONS); ON THE TRUE PATH.: GADALIN,B.LC. 1979 NOV
(FIRE AND WEAPONS); SOLVE THESE PROBLEMS.: ANON. 1977 AUG
(FIRE AND WEAPONS, PROBLEM 1); SOLVE THESE PROBLEMS.: ANON. 1976 APR
(FIRE AND WEAPONS, PROBLEM 3); SOLVE THESE PROBLEMS.: ANON. 1976 JUL
(FIRE AND WEAPONS, PROBLEM 5); CHECK YOUR SOLUTION.: ANON. 1977 APR
(FIRE AND WEAPONS, PROBLEM 5); SOLVE THESE PROBLEMS.: ANON. 1977 FEB
(FIRE AND WEAPONS, PROBLEM 6 IN ISSUE 3); CHECK YOUR SOLUTION.: ANON. 1977 JUN
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FIRE AND WEAPONS, PROBLEM SET 2; SOLVE THESE PROBLEMS. ANON. 1976 JUN
FIRE AND WEAPONS, PROBLEM SET 6; SOLVE THESE PROBLEMS. ANON. 1977 MAR
FIRE ASSAULT OF ARTILLERY BATTERIES.; RUDAKOV,B. 1975 DEC
FIRE ASSAULT OF THE ENEMY IN THE OFFENSIVE; CONTINUITY OF.; SEDYKH,A. 1975 NOV
FIRE AT AERIAL TARGETS FROM TANKS.; LYZLOV,V., RAKITINA. 1975 JUL
FIRE AT HELICOPTERS FROM A SELF-PROPELLED ANTIAIRCRAFT ARTILLERY MOUNT.; TOLKACHEV,V., VASIN,A. 1975 MAR
FIRE AT MAXIMUM RANGES; CHARACTERISTICS OF.; RODINA. 1975 JUL
FIRE AT NIGHT; TANKERS ARE LEARNING TO.; DUDINN. 1979 FEB
FIRE AT NIGHT; TRAINING TO.; KOTOV,N.MAJ. 1977 MAY
FIRE AT UNOBSERVED TARGETS IN MOUNTAINS.; SAPOZHINSKIY,V. 1975 SEP
FIRE BY DIRECT LAYING; TRAINING FOR.; LYZLOV.. RAKITINA. 1975 JUL
FIRE BY MEANS OF A HELICOPTER; CALCULATION OF ADJUSTMENTS IN.; LYADSKIYV. 1975 OCT
FIRE CAPABILITIES; CONSIDER.; SMETANKIN,S., NOVICHKOV,A. 1975 JUL
FIRE COMPETITION (ANSWERS TO PROBLEMS OF THE FIRST SERIES); ARTILLERY.; ANON. 1976 APR
FIRE COMPETITION (ANSWERS TO SECOND SERIES OF PROBLEMS); ARTILLERY.; ANON. 1976 JUN
FIRE COMPETITION (FOURTH SERIES OF PROBLEMS); ARTILLERY.; ANON. 1976 JUL
FIRE COMPETITION (THIRD SERIES OF PROBLEMS); ARTILLERY.; ANON. 1976 JUN
FIRE COMPETITIVE EXAMINATION ANSWERS TO PROBLEMS 5TH SERIES; ARTILLERY.; ANON. 1976 OCT
FIRE CONCENTRATION OR MOVING BARRAGE; SUCCESSIVE.; AVDEYEV,M. 1978 JUN
FIRE CONTROL (ARTILLERY); A TRAINING SESSION ON.; VOLKOV,YU.COL. 1979 DEC
FIRE CONTROL CLASSROOM; PODRAZDELENIYE AND.; DEDYUKHIN,V.GDS.CAPT. 1977 AUG
FIRE CONTROL EXERCISE.; BULYZHKIN,S.COL. 1976 SEP
FIRE CONTROL IN A MOTORIZED RIFLE REGIMENT; PRACTICE IN ARTILLERY.; TUMANOV,V.LC. 1976 NOV
FIRE CONTROL SYSTEMS; AUTOMATED ARTILLERY.; BYSTROV,V. 1979 JAN
FIRE CONTROL; AN EXERCISE IN.; DABOLIN,YE. 1978 MAR
FIRE CONTROL; SERGEANTS LEARN.; YEZHOV,N.COL. 1976 JUN
FIRE CONTROL; TACTICAL DRILL PROBLEM IN.; SASHKIN,M.COL. 1977 MAR
FIRE COORDINATION; IN CLOSE TACTICAL AND.; GUR'YEV,P. 1978 JUL
FIRE DESTRUCTION OF TARGETS IMAGINATIVELY; PLAN THE.; KARDASHEVSKIY,YU. 1978 JUL
FIRE DISTRIBUTION IN A BATTLE.; ANON. 1976 JAN
FIRE EXCELLENTLY; PREPARE THOROUGHLY.; ANON. 1976 MAY
FIRE EXCELLENTLY; THEY KNOW THEIR EQUIPMENT-THEY.; IGNATOV,V.GEN.MAJ.ARTY. 1977 SEP
FIRE EXERCISE; IN A FIELD.; SUKHOIVANOVM. 1978 AUG
FIRE EXERCISE; LESSONS OF ONE FIELD.; IVANOV,V.COL. 1977 JUN
FIRE FROM AMBUSH; TANKS.; ANON. 1976 JAN
FIRE FROM MEANS ALLOCATED FOR DIRECT-LAYING FIRE; EXERCISE IN CONTROLLING THE.; TUMANOV,V. 1978 OCT
FIRE FROM THE GRENADE LAUNCHER; ACCURATE CALCULATIONS FOR.; NOZDRACHEV,V. 1975 OCT
FIRE IN EXECUTION OF A COMBINED MISSION.; PASHKOVSKIY,V. 1975 JAN
FIRE IN MODERN COMBAT; CONTINUOUS DESTRUCTION BY.; PEREDEL'SKIY,A.MSL.ARTY. 1977 JUN
FIRE IN MOUNTAINS (SECTION EDITED BY)); TACTICS AND.; KIRYUKHIN,M.COL. 1977 JUL
FIRE IN MOUNTAINS); IMPROVING QUALITY OF CONTROL (TACTICS AND.; TROYANENKO.V.LC. 1977 JUL
FIRE IN MOUNTAINS); KNOWLEDGE OF THE ENEMY, TAKING INTO ACCOUNT TERRAIN PECULIARITIES (TACTICS AND.; SHIYAN,M.LC. 1977 JUL
FIRE IN MOUNTAINS); TEACHING INDEPENDENCE IN COMBAT (TACTICS AND.; NOSKOV,N.MAJ. 1977 JUL
FIRE IS THE BASIS OF HIGH RATES OF ATTACK; RELIABLE DESTRUCTION OF THE ENEMY BY.; ANON. 1977 MAY
FIRE MARKSMANSHIP TRAINING IN THE COMPANY; TANK.; YAROSHEVSKIY,V. 1975 NOV
FIRE MEANS; ALLOCATING FOR DIRECT FIRE; CONTROL OF.; TUMANOV,V.LC. 1977 JUL
FIRE MISSIONS WHILE SHIFTING OBSERVATION POSTS; PERFORMANCE OF.; OSTROUMOV,S.COL. 1976 DEC
FIRE MISSIONS; TRAINER FOR PRACTICING: YAMPOL'SKIY, V.COL., GARTVIG, B. ENGR. MAJ.
1977 APR
FIRE OF A COMPANY; WE ARE LEARNING TO CONTROL THE.: ORLOV, I. 1979 JAN
FIRE OF A PLATOON IN A BMD (AIR DESANT); COMBAT.: BAKHTIN, N. GDS. MAJ. 1976 MAY
FIRE OF THE ANTI(AIRCRAFT PODRAZDELENIYE; PREPARATION.: BULYZHGIN, S. COL. 1976 JUN
FIRE ON THEMSELVES; THEY CALLED FOR.: POPOV, S. 1975 MAY
FIRE OVER FRIENDLY FORCES AND IN THE INTERVALS; TANK.: MARAKHANOV, M. 1978 AUG
FIRE PLATOONS; WE TRAIN.: ASTASCHENKOV, A. 1975 FEB
FIRE POSITION; LOUDSPEAKER COMMUNICATION AT THE.: SHORONOV, O. 1978 OCT
FIRE POSITIONS; ORIENTING GUNS WHEN LACKING A BUSSOL ON.: GOLUBEV, G. MAJ. 1977 JAN
FIRE POWER; CHIEF.: PEREDEL'SKIY, G. MSL. ARTY. 1977 NOV
FIRE PREPARATION (GEN. LT. ANASHKIN) 122-4M D-30; TIME GRAPH FOR.: ANON. 1976 SEP
FIRE PREPARATION TIMETABLE.: BONDARENKO, COL. 1976 DEC
FIRE SHIELD OF THE MOTHERLAND.: PEREDEL'SKIY, G. 1978 NOV
FIRE SIMULATION KIT; ARTILLERY.: NOVICHKOV, A. 1975 SEP
FIRE SUPERIORITY; STRUGGLE FOR.: YEPIFANOVI. 1978 AUG
FIRE SUPPORT; FORCE OF.: KARSALEV, K. GEN. MAJ. RES. HSU. 1977 JAN
FIRE SYSTEM IN THE DEFENSE OF A BATTALION.: KUZNETSOV, V. LC. 1977 FEB
FIRE SIMULATION; ARTILLERY.: NOVICHKOV, A. 1975 SEP
FIRE; A SCIENCE TESTED BY.: BARANOVS. 1975 AUG
FIRE; AN OSCILLOGRAPH MONITORS.: LUK'YANENKO, G. 1975 SEP
FIRE; AT THE SOURCE OF ACCURATE.: PODYGINOGIN, M. CAPT. 1977 OCT
FIRE; BATTALION IN TRAINING WITH COMBAT.: GAMALIY, V. LC. 1977 AUG
FIRE; BECOMING PROFICIENT IN THE ART OF ACCURATE.: YAROSHEVSKIY, V. 1976 MAR
FIRE; CLOSE-RANGE CONCENTRATED.: CHEREDNICHENKO, V. COL. 1976 DEC
FIRE; COMPANY COMMANDER DIRECTS.: IVANOV, YU. 1975 JAN
FIRE; CONTROL OF FIRE MEANS, ALLOTING FOR DIRECT.: TUMANOV, V. LC. 1977 JUL
FIRE; CREATIVITY OF DIRECT.: KULYUKHIN, V. ENGR. LC. 1976 DEC
FIRE; EXERCISE IN CONTROLLING THE FIRE FROM MEANS ALLOCATED FOR DIRECT-LAYING.: TUMANOV, V. 1978 OCT
FIRE; FIRING BARRIER.: BRYNDIN, V. 1976 MAR
FIRE; GUARANTEE OF SUCCESS LIES IN RELIABLE NEUTRALIZATION BY.: KHRYASHCHEV, A. COL. 1977 MAR
FIRE; INCREASE ACCURACY OF ROCKET ARTILLERY.: OGLANOV, YA. COL., KHOREV, V. ENGR. MAJ. 1976 DEC
FIRE; MANEUVERING OF.: YAKIMOVICH, I. 1975 MAR
FIRE; POWER OF ARTILLERY IS IN.: PETROV, F. ENGR. GEN. LT. 1977 JUL
FIRE; PRECISE CALCULATION OF TIME AND TAKING ACCOUNT OF CONDITIONS OF.: SAYENKOP, M. MAJ. 1977 JUL
FIRE; PREPARING TANK WEAPONS FOR SUBCALIBER.: POTAPOV, V. 1978 MAY
FIRE; SOME QUESTIONS OF BATTERY.: ANON. 1976 DEC
FIRE; STRONG ARMOR, HEAVY AND ACCURATE.: ANON. 1976 SEP
FIRE, STRUGGLE FOR ACCURATE.: STEPANYUK, YU. 1975 MAR
FIRE; WE ARE PREPARING EXPERTS IN ARTILLERY.: REMIZOV, K. COL. 1977 MAY
FIRE IN TRAINING; EXPERTS.: KIRYUKHIN, M. 1975 MAR
FIRE; WE ARE PREPARING EXPERTS IN ARTILLERY.: REMIZOV, K. COL. 1977 MAY
FIRE AND AFTERMATHS OF FIRES, FRIENDS AND COMRADES; ON.: ANON. 1975 JAN
FIRING (ARTILLERY): FOR ACCESS TO COMBAT.:: ANASHKIN, I. GEN. LT. ARTY. 1976 JUN
FIRING ACCURATELY AT NIGHT.:: MOLYANOY, V. CAPT. 1977 MAY
FIRING ACCURATELY: MASTERING THE ART OF.:: MALKOY, V. 1979 MAR
FIRING ACCURATELY; THE PSYCHOLOGY OF.:: BADMAEV, B. COL. 1977 SEP
FIRING AGAINST MOVING TARGETS.:: ZAYTSEV, D. MAJ. 1977 JUN
FIRING AT A SINGLE TARGET; TWO BATTERIES.:: ANON. 1976 JAN
FIRING AT MOVING TARGETS; TRAINING ON.:: KOTOV, N. 1979 AUG
FIRING ATGM FROM THE INFANTRY COMBAT VEHICLE.:: LOVI, A. COL., GOREYENKOY, I. LC. 1977 APR
FIRING BARRIER FIRE.:: BRYNDIN, V. 1976 MAR
FIRING BARRIERS.:: SAKOV, G. 1979 JAN
FIRING COMPOUND; SELF-PROPELLED ARTILLERY.:: NIKOLYUK, A. COL. 1977 APR
FIRING DEPENDS ON THE DRIVER-MECHANIC; ACCURACY IN.:: IVANISOY, S. SR. LT. 1977 JAN
FIRING DRILL; AT THE TANK.:: ZAMCHINSKIY, M. MAJ. 1977 JUN
FIRING EFFECTIVENESS (PROBABILITY OF DESTRUCTION).:: GRISIN, V. COL. 1976 OCT
FIRING EFFECTIVENESS; TO INCREASE.:: LAKISOY, A., BONDARCHUK, V. 1976 MAR
FIRING ERRORS (PVO); SEEKING A MEANS OF DECREASING.:: SAVONOY, N. LC. 1977 JUL
FIRING FOR EFFECT.:: ANON. 1976 JAN
FIRING FOR EFFECT; INCREASING THE ACCURACY OF.:: BARABASH, V. LC. 1977 MAY
FIRING FROM A MACHINE GUN MOUNTED ON A BTR.:: SHINKAVEY, G. COL. 1976 OCT
FIRING FROM BMP AT MOVING TARGETS.:: KONTSEVOY, YU. LC. 1977 SEP
FIRING FROM INFANTRY COMBAT VEHICLES.:: LOVI, A. 1976 FEB
FIRING FROM THE MOVE; TRAINING IN.:: KOTOV, N. 1978 DEC
FIRING HAS IMPROVED; CONTROL OF.:: BYNDAS, L. 1979 JUL
FIRING IN LOCAL DEFENSE OF A FIRING POSITION.:: RUDAKOV, B. COL. 1977 APR
FIRING IN THE MOUNTAINS.:: POMAZUNKOV, A. 1976 OCT
FIRING METHODS; IMPROVE.:: NOVICHKOV, A. 1979 MAR
FIRING MORE OBJECTIVELY; EVALUATE.:: GRYAZNOY, V. MAJ. 1977 SEP
FIRING PIN; A UNIVERSAL GRAVITY.:: KARAGODIN, I. COL. 1979 SEP
FIRING PODRAZDELENIYE; AN ARTILLERY BASIC.:: STROGANOY, YE. 1979 AUG
FIRING POSITION (PVO); AT THE ZSU-23.:: KUDINOV, A. MAJ. 1976 MAY
FIRING POSITION; FIRING IN LOCAL DEFENSE OF A.:: RUDAKOV, B. COL. 1977 APR
FIRING POSITION; USE OF CONTROL POINT AT THE.:: SAPOZNIKOV, A. GEN. LT. ARTY. 1976 DEC
FIRING PRACTICE; THEORY OF ERRORS AND.:: SUKRISTOV, A. MAJ. 1976 AUG
FIRING RANGE; SMALL ARTILLERY.:: NOVICHKOV, A. COL. 1977 FEB
FIRING ROUNDS WITH TIME FUSES.:: KARASHEVSKOY, YU. 1978 DEC
FIRING SKILL OF BMP GUN LAYER-OPERATIONS; INCREASE THE.:: SHINKAREV, G. MAY
FIRING SKILLS FOR YOUNG SOLDIERS.:: BOLTENKO, I. 1976 MAR
FIRING THEORY AND PRACTICES; WE ARE MASTERSING.:: GATSENOY, A. 1979 JUN
FIRING TRAINING COMPETITION.:: LAZOREKOY, V. 1979 JAN
FIRING TRAINING IN THE US ARMY.:: VESHCUMOV, S. COL. 1977 SEP
FIRING TRAINING IS TAKING PLACE; ARTILLERY.:: BUGAKOY, S. 1978 MAR
FIRING TRAINING OF OFFICERS.:: FOMINOY, A. 1978 OCT
FIRING TRAINING PRACTICES; FROM ARTILLERY.:: GRECHENOYSKOY, I. COL. 1979 OCT
FIRING TRAINING WITH STUDENTS AT NIGHT.:: NIKANROV, V. 1979 JUN
FIRING TRAINING; A CLASSROOM TRAINER FOR.:: YAROSEVEY, V. 1979 APR
FIRING TRAINING; FROM EXPERIENCE IN ORGANIZING ARTILLERY.:: TROFIMENKO, V. COL. 1977 NOV
FIRING TRAINING; IMPROVING THE TROOPS'.:: MERINSKIY, V. GEN. COL. 1977 MAY
FIRING TRAINING; IMPROVING THE TROOPS.:: ANON. 1979 JUN
FIRING TRAINING; IMPROVING.:: LUBGAN, L. 1979 OCT
FIRING; AN ARTILLERY BATTALION ON AN EXERCISE WITH LIVE.:: SAPOZNIKOV, A. 1979 JUN
FIRING; CONSIDERATION OF METEOROLOGICAL CONDITIONS FOR TANK.:: LYZLOV, V. COL. 1977 DEC
FIRING; FOR A HIGH LEVEL OF TRAINING IN.:: KRIVA, F. COL. 1977 JUL
FIRING; HIGH ORGANIZATION FOR PRACTICE.:: KREPSHEV, I. GEN. MAJ. 1976 SEP
FIRING; IMPROVE PREPARATION FOR.:: IL'YEVEY, I. LC. 1976 MAY
FIRING; IN A DEFENSE WITH FIELD.:: KONOPOY, I. 1978 JUN
FOR A BRIDGEHEAD; BATTLE: FEDETOV, V. GENERE. MAJ. 1976 OCT
FOR A COMPANY OF OUTSTANDING SPORTSMEN: BOGDANOV, S. LT. 1976 DEC
FOR A COMPANY OF OUTSTANDING SPORTSMEN: BOGDANOV, S. LT. 1976 OCT
FOR A COMPANY OF OUTSTANDING SPORTSMEN: NAUMOV, V. MAJ. 1976 DEC
FOR A DECISION: MALININ, V. 1975 NOV
FOR A FEAT: BELOSOBOV, A. MAJ. 1976 JAN
FOR A FIELD LAUNCH; OUTSTANDING MARK: YEPIFANOV, V. MAJ. 1978 NOV
FOR A HIGH DEGREE OF FIELD TRAINING: PAVLYUK, I. LC. 1977 OCT
FOR A HIGH LEVEL OF ARTILLERY MARKSMANSHIP TRAINING: REZNIK, A. MAJ. 1977 JUN
FOR A HIGH LEVEL OF TRAINING IN FIRING: KRIVDA, F. COL. 1977 JUL
FOR A JUMP INTO BATTLE; LESSENING THE PREPARATION PERIOD: GOLUBKOV, A. COL. 1979 NOV
FOR A LIFETIME (AIR DESANT): TEST: DYNIN, I. COL. 1976 AUG
FOR A MARCH (PVO); PREPARING ZSU: DRUKKER, M. ENGR. COL. 1979 SEP
FOR A MARCH IS LIMITED; WHEN TO ORGANIZE: MIRONOV, YE. LC. CMS. 1977 MAY
FOR A PARACHUTE JUMP: IN ORDER TO BE READY: IVANOV, V. GDS. MAJ. 1977 FEB
FOR A PERCENT—for combat: NOT: SOSNITSKYI, V. 1979 MAY
FOR A PLACE ON THE RIGHT FLANK: SYLUSAREV, A. SR. LT. 1977 APR
FOR A RIFLE RANGE; A RANGE-FINDER: BORISOV, YU. LC., RODCHENOK, L. LC. RES. 1976 OCT
FOR A SLIDE PROJECTOR: CASSETTE UNIT: PISARENKO, I. ENGR. LC., STRIGUN, F. ENGR. 1976 JUN
FOR A TACTICAL EXERCISE; PREPARING: IL'IN, V., VITSENT'YEV, G. 1979 MAY
FOR ACCESS TO COMBAT FIRING (ARTILLERY): ANASHKIN, I. GEN. LT. ARTY. 1976 JUN
FOR ACCURATE FIRE; STRUGGLE: STEPANYUK, YU. 1978 MAR
FOR ACTUAL OPERATIONS; WITH A CONSIDERATION: BONDARENKO, V., GADALIN, B. 1979 MAR
FOR AIRBORNE NEMEN; FRONTIERS: PROTASOV, YU. 1979 MAR
FOR ALL; FOREMOST EXPERIENCE: BOGDANOV, V. SR. LT. 1977 AUG
FOR AN HEROIC EXPLOIT; INSTILLING A READINESS: VOSKRESENSKIY, B. 1979 MAY
FOR AN OFFICER: SERGEANTS ARE AT THE CENTER OF ATTENTION, A RELIABLE SUPPORT: SHTURMAK, L. GDS. CAPT. 1977 JAN
FOR AN OUTSTANDING KNOWLEDGE OF AUTHORIZED WEAPONS: RAKITIN, S. SR. LT. 1978 NOV
FOR AN OUTSTANDING PLATOON: KOTLYAROV, V. 1978 MAY
FOR ARTILLERY SUPPORT TO BE CONSTANT; IN ORDER: SHARYY, B. GEN. MAJ. ARTY. 1977 FEB
FOR AUTOMATICALLY CONTROLLING A SLIDE PROJECTOR FROM A TAPE RECORDER; AN ATTACHMENT: VOLODCHENKO, V. ENGR. LC. 1977 JAN
FOR BEST SOLUTION TO ARTILLERY MARKSMANSHIP PROBLEMS; FOR PARTICIPANTS OF COMPETITION: ANON. 1976 MAY
FOR BOURGEOS FALSIFIERS; A WORTHY REBUFF: NIKITIN, YE. 1978 MAR
FOR CADE TRAINING; TECHNICAL FACILITIES: POPOV, N., BUBNOV, O. 1978 APR
FOR CALCULATING GUN CORRECTIONS: KRAP; VIN, YU. LC., SHAFER, S. LC. 1976 SEP
FOR CALCULATING WINDS; INSTRUMENT: STOLENVEYU, YU. LT. 1977 JUL
FOR CESSATION OF FIRE; A DEVICE: GRYAZNOV, A. 1975 AUG
FOR CHECKING THE ZERO LINE OF SIGHT: MARTYNOV, B. CAPT. 1976 NOV
FOR COMBAT IN THE FIELD; THEY TRAIN: GORBACHEV, A. ENGR. GEN. MAJ. 1976 DEC
FOR COMBAT ON THE GROUND; STUDENTS ORGANIZE: BABUSHKO, A. 1979 FEB
FOR COMBAT ON THE TERRAIN; TRAINING OFFICERS TO ORGANIZE: DOROZHKEV, D. LC. 1976 AUG
FOR COMBAT TRAINING EFFECTIVENESS; PARTY MEMBERS IN A STRUGGLE: BALDIN, N. LC. 1977 JUN
FOR COMBAT TRAINING QUALITY AND EFFECTIVENESS; OFFICERS IN THE STRUGGLE: ANON. 1977 SEP
FOR CONDUCT; COMMANDER IS THE ORGANIZER: ANISIMOVIYU, V. 1978 JAN
FOR CONDUCT; MAKING A DECISION: MATVEYEYU, V. COL., MALYSHEV, A. LC. CTS. DOTS. 1977 DEC
FOR CONDUCT; THIS IS NEED: MALININ, V. 1975 NOV
FOR COMBINED OBSERVATION POSTS; INTERCOM, ORLOV, B. 1978 APR
FOR COMMANDERS; GREATER INDEPENDENCE: KUL'TIYASOV, V. LC. 1976 AUG
FOR COMMUNICATIONS; HIGH QUALITY: ANON. 1976 MAY
FOR COMMUNICATIONS; HIGH QUALITY: KALININ, V. 1976 FEB
FOR COMMUNICATORS; NO PAUSES: SLADKOV, A. 1978 FEB
FOR COMPANY COMMANDERS; DEMONSTRATION CLASS: NIKOLAYEV, A. GDS. LC. 1977 FEB
FOR COMPETITION; HIGH EFFECTIVENESS: ANON. 1975 JUL
FOR COMPILING APPROXIMATE BULLETINS: GERASIMOV, A. 1978 APR
FOR CONDUCTING TACTICAL EXERCISES; CERTAIN ISSUES OF THE METHODOLOGY.: BZEVERSHENKO, V., STRELETS, M. 1978 APR
FOR CONTEMPORARY DEMANDS; WITH DUE REGARD.: ANON. 1976 SEP
FOR CURRENT REQUIREMENTS; ALLOWANCE.: AFANASENKO, I. 1975 AUG
FOR DETERMINING CORRECTION; INSTRUMENT.: POKSIATKIN, A. 1978 APR
FOR DETERMINING CORRECTIONS.: MISHURNYY, A. 1979 SEP
FOR DETERMINING MEAN DEVIATION OF AIR TEMPERATURE; NEW METHOD.: LUTSENKO, G. ENGR. MAJ., MIKHAYLOV, A. ENGR. MAJ. 1976 MAY
FOR DETERMINING SURFACE WIND CORRECTIONS.: VOLNENKO, A., IGNATENKO, B. 1979 MAY
FOR DIRECT FIRE; CONTROL OF FIRE MEANS, ALLOTING.: TUMANOV, V. 1977 JUL
FOR DIRECT-LAYING FIRE; EXERCISE IN CONTROLLING THE FIRE FROM MEANS ALLOCATED.: TUMANOV, V. 1978 OCT
FOR DRIVING CLASSES; HIGH EFFICIENCY.: BESSARAB, A. ENGR. COL. RES. 1976 JUN
FOR EACH CLASS—CAREFUL PREPARATION.: PARUSHA, V. 1979 MAR
FOR EFFECT; INCREASING THE ACCURACY OF FIRING.: YA. BARABASH, V. LC. 1977 MAY
FOR EFFECTIVENESS OF FIRE (INSTRUCTIONAL METHODS CLASSES WITH SERGEANTS, AIR DESANT TROOPS); STRUGGLE.: ZUYEV, V. LC., BALAKIREV, I. MAJ. 1976 AUG
FOR ENTERING THE RADIATION SITUATION IN MAPS; TEMPLATE.: MEL’NIKA, I. 1975 JUN
FOR EVER; TOGETHER.: LYASHKO, A. 1979 JAN
FOR EXERCISES; HEADQUARTERS AND PREPARATIONS.: IVANOV, V. 1979 JUN
FOR FUTURE NCO’S; COMMAND QUALITIES.: SKOKOVL., VANIFAT’YEV, S., SKURATOVI, V., MAMONTOV, V. 1978 JAN
FOR FUTURE OFFICERS; FIRM SKILLS IN PARTY AND POLITICAL WORK.: UTKIN, V. 1979 APR
FOR FUTURE OFFICERS—STRONG PHYSICAL TRAINING.: TORDPOV, V. 1979 FEB
FOR FUTURE OFFICERS; COMMAND QUALITIES.: KOBZAR’, A. GEN. MAJ. ARTY., RAZUVAYEV, A. COL. 1976 SEP
FOR FUTURE OFFICERS; FIRM TECHNICAL SKILLS.: KIRYUSHIN, A. 1978 MAY
FOR FUTURE OFFICERS; FIRM TECHNICAL SKILLS.: KIRYUSHIN, A. 1978 MAY
FOR FUTURE OFFICERS—STRONG PHYSICAL TRAINING.: TORDPOV, V. 1979 FEB
FOR FUTURE SERGEANTS—COMMAND SKILLS.: KUZYNETSOV, YE. 1979 JUL
FOR FUTURE WARRANT OFFICERS—THE FUNDAMENTALS OF PEDAGOGICS AND PSYCHOLOGY.: YURCHENKO, S. 1979 JUN
FOR GROUND ARTILLERY OFFICERS; PROBLEMS OF THE FIRST SERIES.: ANON. 1978 JAN
FOR GROUND FORCES; ANTI AIRCRAFT ARTILLERY COVER.: MINAYEV, I. 1975 APR
FOR HOMING ON A CELESTIAL BODY.: DERENYANKO, V. COL. 1977 MAR
FOR IDEOLOGICAL CONDITIONING OF PARTY MEMBERS; DAILY CONCERN.: BYSTROV, V. 1978 MAY
FOR IDEOLOGICAL CONDITIONING; TEST.: GLOTOV, V. LC. 1977 DEC
FOR IMPROVEMENT IN TECHNICAL SERVICING.: YAOVLEV, A. 1978 MAY
FOR INCREASING CLASS RATINGS.: FROLOV, A. 1978 FEB
FOR INCREASING THE EFFECTIVENESS OF TRAINING.: YERMOLENKO, V. COL. 1977 JUL
FOR INDEPENDENT WORK: A METHOD.: GUBARENKO, V. CAPT. 1976 OCT
FOR INDOCTRINATING OFFICERS; MOST IMPORTANT METHOD.: ROGATIN, I. COL. 1976 OCT
FOR INITIATIVE; THERE WILL BE NO INSTRUCTIONS.: SEDYKH, A. 1975 JUL
FOR INTENSIFICATION OF PROBLEMS; WAYS.: ANON. 1976 SEP
FOR INTERPOLATING ASTRONOMIC AZIMUTHS; A NEW ITEM.: KATSMANA, L.C. 1977 JAN
FOR INVENTORS AND RATIONALIZERS; SUPPORT AND CONCERN.: SALAMANOV, G. GEN. COL. 1978 NOV
FOR LITERACY ATTACK.: KARAPETYAN, K. MAJ. RET. 1979 DEC
FOR LOSSENING FROZEN GROUND (RMG); MANUAL MACHINE.: BELOKONEV, A. COL., POPOV, V. LC. 1979 DEC
FOR MEASURING MUZZLE VELOCITY.: BUKHARIN, K., VOROB'YEV, M. 1979 APR
FOR MILITARY DISCIPLINE; PARTY ORGANIZATIONS IN THE STRUGGLE.: DEMENT'YEV, V. GEN. LT. 1977 FEB
FOR PARTY POLITICAL WORK; HIGH EFFECTIVENESS.: VASYAGIN, S. GEN. ARMY. 1977 JAN
FOR PARTY POLITICAL WORK OF HIGH QUALITY.: MEDNIKOV, I. 1976 SEP
FOR PARTICIPANTS OF COMPETITION FOR BEST SOLUTION TO ARTILLERY MARKSMANSHIP PROBLEMS.: ANON. 1976 MAY
FOR PARTY AND POLITICAL WORK; HIGH EFFECTIVENESS.: VASYAGIN, S. GEN. ARMY. 1977 JAN
FOR MILITARY SCIENTIFIC WORK—HIGH EFFECTIVENESS.: ZHUKOV, B. 1979 APR
FOR NONCOMMISSIONED OFFICERS; COMMANDER QUALITIES.: ABASHIN, D. 1975 APR
FOR OBJECTIVE MONITORING; A VIDEO TAPE RECORDER.: KRASKEVICH, YE., BAKUNENKO, F. 1975 SEP
FOR OFFICER CANDIDATES; SKILLS IN PODRAZDELENIYE CONTROL.: IARASOV, A. COL., KUTEPOV, V. LC. 1976 NOV
FOR OFFICERS; COMBAT ASSISTANTS.: YASENKO, V. LT. 1976 OCT
FOR OFFICERS; INDIVIDUAL ASSIGNMENTS.: OREKHOV, V. LC., BARSUK, A. COL. 1976 DEC
FOR OFFICERS; TRUE ASSISTANT.: MITOV, G. 1979 MAR
FOR PARTICIPANTS OF COMPETITION FOR BEST SOLUTION TO ARTILLERY MARKSMANSHIP PROBLEMS.: ANON. 1976 MAY
FOR PREPARING A RADIO SONDE; DEVICE.: SHULYACHENKO, R. 1976 DEC
FOR QUALITY OF COMBAT TRAINING; COMPETITION IN THE REGIMENT, CONCRETENESS, EFFICIENCY, STRUGGLE.: ANON. 1976 APR
FOR QUALITY OF WEAPONS TRAINING.: NOSOVETS, I. COL. 1976 AUG
FOR RADARS; ECCM.: KLIMOVICH YE. ENGR. MAJ. 1976 DEC
FOR REPORTS AND ELECTIONS OF PARTY ORGS; A HIGH LEVEL OF ORGANIZATION.: REPIN, I. 1975 SEP
FOR REPORTS AND ELECTIONS OF PARTY ORGS; HIGH ORGANIZATION.: ANON. 1976 SEP
FOR REPORTS AND ELECTIONS; HIGH EFFICIENCY.: REPIN, I. GEN. LT. 1978 SEP
FOR SECONDS, QUALITY, EXPERTISE; STRUGGLE.: PANASYUK, S. GDS. MAJ. 1976 NOV
FOR SECONDS; FIGHT.: IGNATYUK, YU. GDS. MAJ. 1976 APR
FOR SECONDS; PATHS OF DEVELOPMENT.: DERNOV, W. COL. 1976 NOV
FOR SKILL; REFERENCE POINTS.: SEDYKH, A. COL. 1977 JUL
FOR SMALL ARMS TRAINER; SUGGESTION.: SOROKIN, A. LC., BARTUN, V. CAPT. 1977 DEC
FOR SECONDS; TRUE ASSISTANT.: MITOV, G. 1979 MAR
FOR SECONDS; FIGHT.: IGNATYUK, YU. GDS. MAJ. 1976 SEP
FOR SECONDS; PATHS OF DEVELOPMENT.: DERNOV, W. COL. 1976 NOV
FOR SECONDS—TO THE FIELD.: RODNIKOSVIY, YU. 1979 AUG
FOR SECONDS; QUALITY, EXPERTISE; STRUGGLE.: PANASYUK, S. GDS. MAJ. 1976 NOV
FOR SECONDS—TO THE FIELD.: RODNIKOSVIY, YU. 1979 AUG
FOR SECONDS; PATHS OF DEVELOPMENT.: DERNOV, W. COL. 1976 NOV
FOR SECONDS; PATHS OF DEVELOPMENT.: DERNOV, W. COL. 1976 NOV
FOR SECONDS—TO THE FIELD.: RODNIKOSVIY, YU. 1979 AUG
FOR SECONDS; PATHS OF DEVELOPMENT.: DERNOV, W. COL. 1976 NOV
FOR SECONDS—TO THE FIELD.: RODNIKOSVIY, YU. 1979 AUG
FULFILLED: OBLIGATIONS: GANIN, A. 1976 FEB
FULLER USE OF TRAINING INSTALLATIONS AND TRAINERS: MAKE: KURENKOV, K. GEN. MAJ. 1977 AUG
FUNDAMENTALS IN USE OF TELEVISION IN TRAINING: STOL'NIKOV, B. GEN. LT. ARTY. CMS., NIKOLAYEV, L. ENGR. COL. CTS. 1976 SEP
FUNDAMENTALS OF PEDAGOGICS AND PSYCHOLOGY; FOR FUTURE WARRANT OFFICERS—THE: YURCHENKO, S. 1979 JUN
FUTURES: WITH PERSONAL: KOZLOVSKIY, L. 1977 OCT
FURTHER DEVELOPMENT OF INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION; FOR: GORDACHEK, V. GEN. COL. 1976 SEP
FUSES: FIRING ROUNDS WITH TIME: KARASHEVSKY, I. 1978 DEC
FUTURE AIR DEFENSE OFFICERS; PROFESSIONAL TRAINING OF: MUKHANOV, S. 1978 JUL
FUTURE COMMANDER: THE CADET IS A: PUKHOV, P. 1978 AUG
FUTURE MCCP; COMMAND QUALITIES FOR: SHOKOV, L., VANIFAT'YEV, S., SKURATOV, V., TAMM, K. 1976 SEP
FUTURE WARRANT OFFICERS—THE FUNDAMENTALS OF PEDAGOGICS AND PSYCHOLOGY; FOR: YURCHENKO, S. 1979 JUN
FUZE: USING A TIME: OGLANOV, YA., CHISTOV, B. 1976 MAR
G.N. VACHNADZE'S ANTENNA DIRECTED TO THE EAST); DESPITE THE SPIRIT OF THE TIMES (REVIEW: CHERNOUS'KO, L. ENGR. CTS. 1976 JUL
GAGE FOR SMOKE AGENT CALCULATION; A: BUBNOVMO., KHARITONOV, V. 1975 JAN
GAGE OF EXACTINESS: BESSARAB, A. 1975 JAN
GAP (TACTICS): CLOSING THE: YERMOL'YEV, N. LC. 1977 JUL
GAPS IN THE ICE; A BRIDGE CROSSING IN WINTER, MAKING: SHUBIN, R. LC. 1977 JAN
GARRISON AND GUARD SERVICE REGULATIONS: ANON. 1975 NOV
GARRISON: A FAMILY LIVES IN THE: IGNAT'YEV, V. 1978 OCT
GARRISONS NEAR AND FAR: IN: ANON. 1976 FEB
GARRISONS NEAR AND FAR: IN: ANON. 1976 APR
GARRISONS NEAR AND FAR: IN: ANON. 1977 JUL
GARRISONS NEAR AND FAR: IN: DMITRYUK, M. 1977 AUG
GARRISONS NEAR AND FAR: IN: GAVRISH, V. GDS. LC., VOLKOVA, O. 1977 APR
GARRISONS; IN NEARBY AND REMOTE: ANON. 1976 JAN
GAS DISTRIBUTOR FOR THE DK-4: KOBAL', M. 1976 MAR
GAS WATER HEATER: KOBAL', M. 1978 JAN
GDOR'S NATIONAL PEOPLE'S ARMY); OVERCOMING INTERMEDIATE LINES (22ND ANNIVERSARY OF THE: TAWM, K. 1978 MAR
GEAR OF NATO ARMIES; INDIVIDUAL PROTECTIVE: GRABOVOY, I., FROLOV, I. 1978 DEC
GEAR; MINE DETECTION: PYATRYOV, N., KOZAK, D. 1978 JAN
GEN. LT. LISOV'S BOOK, AIR DESANT TRAINING); IN ORDER TO CONQUER THE SKY (REVIEW OF: SHAGALOV, GDS. COL., ACHALOV, V. GDS. LC. 1977 JUL
GENERAL EDUCATIONAL DISCIPLINES; MILITARY DIRECTION IN: ORLOV, YU. COL. CMS. 1977 DEC
GENERAL PURPOSE GRAPH: MATOUSEVICH, V. 1977 SEP
GENERAL PURPOSES: SHIBURN'KO, A. 1976 MAR
GENERAL; THE PARTY IS OUR LEADER AND: VASYAGIN, S. 1978 FEB
GENERATION OF VICTORS; IN THE: RAKOVSKIY, I. 1975 JUN
GENERATIONS; BOND OF: KOSTITYNS, S.P. LT. 1977 MAY
GEODESISTS AND METEOROLOGISTS ON AN EXERCISE; TOPOGRAPHICAL: DUBROVSKIY, Y. 1979 JUL
GEOPHYSICAL WARFARE AND ITS CONSEQUENCES: ANON. 1976 JAN
GERMAN DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC; SOCIALIST COMPETITION IN THE ARMY OF THE:
KNECH,G.COL.NNA.GDR. 1977 FEB
GETTING CLOSER TO PEOPLE.: PETROV,V.GEN.ARMY. 1977 FEB
GIVE AN ACCOUNTING; RADIO OPERATORS.: KOPMAN,G.SR.LT. 1977 DEC
GIVE - MOVE TO THE FIELD. WHAT DID IT.: SADOVNIKOV,V.MAJ. 1979 DEC
GIVEN - THERE IS NO VAGUENESS; THE ORDER HAS BEEN.: SAVEL'YEV,V.COL. 1977 JAN
GIVEN; A THIRD CHOICE WAS NOT.: KOCHUKOV,A.LC. 1976 DEC
GLORIOUS DAUGHTERS OF THE COUNTRY (INTERVIEW WITH).: CHECHNEVA, MARINA.P.MAJ.RES. 1977 MAR
GLORIOUS TRADITIONS; INCREASING.: DEDYUKHIN,V.V.GDS.CAPT. 1977 MAY
GLORY Number 2; IRON DIVISION, COVERED WITH.: ANON. 1977 OCT
GLORY; A VICTORY SALUTE CROWNED THE.: ANON. 1978 FEB
GLUSHCHETS BOOK); AN INEXHAUSTIBLE SPRING (REVIEW OF OSHKUKOV AND.: SOLOV'YEVA, COL. 1976 APR
GO INTO BATTLE AS A COMMUNIST; YOU'LL.: SMETANIN, A. 1976 FEB
GO INTO COMBAT; THE STANDARDS.: VOROESHKEVICH, V. 1975 MAR
GOAL IS HIGH QUALITY AND EFFECTIVENESS; THE.: DERNNOY, M. 1975 AUG
GOALS OF COMBAT EXPERTISE; TOWARD NEW.: PETROV, V. 1978 DEC
GOALS; AIRBORNE PERSONNEL ACHIEVE NEW.: OLEYNIK, A. 1978 JAN
GOALS; MOTORIZED RIFLEMAN ACHIEVE NEW.: RODIONOV, I. 1978 JUN
GOBI DESERT; THROUGH THE.: PLIYEV, I. 1975 AUG
GOES ON; COMBAT TRAINING.: ANON. 1977 AUG
GOES ON(1); COMBAT TRAINING.: ANON. 1978 NOV
GOES ON(2); COMBAT TRAINING.: ANON. 1978 NOV
GOES ON(3); COMBAT TRAINING.: ANON. 1978 NOV
GOES ON; COMBAT TRAINING.: ANON. 1976 FEB
GOES ON; COMBAT TRAINING.: ANON. 1976 APR
GOES ON; COMBAT TRAINING.: ANON. 1976 MAY
GOES ON; COMBAT TRAINING.: ANON. 1976 AUG
GOES ON; COMBAT TRAINING.: ANON. 1976 SEP
GOES ON; COMBAT TRAINING.: ANON. 1977 NOV
GOES ON; COMBAT TRAINING.: ANON. 1977 DEC
GOES ON; COMBAT TRAINING.: ANON. 1977 MAR
GOES ON; COMBAT TRAINING.: ANON. 1977 APR
GOES ON; COMBAT TRAINING.: ANON. 1977 JUN
GOES ON; COMBAT TRAINING.: ANON. 1977 OCT
GOES ON; COMBAT TRAINING.: ANON. 1978 JAN
GOES ON; COMBAT TRAINING.: ANON. 1978 AUG
GOES ON; COMBAT TRAINING.: ANON. 1978 SEP
GOES ON; COMBAT TRAINING.: ANON. 1978 NOV
GONE OUT INTO THE FIELD; RADIO OPERATORS HAVE.: MATKOVSIIK, A. 1975 FEB
GOOD IN FORMATION—STRONG IN BATTLE.: TIMOFEEV,Y.V. 1979 MAR
GOOD OF THE PEOPLE; FOR THE.: ANON. 1977 SEP
GOOD OF THE PEOPLE; STEPS ON A GREAT PATH FOR THE.: ANON. 1977 SEP
GOOD OF THE PEOPLE; FOR THE.: SHAPOCHKIN, YE. 1979 JUN
GOOD RESULTS; TOWARD.: ANON. 1976 JAN
GRADE; FIELD DECIDES THE.: KORNIYETS,A.SR.LT. 1977 MAR
GRADUATES; WITH CONCERN FOR THE.: DOBROVOL'SKIY,G. 1978 OCT
GRADUATION; AFTER THE JUBILEE.: ANON. 1977 DEC
GRAND TRADITIONS; AUGMENT THE.: POTAPOV,YU.M,GEN.COL. 1978 SEP
GRAND TRADITIONS; SUCCESSORS TO.: ANON. 1976 NOV
GRAPH FOR FIRE PREPARATION (GEN.LT.ANASHKIN) 122-44M D-30; TIME.: ANON. 1976 SEP
GRAPH; GENERAL PURPOSE.: MATUSEVICH,Y. 1977 SEP
GUN CORRECTIONS: ON CALCULATING: SOSUL'NIKOV,M. 1978 JUN
GUN LAYER-OPERATIONS: INCREASE THE FIRING SKILL OF BMP: SHINKAREV,G. 1979 MAY
GUN MOUNTED ON A BTR; FIRING FROM A MACHINE: SHINKAREV,G.COL. 1976 OCT
GUN; AGAINST THE ENEMY WITH HIS OWN: BOCHAROV,N. 1975 MAY
GUNNER PAVEL MOROZOV; ANTIAIRCRAFT: BASHKIROV,I.LC.RES. 1976 MAY
GUNNERS IN A FIGHT FOR THE LEAD; ANTIAIRCRAFT: KIRYUKHIN,M.COL. 1976 DEC
GUNNERS QUADRANT AND FIELD CLINOMETER; CHECKING A: KRUTS,L.LC. 1977 MAY
GUNNERS' SKILL WAS DISPLAYED; THIS IS HOW THE ANTIAIRCRAFT: KIRYUKHIN,M.COL. 1977 NOV
GUNNERS; RULES FOR USE OF SHOOTING BY ANTIAIRCRAFT: KABULAKHIN,N.LC. 1977 JUL
GUNNER RANGE; FOR SETTING UP A MOVING TARGET: BELOKUR,M. 1978 APR
GUNS WHEN LACKING A BUSSOL ON FIRE POSITIONS; ORIENTING: GOLUBEV,G.MAJ. 1977 JAN
GUNS; DETERMINING INTERVALS AND ECHELONS IN A NON-LINEAR DEPLOYMENT OF: AKULICH,V.ENGRLC., SIMAKOV,P.ENGRLC. 1979 SEP
GYRO INDICATOR; ORIENTATION BY MEANS OF THE TOPOGRAPHIC SURVEYOR'S: BUROV,V. 1975 APR
HAD USED MANEUVER; IF THE ENEMY: KANTOR,A. 1979 MAR
HALT; MOTORIZED RIFLE PLATOON IN PROTECTION AT THE: BESSONOV,YU.LT. 1977 JUN
HAND GRENADES; TRAINING IN THROWING: GRECENSHCHIKOV,V. 1978 MAR
HANDBOOK; A VALUABLE: SHILOV,N. 1975 JUN
HANDS; EQUIPMENT IN RELIABLE: KRYSYUK,V.N.CAPT. 1978 SEP
HAPPENED NEAR MOSCOW: THIS: POMBRIT,I.COL.CMS. 1977 NOV
HAS BEEN ACCOMPLISHED; DO NOT STOP WITH WHAT: KOVALENKO,V. 1979 OCT
HAS BEEN CHANGED; THE FORMAT OF THE TABLES: BULAT,N.ENGRLC. 1976 JUL
HAS BEEN CREATED BY THE PEOPLE; DEPENDABLY DEFEND EVERYTHING THAT: ANON. 1979 NOV
HAS BEEN GIVEN - THERE IS NO VAGUENESS: THE ORDER: SAVEL'YEV,V.COL. 1977 JAN
HAS BEEN MADE, AN ORDER IS ISSUED; IF A DECISION: IVANOV,B. 1975 MAR
HAS BEEN TAKEN, AND ANOTHER IS AHEAD: THE LINE: KISELEV,A. 1976 FEB
HAS IMPROVED; CONTROL OF FIRING: BYNDAS,L. 1979 JUL
HASTY ASSAULT CROSSING OF A RIVER: MUSLIMOV,M., SAPRUNOV,V. 1975 DEC
HAVE A THOROUGH KNOWLEDGE OF THE TECHNOLOGY: OFFICERS MUST: BISKUB,V. 1978 OCT
HAVE BEEN EXCELLENT; BUT IT ALSO COULD: YEPIFANOV,V.CAPT. 1977 AUG
HAVE BEEN SUMMED UP, THE STRUGGLE CONTINUES: RESULTS: KAPITONOVL.S.GDS.SR.LT. 1979 DEC
HAVE FAITH IN THE POWER OF YOUR WEAPON: CHEREDNICHEKO,V. 1978 JUN
HAVE GONE OUT INTO THE FIELD; RADIO OPERATORS: MATKOVSKIY,A. 1975 FEB
HAVE MASTERED AN ALLIED SPECIALTY: THEY; FOMICHEN,Y.GDS.SR.LT. 1977 SEP
HAVE THEIR OWN LAWS; MOUNTAINS: ANON. 1978 JUL
HEADQUARTERS AND COMBAT READINESS OF TROOPS: YAKUSHIN,V. 1975 FEB
HEADQUARTERS AND COMPETITION: TOKMAKOV,S., TRET'YAKOV,V. 1975 JUL
HEADQUARTERS AND FIRE TRAINING OF ANTIAIRCRAFT ARTILLERYMEN: BULYZHIN,S. 1975 SEP
HEADQUARTERS AND PREPARATIONS FOR EXERCISES: IVANOV,V. 1979 JUL
HEART'S BIDDING, AT THE: ABRAJOV,A. 1975 FEB
HEART; BE ABLE TO INFLAME THE: LOZHKIN,A. 1979 APR
HEART; THE VOICE OF MEMORY AND THE: ANON. 1975 MAR
HEART; WITH LENIN IN HIS: TIMOFEEV,A. 1977 OCT
HEARTS OF FOUR DANKO'S: BESKOROVAVNYY,A.ENGRLC. 1977 AUG
HEARTS, FIND THE WAY TO THE PEOPLE'S: STRELETSKIY,N.COL. 1979 NOV
HEAT ENGINE OPERATORS; FROM EXPERIENCE OF TRAINING: RAZUVAYEV,N.COL. 1976 APR
HEATER; GAS WATER: KOBAL',M. 1978 JUN
HEAVY AND ACCURATE FIRE; STRONG ARMOR: ANON. 1976 SEP
HEIGHT DIFFERENCE; DETERMINATION OF TARGET: NEGIN,V. 1975 MAR
HEIGHT: MAIN: KOCHU,A. 1975 JUL
HEIGHT; REGISTERING BURST: OSTROUMOV,S. 1978 JUN
HEIGHTS OF EXPERTISE; TO THE: APAKIDZE,V. 1978 JAN
HEIGHTS OF TECHNICAL PROGRESS: MARININ,N., PAVLOV,O. 1979 APR
HEIGHTS OF THE CARPATHIAN PERSONNEL: YAKOVENKO,A.CAPT. 1978 NOV
HIGH LEVEL OF ARTILLERY MARKSMANSHIP TRAINING; FOR A.: REZNIK, A., MAJ. 1977 JUN
HIGH LEVEL OF ORGANIZATION FOR REPORTS AND ELECTIONS OF PARTY ORGANS; A.: REPIN, I.
1975 SEP
HIGH LEVEL OF TRAINING IN FIRING; FOR A.: KRIVDA, F., COL. 1977 JUL
HIGH LEVEL OF TROOP TRAINING; THE BASIC TASK IS THE.: ANON. 1978 OCT
HIGH MARK; NORMS WITH A.: CHIRTSOV, V., ENGR. CAPT. 1977 APR
HIGH MILITANCY OF PARTY ORGANIZATIONS; TOWARD.: UTENKO, B. 1975 OCT
HIGH ORGANIZATION FOR PRACTICE FIRING.: KREPSHEV, I., GEN. MAJ. 1976 SEP
HIGH ORGANIZATION FOR REPORTS AND ELECTIONS OF PARTY ORGANS.: ANON. 1976 SEP
HIGH PROFICIENCY LEVEL; COMPANY WITH.: ANTONOV, A. 1978 OCT
HIGH PROFICIENCY RATING INVOLVES WORK.; A.: KASHAFUTDINOV, M. 1975 NOV
HIGH QUALIFICATIONS; WE ARE PREPARING CADRES WITH.: KONCHITS, V. 1977 OCT
HIGH QUALITY AND EFFECTIVENESS; PRIZE.: GOL'DSHTEYN, M., ZVEREV, A., SYEDIN, S., DENISOV, V. 1975 NOV
HIGH QUALITY AND EFFECTIVENESS; THE GOAL IS.: DERNOVY, M. 1975 AUG
HIGH QUALITY COMMAND TRAINING.: BELIKOV, V., GEN. COL. 1977 MAY
HIGH QUALITY FOR COMMUNICATIONS.: ANON. 1976 MAY
HIGH QUALITY: FOR PARTY POLITICAL WORK OF.: MEDNIKOV, I. 1975 JUN
HIGH RATES OF ADVANCE; IN THE INTERESTS OF.: GOLDSHTEYN, M., ZVEREV, A., SYEDIN, S., DENISOV, V. 1975 AUG
HIGH RATES OF ATTACK; RELIABLE DESTRUCTION OF THE ENEMY BY FIRE IS THE BASIS OF.: ANON. 1977 MAY
HIGH RESPONSIBILITY; SMALL TITLE..: POLYAKOV, A., SR. LT. 1978 OCT
HIGH SPEED AERIAL TARGETS.: BOCHAROV, V., COL. 1978 OCT
HIGH SPEED FOR THE ASSAULT.: SKORODUMOV, I. 1975 JUL
HIGH STAFF CULTURE IS A GUARANTEE OF SUCCESS IN TROOP CONTROL.: TOVSTUKHA, P., GEN. MAJ. 1976 MAY
HIGH TRAINING OF STUDENTS; FOR THE.: BEDULIN, A. 1979 APR
HIGH TRAINING; INTO THE ARMY WITH.: NAKASHIDZE, S., COL. 1977 DEC
HIGHER ARTILLERY SCHOOL; IN THE LENINGRAD.: ANON. 1976 APR
HIGHER THE COMBAT READINESS; MORE RELIABLE THE COMMUNICATIONS, THE.: ANON. 1978 JUN
HIGHER THE COMBAT READINESS; THE MORE RELIABLE THE COMMUNICATIONS, THE.: ANON. 1978 NOV
HIGHEST GOAL; WELL-BEING OF THE PEOPLE IS THE PARTY'S.: ANON. 1976 JAN
HIGHLY IMPORTANT FACTOR IN COMBAT READINESS.; A.: VASILENKO, V. 1975 JUN
HILL BEYOND THE VISTULA; ON A.: KLOCHKO, P., CAPT. RES. 1976 JUN
HIS CHEST; CADET WITH A DIAMOND ON.: YEMCHENKO, S., SR. LT. 1978 NOV
HIS HEART; WITH LENIN IN.: TIMOFEEV, A. 1977 OCT
HIS NAME; STREET WITH.: SMIRNOV, V., COL. 1976 SEP
HIS OWN GUN; AGAINST THE ENEMY WITH.: BOCHAROV, N. 1975 MAY
HIS OWN TANK; AGAINST THE ENEMY WITH.: BOCHAROV, N. 1975 MAY
HIT TARGETS WITH THE FIRST BURST.: ISAYEV, V. 1978 SEP
HOMELAND IS EACH PERSON'S SACRED DUTY; DEFENSE OF THE.: KUCHER, G. 1978 MAY
HOMELAND; WINGED GUARDIAN OF THE.: ANON. 1978 AUG
HOMELAND; WINGED GUARDIANS OF THE.: KUTAKHOV, P. 1978 FEB
HOMING ON A CELESTIAL BODY; FOR.: DEROGRATYOV, V., COL. 1977 MAR
HONOR OF THE OCTOBER JUBILEE; IN.: MEDNIKOV, I., GEN. COL. 1977 SEP
HORST OF THE OFFICER (LEAD ARTICLE); MILITARY TECHNICAL.: ANON. 1976 JAN
INCREASE THE EFFECTIVENESS OF TRAINING: IVANOV, V., BARDADYM, I., VINOKUROV, M., DERYUGIN, F. 1975 MAR
INCREASE THE FIRING SKILL OF BMP GUN LAYER-OPERATIONS: SHINKAREV, G. 1979 MAY
INCREASE THE ROLE OF PRIMARY PARTY ORGANIZATIONS: PAL'TSEV, YE. COL. 1976 NOV
INCREASE THE SKILL OF LAUNCH CONTROL OFFICERS: TO.: YAGUDIN, V. 1976 MAR
INCREASE THE SPEED OF A MARCH; IN ORDER TO: CHERNOV, N. 1975 JUN
INCREASED SURVIVABILITY OF A BATTERY: KHOROL'SKIY, YE. COL., TSARENKO, B. LC. 1979 SEP
INCREASING CLASS RATINGS; FOR: FROLOV, A. 1978 FEB
INCREASING QUALITY; CUTTING DEADLINES AND: OZHEGOV, A. 1978 SEP
INCREASING RESPONSIBILITY AND INDUSTRIOUSNESS: PAVLOVSKIY, I. GEN. ARMY, HSU. 1977 JAN
INCREASING SURVEY ACCURACY WITH THE HELP OF LAND NAVIGATION EQUIPMENT: NOSOV, F. 1979 FEB
INCREASING THE ECONOMY OF A MARCH: ZABAVNIKOV, V. M. 1975 JUN
INCREASING THE Role OF PRIMARY PARTY ORGANIZATIONS: PAL'TSEV, YE. COL. 1976 NOV
INCREASING THE COMBAT EFFECTIVENESS OF HELICOPTERS; WAYS OF: BELOV, M. 1975 APR
INCREASING THE度过EFFECTIVENESS OF TRAINING; FOR: YERMOLENKOV, COL. 1977 JUL
INCREASING THE ACCURACY OF FIRING FOR EFFECT: BARABASH, V. LC. 1977 MAY
INDEX OF ARTICLES PUBLISHED IN 'VOYENNYY VESTNIK' IN 1977: ANON. 1977 DEC
INDEX OF ARTICLES PUBLISHED IN 'VOYENNYY VESTNIK' IN 1979: ANON. 1979 DEC
INDEX OF ARTICLES PUBLISHED IN 'VOYENNYY VESTNIK' IN 1979: ANON. 1979 DEC
INDEX OF ARTICLES PUBLISHED IN 'VOYENNYY VESTNIK' IN 1979: ANON. 1979 DEC
INDEX OF ARTICLES PUBLISHED IN 'VOYENNYY VESTNIK' IN 1979: ANON. 1979 DEC
INDEX OF ARTICLES PUBLISHED IN 'VOYENNYY VESTNIK' IN 1979: ANON. 1979 DEC
INDEX OF ARTICLES PUBLISHED IN 'VOYENNYY VESTNIK' IN 1979: ANON. 1979 DEC
INDEX OF ARTICLES PUBLISHED IN 'VOYENNYY VESTNIK' IN 1979: ANON. 1979 DEC
INDEX OF ARTICLES PUBLISHED IN 'VOYENNYY VESTNIK' IN 1979: ANON. 1979 DEC
INDEX OF ARTICLES PUBLISHED IN 'VOYENNYY VESTNIK' IN 1979: ANON. 1979 DEC
INDEX OF ARTICLES PUBLISHED IN 'VOYENNYY VESTNIK' IN 1979: ANON. 1979 DEC
INDEX OF ARTICLES PUBLISHED IN 'VOYENNYY VESTNIK' IN 1979: ANON. 1979 DEC
INDEX OF ARTICLES PUBLISHED IN 'VOYENNYY VESTNIK' IN 1979: ANON. 1979 DEC
INDEX OF ARTICLES PUBLISHED IN 'VOYENNYY VESTNIK' IN 1979: ANON. 1979 DEC
INDEX OF ARTICLES PUBLISHED IN 'VOYENNYY VESTNIK' IN 1979: ANON. 1979 DEC
INDEX OF ARTICLES PUBLISHED IN 'VOYENNYY VESTNIK' IN 1979: ANON. 1979 DEC
INDEX OF ARTICLES PUBLISHED IN 'VOYENNYY VESTNIK' IN 1979: ANON. 1979 DEC
INDEX OF ARTICLES PUBLISHED IN 'VOYENNYY VESTNIK' IN 1979: ANON. 1979 DEC
INDEX OF ARTICLES PUBLISHED IN 'VOYENNYY VESTNIK' IN 1979: ANON. 1979 DEC
INDEX OF ARTICLES PUBLISHED IN 'VOYENNYY VESTNIK' IN 1979: ANON. 1979 DEC
INDEX OF ARTICLES PUBLISHED IN 'VOYENNYY VESTNIK' IN 1979: ANON. 1979 DEC
INDEX OF ARTICLES PUBLISHED IN 'VOYENNYY VESTNIK' IN 1979: ANON. 1979 DEC
INDEX OF ARTICLES PUBLISHED IN 'VOYENNYY VESTNIK' IN 1979: ANON. 1979 DEC
INDEX OF ARTICLES PUBLISHED IN 'VOYENNYY VESTNIK' IN 1979: ANON. 1979 DEC
INDEX OF ARTICLES PUBLISHED IN 'VOYENNYY VESTNIK' IN 1979: ANON. 1979 DEC
INDEX OF ARTICLES PUBLISHED IN 'VOYENNYY VESTNIK' IN 1979: ANON. 1979 DEC
INDEX OF ARTICLES PUBLISHED IN 'VOYENNYY VESTNIK' IN 1979: ANON. 1979 DEC
INDEX OF ARTICLES PUBLISHED IN 'VOYENNYY VESTNIK' IN 1979: ANON. 1979 DEC
INDEX OF ARTICLES PUBLISHED IN 'VOYENNYY VESTNIK' IN 1979: ANON. 1979 DEC
INTERESTS OF HIGH RATES OF ADVANCE; IN THE.: GALOCHKIN,P.COL. 1978 NOV
INTERESTS OF INSTRUCTOR TRAINING; IN THE.: KISELEV,K. 1978 JAN
INTERESTS OF PEOPLE'S SECURITY; IN THE.: ANON. 1979 JUN
INTERESTS OF SERVICE; IN THE.: KUKUSHIN,P.GEN.MAJ. 1976 OCT
INTERESTS OF TACTICAL COVER AND DECEPTION (MASKIROVKA); IN THE.: KOROLEV,YU.COL.CMS.DOTS. 1977 APR
INTERESTS OF TACTICS; IN THE.: KOZACHKOV,V.COL. 1977 AUG
INTERESTS OF TACTICS; IN THE.: VINOGRADOV,YE. 1978 JAN
INTERESTS OF TECHNICAL TRAINING; IN THE.: YAKOVLEV,G.LC. 1977 SEP
INTERESTS OF THE COUNTRY'S DEFENSES; IN THE.: MAL'TSEV,N. 1978 AUG
INTERESTS OF TRAINING EFFECTIVENESS; IN THE.: KISELEVK,MAJ.TECH.SVC.RES. 1977 DEC
INTERMEDIATE LINES (22ND ANNIVERSARY OF THE GDR'S NATIONAL PEOPLE'S ARMY); OVERCOMING.: TAMM,K. 1978 MAR
INTERNAL SERVICE REGULATIONS.: ANON. 1975 NOV
INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION; FOR FURTHER DEVELOPMENT OF.: GORACHEKV,GEN.COL. 1976 SEP
INTERNATIONALISM (CZECH); IN A SPIRIT OF SOCIALIST.: PROKHAKZA,Z.COL.DHS. 1979 SEP
INTERNATIONALISM; ON PRINCIPLES OF SOCIALIST.: KOSEV,K. 1976 FEB
INTERPERSONAL RELATIONS; METHODS OF INVESTIGATING.: SHIRSHOV.V.MAJ. 1979 MAR
INTERPOLATING ASTRONOMIC AZIMUTHS; A NEW ITEM FOR.: KATSMAN.A.LC. 1977 FEB
INTERSECTION WITH A RANGE FINDER; ANALYSIS OF ACCURACY OF TARGET LOCATION BY.: STROYNOV.N. 1975 AUG
INTERVIEWS WITH WEAPON DESIGNER); WEAPONS WORTHY OF A HIGH MAN.: SIMONOV,SERGEY.G. 1977 APR
INTO ACCOUNT TERRAIN PECULIARITIES (TACTICKS AND FIRE IN MOUNTAINS); KNOWLEDGE OF THE ENEMY, TAKING.: SHIYANM.LC. 1977 JUL
INTO BATTLE AS A COMMUNIST; YOU'LL GO.: SWETANIN,A. 1976 FEB
INTO BATTLE; LESSENING THE PREPARATION PERIOD FOR A JUMP.: GOLUBKOV,A.COL. 1979 NOV
INTO THE ARMY WITH HIGH TRAINING.: NAKASHIDZE.S.COL. 1977 DEC
INTO THE FIELD; DURING MOVEMENT.: AKIMOV,N. 1975 SEP
INTO THE FIELD; RADIO OPERATORS HAVE GONE OUT.: MATKOVSKIY,A. 1975 FEB
INTO TROOP PRACTICE; FROM THE USSR EXHIBITION OF NATIONAL ECONOMIC ACHIEVEMENTS.: ANON. 1978 APR
INTO TROOP PRACTICE; FROM THE USSR VDNKH.: ANON. 1978 MAY
INTO TROOP PRACTICE; FROM THE USSR VDNKH.: ANON. 1978 DEC
INVENTORS AND RATIONALIZERS; SUPPORT AND CONCERN FOR.: SALAMANOV,G.GEN.COL. 1978 NOV
INVESTIGATING INTERPERSONAL RELATIONS; METHODS OF.: SHIRSHOV,V.MAJ. 1977 FEB
INVISIBILITY OF TACTICAL COVER: ALLOWS MILITARY PERSONNEL TO SURVIVE.: SERDAROV,M. 1977 JUL
INVISIBLE MEN ON THE FRONT.: APRELEVO. 1975 JUL
INVISIBLE MEN ON THE FRONT.: APRELEVO. 1975 JUL
INVISIBLE MEN ON THE FRONT.: APRELEVO. 1975 JUL
IRON COMMISAR — COL. F. YE. STOLYARCHUK.: RAFTPULLO,A.COL.RET.HSU. 1976 DEC
IRON DIVISION, BORN OF THE REVOLUTION Number 1.: ANON. 1977 OCT
IRON DIVISION, COVERED WITH GLORY Number 2.: ANON. 1977 OCT
LANDING FORCE (AIR DESANT); WHEN TANKS ATTACK A.: KONONOSS, I. COL. 1977 MAR
LANDING FORCE IS TESTED IN BATTLE; STRENGTH OF A.: SKORODUMOV, I., DYNIN, I. 1975 JUL
LANDING FORCE REPELSON HELICOPTER ATTACKS.: GORBACHEV, V. 1975 OCT
LANDING FORCE REPULSES HELICOPTER ATTACK.: KABULAKHIN, N. 1978 DEC
LANDING OBSTACLES (MINES); ASSAULT.: NOVOSEL'TSEV, V. LC. RES. 1976 OCT
LANDING OPERATIONS, REAR AREA, MISSIONS AND DECISIONS.: PEPERIN, V. 1975 MAR
LANDING OPERATIONS; ANTIAIRCRAFT DEFENSE OF A TACTICAL.: SUBBOTIN, V. 1975 OCT
LANDING; MOTORIZED RIFLE BATTALION IN AN AMPHIBIOUS.: SKORODUMOV, L.GEN. MAJ. 1978 SEP
LANDING; TACTICAL AIRBORNE.: DYNIN, I. 1978 APR
LANDINGS (DESANT, HUNGARIAN PEOPLE'S ARMY); TACTICAL AIRBORNE.: ANON. 1976 SEP
LANDINGS (SEA DESANTS) OF THE ARMY OF THE USA; AMPHIBIOUS.: MOSEEV, Z. COL. 1977 JUL
LANDMARK IN THE LIFE OF THE PARTY AND PEOPLE; AN IMPORTANT.: IZMAILOV, V. 1979 MAR
LANDMARKS OF COMBAT READINESS.: KATANAYEV, V. 1975 OCT
LARIKOV; THREE MEDALS OF YEGOR.: DYNIN, I. 1975 MAY
LASERS IN GUIDANCE SYSTEMS.: GRANKIN, V., TANIN, N., VOSTOKOV, Z. 1978 APR
LAST LINE; ON THE.: BABUSHKIN, A. 1975 OCT
LAST SALVOS.: ANON. 1975 MAY
LAUNCH BATTERY ON MOUNTAIN DESERT TERRAIN;PECULIARITIES IN THE OPERATIONS OF A.:
LUKINOSS, V. 1979 JUN
LAUNCH BATTERY; A TACTICAL EXERCISE WITH A.: GUSEV, YU. 1979 JUL
LAUNCH BATTERY; TACTICAL DRILL PROBLEM WITH.: KIRIMOSS, I. LC. 1977 DEC
LAUNCH CONTROL OFFICERS; TO INCREASE THE SKILL OF.: YAGUDIN, V. 1976 MAR
LAUNCH MOUNT DURING THE SUMMER; ON SERVICING A.: SHURYSIN, YU. 1979 MAY
LAUNCH-SITE BATTERY; COMPREHENSIVE CONTROL EXERCISE WITH A.: FEDOTOSS, A. 1978 OCT
LAUNCH; OUTSTANDING MARK FOR A FIELD.: YEPIFANOV, V. MAJ. 1978 NOV
LAUNCHER MEN IN THE COMPANY; TRAINING ROCKET.: KOTOSS, N. GDS. MAJ. 1976 NOV
LAUNCHER; ACCURATE CALCULATIONS FOR FIRE FROM THE GRENADE.: NOZDRAOSS, V. 1975 OCT
LAW OF OUR LIFE; BASIC.: ANON. 1977 JUL
LAW; DEMANDS OF DISCIPLINE ARE THE.: GLOSOSS, V. GDS. LC., OLEINOSS, A. GDS. LT. 1977 MAR
LAWS; MOUNTAINS HAVE THEIR OWN.: ANON. 1978 JUL
LAY-ON-ME METHOD.; SKROBOSS, YA. 1978 JUN
LAYER-OPERATIONS; INCREASE THE FIRING SKILL OF BMP GUN.: SHINKAREOSS, V. 1979 MAY
LAYING MINEFIELDS.: KAZAKEVICH, A. 1978 APR
LAYING MINEFIELDS; WE ARE IMPROVING THE.: OLEINOSS, A. 1979 JAN
LAYING OF MINES; WE ARE MECHANIZING THE.: CHERKASHIN, A. 1979 JUL
LAYING; OUTSTANDING DIRECT.: FINKEL', YU. MAJ. 1977 DEC
LAYING; TRAINING FOR FIRE BY DIRECT.: SHULAKOSS, A. COL. 1977 AUG
(LEAD ARTICLE); MILITARY TECHNICAL HORIZON OF THE OFFICER.: ANON. 1976 JUN
LEAD CORRECTLY, EXPERTLY.: ANASHKIN, N. 1979 APR
LEAD; ANTIAIRCRAFT GUNNERS IN A FIGHT FOR THE.: KIRYUKHIN, M. COL. 1976 DEC
LEADER AND GENERAL; THE PARTY IS OUR.: VASYAGIN, S. 1978 FEB
LEADER; ACCORDING TO BEHESTSS OF THE GREAT.: IZMAILOSS, V. COL. CHS. 1977 APR
LEADER; TO BE A.: SLADOSS, A. MAJ. 1978 NOV
LEADERS; EXPERIENCE OF THE.: ANON. 1978 JAN
LEADERS; FORMING ON THE.: VEDERNIKOSS, V. 1978 APR
LEADERSHIP OF THE PARTY; UNDER THE WISE.: SREDIN, G. 1976 MAR
LEADERSHIP; WHEN THERE IS NO CONCRETE.: IVANOSS, V. COL. 1979 DEC
LEADING FORCE.: MOSKALENOSS, S. 1976 FEB
LEADING OFFICERS; MILITARY COUNCIL STUDIES THE EXPERIENCE OF THE WORK OF.: ANON. 1975 APR
LEADING PLACE; WE ARE HOLDING ON TO THE.: SEREDA, V. SR. LT. 1976 OCT
LEARN FIRE CONTROL; SERGEANTS.: YEZHOSS, N. COL. 1976 JUN
LEARN TO DEFEND; MOTORIZED RIFLEMEN.: RUMYANTSESS, V. SR. LT. 1976 DEC
LEARNING AND MASTERY; OCEAN — SCHOOL OF.: GRACHESS, YU. C. 1977 JUL
LEARNING ON TRAINERS; THEY ARE.: STADNIK, V., PAKHOMOSS, A., POTAPOSS, V. 1979 MAR
LEARNING TO CONTROL THE FIRE OF A COMPANY; WE ARE: ORLOV, I. 1979 JAN
LEARNING TO FIRE AT NIGHT; TANKERS ARE: DUDIN, N. 1979 FEB
LEARNING TO OPERATE AT NIGHT; ANDERSEN, YU. 1979 MAY
LEARNING TO OPERATE IN THE MOUNTAINS; MOTORIZED RIFLEMAN ARE: SHAKBAZYAN, A. 1979 MAR
LEARNING; FOR THE COMBAT; MOGIL'NIKOV, A. LT. 1979 DEC
LEAD TO SUCCESS; THE SEARCH; BULAT, L. 1979 APR
LEGAL INDOCTRINATION AND DISCIPLINE.; MASLOVV, C2. JUST. RES., FROLOVV, C2. 1977 JUN
LENIN (TODAY IN THE UL'YANOVSK GUARDS TANK); IMENI V. I... BESSARAB, A. 1976 FEB
LENIN IN HIS HEART; WITH; TIMOFEEV, A. 1977 OCT
LENIN LENINGRAD MILITARY DISTRICT; COMPETITION WINNERS AT RECEPTION MILITARY COUNCIL, ORDER OF: ANON. 1975 JAN
LENIN ON TASKS OF STRENGTHENING DEFENSE OF COUNTRY, ACTIVITIES OF CPSU CARRYING OUT TASKS; V. I... OVSYUK, F. 1975 DEC
LENIN; ON THE INSTRUCTIONS OF V. I... SELYAVKIN, A. I. COL. 1978 SEP
LENIN; ON THE COURSE OF THE CPSU.; OREKHOV, B. COL. 1976 DEC
LENIN; FOR THE COMBAT.; MOGIL'NIKOV, A. LT. 1979 MAR
LENINISM; TRIUMPH OF.; SLAMIKHIN, D. HS. 1977 NOV
LENINIST FOREIGN POLICY COURSE OF THE CPSU.; ANON. 1977 JUL
LENINIST IDEAS FOR TRAINING AND EDUCATING SOVIET SOLDIERS.; AZOVTSEV, N. COL. DHS. PROF. 1976 APR
LENINIST IDEAS; FAITHFUL TO.; KOSTYUNIN, V. A. CAPT. 1977 MAY
LENINIST PRINCIPLES OF COMPETITION IN ACTION—PUBLICITY.; ANON. 1978 JAN
LENINIST PRINCIPLES OF COMPETITION IN OPERATION—COMPARISON OF RESULTS AN INTEGRAL UNION.; RADZHIBAYEV, V. 1978 OCT
LENINIST PRINCIPLES OF COMPETITION; IMPLEMENTING.; DOLINSKIY, V. SR. LT. 1977 OCT
LENINIST STYLE IN THE ACTIVITIES OF MILITARY CADRES.; SOKOLOV, O. 1975 JUN
LENINIST STYLE IN WORK OF MILITARY CADRES.; GONCHAROV, V. GEN. COL. 1977 JUN
LESSENING THE PREPARATION PERIOD FOR A JUMP INTO BATTLE.; GOLUBKOV, A. COL. 1979 NOV
LESSONS OF COURAGE.; IGNATOV, V. 1976 MAR
LESSONS OF ONE FIELD FIRE EXERCISE.; IVANOY, V. COL. 1977 JUN
LESSONS WITH PERSONNEL OF THE GUARD.; LUDKO, A. COL., PAVLOV, A. COL. 1977 SEP
LET US DISCUSS THE ARTICLE, HOW TO EARN AUTHORITY LISTEN TO ONE'S SUPERIOR.; KRAYNOV, A. GEN. MAJ. HSU. 1976 OCT
LET US IMPROVE TRAINING MATERIAL RESOURCES.; POROKHIN, A., STRUYEV, B., Sidorov, L., Shutnikhin, I., Roy, A. 1975 NOV
LET US INCREASE THE EFFECTIVENESS OF THE TRAINING PROCESS.; BAYSARA, A., SHESTAKOV, V. 1975 SEP
LET US INCREASE THE EFFECTIVENESS OF TRAINING SESSIONS.; RYMORENKO, G. 1975 FEB
LET US STRENGTHEN COMRADESHIP IN ARMS.; SHPIROK, A. 1975 OCT
LET US TEACH NON-COMMISSIONED OFFICERS THE METHODS OF FIRE PREPARATION.; CHERNOHOUZOV, V. 1975 OCT
LET'S SUMMARIZE RESULTS.; ANON. 1978 NOV
LETI-68 SLIDE PROJECTOR; AN ATTACHMENT FOR THE.; VLADIMIROV, V. 1979 MAY
LETTERS TO THE EDITORS; FROM.; ANON. 1977 FEB
LETTERS; A POWERFUL IMPULSE (REVIEW OF.; ANON. 1976 AUG
LEVEL OF ARTILLERY MARKSMANSHIP TRAINING; FOR A HIGH.; REZNIK, A. MAJ. 1977 JUN
LEVEL OF MODERN DEMANDS; AT THE; LYZLOV, V. COL. 1976 NOV
LEVEL OF MODERN DEMANDS; AT THE.; KURKOTKIN, S. 1978 FEB
LEVEL OF MODERN DEMANDS; CONTROL OF TROOPS AT THE.; GRINKEVICH, D. GEN. COL. COS. GSFG. 1976 APR
LEVEL OF MODERN REQUIREMENTS; ENGINEER SUPPORT TO THE.: AGANOV,S.ENGR.GEN.COL.
   1977 DEC
LEVEL OF ORGANIZATION FOR REPORTS AND ELECTIONS OF PARTY ORGANS; A HIGH.: REPIN,I.
   1975 SEP
LEVEL OF TRAINING IN FIRING; FOR A HIGH.: KRIVDA,F.COL. 1977 JUL
LEVEL OF TROOP TRAINING; THE BASIC TASK IS THE HIGH.: ANON. 1976 OCT
LEVEL: AT THE SQUAD.: GADALIN,B.LC. 1978 NOV
LEVEL: COMPANY WITH HIGH PROFICIENCY.: ANTIPIYEV,A. 1978 OCT
LEVELS OF COMBAT SKILL; TOWARD NEW.: SAPKOV,L. 1975 MAR
LEVELS OF GROWTH.: MAYSEYKOV,L.SR.LT. 1978 JUN
LEVELS OF GROWTH.: TABENKOV,I.LC., P'YAVKA,N.COL. 1977 DEC
LIAISON COMMUNICATIONS (RADIONETS): TARAN,I.COL., CHERNOV,YE.LC. 1976 OCT
LIKE; A DAY IN THE.: OLEYNIK,A.LT. 1976 JUN
LIKE?: PSYCHOLOGICAL TRAINING—WHAT IS IT SUPPOSED TO BE.: POLOKHOV,M. 1978 JUL
LIKE TIME (TACTICS); ORGANIZATION OF COMBAT IN.: SKORODUKOV,IGEN.MAJ.TK.TRPS...
   MANT,M.COL. 1976 JUN
LIKE TIME; ORGANIZATION OF COMBAT IN.: GOLUBKOV,A. 1975 JAN
LIKE TIME; A CLASS ON THE CONTROL.: RLIZNYUKOV,A..SAVKINL. 1979 JUN
LIKE; 30 YEARS ON THE FRONT.: IVANOVSKIIY,YE. 1975 JUN
LIKE; SEIZING AND HOLDING ON TO FAVORABLE.: DAVYDOV,YA. 1975 FEB
LIKE; 33RD ANNIVERSARY OF THE SRA ARMY. ATTACKING THE ENEMY'S FORWARD DEFENSE.: ANON.
   1976 OCT
LIKE; ASSAULT FORCES (DESANTNIKI) TAKE NEW.: ACHALOV,V.GDS.COL. 1979 DEC
LIKE; ASSAULT IN TWO AND THREE BATTLE.: VINNIKOV,V. 1975 DEC
LIKE; ON THE LAST.; BABUSHKIN,A. 1975 OCT
LIKE; ON THE LAST. OF OUR.!: ANON. 1977 JUL
LIKE; BASIC LAW OF OUR.!: DOLGOPOLOV,A. 1975 MAR
LIKE; CLOSER TO.: DOLGOPOLOV,A. 1975 MAR
LIKE; 94
LISOV'S BOOK. AIR DESANT TRAINING; IN ORDER TO CONQUER THE SKY (REVIEW OF GEN.LT... SHAGALOV,G.DS.COL., ACHALOV,V.GDS.LC. 1977 JUL
LISTEN TO ONE'S SUPERIOR; LET US DISCUSS THE ARTICLE, HOW TO EARN AUTHORITY.: KRAYNOV,A.GEN.MAJ.HSU. 1976 OCT
LITERACY ATTACK; FOR.: KRAYNOV,A.GEN.MAJ.HSU. 1977 JUL
LIVING by REGULATIONS; WE ARE TEACHING THEM TO.: KIRILYUK,YU. 1977 MAY
LIVE FIREING; AN ARTILLERY BATTALION ON AN EXERCISE WITH.: SAPOZHNIKOV,A. 1977 AUG
LIVE THE SOCIALIST REVOLUTION; LONG.: MOCHALOVV.N. 1978 OCT
LIVING CONDITIONS OF SERVICEMEN—A COMMON CONCERN.: KURKOTKIN,S. 1977 SEP
LOCAL DEFENSE OF A FIRING POSITION; FIRING IN.: RUDAKOV,B.COL. 1977 MAY
LOCATION BY INTERSECTION WITH A RANGE FINDER; ANALYSIS OF ACCURACY OF TARGET.: STROYNOV,N. 1975 AUG
LOUDSPEAKER COMMUNICATION AT THE FIRE POSITION.: SHORONOVO. 1978 OCT
LOVE FOR THE MILITARY PROFESSION; INSTILLING.: SHKOOAN. 1979 JUL
LOVE FOR THE MOTHERLAND; SOURCES OF HEROISM ARE CONTAINED IN THE.: VASILEVSKIY,A.MSU.HSU. 1977 MAY
LOVE HIS WEAPON; SO THAT A SOLDIER WILL.: MUKOVOZV.LT. 1979 SEP
LOWER DECKS AROUND AN INSPECTOR IS COMING; CLEAR THE.: YEGORSHINV.COL., SEDYKH,A.COL. 1979 AUG
LOYAL TO TRADITIONS.: IVANUSHKIN,YU.MAJ. 1977 AUG
LOYALTY TO TRADITIONS.: DYNIN,I.COL. 1976 DEC
MADE AHEAD OF TIME; THE CROSSING WAS.: GUTENKO,P. 1979 AUG
MADE FOR THE OFFENSIVE; HOW PREPARATIONS WERE.: DEGETOV,L.CAPT. 1976 JUL
MADE IN THE FIELD; COMMANDERS ARE.: ARYUTOV,N., TAMENO,V. 1975 DEC
MADE, AN ORDER IS ISSUED; IF A DECISION HAS BEEN.: IVANOV,B. 1975 MAR
MADE; SUCH MISTAKES MUST NOT BE.: MIKHAYLOV,V. 1978 MAY
MAiN THING; TRAINING IS THE.: SHCHEGLOV,I. 1975 MAR
MARCH; ARTILLERY BATTALION LONG-DISTANCE. KHANKAK, I. COL. 1977 APR
MARCH; COMPANY ATTACK FROM THE. BALSHEV, YE. 1976 MAR
MARCH; COMPANY COMMANDER ORGANIZES A.: KOTOV, N. 1975 JUL
MARCH; ESTIMATING THE TERRAIN IN ORGANIZING A.: KOVALENKO, A. COL. 1978 NOV
MARCH; FIRE SUPPORT IN DEPLOYMENT FROM THE. KARDASHESVI, YU. 1975 JUL
MARCH; IN ORDER TO INCREASE THE SPEED OF A.: CHERNOV, N. 1975 MAR
MARCH; PREPARING PODRAZDENIYES FOR THE.: ANON. 1976 JAN
MARCH; TECHNICAL SUPPORT TO A BATTALION ON THE.: IVANOV, A. ENGR. COL., LISOVSKIY, V. GDS. MAJ. 1976 SEP
MARCHES ACCORDING TO TIMED INTERVALS; CALCULATING.: GODOVANIK, B. ENGR.-LC. 1977 AUG
MARCHES AND MEETINGS ENGAGEMENTS; UNFORTUNATE MISTAKES (REVIEW OF A.P. BELOKUR AND V.I. KALAYDA'S ENGINEER SUPPORT OF. KOROLEV, Y. COL. CMS., ORLOV, S. COL. CMS. 1976 JUN
MARCHES; SKILLFUL EXECUTION OF. ANON. 1975 AUG
MARINE COMPANY ON THE OFFENSIVE. GAGLIOYEV, N. LC. 1977 FEB
MARITIME BORDERS; SENTRIES OF THE.: GORSHKOV, S. 1978 FEB
MARK; NORMS WITH A HIGH. CHIRTSOV, V. ENGR. CAPT. 1977 APR
MARKSMANSHIP PRACTICE; COMPANY. GADALIN, B. 1978 APR
MARKSMANSHIP PROBLEMS; FOR PARTICIPANTS OF COMPETITION FOR BEST SOLUTION TO ARTILLERY. ANON. 1976 MAR
MARKSMANSHIP TRAINING IN THE COMPANY; ARMORED PERSONNEL CARRIER. SHINKAREV, G. 1975 DEC
MARKSMANSHIP TRAINING IN THE COMPANY; TANK FIRE. YAROSHEVSKIY, V. 1975 NOV
MARKSMANSHIP TRAINING ON A COMBAT INFANTRY VEHICLE. ANON. 1976 JAN
MARKSMANSHIP TRAINING; FOR A HIGH LEVEL OF ARTILLERY. REZNIK, A. MAJ. 1977 JUN
MARXISM-LENINISM—THE THEORETICAL FOUNDATION OF SOVIET MILITARY SCIENCE. TRET'YAKOV, V. 1975 JAN
MARXISM-LENINISM UNDER THE BANNER OF. ANON. 1976 JAN
MARXIST-LENINIST THEORY; THOROUGH MASTERY OF. CHEREDNICHENKO, N. 1975 DEC
MARXIST-LENINIST TRAINING OF OFFICERS; BRING HIGH EFFECTIVENESS TO. SMORGO, N. GEN. MAJ. 1976 DEC
MASTERY WAS ACHIEVED; AND.: FINAYEV, A. 1975 JUL
MASTERY; OCEAN—SCHOOL OF LEARNING AND. GRACHEV, YU. C3. 1977 JUL
MASTERY OF MARXIST-LENINIST THEORY; THOROUGH. CHEREDNICHENKO, N. 1975 DEC
MASTER ARMORED EQUIPMENT EXPERTLY. ANON. 1978 SEP
MASTER EQUIPMENT; CHEMICAL WARFARE SPECIALISTS. YAKOVLEV, V. 1978 FEB
MASTER FOREMOST METHODOLOGY. NIKOLAYEV, A. LC. 1977 MAR
MASTERED AHEAD OF SCHEDULE (MORSE CODE). KHOZIJEV, B. C2. 1977 MAR
MASTERED AN ALLIED SPECIALTY; THEY HAVE. FOMICHEV, V. GDS. SR. LT. 1977 SEP
MASTERING FIRING THEORY AND PRACTICES; WE ARE. GATSENKO, A. 1979 JUN
MASTERING THE ART OF FIRING ACCURATELY. MALIKOV, V. 1979 MAR
MATERIAL—TECHNICAL BASE; IMPROVING THE EDUCATIONAL. MOTUZ, YU. LC. 1977 JUL
MEMBERS IN A STRUGGLE FOR COMBAT TRAINING EFFECTIVENESS; PARTY.: BALDIN, N.L.C. 1977 JUN
MEMBERS IN FRONT AS ALWAYS; PARTY.: PYATNITSYN, YU. LC. 1977 OCT
MEMBERS; DAILY CONCERN FOR IDEOLOGICAL CONDITIONING OF PARTY.; BYSTROV, V. 1978 MAY
MEMBERS; WITH RELIANCE ON THE PARTY.; BRYUKHOVETSKIY, I. COL. 1978 NOV
MEMBERSHIP; RELYING ON THE ACTIVE.; DANILEV, YU. MAJ. 1977 OCT
MEMORY AND THE HEART; THE VOICE OF.; ANON. 1975 MAR
MEN AT THE RANGE.; AAA.; ANON. 1976 NOV
MEN IN TANK HELMETS (PHOTOS).; KOKAREV, G. MAJ. 1976 SEP
MEN IN THE COMPANY; TRAINING ROCKET LAUNCHER.; KOTOVN, G. DS. MAJ. 1976 NOV
MEN OF A GUARD MOUNT; A CLASS WITH THE.; DUDKO, A., PAVLOV, A. 1977 SEP
MEN ON THE FRONT; INVISIBLE.; APRELEV, O. 1975 JUL
MEN'S INDIVIDUAL PSYCHOLOGICAL PECULIARITIES; KNOW AND CONSIDER THE.; GORODOV, R. C2. CPEDS. 1977 MAY
MEN; DAILY ROUTINE OF THE KANTEMIROVKA.; ANON. 1976 FEB
MEN; DRESSING ON THE RIGHT FLANK.; SAMOKHIN, A. 1978 MAR
MEN; PROBLEMS OF THE MORAL EDUCATION OF THE FIGHTING.; SAFRONOV, B. 1978 OCT
MEN; TACTICAL TRAINING OF MISSILE AND ARTILLERY.; PEREDEL'SKIY, G. MSL. ARTY. 1976 MAY
METHODOLOGY-EXPERTISE; AN OFFICER'S.; MATVEYENKO, G. GEN. LT. 1977 MAR
METHODOLOGICAL SKILL OF THE OFFICER.; SALMANOV, G. 1975 DEC
METHODOLOGICAL SKILLS IN CADETS; DEVELOPMENT OF COMMANDER AND.; PAVLOV, V. 1975 NOV
MILITARY TOPOGRAPHY; A USEFUL TEXTBOOK (I.A. BUBNOV'S, BUCAYEV, YU. COL. CTS.
1976 SEP

MILITARY TRAINING ESTABLISHMENTS; TRAINING AND INDOCTRINATION IN:
RADOYEVS'KIY, A. GEN. ARMY. 1977 MAY

MILITARY TRAINING; FROM THE EXPERIENCE OF STUDENT.: CHEKALIN, V. 1978 AUG

MILITARY WORK: MORAL STIMULATION OF.: DANAYEV, V. 1979 APR

MILITARY-SCIENCE WORK (DEPUTY CHIEF OF THE FRUNZE ACADEMY); ACCUSTOMING STUDENTS TO:
BASHTANIKOV, N. GEN. LT. 1976 DEC

MINE DETECTION GEAR.: PYATYOV, N., KOZAK, D. 1978 JAN

MINE FIELDS; ACROSS.: PARFILON, YU. COL. CMS. 1977 JUN

MINEFIELDS: LAYING.: KAZAKEVICH, A. 1978 APR

MINEFIELDS; WE ARE IMPROVING THE LAYING OF.: OLEYNIK, A. 1979 JAN

MINELAYING (SCATTERABLE MINES); REMOTE.: BELOV, M. COL. DMS. PROF., KORYAKIN, YU. LT. CMS.
1976 MAY

MINELAYING DETACHMENT; MOBILE.: MOLZINSKIY, V. COL. LT. 1977 NOV

MINELAYING INSTRUCTION.: SERDYUK, V. 1975 SEP

MINES; WE ARE MECHANIZING THE LAYING OF.: CHERKASHIN, A. 1979 JUL

MINIATURE RANGE FOR TRAINING PTURS OPERATORS; A.: VOLOSHIN, I. COL.

MINIATURE RANGE; PANOHRAMIC.: KURLENINN 1976 FEB

MISSILE AND ARTILLERY MEN; TACTICAL TRAINING OF.: PEREDELSKIY, G. MSL. ARMY. 1976 MAY

MISSILE BATTERY (PTURS) IN A TACTICAL AIRBORNE DESANT; ANTI-TANK GUIDED.: ZAYTSEV, V. COL., NAUMOV, A. CAPT. 1977 FEB

MISSILE COMPLEX) POSITION; SELECTION AND EVALUATION OF A ZRK (AIR DEFENSE): SURKOV, E.
1976 MAR

MISSION MARKSMANSHIP TRAINING.: ZUB, P. 1975 FEB

MISSION OR FIRST BURST; WITH THE FIRST.: KUTSENKO, B. GEN. LT. ARTY. 1977 APR

MISSION SHIELD OF THE MOTHERLAND.: TOULUBKO, V. 1978 FEB

MISSION SOLDIERS; WE TRAIN.: KSAINF, V., MASHKOV, N. 1978 MAY

MISSION TROOPS AND ARTILLERY DAY.; ANON. 1976 NOV

MISSION TROOPS AND ARTILLERY DAY; 19 NOVEMBER.; ANON. 1976 NOV

MISSIONS ON GUARD.: GARNOV, V. 1978 APR

MISSIONS IN A BATTLE; USING.: AKHMETVALIYEV, F. 1979 JUL

MISSIONS; CRUISE.: KLIMOVICH, YE. 1978 MAR

MISSIONS; TRAINING CREWS IN COMBAT AGAINST ENEMY TANKS, SELF-PROPELLED ARTILLERY MOUNTS, ANTI-TANK GUIDED.: SHALOVALOV, D. 1975 JUN

MISSION (REVIEW OF A.M. F. TUNSKY'S BOOK TANK DRIVING); TANK DRIVING - A COMBAT.: LAPYGIN, N. GEN. LT. TK. TRPS. 1977 FEB

MISSION IS A UNIFIED PROCESS; RECEIVING AND UNDERSTANDING THE.: IVANOV, L. 1978 MAR

MISSION; COMBAT WATCH IS PERFORMANCE OF A COMBAT.: ANDERSEN, YU. 1975 APR

MISSION; FIRE IN EXECUTION OF A COMBINED.: PASHKOVSKIY, V. 1975 JAN

MISSION; SOLVING A COMBINED.: WINKOVICH, V. 1979 MAR

MISSIONS AND DECISIONS; LANDING OPERATION REAR AREA.: PEPHELIN, V. 1975 MAR

MISSIONS IMAGINATIVELY (BELORUSSIAN MILITARY DISTRICT); ACCOMPLISH COMBAT.: LEPYAK, I. GEN. COL. HSU. 1976 AUG

MISSIONS TO ARTILLERY IN THE DEFENSE; BATTALION COMMANDER ASSIGNS.: LUTSENKO, V. GEN. MAJ. ARTY., BOBROVSKYI, YU. COL. 1977 MAR

MISSIONS WHILE SHIFTING OBSERVATION POSTS; PERFORMANCE OF FIRE.: OSTROMOY, S. COL. 1976 DEC

MISSIONS, DIFFERENT RESULTS: IDENTICAL.: MALISOV, YU. COL. 1977 JAN

MISSIONS; SKILLFUL ACCOMPLISHMENT OF ENGINEER COMBAT SECURITY.: AGAPOV, S. 1975 NOV

MISSIONS; TO SPEED UP PERFORMANCE OF ENGINEER.: ROGOZHKIN, O. 1978 JUN

MISSIONS; TRAINER FOR PRACTICING FIRE.: YAMPOL'ISKYI, V. COL., GARTVIG, B. ENGR. MAJ. 1977 APR
MISTAKES (REVIEW OF A.P. BELOKUR AND V.I. KALAYDA’S ENGINEER SUPPORT OF MARCHES AND MEETINGS ENGAGEMENTS); UNFORTUNATE: KOROLEV, YE. COL. CMS., ORLOV, S. COL. CMS. 1976 JUN
MISTAKES MUST NOT BE MADE: SUCH: MIKHAYLOV, V. 1978 MAY
MISTAKES; SO AS NOT TO REPEAT: ANON. 1977 DEC
MISTAKES: SO AS NOT TO REPEAT: IVANOV, V. COL. 1976 DEC
MOBILE MINELAYING DETACHMENT: WOLZINSKIY, V. COL. 1977 NOV
MOBILE OBSTACLE CONSTRUCTION DETACHMENT: HOW SHOULD A.: LIMNO, A. COL. 1976 OCT
MOBILE OBSTACLE CONSTRUCTION DETACHMENT: OPERATIONS OF A.: SILENKO, L. 1979 MAR
MOBILE OBSTACLE DETACHMENT: ZALAKOVSKYI, M. 1975 SEP
MOBILE OBSTACLE DETACHMENT: OPERATING.: IVANOV, S. COL. 1978 FEB
MOBILE OBSTACLE DETACHMENT: OPERATIONS OF A.: SILENKO, L. 1979 MAR
MOBILE OBSTACLE DETACHMENT: OPERATING.; HOW SHOULD A.: LIMNO, A. COL. 1976 OCT
MOLDING OF LIEUTENANTS.: IVANOV, V. 1975 JUN
MOLDING; THUS WERE MILITARY CADRES.: IZMAYLOV, V. 1975 MAR
MOLDING OF LIEUTENANTS.: IVANOV, V. 1975 JUN
MORAL ASPECT; COMPETITION-THE.: IVONIN, V. COL. 1979 SEP
MORAL EDUCATION OF THE FIGHTING MEN; PROBLEMS OF THE.: SAFRONOV, B. 1978 OCT
MORAL INDOCULATION OF SOVIET SOLDIERS.: SKRYL’NIK, A. 1977 AUG
MORAL SIMULATION OF MILITARY WORK.: DANILOV, V. 1979 APR
MORALE; COMBAT.: ANON. 1976 JAN
MORAL STIMULATION OF MILITARY WORK.: ANON. 1976 JUN
MORE RELENTLESS THE COMMUNICATIONS, THE HIGHER THE COMBAT READINESS; THE.: ANON. 1978 NOV
MORE ATTENTION TO SPECIAL TRAINING.: FROLOV, B. SR. LT. 1977 FEB
MORE ATTENTIVELY TO SPECIAL TRAINING.: ROMANOV, V. CAPT. 1979 OCT
MORE FULLY; USE THE CAPABILITIES OF WEAPONS.: BIRYUKOV, G. 1978 JUN
MORE OBJECTIVELY; EVALUATE FIRING.: GRYAZNOV, V. MAJ. 1977 SEP
MORE RAPIDLY; TO BUILD ROADS.: PIGANOV, V., ZAVGORODNIY, E. 1975 MAR
MORE READILY; IN ORDER TO ENGAGE IN COMBAT.: RUDYUK, A. 1979 APR
MORE ABOUT FIRE ADJUSTMENT WITH A SMOKE SHELL.: SOSUL’NIKOV, M., IL’YEVS’KIY, B. 1975 JAN
MORE ABOUT TACTICAL-DRILL KNOWLEDGE; ONCE.: LYZLOV, V. COL., LOKTEV, G. LC. 1977 JUL
MORE ACCURATELY; CONSIDER THE COMING TOGETHER OF MERIDIANS.: ROMANOV, V. CAPT. 1979 OCT
MORE ATTENTION TO SPECIAL TRAINING.: FROLOV, B. SR. LT. 1977 FEB
MOROZOV; ANTIAIRCRAFT GUNNER PAVEL.: BASHIKIROV, I. LC. RES. 1976 MAY
(MORSE CODE); MASTERED AHEAD OF SCHEDULE.: KHOZIYEV, B. C2., KRIKUN, A. CAPT. 1977 MAR
MORSKOY SBORNIK; IN OUR VISITOR JOURNAL.: ANON. 1977 JUL
MOTAR BATTERY IN THE MOUNTAINS; A.: ANON. 1976 JAN
MOSCOW WITH THEMSELVES; THEY SHIELDED.: ANON. 1976 DEC
MOSCOW; THIS HAPPENED NEAR.: POMERIK, I.COL. 1977 NOV
MOST DIFFICULT BATTLE.: DYNIN, I.COL. 1977 APR
MOST HUMANE INDIVIDUAL.: SINOZERSKIY, K.P.COL.RES. 1977 MAY
MOST IMPORTANT FORM OF COMBAT SUPPORT TO TROOPS; RECONNAISSANCE IS THE.: ANON. 1978 APR
MOST IMPORTANT IS PERSISTENCE (VOYENNYY VESTNIK QUESTIONNAIRE).: GORBUNOV, S.LT. 1976 AUG
MOST IMPORTANT METHOD FOR INDOCTRINATING OFFICIERS.: ROGATINI, COL. 1976 OCT
MOST IMPORTANT; QUALITY IS.: CHEKUNOV, YU. 1976 FEB
MOTHERLAND'S SERVICE; IN THE.: ANON. 1977 SEP
MOTHERLAND; A RELIABLE SHIELD FOR THE.: SEMERDZHIYEV, A. 1978 JUN
MOTHERLAND; AWARD OF THE.: ANON. 1978 JUN
MOTHERLAND; DECORATED BY THE.: ANON. 1979 AUG
MOTHERLAND; MISSILE SHIELD OF THE.: TOLUBKOV. 1978 FEB
MOTHERLAND; SIXTY YEARS GUARDING THE.: ANON. 1978 SEP
MOTHERLAND; SOURCES OF HEROISM ARE CONTAINED IN THE LOVE FOR THE.: VASILEVSKYA, MSU.HSU. 1977 MAY
MOTHERLAND; THEY WERE DECORATED BY THE.: ANON. 1976 DEC
MOTIVES OF BEHAVIOR IN COMBAT.: KOVALEV, V. 1975 APR
MOTOR VEHICLES; FOR TROUBLEFREE OPERATION OF.: NIKIFOROV, YU., SARAPULOV, S. 1975 JUL
MOTORIZED INFANTRY BATTALION; BUNDESWEHR.: MEL'NIK, N. 1975 AUG
MOTORIZED INFANTRYMEN ADVANCE.: PETROVSKYI, G. 1975 OCT
MOTORIZED RIFLE BATTALION IN AN AMPHIBIOUS LANDING.: SKORODUMOV, L.GEN.MAJ. 1978 SEP
MOTORIZED RIFLEMEN ACHIEVE NEW GOALS.: ROGATIN, I.COL. 1976 JUN
MOTORIZED RIFLEMEN ARE LEARNING TO OPERATE IN THE MOUNTAINS.: SHAKBAZYAN, A. 1979 MAR
MOTORIZED RIFLEMEN ATTACK.: ANON. 1976 JAN
MOTORIZED RIFLEMEN LEARN TO DEFEND.: RUMYANTSEV, V.SR.LT. 1976 DEC
MOTORIZED RIFLEMEN; SUPPORTING.: VISHNYA V.CAPT. 1976 OCT
MOTORIZED RIFLES; FLAMETHROWERS SUPPORT.: SHABALIN, A.GEN.MAJ.TECH.TRPS. 1977 JUL
MOTTO OF EVERY EXERCISE; EFFECTIVENESS IS THE.: GOROSHCHENKO, G.CAPT. 1977 FEB
MOUNT DURING THE SUMMER; ON SERVICING A LAUNCH.: SHURYGIN, YU. 1979 MAY
MOUNT FOR FIRING; PREPARATION OF AN AIR DEFENSE SELF-PROPELLED.: STOLYAROV, S.ENGRLC. 1979 DEC
MOUNT TO PERFORM DUTY; PREPARING A GUARD: MESILIN, V. COL. 1979 SEP
MOUNT; A CLASS WITH THE MEN OF A GUARD: DUDKO, A., PAVLOV, A. 1977 SEP
MOUNT; FIRE AT HELICOPTERS FROM A SELF-PROPELLED ANTIAIRCRAFT ARTILLERY: TOLKACHEV, V., VASIN, A. 1975 MAR
MOUNTAIN DESERT TERRAIN; ARTILLERY PODRAZDELENIYE IN: ZMIRLOV, V. 1975 AUG
MOUNTAIN DESERT TERRAIN; PECULIARITIES IN THE OPERATIONS OF A LAUNCH BATTERY ON: LUKINOV, V. 1979 JUN
MOUNTAIN PASS; A BATTALION SEIZES A: MUSLIMOV, M. 1979 MAY
MOUNTAIN RELIEF; WITH CONSIDERATION OF: ANON. 1978 SEP
MOUNTAIN TAIGA TERRAIN; RADIO COMMUNICATIONS IN: KALININ, M. 1975 APR
MOUNTAIN TRAINING: DZOTSIYEV, B. 1975 FEB
MOUNTAINS; A BATTALION SEIZES A.: MUSLIMOV, M. 1979 MAY
MOUNTAINS; AIRBORNE COMPANY SEIZES AN OBJECTIVE IN: DREGVAL', V. CAPT. 1977 APR
MOUNTAINS; COMBAT OPERATIONS IN: KRISTEVT. 1978 FEB
MOUNTAINS; ENGINEER MARCH SUPPORT IN THE: RAFAILOV, R. LC. 1978 SEP
MOUNTAINS; FIRING AT UNOBSERVED TARGETS IN: SAPOZHINSKIY, V. 1975 SEP
MOUNTAINS; FIRING AGAINST.: ZAYTSEV, D. MAJ. 1977 JUN
MOUNTAINS; PLANNING AN ARTILLERY BATTALION'S MOVE IN THE: SAPOZHINSKIY, V. COL. 1976 JUL
MOUNTAINS; PLATOON IN ACTION IN: TEREKHOV, A. 1975 FEB
MOUNTAINS; PLATOON IN ACTION IN: TEREKHOV, A. 1975 FEB
MOUNTAINS; USE OF EQUIPMENT IN: ANON. 1976 JAN
MOUNTAINS; WITH A TOPOGRAPHIC SURVEYOR IN THE: KOVALENKO, A. LT. 1976 MAY
MOUNTED ON A BTR; FIRING FROM A MACHINE GUN: SHINKAVEV, G. COL. 1976 AUG
MOUNTS; PREPARING SELF-PROPELLED.: SOKOLENKO, V. 1979 JUL
MOUNTS; MOVEMENT INTO THE FIELD; DURING: AKIMOV, N. 1975 SEP
MOVEMENT SECURITY (TACTICAL DRILL): PLATOON IN: YERSHKOV, V. LC. 1977 JAN
MOVEMENT TRAINING OF PODRAZDELENIYE: VEDENOV, V. CAPT. 1979 SEP
MOVEMENTS; STRICTLY COORDINATE FIRE AND.: IVANOV, V., PANKOV, M. 1979 MAR
MOVING BARRAGE; SUCCESSIVE FIRE CONCENTRATION OR: AVDEYEV, V. 1978 JUN
MOVING PICTURES FOR TRAINING PURPOSES; USE OF: KONONOVI. 1975 SEP
MOVING TARGETS AGAINST: FILONOV, V. 1978 JUL
MULTI-THEME CLASSES; HOW WE CONDUCT: BOBROVSKIY, YU. LC. 1977 MAY
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MULTIPLIER; FORCE.: SEDYKH.A.COL. 1979 NOV
MULTIPLIES FORCES; COMPETITION.: FOMICHEV.V.GDS.SR.LT. 1976 SEP
MULTIPLYING SUCCESSES; COMPETITION.: GALANOV.N.CAPT. 1976 DEC
MUSCLES; STRENGTH IS NOT ONLY IN THE.: MALISOV.YU. 1979 JUL
MUSCLE VELOCITY; FOR MEASURING.: BUKHARIN.K.. VOROB'YEV,M. 1979 APR
MUSCLES; STRENGTH IS NOT ONLY IN THE.: MALISOV,YU. 1979 JUL
MUTE SKETCHES AND DRAWINGS IN THE TRAINING PROCESS.: SUSHCHEVSKIYA.COL. 1979 SEP
MUTUAL CHECKING OF WEATHER STATIONS.: SAVKIN,L.. YURKOVSKII,A. 1976 SEP
N. A. NEVSKIY AND YU.D. SERGEYEV); COMBAT OPERATIONS OF A GUN (PLATOON) (REVIEW OF A BOOK BY.: ROGOV,A. 1977 MAY
NATION; THE DEFENDER OF THE NATION; CHILD OF THE.: ANON. 1977 FEB
NATION; CHILD OF THE NATION, THE DEFENDER OF THE.: ANON. 1977 FEB
NATIONAL ECONOMIC ACHIEVEMENTS INTO TROOP PRACTICE; FROM THE USSR EXHIBITION OF.: ANON. 1978 APR
NATIONAL ECONOMY) — TO TROOP PRACTICE; FROM THE BDKH (EXPOSITION OF THE ACHIEVEMENTS OF THE.: ANON. 1976 SEP
NATIONAL PEOPLE'S ARMY); OVERCOMING INTERMEDIATE LINES (22ND ANNIVERSARY OF THE GDR'S.: TAMK,K. 1978 MAR
NATIONS; COMMUNICATIONS IN PODRAZDELENIYES OF ARMIES OF THE NATION.: ANON. 1976 AUG
NATIONAL ARMED FORCES IN THE CENTRAL EUROPEAN THEATER OF OPERATIONS.: ONUSAYTISYU. 1975 JUN
NATO ARMIES; FIELD COMPUTERS OF.: KARPENKO,V.ENGR.CAPT. 1976 APR
NATO ARMIES; INDIVIDUAL PROTECTIVE GEAR OF.: GRABOVOY,I.. FROLOV,I. 1978 DEC
NATIONAL FAILURE (PVO); A.: GADALIN,B.LC. 1979 DEC
NAVIGATION EQUIPMENT; INCREASING SURVEY ACCURACY WITH THE HELP OF LAND.: NOSOV,F. 1979 FEB
NAVIGATIONAL APPARATUS SKILLFULLY; USE.: PRESNOV,V.ENGR.COL.CTS. 1977 MAR
NCO'S ARE A RELIABLE SUPPORT.: CHAPOLOTSKIY,M. 1978 JUL
NCO'S; COMMAND QUALITIES FOR FUTURE.: SKOKOV,L.. VANIFAT'YEV,S., SKURATOVI., MAMONTOV,V. 1979 OCT
NEAR AND FAR; IN GARRISONS.: ANON. 1979 OCT
NEAR AND FAR; IN GARRISONS.: ANON. 1976 JUL
NEAR AND FAR; IN GARRISONS.: ANON. 1978 MAR
NEAR AND FAR; IN GARRISONS.: ANON. 1976 APR
NEAR AND FAR; IN GARRISONS.: ANON. 1977 JUL
NEAR AND FAR; IN GARRISONS.: DMITRYUK,M. 1977 AUG
NEAR AND FAR; IN GARRISONS.: GAVRISH.V.GDS.LC., VOLKOVA,O. 1977 OCT
NEAR MOSCOW; THIS HAPPENED.: POMBRIK,I.COL.CTS. 1977 OCT
NEAR TO PEOPLE; BEING.: NEMERTSEVB.B.GDS.COL. 1979 OCT
NEARIO NATIONS; COMMUNICATIONS IN PODRAZDELENIYES.: ANON. 1976 AUG
NECESSARY TRAINING AID.: ROGOV,A. 1977 FEB
NECESSARY; COMMUNICATIONS ARE.: SHULYATIKOV,V. COL.RES.HSU. 1977 MAY
NEED FOR COMBAT; THIS IS.: MALININ,V. 1975 NOV
NEED PRESCRIPTIONS?: DO WE.: MOSIN,A. 1978 AUG
NEED SUPPORT; RATIONALIZERS.: MALISOV,YU. 1978 AUG
NEEDED; PRACTICAL RESEARCH IS.: VASIL'YEV,V.LC. 1976 JUL
NEGOTIATING OBSTACLES; WHEN.: SKORUPO,E. 1975 JUN
NEISS TO THE ELBE; FROM THE.: ZHADOV,A. 1975 JUN
NETWORK PLANNING; WITH THE HELP OF.: ANON. 1976 JAN
NEGOTIATION BY FIRE; GUARANTEE OF SUCCESS LIES IN RELIABLE.: KHRYASHCHEVA, COL. 1977 MAR
NEUTRON BOMB.: LOGACHEV,V. 1978 JAN
NEW DRILL REGULATIONS OF THE USSR ARMED FORCES.: ZYRYANOVA, A.GEN.MAJ.TK.TRPS. 1976 APR
NEW ERA; TWO DAYS BEFORE THE BEGINNING OF A.: MITROFANOVA, N. 1977 NOV
NEW GOALS OF COMBAT EXPERTISE; TOWARD.: PETROVA, V. 1978 DEC
NEW GOALS; AIRBORNE PERSONNEL ACHIEVE.: OLENIK,A. 1978 JAN
NEW GOALS; MOTORIZED RIFLEMEN ACHIEVE.: RODIONOV, I. 1978 JUN
NEW IN COMBAT IMPROVEMENTS; SEARCHING FOR WHAT IS.: DYNNIN, YE.LC. 1979 SEP
NEW ITEM FOR INTERPOLATING ASTRONOMIC AZIMUTHS; A.: KATCMA, A.LC. 1977 JAN
NEW LEVELS OF COMBAT SKILL; TOWARD.: SAPKOV,L. 1975 MAR
NEW LIMITS; ADVANCING TO.: YENDONDUYCHIR,D.GEN.LT.MONGOL.PR. 1977 FEB
NEW LINES; ASSAULT FORCES (DESANTNIKI) TAKE.: ACHALOV,V.GDS.COL. 1979 DEC
NEW METHOD FOR DETERMINING MEAN DEVIATION OF AIR TEMPERATURE.: LUTSENKO,G.ENGRLMJA.
MIKHAYLOV,A.ENGRLMJA. 1978 APR
NEW ORGANIZATION OF THE BUNDESWEHR CHAST' AND PODRAZDELENIYE.: GLAZUNOV,A. 1979 JUL
NEW ORGANIZATION OF THE BUNDESWEHR CHAST' AND PODRAZDELENIYE.: GLAZUNOV,A. 1979 AUG
NEW POSITIONS LIE AHEAD.: ANASHKIN,I. 1975 NOV
NEW STAGE; AT A.: SCHEGLOVA,A.CAPT.LT. 1977 NOV
NEW TRAINING AIDS.: KALINOVSKY,S. 1975 JUL
NEW UPSURGE IN IDEOLOGICAL WORK; TOWARD A.: VASYAGIN,S. 1975 APR
NEW UPSURGE IN SOVIET INDUSTRY; A.: KOSTIN,S. 1975 DEC
NEWS FROM DISTRICTS AND GROUPS OF FORCES.: ANON. 1978 AUG
NEWS FROM THE MILITARY DISTRICTS AND GROUPS OF FORCES.: ANON. 1978 OCT
NEW, NIGHT (A TACTICAL PROBLEM); TANKERS ATTACK AT.: SVINTSOVA, A. 1976 FEB
NEW, NIGHT ATTACK; PLATOON.: IVANOV,A.COL. 1976 MAY
NEW, NIGHT CLASSES WITH FORWARD OBSERVERS (ARTILLERY): IGNATOVICE, A.SR.LT. 1979 DEC
NEW, NIGHT COMBAT OPERATIONS.: SAMIGULIN,K. 1978 AUG
NEW, NIGHT CONTROL PROBLEM.; RUZANOV, V. 1978 SEP
NEW, NIGHT OPERATION; AIRBORNE BATTALION IN A.: SALIKHOV,R.LC. 1977 JUN
NEW, NIGHT RECONNAISSANCE.: ABRAMOV,A.LC. 1976 OCT
NIGHT TRAINING; IMPROVE.: KURENKOV,K. 1979 FEB
NIGHT TRAINING; IMPROVING.: ANON. 1976 OCT
NIGHT—ACCORDING TO DAYTIME NORMS: AT.: VODOLAZSIY.S. 1979 AUG
NIGHT; 33RD ANNIVERSARY OF THE POLISH FORCES, DEFENSE AT.: ANON. 1976 OCT
NIGHT; A COMPANY IS ATTACKING AT.: KIYASHKO,N. 1979 APR
NIGHT; ACROSS OBSTACLES AT.: ROSSINSKIY,V. 1979 APR
NIGHT; COMBAT DRILL EXERCISE AT.: MORDAS,M., BOYKO.I. 1976 MAR
NIGHT; DECONTAMINATING TROOPS AT.: VYLITOK.V., TARASEVICH,YU. 1979 AUG
NIGHT; EXPLOSION IN THE.: KARPOV.V. 1975 MAY
NIGHT; FIRING ACCURATELY AT.: MOLYANOV,V.CAPT. 1977 MAY
NIGHT; FIRING TRAINING WITH STUDENTS AT.: NIKANROV,V. 1979 JUN
NIGHT; GROUP EXERCISES AT.: DEMIDOV,A. 1976 AUG
NIGHT; LEARNING TO OPERATE AT.: ANDERSENYU. 1979 MAY
NIGHT; MOTORIZED RIFLE PLATOON IN THE DEFENSE AT.: TOKRANOV,I. 1978 MAY
NIGHT; RADIATION AND CHEMICAL OBSERVATION AT.: MARKER,R. 1976 OCT
NIGHT; RADIATION IN CHEMICAL RECONNAISSANCE AT.: ANON. 1976 JUN
NIGHT; TANKERS ARE LEARNING TO FIRE AT.: DUDIN.N. 1979 FEB
NIGHT; TRAINING TO FIRE AT.: KOTOV,N.MAJ. 1977 MAY
NIGHT; WE ARE TEACHING SKILLFUL OPERATIONS AT.: GLADILIN,V. 1979 JUN
NIGHTTIME SIGHT; WITH THE DAYTIME AND.: AVKSENT'YEV,A. 1975 SEP
NIGHT; NO CONCRETE LEADERSHIP; WHEN THERE IS.: IVANOVV.COL. 1979 DEC
NIGHT; NO INSTRUCTIONS FOR INITIATIVE; THERE WILL BE.: SEDYKH,A. 1975 JUL
NIGHT; NO STEREOTYPES; METHODOLOGY TOLERATES.: ZIYEMIN'SH,M. 1978 OCT
NIGHT; NOT ENOUGH; ONE RUSH IS.: ZAYTSEV,V. 1978 MAR
NIGHT; NOT IN NUMBERS; IN SKILL,.: BELIK,P. 1975 SEP
NIGHT; NOT JUST SIMPLE FORMALITY.: KOVALENKO,V.LC. 1976 JUN
NIGHT; NOT IN A STEREOTYPED MANNER.: SKRYABIN,N. 1975 FEB
NIGHT; NOT GIVEN; A THIRD CHOICE WAS.: KOCHUKOV,A.LC. 1976 DEC
NIGHT; NOT JUST SIMPLE FORMALITY.: KOVALENKO,V.LC. 1976 JUN
NIGHT; NOT IN A STEREOTYPED MANNER.: SKRYABIN,N. 1975 FEB
NIGHT; NOT IN NUMBERS; IN SKILL,.: BELIK,P. 1975 SEP
NIGHT; NOT JUST SIMPLE FORMALITY.: KOVALENKO,V.LC. 1976 JUN
NIGHT; NOT MERELY AN INSPECTOR.: BUDAKOV,V. 1975 AUG
NOT ONLY IN THE MUSCLES; STRENGTH IS.: MALISOV,YU. 1979 JUL

NOT PASS; THE ENEMY SHALL.: IVANOV,G.CAPT.RES. 1977 FEB

NOT STOP WITH WHAT HAS BEEN ACCOMPLISHED; DO.: KOVALENKO,V. 1979 OCT

NOT TO BE FOUND AT THE SIDE OF THE ROAD; SO AS.: KIKESHEV,N.CAPT. 1976 JUL

NOT TO LOWER COMBAT EFFICIENCY; IN ORDER.: SHATUNOV,V., EFRONI,I. 1975 APR

- NOT TO REPEAT MISTAKES; SO AS.: ANON. 1977 DEC

- NOT TO REPEAT MISTAKES; SO AS.: IVANOV,V.COL. 1976 DEC

- NOT TO THE DETRIMENT OF ACCURACY; SIMPLIFICATION.: BELOKUR,M. 1978 AUG

(NOT TRANSLATED); CALENDAR OF 1917.: ANON. 1977 APR

NOWY SAGZ; AIR DEFENSE PERSONNEL IN THE BATTLE AT.: BOL'BAT,F.COLT. 1978 NOV

NUCLEAR WEAPONS; DESTRUCTION OF ENEMY.: USTINOV,A. 1978 DEC

NUCLEUS OF OUR SOCIETY'S POLITICAL SYSTEM; THE COMMUNIST PARTY OF THE SOVIET-THE.: YERMAKOV,V.DHS. 1977 NOV

- NUMBERS; IN SKILL, NOT IN.: BELIK,P. 1975 SEP

- Number 1; IRON DIVISION, BORN OF THE REVOLUTION.: ANON. 1977 OCT

- Number 2; IRON DIVISION, COVERED WITH GLORY.: ANON. 1977 OCT

- Number 3; IRON DIVISION, STANDING GUARD.: ANON. 1977 OCT

- Number 4; PROBLEM.: ANON. 1976 AUG

- OBJECTIVE MONITORING; A VIDEO TAPE RECORDER FOR.: KRASKEVICH,YE., BAKUNENKO,F. 1975 SEP

- OBJECTIVELY; EVALUATE FIRING MORE.: GRYAZNOV,V.MAJ. 1977 SEP

OBLIGATIONS AND DUTIES.: FOMICHEV,V. 1978 JUN

OBLIGATIONS ARE HIGH BUT THE RESULTS?: SKORODUMOV,I.GEN.MAJ.TK.TRPS. 1979 DEC

OBLIGATIONS FULFILLED.: GANIN,A. 1976 FEB

OBSERVATIONS; ASTRONOMICAL.: URYUPIN,N., L'VOV,V., VORONOV,YE. 1975 OCT

-OBSERVER DISPLACEMENT IS GREATER THAN 5-00; WHEN.: ANAN'YEV,N. 1975 MAR

-OBSERVER PANEL; CHEMICAL.: BRAYATSEV,V.MAJ. 1977 FEB

-OBSERVERS (ARTILLERY); NIGHT CLASSES WITH FORWARD.: IGNATOVICH,A.SR.LT. 1979 DEC

-OBSERVERS (PVO); TRAINING.: TERSHENIN,G.SR.LT. 1976 MAY

-OBSERVERS; TRAINING CHEMICAL.: KISELEV,P.ENGRLC., SHILOV,ALC. 1976 JUL

-OBSERVATION POSTS; INTERCOM FOR COMBINED.: ORLOV,B. 1975 APR

-OBSERVATION POSTS; PERFORMANCE OF FIRE MISSIONS WHILE SHIFTING.: OSTROUMOV,S.COLT. 1976 DEC

-OBSTACLE CONSTRUCTION DETACHMENT OPERATE; HOW SHOULD A MOBILE.: LIMNO,A.COLT. 1979 MAR

-OBSTACLE CONSTRUCTION DETACHMENT; OPERATIONS OF A MOBILE.: SILENKO,L. 1979 MAR

-OBSTACLE DETACHMENT; MOBILE.: ZLATKOVSKIY,M. 1975 SEP

-OBSTACLES; ASSUMING THE DEFENSE OF A WATER.: VINOGRADOV,A.COLT.HSU. 1976 JUL

-OBSTACLES (ENGINEER TROOPS); MANEUVR.: Sidorov,V.LC.CMS. 1976 JUN

-OBSTACLES (MINES); ASSAULT LANDING.: Novoseltsey,V.LC.RES. 1976 OCT

-OBSTACLES AND RESTRICTED PASSAGES; ALONG.: BAL'SHEM,N. 1975 DEC

-OBSTACLES AT NIGHT; ACROSS.: ROSSINSKIV,Y. 1979 APR

-OBSTACLES; ASSAULTING WATER.: MONSTYRSKY,B., BIRYUKOV,N., RAKOVSCHYI,L. 1978 JUN

-OBSTACLES; MAKE SKILLED ASSAULT CROSSINGS OF WATER.: ANON. 1976 SEP

-OBSTACLES; METHODOLOGY OF EVALUATING WATER.: ROGOV,A. 1978 OCT

-OBSTACLES; USE OF ENGINEER.: OPLAT,V. 1979 MAY

-OBSTACLES: WHEN NEGOTIATING.: SKORUPO,E. 1975 JUN

-OBSTACLES; THROUGH BARRIERS AND.: SILENKO,L.COLT. 1976 JUL

-OBTAIN INTELLIGENCE DATA; HOW TO.: TRUSHCHENKO,V. 1975 MAR

-OCCUPATION WITH START OF THE BATTERY; COMPLEX.: GUSEV,YU.LC. 1977 JUL

-OCEAN — SCHOOL OF LEARNING AND MASTERY.: GRACHEV,YU.C3. 1977 JUL

-OCTOBER AND THE PLANET.: KRASTIKOV,A. 1977 OCT

-OCTOBER DAYS; IN THOSE UNFORGETTABLE.: KUROCHKIN,P.GEN.ARMY.HSU. 1977 OCT
OCTOBER IN THE LIVES OF THE FRONTLINESMEN.: ANON. 1977 OCT
OCTOBER JUBILEE; IN HONOR OF THE.: MEDNIKOV, I. GEN. COL. 1977 SEP
OCTOBER'S ACCOMPLISHMENTS; IN DEFENSE OF.: ANON. 1979 FEB
OCTOBER; BORN OF.: 78V12 AKSENOV, A. 1978 DEC
OCTOBER; FRATERNAL NATIONS SALUTE.: YEGROROV, V. 1977 OCT
OCTOBER; THEIR NAMES ARE CONNECTED WITH THE GREAT.: SYRGIEWICZ, R. COL. 1976 NOV
OCTOBER; TOWARD THE SIXTIETH ANNIVERSARY OF THE GREAT.: ANON. 1977 OCT
OFF AND UNFORGETTABLE; FAR.: MAKARENKO, Y. A. 1975 JUN
OFFENSIVE; ACTION AGAINST ANTITANK WEAPONS IN.: KORITCHUK, V. 1975 JUN
OFFENSIVE; CONTINUITY OF FIRE ASSAULT OF THE ENEMY IN THE.: SEDYKH, A. 1975 NOV
OFFENSIVE; HOW PREPARATIONS WERE MADE FOR THE.: DEGTEV, L. CAPT. 1976 JUN
OFFENSIVE; MARINE COMPANY ON THE.: GAGLOYEV, N. LC. 1977 FEB
OFFENSIVE; RESTORING COMBAT CAPABILITIES DURING AN.: GUDYENKO, B. LC. 1977 JUN
OFFENSIVE; TANKMEN ON THE.: MADUDDOV, N. 1975 AUG
OFFENSIVE; USE OF SMOKE IN THE.: ABRAMTSHEV, G. E. MAJ. TECH. TRPS. 1976 JUN
OFFICER (LEAD ARTICLE); MILITARY TECHNICAL HORIZON OF THE.: ANON. 1977 FEB
OFFICER CANDIDATES; SKILLS IN PODRAZDELENIYE CONTROL FOR.: TARASOV, A. COL., KUTEPOV, V. LC. 1976 NOV
OFFICER CANDIDATES; THUS WE TRAIN.: SHAMANSKIY, V. LC. 1976 APR
OFFICER CLASS RATINGS; THE PARTY COMMITTEE AND.: AGARKOV, G. CAPT. 1977 AUG
OFFICER COMBAT TRAINING (AIR DEFENSE); LEVCHENKO, P. GEN. COL. ARTY. 1977 APR
OFFICER EFFICIENCY REPORTS.; ZAKHAROV, G. 1976 JUN
OFFICER IDEOLOGICAL CONDITIONING.; CHEREDNICHENKO, N. 1978 DEC
OFFICER IN TRAINING; ENGINEER.; SMIRNOV, M., KONAR, V. 1975 JUL
OFFICER RANKS; THE PATH TO THE NONCOMMISSIONED.; POLYANSKIY, A. 1975 DEC
OFFICER TRAINING IN BUNDESWER GROUND FORCES.; GLAZUNOV, N. GEN. MAJ. CHS. 1977 MAR
OFFICER TRAINING IN THE REGIMENT.; SEDYKH, A. COL. 1977 JUN
OFFICER TRAINING IN THE US AND FRG ARMIES.; VESCHCHUNOV, S. 1975 NOV
OFFICER'S RESPONSIBILITY; AN.; DRUZHININ, M. GEN. LT. 1977 SEP
OFFICER'S TACTICAL THINKING; IMPROVE THE ARTILLERY.; ANASHKIN, I. GEN. LT. ARTY. 1977 AUG
OFFICER-CANDIDATE AND MILITARY SCIENCE WORK.; SHIBIL'SKIS, P. ENGR. LC. CTS. 1976 AUG
OFFICER; COMPANY POLITICAL.; BESPALOV, V. 1975 OCT
OFFICER; INDEPENDENT STUDIES OF AN.; MAKSIMOV, V. SR. LT. 1979 DEC
OFFICER; PSYCHOLOGICAL TRAINING OF AN.; SEMIREKO, A. 1979 JUN
OFFICER; SERGEANTS ARE AT THE CENTER OF ATTENTION. A RELIABLE SUPPORT FOR AN.; SHTURMAK, L. GDS. CAPT. 1977 JUN
OFFICER TO ORGANIZE FOR COMBAT TRAINING QUALITY AND EFFECTIVENESS.; ANON. 1977 SEP
OFFICERS — THE TEACHERS OF SUBORDINATES.; MAKAROV, A. MAJ. 1979 NOV
OFFICERS IN THE FIELD; HOW WE WORK WITH.; UDOT, P. 1978 MAR
OFFICERS IN THE STRUGGLE FOR COMBAT TRAINING QUALITY AND EFFECTIVENESS.; ANON. 1977 SEP
OFFICERS JOIN FORMATION; YOUNG.; ANON. 1977 AUG
OFFICERS MUST HAVE A THOROUGH KNOWLEDGE OF THE TECHNOLOGY.; BISKUB, V. 1978 OCT
OFFICERS THE METHODS OF FIRE PREPARATION; LET US TEACH NONCOMMISSIONED.; CHERNOMAZOV, V. 1975 OCT
OFFICERS' INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES TRAINING; IMPROVE.; ANON. 1976 AUG
OFFICERS' INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES TRAINING; TRAINING PRINCIPLES AND:
KOZHEVNIKOV, A. GEN. MAJ. ARTY. 1976 NOV
OFFICERS—FIRM SKILLS IN PARTY AND POLITICAL WORK; FOR FUTURE.: UTKIN, V. 1979 APR
OFFICERS—STRONG PHYSICAL TRAINING; FOR FUTURE.: TOROPOV, V. 1979 FEB
OFFICERS—THE FUNDAMENTALS OF PEDAGOGICS AND PSYCHOLOGY; FOR FUTURE WARRANT.: YURCHENKO, S. 1979 JUN
OFFICERS: DYNN, I. 1978 OCT
OFFICERS: ARTILLERIE RANGE TRAINING OF AIR DEFENSE.: LITVINOV, V. 1978 JAN
OFFICERS: BRING HIGH EFFECTIVENESS TO MARXIST-LENINIST TRAINING OF.: SMORIGO, N. GEN. MAJ. 1976 DEC
OFFICERS: ARTILLERIE RANGE TRAINING OF AIR DEFENSE.: LITVINOV, V. 1978 JAN
OFFICERS; COMMAND QUALITIES FOR FUTURE.: YURCHENKO, A. GEN. MAJ. ARTY.. RAZUVAYEV, A. COL. 1976 SEP
OFFICERS: COMMANDER QUALITIES FOR NONCOMMISSIONED.: ABASHIN, D. 1975 APR
OFFICERS: CONCERN AND ATTENTION FOR YOUNG.: ZAKHAROV, G. GEN. LT. TK. TRPS. 1976 AUG
OFFICERS: DEPENDENCY OF YOUNG.: SARDUSHKIN, A. 1979 JUN
OFFICERS: FIRING TRAINING OF.: FOMIN, A. 1978 OCT
OFFICERS: FIRM TECHNICAL SKILLS FOR FUTURE.: KIRYUSHIN, A. 1978 MAY
OFFICERS: FOR FUTURE.: ISACHENKO, S. COL. RES. 1979 DEC
OFFICERS: INDEPENDENT STUDY BY.: GUDYMENKO, B. 1975 OCT
OFFICERS: PROFESSIONAL TRAINING OF SIGNAL.: KULAKOV, I. 1979 APR
OFFICERS: TECHNICAL SYSTEMS IN THE RECONNAISSANCE TRAINING OF.: SHEVTSOV, S. GEN. MAJ. 1979 SEP
OFFICERS: THE PARTY ORGANIZATION AND YOUNG.: VECHERSKIY, V. GDS. MAJ. 1977 DEC
OLDEST FORGE OF CADRES.: MAGONOV, I. GEN. LT. 1977 DEC
OLYMPIC MEDAL; FROM THE VSK (MILITARY SPORTS COMPLEX) BADGE—TO AN.: RADCHENKO, V. 1979 MAY
OLYMPIC SIGHT; WITH AN.: MARUSHCHAK, V. 1978 MAR
ON- AND OFF-LOADING; ON THE MECHANIZATION OF.: PONOMAREV, M. 1977 NOV
ONE BATTALION; RATIONALIZERS OF.: MEDVEDKOV, A. ENGR. CAPT. 1977 MAR
ONE REGIMENT'S POLITICAL WORKERS.: ANON. 1976 JAN
ONCE AGAIN ON COMBINED CHECK-OUT CLASSES.: PRYASHKA, P. CAPT. 1979 OCT
ONCE MORE ABOUT TACTICAL-DRILL KNOWLEDGE.: LYZLOV, V. COL., LOKTEV, G. LC. 1977 JUL
ONCE MORE ABOUT TACTICAL-DRILL KNOWLEDGE.: LYZLOV, V. COL., LOKTEV, G. LC. 1977 JUL
ONCE AGAIN ON COMBINED CHECK-OUT CLASSES.: PRYASHKA, P. CAPT. 1979 OCT
ONCE MORE ABOUT TACTICAL-DRILL KNOWLEDGE.: LYZLOV, V. COL., LOKTEV, G. LC. 1977 JUL
ONE FIELD FIRE EXERCISE; LESSONS OF.: IVANOV, V. COL. 1977 JUN
ONE REGIMENT'S POLITICAL WORKERS.: ANON. 1976 JAN
ONCE MORE ABOUT TACTICAL-DRILL KNOWLEDGE.: LYZLOV, V. COL., LOKTEV, G. LC. 1977 JUL
ONCE AGAIN ON COMBINED CHECK-OUT CLASSES.: PRYASHKA, P. CAPT. 1979 OCT
ONCE MORE ABOUT TACTICAL-DRILL KNOWLEDGE.: LYZLOV, V. COL., LOKTEV, G. LC. 1977 JUL
ONE FIELD FIRE EXERCISE; LESSONS OF.: IVANOV, V. COL. 1977 JUN
ONE REGIMENT'S POLITICAL WORKERS.: ANON. 1976 JAN
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ONE RUSH IS NOT ENOUGH: ZAYTSEV.V. 1978 MAR
ONE SHOT; AT MAXIMUM RANGE-WITH: LYZLOV.V.COL. 1976 JUN
ONE WIN AUTHORITY; HOW DOES: OSAUCHIY.V.GDS.SR.LT. 1976 JUN
ONE'S CLASSIFICATION; INCREASING: ANDRUSIV.V.CAPT. 1977 MAY
ONE'S PROFESSION, VALUE KNOWLEDGE; LOVE; ROZHEK.V. 1979 AUG
ONE'S STRENGTH; CALCULATING: LABICHEV.B. 1976 MAR
ONE'S SUPERIOR; LET US DISCUSS THE ARTICLE, HOW TO EARN AUTHORITY LISTEN TO:

CRAYNOV,A.GEN.MAJ.HSU. 1976 OCT
ONE'S TRAINING (COMMUNICATIONS); CONSIDER EACH: MOSTYAYEV.V.SR.LT. 1977 JAN
ONE'S WORKING TIME; HOW TO ORGANIZE: GUR'YEV,P.GEN.LT. 1976 JUN
ONE; INDOCTRINATE EACH: SHCHEKOCHIKHIN,P.COL. 1976 NOV
ONE; WORKING WITH EACH: DEMCHUK,V.LC. 1976 OCT
ONES AS CLOSELY AS POSSIBLE; UNDER CONDITIONS WHICH APPROACH: PROTASOV,YU.COL. 1979 DEC
ONLY DESIGNATED; WHEN COORDINATED ACTION IS: KIKESHEV.N.CAPT. 1977 FEB
ONLY IN THE MUSCLES; STRENGTH IS NOT: MALISOV.YU. 1979 JUL
OPERATE AT NIGHT; LEARNING TO: ANDERSEN.YU. 1979 MAY
OPERATE IN THE MOUNTAINS; MOTORIZED RIFLEMEN ARE LEARNING TO: SHAKBAZYAN,A. 1979 MAR
OPERATE; HOW SHOULD A MOBILE OBSTACLE CONSTRUCTION DETACHMENT: LIMNO,A.COL. 1976 OCT
OPERATING AN ANALYTIC CALCULATION STATION; FROM THE EXPERIENCE OF; TOTSKIY,A. 1978 MAR
OPERATING AN ARS (SPRAY TANKER); FROM EXPERIENCES IN: MIKHAYLOV,YU. 1979 MAY
OPERATING IN THE MOUNTAINS; A BATTALION IS: TIMOSHENKO,(I. 1979 APR
OPERATING MODE AND TIME OF FIRING: AVRAMENKO,A.ENGR.LC. 1976 OCT
OPERATING SELF-PROPELLED HOWITZERS: DIMITRIYEV,A. 1978 MAR
OPERATING THE TMS-65; FROM EXPERIENCES IN: KUKLIN,V.COL. 1977 JAN
OPERATION - COMPARISON OF RESULTS AN INTEGRAL UNION; LENINIST PRINCIPLES OF COMPETITION IN: RADZHIBAYEV,V. 1978 MAR
OPERATION BREZNO: DUGINETS,A. 1975 MAY
OPERATION OF INSTRUMENTS IN WINTER: BARKHUDAROV,YU., VAYNSHTEYN,N. 1975 DEC
OPERATION OF MOTOR VEHICLES; FOR TROUBLEFREE: NIKIFOROV,YU., SARAPULOV,S. 1975 FEB
OPERATION OF SOUND RANGING PODRAZDELENIYE ON A SHORT BASE LINE; ACCURACY OF: TALANOV,V., MIROSHNICHENKO,V. 1975 DEC
OPERATION REAR AREA, MISSIONS AND DECISIONS; LANDING: PEPELIN,V. 1975 MAR
OPERATION; AIRBORNE BATTALION IN A NIGHT: SALIKHOV,R.LC. 1977 JUN
OPERATION; ANTIAIRCRAFT DEFENSE OF A TACTICAL LANDING: SUBBOTIN,V. 1975 OCT
OPERATION; CROSSINGS OF THE BORODAYEV BASE OF: ZHEMCHUZHNIKOVI. 1978 JUL
OPERATION; FERRYING: MAKOGONOV,V. 1975 JUL
OPERATIONAL-TACTICAL ROCKETS (FOREIGN); BALLISTIC: DOLGOV,K.ENGR.COL., KHELBRNIKOV,YU.ENGR.LC. 1977 MAY
OPERATIONS AT NIGHT; WE ARE TEACHING SKILLFUL: GLADILIN,V. 1979 MAR
OPERATIONS BY AIRBORNE PERSONNEL; RAID: SAMOYLENKO,YA. 1978 APR
OPERATIONS DURING WINTER; PECULIARITIES IN PODRAZDELENIYE: SHUBIN,B., TABENKOV,I. 1979 JAN
OPERATIONS IN A FOREST; MILITARY: ORAEHOV,Y. 1979 JUL
OPERATIONS IN CENTERS OF DESTRUCTION; RESCUE: P'YAVKA.N. 1979 JUL
OPERATIONS IN THE MOUNTAINS; COMBAT: KRISTEV,T. 1978 FEB
OPERATIONS OF A GUN (PLATOON) (REVIEW OF A BOOK BY N. A. MATELENKO'S BOOK: SHEVCHENKO,A.GEN.LT.CMS.HSU. 1976 APR
OPERATIONAL-TACTICAL ROCKETS (FOREIGN); BALLISTIC: DOLGOV,K.ENGR.COL., KHELBRNIKOV,YU.ENGR.LC. 1977 MAY
OPERATIONS DURING WINTER; PECULIARITIES IN PODRAZDELENIYE: SHUBIN,B., TABENKOV,I. 1979 JAN
OPERATIONS IN A FOREST; MILITARY: ORAEHOV,Y. 1979 JUL
OPERATIONS IN CENTERS OF DESTRUCTION; RESCUE: P'YAVKA,N. 1979 JUL
OPERATIONS IN THE MOUNTAINS; COMBAT: KRISTEV,T. 1978 FEB
OPERATIONS OF A GUN (PLATOON) (REVIEW OF A BOOK BY N. A. NEVSKIY AND YU.D. SERGEYEV); COMBAT: ROGOV,A. 1977 MAY
OPERATIONS OF A LAUNCH BATTERY ON MOUNTAIN DESERT TERRAIN; PECULIARITIES IN THE: LUKINOV,V. 1979 JUL
OPERATIONS OF A MOBILE OBSTACLE CONSTRUCTION DETACHMENT: SILENKO,L. 1979 MAR
OPERATIONS OF A SELF-PROPELLED HOWITZER BATTERY: MARAKHOVSKII,YU.COL. 1977 MAY
OPERATIONS SUMMARY; BEHIND THE LINE OF THE.: DAVYDOV,YA. 1975 SEP
OPERATIONS; ALLOWANCE FOR THE THEATER OF.: LEVANDOVSKIY,B. 1975 AUG
OPERATIONS; AT THE ISTRA BASE OF.: ANON. 1976 JAN
OPERATIONS; CHEMICAL SUPPORT FOR PODRAZDELENIYE COMBAT.: PAVLOV,S.GEN.COL.TECH.TRPS. 1976 OCT
OPERATIONS; IN THE BASE OF.: KRAYNOV,A.GEN.MAJ.HSU. 1977 DEC
OPERATIONS; MILITARY GUILE AND DECEPTION.: SHISHKIN,N. 1979 AUG
OPERATIONS; NATO ARMED FORCES IN THE CENTRAL EUROPEAN THEATER OF.: ONUSAYTIS,YU. 1979 MAR
OPERATIONS; NIGHT COMBAT.: SAMIGULINK. 1978 AUG
OPERATIONS; WITH A CONSIDERATION FOR ACTUAL.: BONDARENKO,V., GADALIN,B. 1979 MAR
OPERATOR TRAINING (PVO): NILOGOV,YE.LT. 1976 MAY
OPERATORS GIVE AN ACCOUNTING; RADIO.: KOFMAN,G.SR.LT. 1977 DEC
OPERATORS HAVE GONE OUT INTO THE FIELD; RADIO.: MATKOVSKIY,A. 1975 FEB
OPERATORS OF THE DISTRICT; BEST RADIO.: KALININ,V. 1975 OCT
OPERATORS; A MINIATURE RANGE FOR TRAINING PTURS.: VOLOSHIN,I.COL., SHUSHKOV,A.ENGR.LC., MYSOV,M.MAJ. 1977 NOV
OPERATORS; FROM EXPERIENCE OF TRAINING HEAT ENGINE.: SHISHKIN,N. 1977 DEC
OPERATORS; PREPARING ATGM.: BERBASOV,YA.COL., SHUSHKOV,A.ENGR.LC., MYSOV.V.MAJ. 1979 OCT
OPERATORS; PROFESSIONAL SELECTION OF TELEGRAPH.: DOBRYGIN,I.MAJ. 1979 SEP
OPERATORS; TO HELP RLS (RADAR): BELOUSOV,YU., SERDYUK,L. 1979 APR
OPERATORS; TRAINING OF PTURS.: KALENIK,S. 1978 OCT
OPERATORS; TRAINING RADAR.: KANTOR,A.COL. 1976 NOV
OPINION AND YOUR EXPERIENCE; OUR.: AVDEYEV,M.COL. 1979 SEP
OPTICAL RECONNAISSANCE; INCREASE THE EFFECTIVENESS OF.: BELOUSOV,N. 1978 JAN
ORD (INDEPENDENT RECONNAISSANCE PATROL); A MOTORIZED RIFLE PLATOON ON AN.: BABUSHKO,A.LC. 1977 JAN
ORDER FOR ARTILLERY SUPPORT TO BE CONSTANT: IN.: SHARYB.GEN.MAJ.ARTY. 1977 FEB
ORDER HAS BEEN GIVEN; THERE IS NO VAGUENESS: THE.: SAVEL'YEV,V.COL. 1977 JAN
ORDER IS ISSUED; IF A DECISION HAS BEEN MADE, AN.: IVANOV.B. 1975 MAR
ORDER IS THE GUARANTEE OF SUCCESS; REGULATION.: MEL'NIKOVP. 1978 JAN
ORDER NOT TO LOWER COMBAT EFFICIENCY; IN.: SHATUNOV,V., EFRON,I. 1975 APR
ORDER OF LENIN LENINGRAD MILITARY DISTRICT; COMPETITION WINNERS AT RECEPTION MILITARY COUNCIL.: ANON. 1975 JAN
ORDER OF LENIN TRANSBAIKAL MILITARY DISTRICT—EXPERIENCE OF IDEOLOGICAL INDOCTRINATION.: ANON. 1978 SEP
ORDER OF THE DAY BE LIKE THIS; SHOULD THE.: VOYNOV,YU.LC., CHUYKOV,V.SR.LT. 1976 JUN
ORDER TO BE READY FOR A PARACHUTE JUMP; IN.: IVANOV,V.GDS.MAJ. 1977 FEB
ORDER TO BETTER THE NORMS: IN.: MASTERKOV,S. 1979 MAY
ORDER TO CONQUER THE SKY (REVIEW OF GEN.LT. LISOV'S BOOK, AIR DESANT TRAINING): IN.: SHAGALOV,GDS.COL., ACHALOV,V.GDS.LC. 1977 JUL
ORDER TO DESTROY A TARGET WITH THE FIRST ROUND; IN.: ARISTARKHOV,YU.ENGR.AMJ. 1976 OCT
ORDER TO ENGAGE IN COMBAT MORE READILY: IN.: RUDYUK,A. 1979 APR
ORDER TO INCREASE THE ACCURACY OF THE METEOROLOGICAL PREPARATION: IN.: SHULYACHENKOR. 1978 OCT
ORDER TO INCREASE THE SPEED OF A MARCH: IN.: CHERNOV,N. 1975 JUN
ORDER—THE BIGGER THE SUCCESSES; THE FIRMER THE.: VEREVKIN—RAKHAL'SKIY,V.GEN.LT. 1979 OCT
ORDER; ARMY FIELD.: BESKOROVAYNY,Y.A. 1975 MAY
ORDER; AUTHORITY OF AN.: LUTSENKOV,V.COL.CPEDS. 1977 DEC
ORDER; CHAMPIONS OF REGULATION.: KORNIYENKO.I.COL. 1977 MAR
ORDER; FIRST SOVIET.: BELOUSOV,A.COL. 1978 SEP
ORDER; FIRST.: CHUMARIN,S. 1976 MAY
ORDER; IN FAVOR OF FIRM REGULATION.: ANON. 1978 MAY
ORGANIZATION AND YOUNG OFFICERS; THE PARTY.: VECHERSKIY,V.GDS.MAJ. 1978 NOV
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PARTY-POLITICAL WORK; THE COMMANDER PARTY, TOGETHER WITH THE PEOPLE; PARTY, TOGETHER WITH THE PEOPLE; TOGETHER WITH THE PEOPLE; PARTY'S POLITICAL WORK—EQUAL TO MODERN PARTY ORGANIZATIONS; TOWARD THE PEOPLE; WITH RELIANCE PARTY MEMBERS; DAILY PARTY MATTER; OUR LEADER PARTY IS OUR LEADER AND GENERAL; THE: VASILYEV, S. 1978 AUG
PARTY CARD; BULLET-PIERCED: TEL'NOV, G. 1977 OCT
PARTY COMMITTEE AND OFFICER CLASS RATINGS; THE: AGARKOV, G. CAPT. 1977 APR
PARTY COMMITTEE IN A TRAINING EXERCISE: USHKOV, G. 1975 JUN
PARTY CONCERN: CHIEF: BLIZNYUK, I. 1975 FEB
PARTY MATTER: MAINTAINING EQUIPMENT AND WEAPONS IS A: GALEV, V. ENGR. GEN. MAJ. 1977 JUN
PARTY MEMBERS IN A STRUGGLE FOR COMBAT TRAINING EFFECTIVENESS: BALDIN, N. LC. 1977 JUN
PARTY MEMBERS IN FRONT AS ALWAYS: PYATNITSYN, YU. LC. 1977 OCT
PARTY MEMBERS; DAILY CONCERN FOR IDEOLOGICAL CONDITIONING OF: BYSTROV, V. 1978 MAY
PARTY MEMBERS: WITH RELIANCE ON THE: BRYUKHMOVETSKIY, I. COL. 1978 NOV
PARTY OF SCIENTIFIC COMMUNISM; THE CPSU-THE: MAL'TSEV, N. COL. CHS. DOTS. 1976 JUL
PARTY OF THE SOVIET-THE NUCLEUS OF OUR SOCIETY'S POLITICAL SYSTEM; THE COMMUNIST: YURMAKOV, V. OHS. 1977 NOV
PARTY ORGANIZATION; THE COMMANDER AND THE: ISCHENKO, F. 1975 MAR
PARTY ORGANIZATIONS IN THE STRUGGLE FOR MILITARY DISCIPLINE: DEMENT'YEV, V. GEN. LT. 1977 FEB
PARTY ORGANIZATIONS; INCREASE THE ROLE OF PRIMARY: PAL'TSEV, YE. COL. 1978 NOV
PARTY ORGANIZATIONS; TOWARD HIGH MILITANCY OF: UTKIN, B. 1975 OCT
PARTY ORGAN; A HIGH LEVEL OF ORGANIZATION FOR REPORTS AND ELECTIONS OF: REPIN, I. 1975 SEP
PARTY ORGANS; HIGH ORGANIZATION FOR REPORTS AND ELECTIONS OF: ANON. 1976 SEP
PARTY POLITICAL WORK OF HIGH QUALITY: FOR: MEDNIKOV, I. 1975 JUN
PARTY POLITICAL WORK—EQUAL TO MODERN REQUIREMENTS: VASILYEV, S. 1979 JAN
PARTY UNDER CONDITIONS OF WELL-DEVELOPED SOCIALISM: THE: MOGUTOV, V. COL. 1976 MAY
PARTY'S ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL POLICIES; UNITY OF THE: KOSTIN, S. COL. 1977 JUN
PARTY'S HIGHEST GOAL; WELL-BEING OF THE PEOPLE IS THE: ANON. 1976 JAN
PARTY, TOGETHER WITH THE PEOPLE; TOGETHER WITH THE PEOPLE: ANON. 1976 FEB
PARTY, TOGETHER WITH THE PEOPLE; UNDER THE GUIDANCE OF THE: WOLCZYK, E. 1978 OCT
PARTY—POLITICAL WORK IN JOINT EXERCISES: FAZEKAS, L. 1978 FEB
PARTY—POLITICAL WORK: THE COMMANDER DETERMINES TASKS OF: TIMERKHANOV, D. 1978 DEC
PARTY; IN AN ADVANCE: BYKOVSKYI, V. 1978 JUN
PARTY; ON THE COURSE OF THE LENINIST AGRARIAN POLICY OF THE: ANON. 1977 JUL
PEDESTAL; TANK ON A.: POLYANSKIY, A. 1975 JUL.
PEKING—IN THE RUT OF MAOISM.: CHERNOUSH'KO, L. 1978 JUN.
PENCIL CASE FOR STORING AND CARRYING ELECTRIC DETONATORS; A.: GOROKHOV, M. COL.
1979 SEP.

PENETRATION AND THE SHIELD.: ANON. 1976 NOV.
PENNANT FROM OUTER SPACE; FOR THE.: STARUN, V. 1975 OCT.
PENTAGON'S SERVICE; SCIENCE AT THE.: KARSAKOV, K. GEN. MAJ. ARTY. RES. HSU. 1976 SEP.
PEOPLE (VIETNAM); ARMY OF A HEROIC.: ANON. 1979 DEC.
PEOPLE IS THE PARTY'S HIGHEST GOAL; WELL-BEING OF THE.: ANON. 1976 JAN.
PEOPLE; A GREAT FEAT OF THE SOVIET.: ANON. 1975 MAY.
PEOPLE; BE CLOSER TO.: PETROV, V. GEN. ARMY. 1977 FEB.
PEOPLE; BEING NEAR TO.: NEMERTSEV, B. GDS. COL. 1979 OCT.
PEOPLE; DEPENDABLY DEFEND EVERYTHING THAT HAS BEEN CREATED BY THE.: ANON. 1979 NOV.
PEOPLE; EXPLOIT OF THE PARTY AND.: BEMBINOV, G., TELEGIN, S. 1979 FEB.
PEOPLE; EXPLOIT OF THE PARTY AND.: BEMBINOV, G., TELEGIN, S. 1979 FEB.
PEOPLE; GETTING CLOSER TO.: PETROV, V. GEN. ARMY. 1977 FEB.
PEOPLE; IN UNBREAKABLE UNION WITH THE.: PARŠUTIN, N. 1979 FEB.
PEOPLE; INDISSOLUBLE UNITY OF THE ARMY AND THE.: YASNOV, M. 1978 FEB.
PEOPLE; SOCIALIST, OF ALL.: MAKAROV, V. 1979 FEB.
PEOPLE; TOGETHER WITH THE PARTY, TOGETHER WITH THE.: ANON. 1976 FEB.
PEOPLE; UNDER THE GUIDANCE OF THE PARTY, TOGETHER WITH THE.: MOLCZYK, E. 1978 OCT.
PEOPLE; WE ARE THE SOVIET.: SAMOYLENKO, V. GEN. MAJ. DPHS. PROF. 1977 DEC.
PEOPLE; WELFARE OF THE CHINESE.: IVANOV, K., GEORGIYEV, N. 1979 JAN.
PERCENT—FOR COMBAT, NOT FOR A.: SOSNITSKIY, V. 1979 MAY.
PERFECTION—to combat skill; through physical.: BATOEV, A. 1979 FEB.
PERFORM DUTY; PREPARING A GUARD MOUNT TO.: MIESLIN, V. COL. 1979 SEP.
PERFORM RECONNAISSANCE; TANKERS.: SMIRNOV, V. COL. 1976 MAY.
PEOPLE; IN UNBREAKABLE UNION WITH THE.: PARŠUTIN, N. 1979 FEB.
PERIOD FOR A JUMP INTO BATTLE; LESSENING THE PREPARATION.: GOLUBKOV, A. COL. 1979 NOV.
PERIODS OF TIME; TRAIN COMMUNICATORS IN COMPRESSED.: FILIMONOV, V. GEN. MAJ. COMM. TRPS. 1976 NOV.
PEOPLE; ARMY OF A WORKING.: NESTEROV, A. LC. 1977 JAN.
PEOPLE; INDISSOLUBLE UNITY OF THE ARMY AND THE.: YASNOV, M. 1978 FEB.
PEOPLE; TOGETHER WITH THE PARTY, TOGETHER WITH THE.: ANON. 1976 FEB.
PERIOD; DURING THE ARTILLERY SUPPORT.: MEDVED', N. 1979 JAN.
PEOPLE; JOINTLY CARRYING THE HEAVIEST BURDEN.: IZMAYLOV, K. 1979 FEB.
PEOPLE; IN THE LIFE OF THE PARTY AND.: MAKAROV, V. 1979 FEB.
PERIOD FOR A JUMP INTO BATTLE; LESSENING THE PREPARATION.: GOLUBKOV, A. COL. 1979 NOV.
PERIODS OF TIME; TRAIN COMMUNICATORS IN COMPRESSED.: FILIMONOV, V. GEN. MAJ. COMM. TRPS. 1976 NOV.
PEOPLE; DEPENDABLY DEFEND EVERYTHING THAT HAS BEEN CREATED BY THE.: ANON. 1979 NOV.
PEOPLE; EXPLOIT OF THE PARTY AND.: BEMBINOV, G., TELEGIN, S. 1979 FEB.
PEOPLE; GETTING CLOSER TO.: PETROV, V. GEN. ARMY. 1977 FEB.
PEOPLE; BEING NEAR TO.: NEMERTSEV, B. GDS. COL. 1979 OCT.
PEOPLE; DEPENDABLY DEFEND EVERYTHING THAT HAS BEEN CREATED BY THE.: ANON. 1979 NOV.
PEOPLE; EXPLOIT OF THE PARTY AND.: BEMBINOV, G., TELEGIN, S. 1979 FEB.
PEOPLE; GETTING CLOSER TO.: PETROV, V. GEN. ARMY. 1977 FEB.
PEOPLE; IN UNBREAKABLE UNION WITH THE.: PARŠUTIN, N. 1979 FEB.
PEOPLE; INDISSOLUBLE UNITY OF THE ARMY AND THE.: YASNOV, M. 1978 FEB.
PEOPLE; TOGETHER WITH THE PARTY, TOGETHER WITH THE.: ANON. 1976 FEB.
PEOPLE; UNDER THE GUIDANCE OF THE PARTY, TOGETHER WITH THE.: MOLCZYK, E. 1978 OCT.
PEOPLE; WE ARE THE SOVIET.: SAMOYLENKO, V. GEN. MAJ. DPHS. PROF. 1977 DEC.
PEOPLE; WELFARE OF THE CHINESE.: IVANOV, K., GEORGIYEV, N. 1979 JAN.
PERCENT—FOR COMBAT, NOT FOR A.: SOSNITSKIY, V. 1979 MAY.
PERFECTION—to combat skill; through physical.: BATOEV, A. 1979 FEB.
PERFORM DUTY; PREPARING A GUARD MOUNT TO.: MIESLIN, V. COL. 1979 SEP.
PERFORM RECONNAISSANCE; TANKERS.: SMIRNOV, V. COL. 1976 MAY.
PEOPLE; IN UNBREAKABLE UNION WITH THE.: PARŠUTIN, N. 1979 FEB.
PERIOD FOR A JUMP INTO BATTLE; LESSENING THE PREPARATION.: GOLUBKOV, A. COL. 1979 NOV.
PERIODS OF TIME; TRAIN COMMUNICATORS IN COMPRESSED.: FILIMONOV, V. GEN. MAJ. COMM. TRPS. 1976 NOV.
PEOPLE; ARMY OF A WORKING.: NESTEROV, A. LC. 1977 JAN.
PEOPLE; INDISSOLUBLE UNITY OF THE ARMY AND THE.: YASNOV, M. 1978 FEB.
PEOPLE; TOGETHER WITH THE PARTY, TOGETHER WITH THE.: ANON. 1976 FEB.
PEOPLE; UNDER THE GUIDANCE OF THE PARTY, TOGETHER WITH THE.: MOLCZYK, E. 1978 OCT.
PEOPLE; WE ARE THE SOVIET.: SAMOYLENKO, V. GEN. MAJ. DPHS. PROF. 1977 DEC.
PEOPLE; WELFARE OF THE CHINESE.: IVANOV, K., GEORGIYEV, N. 1979 JAN.
PERCENT—FOR COMBAT, NOT FOR A.: SOSNITSKIY, V. 1979 MAY.
PERFECTION—to combat skill; through physical.: BATOEV, A. 1979 FEB.
PERFORM DUTY; PREPARING A GUARD MOUNT TO.: MIESLIN, V. COL. 1979 SEP.
PERFORM RECONNAISSANCE; TANKERS.: SMIRNOV, V. COL. 1976 MAY.
PERSISTENT; EXPERIENCE IS THE PROPERTY OF THE.: YELESIN,I.SR.LT. 1978 NOV
PERSON'S SACRED DUTY; DEFENSE OF THE HOMELAND IS EACH.: KUCHER,G. 1978 MAY
PERSON; REACH EACH.: SEDYKH,A.LC. 1976 MAY
PERSONAL EXAMPLE OF THE POLITICAL WORKER.: LIZICHEV,A.GEN.LT. 1978 SEP
PERSONAL EXAMPLE; BY.: PALEYEV,N.LT. 1979 NOV
PERSONAL EXAMPLE; IMPORTANCE OF THE.: MULYAVKO,V. 1978 AUG
PERSONAL EXAMPLE; STRENGTH OF.: ZAYTSEV,N.COL.RES. 1976 AUG
PERSONAL FUNDS; WITH.: KOZLOVSKY.I. 1977 OCT
PERSONNEL ACHIEVE NEW GOALS; AIRBORNE.: OLEYNIK,A. 1978 NOV
PERSONNEL CARRIER; MARKSMANSHIP TRAINING IN THE COMPANY ON THE ARMORED.: SHINKAREV,G. 1975 DEC
PERSONNEL GROWS STRONGER; TRAINING OF AIRBORNE.: FEDOTOV,A. 1978 APR
PERSONNEL IN THE BATTLE AT NOWY SACZ; AIR DEFENSE.: BOL'BAT,F.COL. 1978 NOV
PERSONNEL IS GROWING; SKILL OF PONTOON.: KONOBIEV,N. 1979 FEB
PERSONNEL OF THE GUARD; LESSONS WITH.: LUDKO,A.COL., PAVLOV,A.COL. 1977 SEP
PERSONNEL RETURNED THE BANNER; AIR DEFENSE.: UBIYKON,V. 1978 FEB
PERSONNEL SPECIALIZED TRAINING; COMPETITION IN INTERESTS OF AIR DEFENSE.: LEVCHENKO,P.GEN.COL. 1978 SEP
PERSONNEL'S, SUCCESS; EXPERTISE IS THE BASIS OF AIR DEFENSE.: VAYSKOP.A. 1978 APR
PERSONNEL; COURAGE OF AIRBORNE.: KUROCHKINO. 1978 JUL
PERSONNEL; RIGHT-FLANK.: ANON. 1977 MAR
PHOTOGRAPHS IN EXERCISES; APPLICATION OF AERIAL.: NIKOLYUK,A.COL. 1976 JUN
PHYSICAL TRAINING OF SOLDIERS; IMPROVE THE.: ANON. 1978 NOV
PHYSICAL TRAINING; FOR FUTURE OFFICERS-STRONG.: TOROPOV,V. 1979 FEB
PHYSICAL TRAINING CLASS UNDER FIELD CONDITIONS; A.: PALATNYI,YE. 1979 MAR
PHYSICAL TRAINING FOR SUVOROVITES; EXCELLENT.: PALATNYI,YE. 1979 JUN
PHYSICAL TRAINING FOR FUTURE OFFICERS—STRONG.: TOROPOV,V. 1979 JUN
PLAN FOR 1976; THEMATIC.: ANON. 1977 MAY
PLAN FOR 1976; THEMATIC.: ANON. 1977 JAN
PLAN THE FIRE DESTRUCTION OF TARGETS IMAGINATIVELY.: KARASHEVSKY,YU. 1978 JUL
PLACE; WE ARE HOLDING ON TO THE LEADING.: SEREDA,V.SR.LT. 1978 OCT
PLACE ON THE RIGHT FLANK; FOR A.: SLYUSAREV,A.SR.LT. 1977 APR
PLACE; ARTILLERY FIRING TRAINING IS TAKING.: BUKAKOY,S. 1978 MAR
PLACE; FIELD TRAINING IN THE FIRST.: SHALINOY,O. 1979 JUL
PLANET; OCTOBER AND THE.: KRASIKOV,A. 1977 OCT
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PLANNED TOPICS (THEMATIC PLAN) FOR 1977:

**PLANNING AN ARTILLERY BATTALION'S MOVE IN THE MOUNTAINS:**
SAPOZHNIKOV, V. COL. 1976 JUL

**PLANNING IN THE BATTALION:**
ANON. 1976 JAN

**PLANNING OF THE TRAINING PROCESS; DEPENDABILITY OF:**
SHUPENKO, M. 1975 APR

**PLANNING; WITH THE HELP OF NETWORK:**
ISACHENKO, S. 1978 DEC

**PLATOON (AIR DEFENSE); A TACTICAL CLASS WITH A:**
PASHKOVSNIKOV, V. COL. 1977 JAN

**PLATOON ADVANCE ON AN INFANTRY COMBAT VEHICLE INVOLVING FIELD FIRING:**
CHERNYSHOV, V. 1975 APR

**PLATOON AKTIV; WORKING WITH THE:**
KOSTYGOU, S. LT. 1977 MAR

**PLATOON ATTACKS; A TANK:**
CHERCEV, G. MAJ. 1977 JAN

**PLATOON COMMANDER; THE INSTRUCTIONAL SKILL OF A:**
ORISHCHENKO, A. GDS. MAJ. 1976 JUL

**PLATOON COMMANDERS; INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES CLASSES WITH TRAINING:**
KAYDAY, 1976 FEB

**PLATOON COMMANDERS; METHODS PREPARATION OF TRAINING:**
KAYDAY, V. 1976 APR

**PLATOON DEFENCE OF A STRONG POINT:**
STREGIN, V. 1975 OCT

**PLATOON IN A BMD (AIR DESANT); COMBAT FIRE OF A:**
BAKHTIN, N. GDS. MAJ. 1976 MAY

**PLATOON IN A COMBAT RECONNAISSANCE PATROL; AIRBORNE:**
KOSTYK, YU. 1978 MAY

**PLATOON IN A TACTICAL PROBLEM:**
GUDYMENKO, B. LC. 1976 MAY

**PLATOON IN ACTION IN MOUNTAINS:**
TEREKHOV, A. 1975 FEB

**PLATOON IN AMBUSH:**
BABUSHKO, A. 1978 JAN

**PLATOON IN MOVEMENT SECURITY (TACTICAL DRILL):**
YERSHOV, V. LC. 1977 JAN

**PLATOON IN PROTECTION AT THE HALT; MOTORIZED RIFLE:**
BESSONOV, YU. LT. 1977 JUN

**PLATOON IN THE ATTACK; A ZSU:**
TSYGANOCH, V. 1977 MAY

**PLATOON NIGHT ATTACK:**
IVANIN, A. COL. 1978 JAN

**PLATOON NIGHT ATTACK:**
BABICHI, O. 1978 MAY

**PLATOON TEAMWORK; ACHIEVING:**
KLOCHKO, V. 1975 NOV

**PLATOON TRAINING IN RIVER RECONNAISSANCE:**
PASECHNIKOV, A. LT. 1976 SEP

**PLATOON; COMMANDER OF A TRAINING:**
WORCHADOZE, V. 1979 JAN

**PLATOON; FOR AN OUTSTANDING:**
KOTAROVO, V. 1978 MAY

**PLATOON; TRAINING PROBLEM WITH A TELEPHONE:**
LUNEV, V. SR. LT. 1977 JUN

**PLATOONS; WE TRAIN FIRE:**
ASTASHCHENKO, A. 1975 FEB

**PLATOONS; WE TRAIN FIRE:**
ASTASHCHENKO, A. 1975 FEB

**PLATOONS; WE TRAIN FIRE:**
ASTASHCHENKO, A. 1975 FEB

**PODRAZDELENIYA; COMBAT READINESS OF AN ENGINEER:**
GURBACHEVA. 1978 MAR

**PODRAZDELENIYA AND FIRE CONTROL CLASSROOM:**
PAVLOV, S. GEN. COL. TECH. TRPS. 1976 OCT

**PODRAZDELENIYA CONTROL FOR OFFICER CANDIDATES:**
KAZARNOVSKIY, YU. GDS. MAJ., RUBTSOV, P. COL. 1976 DEC

**PODRAZDELENIYA COMBAT OPERATIONS; CHEMICAL SUPPORT FOR:**
PAVLOV, S. GEN. COL. TECH. TRPS. 1976 OCT

**PODRAZDELENIYA IN MOUNTAIN DESERT TERRAIN; ARTILLERY:**
ZMIRLOV, V. 1975 AUG

**PODRAZDELENIYA OF THE ENGLISH ARMY; TACTICS OF THE CHAST AND:**
NIKITA, N. 1975 OCT
POLITICAL OFFICER; COMPANY: BESPALOV, V. 1975 OCT

POLITICAL SYSTEM OF DEVELOPED SOCIALISM: NIKITIN, YE. 1978 DEC

POLITICAL OFFICER: COMPANY: BESPALOV, V. 1975 OCT


POLITICAL VIGILANCE: IN A SPIRIT OF: OVERCHUK, A. 1978 JAN


POLITICAL WORK: EQUAL TO MODERN REQUIREMENTS: PARTY: VASYAGIN, S. 1979 JUN

POLITICAL WORK: FOR FUTURE OFFICERS—FIRM SKILLS IN PARTY AND: UTKIN, V. 1979 APR

POLITICAL WORK: HIGH EFFECTIVENESS FOR PARTY AND: VASYAGIN, S. GEN. ARMY. 1977 JAN

POLITICAL WORKER AT EXERCISES: SAMOYLENKO, V. GEN. MAJ. 1976 JUN


POLITICAL WORK: HIGH QUALITY; FOR PARTY: MEDNIKOV, I. 1975 JUN

POLITICAL WORK: FOR FUTURE OFFICERS; FIRM SKILLS IN PARTY AND: VASYAGIN, S. GEN. ARMY. 1977 JAN

POLITICAL WORK; FOR FUTURE OFFICERS—FIRM SKILLS IN PARTY AND: UTKIN, V. 1979 APR

POLITICAL WORK: EQUAL TO MODERN REQUIREMENTS; PARTY: VASYAGIN, S. 1979 JUN

POLITICAL WORK; FOR FUTURE OFFICERS—FIRM SKILLS IN PARTY AND: UTKIN, V. 1979 APR

POLITICAL WORK; FOR FUTURE OFFICERS—FIRM SKILLS IN PARTY AND: UTKIN, V. 1979 APR

POWDER AREA: THERE'S AN ARMORED CAR IN THE: YAKOVENKO, A. CAPT. 1977 NOV

POWDER IN THE BATTERY; METEOROLOGICAL: MANOV, N. 1978 OCT

POST: AN ARTILLERY BATTALION MET: VOROB'YEV, M. NIKOLAYEV, V. 1979 JUN

POSTS; INTERCOM FOR COMBINED OBSERVATION: ORLOV, B. 1978 APR

POSTS; PERFORMANCE OF FIRE MISSIONS WHILE SHIFTING OBSERVATION: OSTROUMOV, S. COL. 1976 DEC

POWDER; ADDITIONAL SKILL.: LYALYUK, A. 1975 DEC

POWDER OF ARTILLERY IS IN FIRE: PETROV, F. ENGR. GEN. LT. 1977 JUN


POWER; CHIEF FIRE.: PERDEL'SKII, G. WSL. ARTY. 1977 NOV

POWER; IN DEFENSE OF SOVIET UNION—THE NUCLEUS OF OUR SOCIETY'S: KUSIN, E. I. COL. RES. 1977 MAY

POWERFUL FACTOR OF COMBAT READINESS: A: ZHIVILOV, A. GEN. ARMY. 1979 APR

POWERFUL FORCE OF SOVIET UNION—THE NUCLEUS OF OUR SOCIETY'S: TRET'YAKOV, V. COL. CHS. 1979 JUN

POWERFUL FACTOR OF COMBAT READINESS: A: ZHIVILOV, A. COL. CHS. 1979 JUN

POWERFUL FORCE OF SOVIET UNION—THE NUCLEUS OF OUR SOCIETY'S: TRET'YAKOV, V. COL. CHS. 1979 JUN

POWERFUL IMPOSSIBLE (REVIEW OF LETTERS): A. 1977 NOV

PRACTICAL CHECKOUT IS REQUIRED (ARTILLERY): KIKISHEV, V. CAPT. 1976 JUN

PRACTICAL CONFERENCE; A SCIENTIFIC: ANON. 1977 JAN
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PROBLEM 3): SOLVE THESE PROBLEMS (FIRE AND WEAPONS.,: ANON. 1976 JUL
PROBLEM 4 ISSUE 8): CHECK YOUR SOLUTIONS (CONTROL AND COMMUNICATIONS.,: ANON. 1976 DEC
PROBLEM 5): CHECK YOUR SOLUTION (FIRE AND WEAPONS.,: ANON. 1977 APR
PROBLEM 5): SOLVE THESE PROBLEMS (FIRE AND WEAPONS.,: ANON. 1977 FEB
PROBLEM 6 IN ISSUE 3): CHECK YOUR SOLUTION (FIRE AND WEAPONS.,: ANON. 1977 JUN
PROBLEM IN A TRAINING PODRAZDELENIYE: CONTROL.: MORDAV,M. 1978 DEC
PROBLEM IN FIRE CONTROL: TACTICAL DRILL.: SASHKIN,M.COL. 1977 MAR
PROBLEM IN PROTECTION: CONTROL.: LAPSHIN,V.MAJ. 1976 NOV
PROBLEM IS COMPLICATED (ARTILLERY): SOLUTION OF THE.: SHIBAYEV,N.COL. 1976 JUN
PROBLEM METHOD, TACTICAL DRILL.: LOKTEVG,G.LC. 1976 NOV
PROBLEM METHOD: BY THE COMPLEX..: MUZHENKO,N.COL.CMS.DOTS. 1976 NOV
PROBLEM Number 4.: ANON. 1976 AUG
PROBLEM OF TACTICS (SERIES ON RATES OF ADVANCE): A PRESENT-DAY.: ANON. 1977 JUL
(PROBLEM SET 1): PROBLEMS IN CONTROL AND COMMUNICATIONS.: ANON. 1976 MAY
(PROBLEM SET 2): PROBLEMS ON CONTROL AND COMMUNICATIONS.: ANON. 1976 AUG
(PROBLEM SET 2): SOLVE THESE PROBLEMS (FIRE AND WEAPONS.,: ANON. 1976 JUN
(PROBLEM SET 3): PROBLEMS IN CONTROL AND COMMUNICATIONS.: ANON. 1976 JUL
PROBLEM SET 4 ON CONTROL AND COMMUNICATIONS.): ANON. 1976 AUG
(PROBLEM SET 6): SOLVE THESE PROBLEMS (FIRE AND WEAPONS.,: ANON. 1977 MAR
PROBLEM TRAINING IN SCHOOL.: TSIBAYEV,M.ENGRLC., RUZIN,N.COL.RES. 1976 SEP
PROBLEM WITH A TELEPHONE PLATOON; TRAINING.: LUNEV,V.SR.LT. 1976 MAY
PROBLEM WITH AIR DEFENSE BATTERY; COMPOSITE.: BULYSHKIN,S.COL. 1977 AUG
PROBLEM WITH LAUNCH BATTERY; TACTICAL DRILL.: KIRIMOV,I.LC. 1977 DEC
PROBLEM): TANKERS ATTACK AT NIGHT (A TACTICAL.: SVINTSOV,A. 1976 FEB
PROBLEM): YOUR DECISION? (TACTICAL.: ANON. 1977 APR
PROBLEM: COMPLEX.: SIRENKO,N.CAPT. 1976 MAY
PROBLEM: ENGINEER TRAINING.: INANOV,A.LC. 1976 NOV
PROBLEM: JOINTLY SOLVING A: ANASHKIN,I.GEN.LT.ARTY. 1976 OCT
PROBLEM: NIGHT CONTROL.: RUZANOV,V. 1978 SEP
PROBLEM: PLATOON IN A TACTICAL.: GUDYMENKO,B.LC. 1976 MAY
PROBLEM: SHORT TACTICAL TRAINING.: KOZLOVSKIYP. 1978 APR
PROBLEM: WEAPONS TRAINING CONTROL.: LYZLOV,V.COL. 1977 MAR
PROBLEMS (ARTILLERY AND ROCKETS): SOLVE THESE.: ANON. 1979 SEP
PROBLEMS (ENGINEER SUPPORT): SOLVE THESE.: ANON. 1977 NOV
PROBLEMS (FIRE AND WEAPONS): SOLVE THESE.: ANON. 1976 AUG
PROBLEMS (FIRE AND WEAPONS, PROBLEM 1): SOLVE THESE.: ANON. 1976 APR
PROBLEMS (FIRE AND WEAPONS, PROBLEM 2): SOLVE THESE.: ANON. 1976 JUL
PROBLEMS (FIRE AND WEAPONS, PROBLEM 3): SOLVE THESE.: ANON. 1976 SEP
PROBLEMS (FIRE AND WEAPONS, PROBLEM 4): SOLVE THESE.: ANON. 1977 FEB
PROBLEMS (FIRE AND WEAPONS, PROBLEM 5): SOLVE THESE.: ANON. 1977 JUN
PROBLEMS (FIRE AND WEAPONS, PROBLEM SET 2): SOLVE THESE.: ANON. 1977 MAR
PROBLEMS (ROCKETS AND ARTILLERY): ANSWERS TO FOURTH SERIES OF.: ANON. 1976 SEP
PROBLEMS (ROCKETS AND ARTILLERY): SOLVE THESE.: ANON. 1977 APR
PROBLEMS (ROCKETS AND ARTILLERY): SOLVE THESE.: ANON. 1977 MAY
PROBLEMS (ROCKETS AND ARTILLERY): SOLVE THESE.: ANON. 1977 JUL
PROBLEMS (ROCKETS AND ARTILLERY): SOLVE THESE.: ANON. 1977 AUG
PROBLEMS (ROCKETS AND ARTILLERY): SOLVE THESE.: ANON. 1977 SEP
PROBLEMS (TACTICS): SOLVE THESE.: ANON. 1977 AUG
PROBLEMS 5TH SERIES: ARTILLERY FIRE COMPETITIVE EXAMINATION ANSWERS TO.: ANON. 1976 OCT
PROBLEMS AND EXERCISES; METHODOLOGY OF CONDUCTING TACTICAL.: KORBELA,Y. 1978 FEB
PROBLEMS IN CONTROL AND COMMUNICATIONS (PROBLEM SET 1): ANON. 1976 MAY
PROBLEMS IN CONTROL AND COMMUNICATIONS (PROBLEM SET 3): ANON. 1976 JUL
PROBLEMS IN CONTROL AND COMMUNICATIONS.: ANON. 1978 APR
PROBLEMS IN ISSUE 4 (ROCKETS AND ARTILLERY): ANSWERS TO.: ANON. 1976 OCT
PROBLEMS IN ISSUE 4): CHECK YOUR SOLUTION (COMMUNICATIONS, ANSWERS TO.: ANON. 1979 SEP
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QUESTIONNAIRE); MOST IMPORTANT IS PERSISTENCE (VOYENNYY VESTNIK.: GORBUNOV, S.LT. 1976 AUG
QUESTIONNAIRE; VOYENNYY VESTNIK.: ANON. 1976 MAY
QUESTIONNAIRE; VOYENNYY VESTNIK.: ANON. 1976 DEC
QUESTIONS (TO AID STUDY OF RULES OF FIRE); ANSWERS TO READER'S.: ANON. 1977 JUL
QUESTIONS (TRAINING AND TROOP EDUCATION); ANSWERS TO.: ANON. 1977 FEB
QUESTIONS OF BATTERY FIRE; SOME.: ANON. 1976 DEC
QUESTIONS OF POLITICAL AND MILITARY EDUCATION; TOPICAL.: MIKHAYEV, V. 1975 APR
QUESTIONS OF SHORT BASE REGISTRATION; SOME.: BELOKURM, COL. RES. 1976 NOV
QUESTIONS (TRAINING AND TROOP EDUCATION); ANSWERS TO.: ANON. 1977 FEB
QUESTIONS OF POLITICAL AND MILITARY EDUCATION; TOPICAL.: MIKHAYEV, V. 1975 APR
QUESTIONS OF SHORT BASE REGISTRATION; SOME.: BELOKURM, COL. RES. 1976 NOV
QUESTIONS OF MINISTRY OF DEFENSE; TOPICAL.: KULITSEVICH, V. 1976 JUN
QUESTIONS OF POLITICAL AND MILITARY EDUCATION; TOPICAL.: MIKHAYEV, V. 1975 APR
RAISING THE EXACTINGNESS PLACED ON SERGEANTS: WE ARE: NAYONUSKIN, L. LT. 1977 MAY
RAISING VIGILANCE; UNREMITTING ATTENTION FOR.: ANON. 1979 AUG
RALLY.: PEREVEDENSEV, A. COL. 1977 DEC
RANGE CORRECTIONS; CALCULATING BALLISTIC.: STEPSHENKO, V. COL. 1976 JUL
RANGE FINDER; ANALYSIS OF ACCURACY OF TARGET LOCATION BY INTERSECTION WITH A.: STROYNO, N. 1975 AUG
RANGE FOR TRAINING PTURS OPERATORS; A MINIATURE.: VOLOSHIN, I. COL.
SHUSHKOV, A. ENGR. LC., MYSOV, M. MAJ. 1977 NOV
RANGE TRAINING OF AIR DEFENSE OFFICERS; ARTILLERY.: LITVINOV, V. 1978 JAN
RANGE-FINDER FOR A RIFLE RANGE; A.: BORISOV, YU. LC., RODCHENKO, L. LC. RES. 1976 OCT
RANGE-WITH ONE SHOT; AT MAXIMUM.: LYZLOV, V. COL. 1976 JUN
RANGE; A RANGE-FINDER FOR A RIFLE.: BORISOV, YU. LC., RODCHENKO, L. LC. RES. 1976 OCT
RANGE; AAA MEN AT THE.: ANON. 1976 NOV
RANGE; AGAINST HELICOPTERS AT EXTREME.: GULOV, N., ZHITOMIRSKY, V. 1978 MAR
RANGE; DURING AN INSPECTION AT THE AIR DEFENSE.: KIRYUKHIN, M. COL., PASHKOVSKY, A. COL.
1979 DEC
RANGE; ELECTRONIC-LIGHT.: BOBOV, A., SHIROKIKH, V. 1978 APR
RANGE; FOR SETTING UP A MOVING TARGET GUNNERY.: BELOKUR, M. 1978 APR
RANGE; PANORAMIC MINIATURE.: KURLININ, N. 1976 FEB
RANGE; SMALL ARTILLERY FIRING.: NOVICHKOV, A. COL. 1977 FEB
RANGES; AT DECREASED.: LYZLOV, V. COL. RES. 1979 SEP
RANGES; CHARACTERISTICS OF FIRE AT MAXIMUM.: RODIN, A. 1975 JUL
RANGES; TO LONG.: VLASOV, A. GDS. SR. LT. 1976 MAY
RANGING CALCULATOR (CIRCULAR SLIDE RULE): SOUND.: SEMIN, A. LC. 1976 JUN
RANGING PERSONNEL; USE OF TOPOGRAPHIC COMPUTER BY SOUND.: AGAFONOV, N. 1978 JAN
RANGING PODRAZDELENIYE ON A SHORT BASE LINE; ACCURACY OF OPERATION OF SOUND.: TALANOV, V., Miroshnichenko, V. 1975 DEC
RANGING, TARGET DESIGNATION AND SMOKE ROUNDS; USING.: BELOKUR, M. 1979 JUL
RANKS; THE PATH TO THE NONCOMMISSIONED OFFICER.: POLYANSKII, A. 1975 DEC
RANKS; THEY BECOME SERGEANTS IN THE.: ANON. 1976 JAN
RAPIDLY; TO BUILD ROADS MORE.: PIGANOV, V., ZAVGORODNIY, E. 1975 MAR
RATE OF ADVANCE — SINE QUA NON FOR VICTORY; HIGH.: LOBACHEV, G. COL. 1977 FEB
(RATE OF ADVANCE); FOR THE SAKE OF SUCCESS IN BATTLE.: SLYUSARENKO, I. MAJ. 1977 MAY
RATED SPECIALISTS GROWS; EXPERTISE OF.: YAKIMENKO, G. 1978 JUN
RATED SPECIALISTS; WHY ARE THERE FEW.: MALISOV, YU. 1978 JUN
RATES OF ADVANCE; A PRESENT-DAY PROBLEM OF TACTICS (SERIES ON.: ANON. 1977 JUL
(RATES OF ADVANCE): FIRST WORD TO RECONNAISSANCE.: LISOVSKY, V. LC. 1977 MAR
RATES OF ADVANCE; REMEMBER ALSO ABOUT HELICOPTERS (ON.: ZAKHAROV, YU. COL. 1977 AUG
RATES OF ADVANCE; IN THE INTERESTS OF HIGH.: GALOCHKIN, P. COL. 1978 NOV
RATES OF ATTACK; RELIABLE DESTRUCTION OF THE ENEMY BY FIRE IS THE BASIS OF HIGH.: ANON. 1977 MAY
RATES; MANEUVER IS THE KEY TO VICTORY (ADVANCE.: SIMCHENKO, P. COL. 1977 APR
RATING — AN IMPORTANT ELEMENT IN COMBAT READINESS; PROFICIENCY.: BESSARAB, A.
1975 NOV
RATING INVOLVES WORK; A HIGH PROFICIENCY.: KASHAFUTDINO, M. 1975 NOV
RATING; BEST.: ZHURAVLEV, M. COL. 1979 DEC
RATING; THE AUTHORITY OF A.: BOGDANOVA, V. CAPT. 1979 NOV
RATING; FOR INCREASING CLASS.: FROLOV, A. 1978 FEB
RATING; THE PARTY COMMITTEE AND OFFICER CLASS.: AGARKOV, G. CAPT. 1977 APR
RATIONALIZERS NEED SUPPORT.: MALISOV, YU. 1978 AUG
RATIONALIZERS OF ONE BATTALION.: MEDVEKOV, A. ENGR. CAPT. 1977 MAR
RATIONALIZERS; CREATIVITY OF.: VIKTOROV, P. 1975 JUL
RATIONALIZERS; SUPPORT AND CONCERN FOR INVENTORS AND.: SALANOV, G. GEN. COL. 1978 NOV
RATIONALIZERS; THE SCHOOL'S.: YEPIFANOV, V. MAJ. 1979 SEP
REACH EACH PERSON.: SEDYKH, A. LC. 1976 MAY
READER IN 1976; VOYENIZDAT — FOR THE.: ANON. 1976 JAN
READER'S QUESTIONS (TO AID STUDY OF RULES OF FIRE); ANSWERS TO.: ANON. 1977 JUL
READER; ADDRESSED TO THE MILITARY.: KUKUSHKIN, P. GEN. MAJ. 1977 NOV
READER; TO OUR.: ANON. 1976 JAN
READER; TO OUR.: ANON. 1977 JAN
READER; TO OUR.: ANON. 1978 JAN
READER; TO OUR.: ANON. 1979 SEP
READILY; IN ORDER TO ENGAGE IN COMBAT MORE.: RUDYUK, A. 1979 APR
READINESS (AIRBORNE TROOPS); IN CONSTANT COMBAT.: MARGELOV, V. GEN. ARMY. HSU. CMS.
1977 JUL
READINESS (TIME, NORMS, STAFF WORK); AN IMPORTANT FACTOR IN RAISING COMBAT.: YAKUSHIN, V. GEN. COL. 1976 DEC
READINESS FOR AN HEROIC EXPLOIT; INSTILLING A.: VOSKRESENSKIY, B. 1979 MAY
READINESS FOR EXERCISES; INSPECTING A BATTALION'S.: APAKIDZE, V. 1979 MAR
READINESS IS THE MAIN THING; COMBAT.: ANON. 1975 DEC
READINESS OF AN ENGINEER PODRAZDELENIYA; COMBAT.: GURBACHEV, A. 1978 MAR
READINESS OF TROOPS; HEADQUARTERS AND COMBAT.: YAKUSHIN, V. 1975 FEB
READINESS TO DEFEND THE TROOPS; ALWAYS IN.: ANDERSEN, YU. 1978 AUG
READINESS: A HIGH DEGREE OF FIELD TRAINING IS A GUARANTEE OF CONSTANT COMBAT.: PAVLOVSKIY, I. GEN. ARMY. HSU. 1976 APR
READINESS; A HIGHLY IMPORTANT FACTOR IN COMBAT.: VASILENKO, V. 1975 JUN
READINESS; A POWERFUL FACTOR OF COMBAT.: ZHVILILOV, A. COL. CHS. 1979 NOV
READINESS; FACETS OF COMBAT.: DZHASP., P. 1975 MAY
READINESS; IMPORTANT ELEMENT OF COMBAT.: KASHIN, V. CAPT. 1977 DEC
READINESS; IN CONSTANT COMBAT.: ANON. 1978 FEB
READINESS; LANDMARKS OF COMBAT.: KATANAYEV, V. 1975 OCT
READINESS; MORE RELIABLE THE COMMUNICATIONS, THE HIGHER THE COMBAT.: ANON. 1978 JUN
READINESS; PROFICIENCY RATING — AN IMPORTANT ELEMENT IN COMBAT.: BESSARAB, A.
1975 NO
READINESS; THE WAY OF LIFE OF THE TROOPS AND COMBAT.: PETROV, G. 1979 MAY
READY FOR A FEAT.: ANON. 1976 JAN
READY FOR A PARACHUTE JUMP; IN ORDER TO BE.: IVANOV, V. GDS. MAJ. 1977 FEB
READY; ALWAYS COMBAT.: ANON. 1976 FEB
REAR AREA SPECIALISTS; FIELD TRAINING FOR.: LEVCHENKO, N. 1976 MAR
REAR AREA, MISSIONS AND DECISIONS; LANDING OPERATION.: PEPELIN, V. 1975 MAR
REAR; AIRBORNE BATTALION RAID IN THE ENEMY.: RODNIKOVSKIY, YU. 1978 AUG
REAR; AN AMBUSH IN THE ENEMY.: SHEVCHUK, G. 1979 JAN
REAR; IN THE FLANK AND.: KIRIN, I. COL. 1976 MAY
REAR; RAID IN THE ENEMY'S.: RADUGIN, M. COL. HSU. 1977 MAY
REAR; SAPPERS IN THE ENEMY'S.: KABOANOV, V. 1976 MAR
REBUFF FOR BOURGEOIS FALSIFIERS; A WORTHY.: NIKITIN, YE. 1978 MAR
RECEIPT OF TRAINING TEXTS: FOR.: PAVLOV, P. LT. 1977 APR
RECEIVING AND UNDERSTANDING THE MISSION IS A UNIFIED PROCESS.: IVANOV, L. 1978 MAR
RECEPTION MILITARY COUNCIL, ORDER OF LENIN LENINGRAD MILITARY DISTRICT; COMPETITION WINNERS AT.: ANON. 1975 JAN
RECON VEHICLE 'LUKS', FRG REGULATIONS; FOREIGN MILITARY INFORMATION (FRG LT.: ANON. 1976 AUG
RECONNAISSANCE (RATES OF ADVANCE); FIRST WORD TO.: LISOVSKIY, V. LC. 1977 MAR
RECONNAISSANCE (TACTICS); ON.: IVANOV, E. COL. 1976 MAY
RECONNAISSANCE AT NIGHT; RADIATION IN CHEMICAL.: ANON. 1976 JAN
RECONNAISSANCE DATA IN THE ARTILLERY BATTALION; COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS OF.: KOBOD, M. GEN. LT. ARTY. 1976 APR
RECONNAISSANCE FROM ABOARD A HELICOPTER: ENGINEER.: MEDLEY, L. 1978 MAY
RECONNAISSANCE GROUP; IN A.: KONONOV, I. COL. 1976 SEP
RECONNAISSANCE GROUP; WORK OF SELF-PROPELLED BATTERY.: KVASNIN, A., VAVILOV, V.
1978 DEC
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RECONNAISSANCE IN A MECHANIZED DIVISION.: RYZHKOV,A. 1978 JUN
RECONNAISSANCE IN THE MOUNTAINS.: SITNIKOV,V.SR.LT. 1977 FEB
RECONNAISSANCE IS THE MOST IMPORTANT FORM OF COMBAT SUPPORT TO TROOPS.: ANON. 1978 APR
RECONNAISSANCE OF THE ENEMY; CHEMICAL.: BABUSHKIN,A. 1975 APR
RECONNAISSANCE ON THE MOVE; RADIATION AND CHEMICAL.: KLYACHIN,A. 1979 AUG
RECONNAISSANCE PATROL; A MOTORIZED RIFLE PLATOON ON AN ORD (INDEPENDENT.: BABUSKO,A.LC. 1977 JUN
RECONNAISSANCE PATROL; AIRBORNE PLATOON IN A COMBAT.: KOSTYK,YU. 1978 MAY
RECONNAISSANCE PATROL; AN ENGINEER.: KOROLEV,YU. 1979 JUN
RECONNAISSANCE PATROL; AIRBORNE PLATOON IN A COMBAT.: KOSTYK,YU. 1978 MAY
RECONNAISSANCE OF THE ENEMY; CHEMICAL.: BABUSHKINA. 1975 APR
RECONNAISSANCE PATROL; A MOTORIZED RIFLE PLATOON ON AN ORD (INDEPENDENT.: BABUSHKO,A.LC. 1977 JUN
RECONNAISSANCE; AERIAL RADIATION.: POPOV,N., TSYPURIN,A. 1975 JUN
RECONNAISSANCE; IMPROVEMENT IN ARTILLERY.: ZOLIN,YU., ABROSIMOVOV,N. 1978 JUN
RECONNAISSANCE; INCREASE THE EFFECTIVENESS OF OPTICAL.: BELOUSOV,N. 1979 JUN
RECONNAISSANCE; INCREASE THE EFFECTIVENESS OF OPTICAL.: BELOUSOV,N. 1979 JUN
RECONNAISSANCE; INCREASE THE EFFECTIVENESS OF OPTICAL.: BELOUSOV,N. 1979 JUN
RECONNAISSANCE; INCREASE THE EFFECTIVENESS OF OPTICAL.: BELOUSOV,N. 1979 JUN
RECONNAISSANCE; INCREASE THE EFFECTIVENESS OF OPTICAL.: BELOUSOV,N. 1979 JUN
RECONNAISSANCE; INCREASE THE EFFECTIVENESS OF OPTICAL.: BELOUSOV,N. 1979 JUN
RECONNAISSANCE; INCREASE THE EFFECTIVENESS OF OPTICAL.: BELOUSOV,N. 1979 JUN
RED BANNER BALTIC MILITARY DISTRICT—EXPERIENCE IN ORGANIZING SOCIALIST COMPETITION.: ANON. 1977 MAR
RED BANNER KIEV MILITARY DISTRICT, TECHNICAL TRAINING.: ANON. 1977 APR
RED BANNER: BORN UNDER THE.: ANON. 1978 FEB
RECORDER; AN ATTACHMENT FOR AUTOMATICALLY CONTROLLING A SLIDE PROJECTOR FROM A TAPE.: VOLODCHENKO,V.ENGR.LC. 1977 JAN
RECORDING INSTRUMENTS; MODERNIZING.: ANON. 1977 SEP
REGULAR ORDER IS THE GUARANTEE OF SUCCESS.: MEL'NIKOV,P. 1978 JAN
REGULATION REQUIREMENTS; IN THE SPIRIT OF.: LAPYGIN,N.GEN.COL. 1978 SEP
REGULATION REQUIREMENTS; IN THE SPIRIT OF.: LAPYGIN,N.GEN.COL. 1978 SEP
REPORTS AND ELECTIONS OF PARTY ORGANS; A HIGH LEVEL OF ORGANIZATION FOR.: REPIN,I. 1975 SEP
REPORTS AND ELECTIONS OF PARTY ORGANS; HIGH ORGANIZATION FOR.: ANON. 1976 SEP
REPORTS AND ELECTIONS; HIGH EFFICIENCY FOR.: REPIN,I.GEN.LT. 1978 SEP
REPORTS; OFFICER EFFICIENCY.: ZAKHAROV,G. 1978 MAR
REPUBLIC OF BULGARIA AND HUNGARIAN PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC; ANNIVERSARIES OF ARMIES OF PEOPLE'S.: ANON. 1977 AUG
REPUBLIC OF ROMANIA AND CSSR ARE OUR GUESTS (PHOTOS); MILITARY JOURNALISTS OF SOCIALIST.: SEMOV,S. 1976 SEP
REPUBLIC; ANNIVERSARIES OF ARMIES OF BULGARIAN AND HUNGARIAN PEOPLE'S.: ANON. 1977 AUG
REPUBLIC; ARMED FORCES OF THE CHINESE PEOPLES.: IVANOV,K., GEORGIYEV,N. 1979 JAN
REPUBLIC; SOCIALIST COMPETITION IN THE ARMY OF THE GERMAN DEMOCRATIC.: KNECH,G.COL.NNA.GDR. 1977 FEB
REPUBLIC; ANNIVERSARIES OF ARMIES OF PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF BULGARIA AND HUNGARIAN PEOPLE'S.: ANON. 1977 AUG
REPUBLIC; RESEARCH IS NEEDED; PRACTICAL.: VASIL'YEV,V. 1976 JUL
RESEARCH OPERATIONS IN CENTERS OF DESTRUCTION.: P'YAVKA,N. 1979 JUL
RESEARCH IS NEEDED.; PRACTICAL.: VASIL'YEV,V. 1976 JUL
RESEARCH OF METHODS; A.: POGONIN,A. 1979 MAY
RESEARCH OF STRENGTH (PVO); WITH A GREAT.: KALININ,V. 1979 DEC
RESEARCH IN ACTION; ALL.: GOLOVCHENKO,L.MAJ. 1977 AUG
RESOLVE; WITH INITIATIVE AND.: KANTOR,A. 1978 MAY
RESOLUTION: COMMANDER.: SHCHERBAKOVV. 1975 JUL
RESOURCES; LET US IMPROVE TRAINING MATERIAL.: POROKHIN,A., STRUYEV,B., SIDOROV,L., SHUTNIKHIN,I., ROY,A. 1975 NOV
RESPONSES TO THE ARTICLE INFANTRY COMBAT VEHICLES IN COMBAT.: BONDARENKO,A., BUKHARENKO,V., MOLOZEV,A., BRUDNO,YE. 1975 AUG
RESPONSES TO THE ARTICLE INFANTRY COMBAT VEHICLES IN COMBAT.: BONDARENKO,A., BUKHARENKO,V., MOLOZEV,A., BRUDNO,YE. 1975 SEP
RESPONSES TO THE ARTICLE INFANTRY COMBAT VEHICLES IN COMBAT.: BONDARENKO,A., BUKHARENKO,V., MOLOZEV,A., BRUDNO,YE. 1975 OCT
RESPONSES TO THE ARTICLE INFANTRY COMBAT VEHICLES IN COMBAT.: KAMENSKY,L., CHERNIKOV,V., LOBKOM., VARENIK,V. 1975 AUG
RESPONSES TO THE ARTICLE INFANTRY COMBAT VEHICLES IN COMBAT.: KAMENSKY,L., CHERNIKOV,V., LOBKOM., VARENIK,V. 1975 SEP
RESPONSES TO THE ARTICLE INFANTRY COMBAT VEHICLES IN COMBAT.: KAMENSKY,L., CHERNIKOV,V., LOBKOM., VARENIK,V. 1975 OCT
RESPONSES TO THE ARTICLE INFANTRY COMBAT VEHICLES IN COMBAT.: KAMENSKY,L., CHERNIKOV,V., LOBKOM., VARENIK,V. 1975 NOV
RESPONSES TO THE ARTICLE INFANTRY COMBAT VEHICLES IN COMBAT.: KAMENSKY,L., CHERNIKOV,V., LOBKOM., VARENIK,V. 1975 DEC
RESPONSES TO THE ARTICLE INFANTRY COMBAT VEHICLES IN COMBAT.: KAMENSKY,L., CHERNIKOV,V., LOBKOM., VARENIK,V. 1975 NOV
RESPONSES TO THE ARTICLE INFANTRY COMBAT VEHICLES IN COMBAT.: KAMENSKY,L., CHERNIKOV,V., LOBKOM., VARENIK,V. 1975 DEC
RESPONSIBILITY AND INDUSTRIOUSNESS; INCREASING.: PAVLOVSKYI, I.GEN.ARMY.HSU. 1977 JAN
RESPONSIBILITY; A COMPANY UNDERTOOK THE.: LABUTIN, P. 1976 MAR
RESPONSIBILITY; AN OFFICER'S.: DRAZHININ, M.GEN.LT. 1977 SEP
RESPONSIBILITY; SMALL TITLE, HIGH.: POLYAKOV, A.SR.LT. 1976 NOV
RESPONSIBLE; MAKE YOURSELF.: KRAKOVETSKIY, Y.A.MAJ. 1978 NOV
RESTORATION OF CONTROL IN COMBAT.: SPISTSYN, A.LC. 1976 SEP
RESTORE COMBAT EFFECTIVENESS; WAYS TO.: VOYCHUK, N.CAPT. 1978 SEP
RESTORING BATTALION COMBAT EFFECTIVENESS.: ZHAVORONKOV, G., TKACHEV, V. 1978 JUL
RESTORING COMBAT CAPABILITIES DURING AN OFFENSIVE.: GUDYENKO, B.LC. 1977 JAN
RESTORING THE COMBAT CAPABILITIES OF ARTILLERY UNITS.: YEPIFANOVI, L.C. 1977 SEP
RESTRICTED PASSAGES; ALONG OBSTACLES AND.: BAL'SHEM, N. 1975 DEC
RESULT; THE IMPORTANT THING IS THE FINAL.: KALININ, V. 1975 SEP
RESULTS AN INTEGRAL UNION; LENINIST PRINCIPLES OF COMPETITION IN OPERATION - COMPARISON OF.: RADZHIBAYEV, V. 1978 MAR
RESULTS DIFFERENT; THE EXERCISE IS THE SAME, THE.: BULYSHKINS. 1975 DEC
RESULTS HAVE BEEN SUMMED UP, THE STRUGGLE CONTINUES.: KAPITONOV, S.GDS.SR.LT. 1979 DEC
RESULTS; IDENTICAL MISSIONS, DIFFERENT.: MALISOVYI, COL. 1977 JUN
RESULTS; LET'S SUMMARIZE.: ANON. 1978 NOV
RESULTS; TOWARD GOOD.: ANON. 1976 JAN
RESULTS; WE INCREASE.: BALITSKIVI, V.COL., KAGAN, V.COL. 1976 SEP
RESULTS OF MILITARY LABOR.; IL'YASHENKO, YU. 1976 FEB
RESULTS OF SOLUTIONS TO CONTEST PROBLEMS; ON.: ANON. 1976 NOV
RESULTS—AN IMPORTANT ELEMENT; SUMMING UP.: STANOV0V, YE. 1979 JUL
RESULTS; COMPARABILITY OF.: SKACHKOV, A.GDS.SR.LT. 1976 APR
RESULTS; IDENTICAL MISSIONS, DIFFERENT.: MALISOV, YU.COL. 1977 JUN
RESULTS; LET'S SUMMARIZE.: ANON. 1978 NOV
RESULTS: TOWARD GOOD.: ANON. 1976 JAN
RESULTS; RESPONSIBILITY IS THE SAME, THE.: BULYSHKINS. 1975 DEC
RESULTS HAVE BEEN SUMMED UP, THE STRUGGLE CONTINUES.: KAPITONOV, S.GDS.SR.LT. 1979 DEC
RESULTS; MAKE YOURSELF.: KRAKOVETSKIY, Y.A.MAJ. 1978 NOV
RESULTS; RESTORATION OF CONTROL IN COMBAT.: SPISTSYN, A.LC. 1976 SEP
RESULTS; RESPONSIBILITY; A COMPANY UNDERTOOK THE.: LABUTIN, P. 1976 MAR
RESULTS; RESPONSIBILITY; AN OFFICER'S.: DRAZHININ, M.GEN.LT. 1977 SEP
RESULTS; RESPONSIBILITY; SMALL TITLE, HIGH.: POLYAKOV, A.SR.LT. 1976 NOV
RESULTS; RESPONSIBLE; MAKE YOURSELF.: KRAKOVETSKIY, Y.A.MAJ. 1978 NOV
RETURN FROM TRAINING TIME.: KALININ, V. 1979 JUL
RETURNED THE BANNER; AIR DEFENSE PERSONNEL.: UBIYKON, V. 1978 FEB
(REVIEW G.N. VACHNADZE'S ANTENNA DIRECTED TO THE EAST); DESPITE THE SPIRIT OF THE TIMES.: KHERNKO, KO.L. ENGR.C1.RES. 1976 JUL
(REVIEW OF A BOOK BY N. A. NEVSKYI AND YU.D. SERGEYEV); COMBAT OPERATIONS OF A GUN (PLATOON).: ROGOV, A. 1977 MAY
(REVIEW OF A BOOK BY N. I. YEZHOU); COMBATING ARMORED TARGETS.: ROGOV, A. 1977 SEP
(REVIEW OF A.I. RADZIEVSKIY'S TACTICS IN COMBAT EXAMPLES; DIVISION): WAR EXPERIENCE, THE DIVISION IN COMBAT.: VALEMIKOV, V.GEN.COL. 1977 SEP
(REVIEW OF A.M. KATUNSKIY'S BOOK TANK DRIVING); TANK DRIVING - A COMBAT MISSION.: LAPIYGIN, N.GEN.LT.TK.TRPS. 1977 FEB
(REVIEW OF A.P. BELOKUR AND V.I. KALAYDA'S ENGINEER SUPPORT OF MARCHES AND MEETINGS ENGAGEMENTS); UNFORTUNATE MISTAKES.: KOROLEVYE, COL.CMS., ORLOVS, COL.CMS. 1976 JUN
(REVIEW OF A.V. BABUSKIN'S BOOK); FLAMETHROWER AND INCENDIARY WEAPONS.: SHUBIN, B.COL. 1976 APR
(REVIEW OF DOROFEEV AND SHAMSHUROV'S ENGINEER MEASURES OF DEFENSE AGAINST MEANS OF MASS DESTRUCTION); BE ABLE TO HOLD OUT.: GRABOV0Y, I.COL.CMS.DOTS. 1976 MAY
(REVIEW OF GEN.LT. LISOV'S BOOK, AIR DESANT TRAINING); IN ORDER TO CONQUER THE SKY.: SHAGALOV, GDS.COL., ACHALOV, V.GDS.LC. 1977 JUN
(REVIEW OF GORENKO AND ZAYTSEV'S BOOK PARTY BATTLE); ON THE FORWARD EDGE.: PAVLOV, I.LC. 1976 MAY
(REVIEW OF LETTERS); A POWERFUL IMPULSE.: ANON. 1976 AUG
(REVIEW OF OSHUKOV AND GLUSHCHETS BOOK); AN INEXHAUSTIBLE SPRING.: SOLOV'YEV, A.COL. 1976 APR
(REVIEW OF PETROV'S BOOK THE PAST WITH US); PAGES FROM THE HEROIC PAST.: PEREDEL'SKIY, G.YE.MSL.ARTY. 1979 NOV
(REVIEW OF V. A. MATSULENKO'S BOOK OPERATIONAL MASKIROVKA OF TROOPS); PAST EXPERIENCE FOR PRACTICE TODAY.: SHEVCHENKO, A.GEN.LT.CMS.HSU. 1976 APR
(REVIEW T.K. BELASHCHENKO'S USA: 200 YEARS — 200 WARS); BY SWORD AND DOLLAR.: VOLKOV, A.COL.CMS. 1976 AUG
REVOLUTION IN THE USSR; CULTURAL.: ANON. 1977 AUG
REVOLUTION Number 1; IRON DIVISION, BORN OF THE.: ANON. 1977 OCT
REVOLUTION; A GRAND ANNIVERSARY (OF THE CUBAN.: SHKADOV, I. GEN.ARMY. 1976 DEC
REVOLUTION; BORN OF THE.: ANON. 1978 NOV
REVOLUTION; GUARDING THE.: ZIEU, NOUEN. COL. 1976 NOV
REVOLUTION; LONG LIVE THE SOCIALIST.: MOCHALOV, V. N. 1977 MAY
REVOLUTIONARY AND COMBAT TRADITIONS; IN.: KAMINSKI, J. 1978 FEB
REVOLUTIONARY VIGILANCE; IN A SPIRIT OF.: FERNANDEZ, R. GEN. CUBA. 1977 APR
RIFLE (ADVICE ON TRAINING SNIPERS); WITH A SNIPER.: MININ, R. COL. RES. 1976 SEP
RIFLE BATTALION IN AN AMPHIBIOUS LANDING; MOTORIZED.: SKORODUMOV, L. GEN. MAJ. 1978 SEP
RIFLE BATTALION IS DEFENDING IN THE FORWARD DEFENSE AREA SECURITY ZONE; A MOTORIZED.: LUCHITS, V. 1979 APR
RIFLE CADETS: EXERCISES IN COMMUNICATIONS WITH THE MOTORIZED.: KULIK, N. CAPT. 1977 FEB
RIFLE COMPANY; IN THE BEST MOTORIZED.: BESSARAB, A. ENGR.-COL. 1977 AUG
RIFLE PLATOON IN PROTECTION AT THE HALT; MOTORIZED.: BESSONOY, YU. LT. 1977 JUN
RIFLE PLATOON IN THE DEFENSE AT NIGHT; MOTORIZED.: TORKANOV, I. 1977 MAY
RIFLE PLATOON ON A COMBAT OUTPOST; A MOTORIZED.: CHIRSKOY, A. 1979 JAN
RIFLE PLATOON ON AN ORD (INDEPENDENT RECONNAISSANCE PATROL); A MOTORIZED.: BABUSHKO, A. LC. 1979 APR
RIFLE RANGE; A RANGE-FINDER FOR A.: BORISOV, YU. LC., RODCHENOK, L. LC. RES. 1976 OCT
RIFLE REGIMENT; PRACTICE IN ARTILLERY FIRE CONTROL IN A MOTORIZED.: TUMANOY, V. LC. 1976 NOV
RIFLE SERGEANTS; A COMMUNICATIONS CLASS WITH MOTORIZED.: MOROZOV, S. CAPT. 1976 JUL
RIFLE, TANKS, DESANT TROOPS, FROM ISSUES 6, 7. AND 8; CHECK YOUR SOLUTIONS (MOTORIZED.: ANON. 1976 DEC
RIFLEMEN ACHIEVE NEW GOALS; MOTORIZED.: RODIONOV, I. 1978 JUN
RIFLEMEN ARE LEARNING TO OPERATE IN THE MOUNTAINS; MOTORIZED.: SHAKBAZYAN, A. 1979 MAR
RIFLEMEN ATTACK; MOTORIZED.: ANON. 1976 JAN
RIFLEMEN LEARN TO DEFEND; MOTORIZED.: RUMYANTSEV, V. SR. LT. 1976 DEC
RIFLEMEN; SUPPORTING MOTORIZED.: VISHNYA, V. CAPT. 1976 OCT
RIFLES; FLAMETHROWERS SUPPORT MOTORIZED.: SHABALIN, A. GEN. MAJ. TECH. TRPS. 1977 JUL
RIGHT FLANK MEN; DRESSING ON THE.: SAMOKHIN, A. 1978 MAR
RIGHT FLANK OF COMPETITION; ON THE.: ANON. 1978 SEP
RIGHT FLANK; FOR A PLACE ON THE.: SLUSAREV, A. SR. LT. 1977 APR
RIGHT FLANK; ON THE.: ANON. 1978 JAN
RIGHT FLANK; ON THE.: ANON. 1978 FEB
RIGHT FLANK; ON THE.: ANON. 1978 FEB
RIGHT FLANK; THOSE ON THE.: ANON. 1977 DEC
RIGHT FLANK; THOSE ON THE.: ANON. 1978 AUG
RIGHT-FLANK MEN.: ANON. 1976 FEB
RIGHT-FLANK MEN.: ANON. 1976 APR
RIGHT-FLANK MEN.: ANON. 1976 MAY
RIGHT-FRONT PERSONNEL.: ANON. 1977 MAR
RIGHT-FRANKERS.: ANON. 1977 AUG
RIGHT-HAND FLANK COMPETITIONS, COMMunist SHIPOVSKiy.: ANON. 1976 JAN
RIGHTS AND DUTIES; UNITY OF.: TSVEKOV, V. COL. 1979 SEP
RISK; A JUSTIFIED.: POLYANSKIY, A. MAJ. RES. 1977 MAY
RIVALRY-THE SPIRIT OF COMPETITION; ENTHUSIASM IN.: POPKOV, M. 1975 FEB
RIVALRY.: LZIWIN, V. 1975 MAR
RIVER CROSSING AND BRIDGING MEANS OF FOREIGN ARMIES.: GORBACHEV, A. ENGR. GEN. LT., KOTOV, I. COL. 1977 JUN
RIVER OUTPOST (ENGINEER PONTOON TROOPS): IN A.: YERMAKOV, V. COL. 1976 AUG
RIVER RECONNAISSANCE; PLATOON TRAINING IN.: PASECHNIKOV, A. LT. 1976 SEP
RIVER; ADVANCED GUARD FORCES A.: GUSEV, A. MAJ. 1979 NOV
RIVER; FORCING A.: DYININ, N. COL. 1979 SEP
RIVER; HASTY ASSAULT CROSSING OF A.: MUSLIMOV, M., SAPRUNOV, V. 1975 DEC
RLS (RADAR) OPERATORS; TO HELP.: BELOUSOV, YU., SERDYUK, L. 1979 APR
RLS (RADAR) ZONE OF COVERAGE; DETERMINING.: PLOTNIKOV, A. COL. 1977 JAN
ROAD COMPANY (ENGINEER TROOPS); EXERCISE WITH A.: KISARETOV, G. CAPT. 1977 JUL
ROAD OF THE FATHERS.: ANON. 1978 NOV
ROAD TO VIENNA; ON THE.: BIRYUKOV, N. 1975 APR
ROAD, THE USSR IN FIRST PLACE IN THE WORLD; STAGES ALONG THE GREAT.: ANON. 1977 MAY
ROAD; SO AS NOT TO BE FOUND AT THE SIDE OF THE.: KIKESHEV, N. CAPT. 1976 JUL
ROAD; TRUEST.: RAFTOPULLO, A. COL. RES. 1977 OCT
ROADS (ENGINEER SUPPORT); A MARCH OVER BAD.: KRAVNIKOV, V. LC., TITOV, L. MAJ. 1976 APR
ROADS AT THE FRONT.: MOCHKOVSKIJ, I. 1975 JUN
ROADS MORE RAPIDLY; TO BUILD.: PIGANOV, V., ZAVGORODNIY, E. 1975 MAR
ROADS OF THE SONS; PATHS OF THE FATHERS ARE THE.: ANON. 1977 MAY
ROADS OF WAR.: ANDRONOV, IONA. 1976 DEC
ROADS OF VIENNA; ON THE.: BIRYUKOV, N. 1975 APR
ROADS, THE USSR IN FIRST PLACE IN THE WORLD; STAGES ALONG THE GREAT.: ANON. 1977 MAY
ROADS AT THE FRONT.: MOCHKOVSKIJ, I. 1975 JUN
ROADS MORE RAPIDLY; TO BUILD.: PIGANOV, V., ZAVGORODNIY, E. 1975 MAR
ROADS OF THE SONS; PATHS OF THE FATHERS ARE THE.: ANON. 1977 MAY
ROADS OF WAR.: ANDRONOV, IONA. 1976 DEC
ROADS; A MARCH OVER BAD.: KRAVNIKOV, V. LC., TITOV, L. MAJ. 1976 APR
ROADS AT THE FRONT.: MOCHKOVSKIJ, I. 1975 JUN
ROADS MORE RAPIDLY; TO BUILD.: PIGANOV, V., ZAVGORODNIY, E. 1975 MAR
ROADS OF THE SONS; PATHS OF THE FATHERS ARE THE.: ANON. 1977 MAY
ROADS OF WAR.: ANDRONOV, IONA. 1976 DEC
ROADS, THE USSR IN FIRST PLACE IN THE WORLD; STAGES ALONG THE GREAT.: ANON. 1977 MAY
ROADS AT THE FRONT.: MOCHKOVSKIJ, I. 1975 JUN
ROADS MORE RAPIDLY; TO BUILD.: PIGANOV, V., ZAVGORODNIY, E. 1975 MAR
ROADS OF THE SONS; PATHS OF THE FATHERS ARE THE.: ANON. 1977 MAY
ROADS OF WAR.: ANDRONOV, IONA. 1976 DEC
ROADSTEAD; KALININ.: VITURKA. 1975 MAY
ROCKET ARTILLERY FIRE; INCREASE ACCURACY OF.: OGKNIKOV, YA. COL., KHOREV, V. ENGR. MAJ. 1976 DEC
ROCKET ARTILLERY; CORRECTION TABLE FOR.: ZHUKOV, Yu., BOTVINNIK, Yu. 1978 APR
ROCKET LAUNCHER MEN IN THE COMPANY; TRAINING.: KOTOV, N. GDS. MAJ. 1976 NOV
ROCKETS (FOREIGN); BALLISTIC OPERATIONAL-TACTICAL.: DOLGOV, K. ENGR. COL., KHLEBNIKOV, Yu. ENGR. LC. 1977 MAY
ROCKETS (FOREIGN); ANSWERS TO FOURTH SERIES OF PROBLEMS.: ANON. 1976 SEP
ROCKETS (FOREIGN); ANSWERS TO PROBLEMS IN ISSUE 4.: ANON. 1976 OCT
ROCKETS (FOREIGN); ANSWERS TO PROBLEMS PUBLISHED IN ISSUE 4.: ANON. 1977 JUN
ROCKETS (FOREIGN); SOLVE THESE PROBLEMS.: ANON. 1977 APR
ROCKETS (FOREIGN); SOLVE THESE PROBLEMS.: ANON. 1977 MAY
ROCKETS (FOREIGN); SOLVE THESE PROBLEMS.: ANON. 1977 JUL
ROCKETS (FOREIGN); SOLVE THESE PROBLEMS.: ANON. 1977 AUG
ROCKETS (FOREIGN); SOLVE THESE PROBLEMS.: ANON. 1977 SEP
ROCKETS (FOREIGN); ANSWERS TO PROBLEMS IN ISSUE 5): CHECK YOUR SOLUTION.: ANON. 1977 JUN
ROCKETS (FOREIGN); ANSWERS TO PROBLEMS FROM ISSUE 7): CHECK YOUR SOLUTION.: ANON. 1977 AUG
ROCKETS (FOREIGN); ANSWERS TO PROBLEMS FROM ISSUE 8): CHECK YOUR SOLUTION.: ANON. 1977 SEP
ROCKETS (FOREIGN); SOLVE THESE PROBLEMS (ARTILLERY AND.: ANON. 1978 DEC
ROCKETS (FOREIGN); SOLVE THESE PROBLEMS (ARTILLERY AND.: ANON. 1979 SEP
ROCKETS (FOREIGN); ANSWERS TO PROBLEMS IN ISSUE 8): CHECK YOUR SOLUTION (ARTILLERY AND.: ANON. 1979 SEP
ROENTGEN METER; A STAND FOR THE CONTAMINATION.: PORTNOV, V. ENGR. MAJ., SHMUL', S. 1977 MAY
ROLE OF PRIMARY PARTY ORGANIZATIONS; INCREASE THE.: PAL'TSEV, Ye. COL. 1976 NOV
ROLE; NORMS AND THEIR.: GAR'KAVYY, S. LC. 1979 SEP
ROOM; INSTRUCTIONAL METHODS STUDY.: MERKINS. 1978 MAR
ROUND; IN ORDER TO DESTROY A TARGET WITH THE FIRST.: ARISTARKHOV, Yu. ENGR. AMJ. 1976 OCT
ROUNDS (NORMS, CIRCULAR SLIDE RULE); CALCULATING THE EXPENDITURE OF.: GOLUBEV, I. LC. 1976 JUN
ROUNDS WITH TIME FUSES; FIRING.: KARDASHEVSKIY, Yu. 1978 DEC
ROUNDS; USING RANGING, TARGET DESIGNATION AND SMOKE.: BELOKUR, M. 1979 JUL
ROUTE OF THE KANTEMIROVKA MEN; DAILY.: ANON. 1976 JUN
ROUTE; REINFORCING WEAK SECTORS OF A CROSSCOUNTRY.: NAFFIKOV, M. 1978 JUL
RULE (TACTICAL CALCULATIONS); SLIDE.: VASIL'YEV, V. COL. 1977 DEC
RULE); CALCULATING THE EXPENDITURE OF ROUNDS (NORMS, CIRCULAR SLIDE.: GOLUBEV, I. LC. 1976 JUN
RULE); SOUND RANGING CALCULATOR (CIRCULAR SLIDE.: SEMIN, A. LC. 1976 JUN RULE; UNIVERSAL BRIDGING SLIDE.: CHERNYAVUSKAS, I. CAPT. 1977 JUL
RULES FOR USE OF SHOOTING BY ANTIAIRCRAFT GUNNERS.: KABULAKHIN,N.LC. 1977 JUL
RULES OF FIRE; ANSWERS TO READER'S QUESTIONS (TO AID STUDY OF): ANON. 1977 JUL
RUMANIA AND CSSR ARE OUR GUESTS (PHOTOS); MILITARY JOURNALISTS OF SOCIALIST REPUBLIC OF: SEDOV,S. 1976 SEP
RUN; "KATYUSHAS" STRIKE WHILE ON THE.: POCHUKAYEVT,GEN.LT. 1977 NOV
RUSH IS NOT ENOUGH: ONE.: ZAYTSEV,V. 1978 MAR
RUT OF MA1ISM; Peking—IN THE.: CHEMNOUS’KO,L. 1976 JUL
RYMAREV’S.: BABICHEV,YU.LC. 1977 OCT
SACRED DUTY; DEFENSE OF THE HOMELAND IS EACH PERSON’S.: KUCHER,G. 1978 MAY
SACZ; AIR DEFENSE PERSONNEL IN THE BATTLE AT NOWY.: BOL’BAT,F.C. 1978 NOV
SAFETY MEASURES WHILE FIRING.: PLOTINSKY,A. 1976 JUL
SAKE OF SUCCESS IN BATTLE (RATE OF ADVANCE); FOR THE.: SLYUSARENKO,1.MAJ. 1977 MAY
SALUTE CROWNE'D THE GLORY; A VICTORY.: ANON. 1978 FEB
SALUTE OCTOBER; FRATERNAL NATIONS.: YEGOROV,V. 1977 OCT
SALVOS; LAST.: ANON. 1975 MAY
SAN; FROM THE DON TO THE.: ARCHIP8O,V. 1975 DEC
SAPPERS IN THE ENEMY’S REAR.: KABANOVA,V. 1976 MAR
SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS.: ANON. 1976 AUG
SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS; TACTICAL.: KIRILIN,S.ENGRL.COLS.19., NOVIKO,V.P.ENGRL.C2. 1976 JUL
SATISFACTORY; ONLY.: GDALIN,B.LC. 1977 JUN
SAVE SECONDS (PVO); PREPARE EQUIPMENT WELL.: POPOV,P.CAPT. 1976 MAY
SAY, ILL’ICH: WE.: KUCHINSKI,YN. 1977 NOV
SBORNIK.; IN OUR VISITOR JOURNAL MORSKIOY.: ANON. 1977 JUN
(SCATTERABLE MINES); REMOTE MINELAYING.: BELOV,M.ENGRL.DMS.PROF., KORYAKIN,YU.LC.CMS., OPILAT,V.LC. 1976 MAY
SCENE OF DARING; EVERY TOWN WAS A.: ANON. 1975 FEB
SCHEDULE (MORSE CODE); MASTERED AHEAD OF.: KOZIYV,B.C2., KRIKUN,A.CAPT. 1977 MAR
SCHEDULE; ON THE DAILY.: ANON. 1978 JAN
SCHEDULE; PROMOTED AHEAD OF.: ANON. 1978 FEB
SCHEDULE; PROMOTION AHEAD OF.: ANON. 1978 APR
SCHEDULED CLASSES; AS A SUPPLEMENT TO.: KOPAT’,F.MAJ. 1977 DEC
SCHOOL OF COMBAT SKILL; TACTICAL EXERCISES —.: KRIVDA,F.F.GEN.COL. 1979 NOV
SCHOOL OF COMBAT SKILL; THE FIELD; THE.: PAVLOVSKII,YI. 1975 JAN
SCHOOL OF INDUC'TRATION.; REPIN,I.GEN.LT. 1977 OCT
SCHOOL OF LEARNING AND MASTERY; OCEAN —.: GRACHEV,YU.C3. 1977 JUL
SCHOOL OF SELF CONTROL AND DISCIPLINE: A.: CHERNYSHEV,YU.MAJ., MOSLOV,L.SR.LT., MIKHALEV,V.CAPT. 1979 SEP
SCHOOL OF TACTICAL TRAINING; THE FIELD—A.: BUSLOV,V. 1979 AUG
SCHOOL’S RATIONALIZERS; THE.: YEPIFANO,V.MAJ. 1979 SEP
SCHOOL; IN THE LENINGRAD HIGHER ARTILLERY.: ANON. 1976 APR
SCHOOL; PROBLEM TRAINING IN.: TSYBAKOV,M.ENGRL.CC., RUSIN,N.COL.RES. 1976 SEP
SCHOOLS; FEEDBACK (MILITARY.; BORCHENKO,N.COL.CHSD.DOTS. 1976 JUN
SCIENCE AT THE PENTAGON’S SERVICE.: KARSONOV,K.GEN.MAJ.ARTY.RES.HSU. 1976 SEP
SCIENCE CONFERENCE; MILITARY.: BAKSHI,A. 1978 JAN
SCIENCE TESTED BY FIRE: A.: BARANOV,S. 1975 AUG
SCIENCE WORKSHOPS FOR CANDIDATE AND MILITARY.: SHIBIL’SKIS,P.ENGRL.CCTS. 1976 AUG
SCIENCE; MARXISM—LENINISM—THE THEORETICAL FOUNDATION OF SOVIET MILITARY.: TRET’YAKOV,V. 1975 JAN
SCIENTIFIC COMMUNISM; THE CPSU—THE PARTY OF.: MAL’TESEV,N.COL.CHSD.DOTS. 1976 JUL
SCIENTIFIC CONFERENCE ON KHALKI—GOL 40TH ANNIVERSARY; MILITARY.: ANON. 1979 SEP
SCIENTIFIC FOUNDATIONS FOR TRAINING AND INDOCTRINATION.: DEMENT’YEV,V. 1978 JUL
SCIENTIFIC ORGANIZATION TO THE TRAINING AND EDUCATION OF SOLDIERS; PRINCIPLES OF.: BARABASHCHIKOV,A.; VDUBYUK,V. 1975 FEB
SCIENTIFIC PRACTICAL CONFERENCE; A.: ANON. 1977 JAN
SCIENTIFIC SOCIETY; CADET.: KASPIROVICH,O., ZAKHAROV,D., YEGOROV,L. 1978 MAY
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SELF CONTROL AND DISCIPLINE; A SCHOOL OF: CHERNYSHEV,YU.MAJ., MOSLOV,L.SR.LT., MIKHAYLEV,V.CAPT. 1979 SEP
SELF-INDOCTRINATION; A WORD ABOUT: SVETIKOV,V. 1978 JUN
SELF-PROPELLED ANTIAIRCRAFT ARTILLERY MOUNT; FIRE AT HELICOPTERS FROM A: TOLKACHEV,V., VASIN,A. 1975 MAR
SELF-PROPELLED ARTILLERY FIRING COMPOUND.: NIKOLOYUK,A.COL. 1977 APR
SELF-PROPELLED ARTILLERY MOUNTS, ANTITANK GUIDED MISSILES; TRAINING CREWS IN COMBAT AGAINST ENEMY TANKS.: SHALOVALOV,D. 1975 JUN
SELF-PROPELLED ARTILLERY OFFICERS; TECHNICAL TRAINING OF: LEBEDEV,V. 1978 JAN
SELF-PROPELLED ARTILLERY—NOT TRANSLATED; DEVELOPMENT OF FOREIGN: MIRYANIN,V.ENGR.LC. 1977 SEP
SELF-PROPELLED ARTILLERY; TRENDS IN DEVELOPMENT OF: SAPOZHNIKOV,A.GEN.LT.ARTY., USTAVSHCHIKOV,G.LC. 1976 AUG
SELF-PROPELLED BATTERY RECONNAISSANCE GROUP; WORK OF: KVASNINA., VAVILOV,V. 1978 DEC
SELF-PROPELLED BATTERY; TECHNICAL TRAINING IN A: VINogradchiiy,A. 1977 SEP
SELF-PROPELLED HOWITZER BATTERY IN THE ATTACK.: BARSUKOV,V. 1978 JUN
SELF-PROPELLED HOWITZER BATTERY ON THE DEFENSE.: SHLYAPIN,YU.COL. 1976 JUN
SELF-PROPELLED HOWITZER BATTERY; OPERATIONS OF A: MARAKHOVSK'Y,V.COL. 1977 MAY
SELF-PROPELLED HOWITZERS; OPERATING.: DIMITRIYEVA. 1978 MAR
SELF-PROPELLED HOWITZER BATTERY IN THE ATTACK.: BARSUKOV,V. 1978 JUN
SELF-PROPELLED HOWITZER BATTERY ON THE DEFENSE.: SHLYAPIN,YU.COL. 1978 SEP
SELF-PROPELLED MOUNT FOR FIRING; PREPARATION OF AN AIR DEFENSE.: STOLYAROV,S.ENGR.LC. 1979 DEC
SELFLESSNESS.: CHUMARIN,S.COL.. ANDREYEV.G.COL.RET. 1977 JAN
SENIORS OF THE SKY.: POLYAKOVA. 1978 APR
SENIORS; FROM EXPERIENCE IN TRAINING.: SAVINOV,A.SR.LT., ZAKHARENKO.N.SR.LT. 1976 OCT
SENIORS; RELIANCE ON.: BURDUKOV,A.SR.LT. 1976 DEC
SENIORS; WE ARE RAISING THE EXACTNESS PLACED ON.: NAYONUSKIN.L.LT. 1977 MAY
SENIORS; WE TRAIN FUTURE.: AVRAMENKO.A.SR.LT. 1976 AUG
SERGEYEV); COMBAT OPERATIONS OF A GUN (PLATOON) (REVIEW OF A BOOK BY N. A. NEVSKII AND YU.D.: ROGOV,A. 1977 MAY
SERIES (ARTILLERY AND ROCKETS): ANSWERS TO PROBLEMS OF THE FOURTH.: ANON. 1976 SEP
SERIES FOR GROUND ARTILLERY OFFICERS; PROBLEMS OF THE FIRST.: ANON. 1978 JAN
SERIES OF PROBLEMS (ROCKETS AND ARTILLERY); ANSWERS TO FOURTH.: ANON. 1976 SEP
SERIES OF PROBLEMS): ARTILLERY—FIRE EXAMINATION (FIFTH.: ANON. 1976 AUG
SERIES OF PROBLEMS): ARTILLERY FIRE COMPETITION (ANSWERS TO SECOND.: ANON. 1976 JUN
SERIES OF PROBLEMS): ARTILLERY FIRE COMPETITION (FOURTH.: ANON. 1976 JUL
SERIES OF PROBLEMS): ARTILLERY FIRE COMPETITION (THIRD.: ANON. 1976 JUN
SERIES OF PROBLEMS): ARTILLERY-FIRE EXAMINATION (ANSWERS TO THIRD.: ANON. 1976 AUG
SERIES ON RATES OF ADVANCE); A PRESENT-DAY PROBLEM OF TACTICS.: ANON. 1977 JUL
SKILLFULLY; KNOW AND USE COMBAT EQUIPMENT.: LETUN,M., D'YAKOV,A. 1979 JUL
SKILLFULLY; USE NAVIGATIONAL APPARATUS.: PRESNOV,V.ENGR.COL.CTS. 1977 MAR
SKILLS ARE IMPROVED IN THE FIELD; COMBAT.: KYNACHEV,M. 1978 AUG
SKILLS FOR FUTURE OFFICERS; FIRM TECHNICAL.: KIRYUSHIN,A. 1978 MAY
SKILLS FOR YOUNG SOLDIERS; FIRING.: BOL'TENKO,I. 1976 MAR
SKILLS IN CADETS; DEVELOPMENT OF COMMANDER AND METHODOLOGICAL.: PAVLOV,V. 1975 NOV
SKILLS IN ORIENTATION; IMPROVING.: KOVALENKO,A.COL. 1976 MAY
SKILLS IN PARTY AND POLITICAL WORK; FOR FUTURE OFFICERS—FIRM.: UTKIN,V. 1979 APR
SKILLS IN PODRAZDELENYE CONTROL FOR OFFICER CANDIDATES.: TARASOV,A.COL., KUTSEP,V.LC. 1976 NOV
SKILLS; FOR FUTURE SERGEANTS—COMMAND.: KUZNETSOV,YE. 1979 JUL
SKILLS; FOR STUDENTS—COMMAND.: KHRONOV,N.LC.CPEDS. 1979 SEP
SKILLS; FOR STUDENTS—COMMAND.: ZHIGAYLO,V. 1979 APR
SKY (REVIEW OF GEN.LT. LISOV'S BOOK, AIR DESANT TRAINING); IN ORDER TO CONQUER THE.: SHAGALOV,GDS.COL., ACHALOV,V.GDS.LC. 1977 JUL
SKY; SENTRIES OF THE.: POLYAKOV,A. 1978 APR
SLIDE PROJECTOR FROM A TAPE RECORDER; AN ATTACHMENT FOR AUTOMATICALLY CONTROLLING A.: VOLOCHENKO,V.ENGR.LC. 1977 JAN
SLIDE PROJECTOR; A PORTABLE.: STRIGUN,F. 1979 MAY
SLIDE PROJECTOR; AN ATTACHMENT FOR THE LETI-60.: VLADIMIROV,V. 1979 MAY
SLIDE PROJECTOR; CASSETTE UNIT FOR A.: PIŠARENKO,I. ENGR.LC., STRIGUN,F.ENGRL. 1976 JUN
SLIDE RULE [TACTICAL CALCULATIONS].: VASIL'YEV,V.COL. 1977 DEC
SLIDE RULE; CALCULATING THE EXPENDITURE OF ROUNDS (NORMALS, CIRCULAR.): GOLUBEV,I.LC. 1976 JUN
SLIDE RULE; SOUND RANGING CALCULATOR (CIRCULAR.): SEMIN,A.LC. 1976 JUN
SLIDE RULE; UNIVERSAL BRIDGING (CHERRYAUSKAŠ,ICAPT.): 1977 JUL
SMALL ARMS TRAINER; SUGGESTION FOR.: SOROKIN,A.LC., BARTUN,V.CAPT. 1977 DEC
SMALL ARTILLERY FIRING RANGE.: NOVICHKOV,A.COL. 1977 FEB
SMALL ARTILLERY FIRING RANGE.: YEZNOV,N. 1979 JUN
SMALL PODRAZDELENIYE; ARMAMENT OF.: KIRYUSHIN,A. 1978 MAY
SMALL PODRAZDELENIYE; INCREASE THE COHESIVENESS OF.:. ANON. 1976 MAY
SMALL TITLE, HIGH RESPONSIBILITY.: POLYAKOV,A.SR.LT. 1976 NOV
SMOKE AGENT CALCULATION; A GAGE FOR.: BUBNOVO,M., KHARITONOV,V. 1975 JAN
SMOKE IN THE OFFENSIVE; USE OF.: ABRAMTSEV,B.GE.MAJ.TECH.TRPS. 1976 DEC
SMOKE RULES; USING RANGING, TARGET DESIGNATION AND.: BELOKUR,M. 1979 JUL
SMOKE SCREEN BATTERIES.: DUDKO,A. 1979 MAY
SMOKE SCREEN FROM A HELICOPTER.: IBASHININ,A. 1976 MAR
SMOKE SCREENING.: ABRAMTSEV,B. 1978 JUL
SMOKE SHELL; MORE ABOUT FIRE ADJUSTMENT WITH A.: SOSUL'NIKOV,M., IL'YEVSKII,B. 1975 JAN
SMOKESCREEN CONDITIONS: UNDER.: GRABOVOY,I. 1975 OCT
SNIPER CANDIDATES; SELECTING.: SHEFER,YU.COL.MED.SVC.CMEDS.DOTS. 1977 JUN
SNIPER RIFLE (ADVICE ON TRAINING SNIPERS); WITH A.: MININ,R.COL.RES. 1976 SEP
SNIPERS IN THE WAR.: GOSTEY,I., MONASTYRSKIY,B., ULYBYSHEV,P. 1978 DEC
SNIPERS OF THE AIRWAVES.: ANON. 1976 MAY
SNIPERS); WITH A SNIPER RIFLE (ADVICE ON TRAINING.: MININ,R.COL.RES. 1976 SEP
SO AS NOT TO BE FOUND AT THE SIDE OF THE ROAD.: KIKESHEV,N.CAPT. 1976 JUL
SO AS NOT TO REPEAT MISTAKES.: ANON. 1977 DEC
SO AS NOT TO REPEAT MISTAKES.: IVANOV.V.COL. 1976 DEC
SO THAT A SOLDIER WILL LOVE HIS WEAPON.: MUKOVOZ,V.LT. 1979 SEP
SOCIAL POLICIES; UNITY OF THE PARTY'S ECONOMIC AND.: KOSTIN,S.COL. 1977 JAN
SOCIALISM; DEMOCRACY OF DEVELOPED.: MAL'TSEV,N. 1979 JUL
SOCIALISM; DEPENDABLE SHIELD OF.: YAKUBOVSKIY,I. 1975 MAY
SOCIALISM; IN DEFENSE OF.: VALO,V.GEN.COL.CHSSR. 1977 SEP
SOCIALISM; ON GUARD OVER THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS OF.: SODNOMDARZHA,TS. 1978 MAR
SOCIALISM; POLITICAL SYSTEM OF DEVELOPED.: NIKITIN,YE. 1978 DEC
SOCIALISM; THE PARTY UNDER CONDITIONS OF WELL-DEVELOPED.: MOGUTOV,V.COL. 1976 MAY
SOCIALIST COMPETITION AND THE COMBAT TRAINING OF CHEMICAL TROOPS.: PIKALOV,V. 1979 JUL
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SOLUTION (ROCKETS AND ARTILLERY, FROM ISSUE 8); CHECK YOUR.: ANON. 1977 SEP
SOLUTION (TACTICS, FROM ISSUE 4); CHECK YOUR.: ANON. 1977 AUG
SOLUTION; CHECK YOUR.: ANON. 1978 OCT
SOLUTION OF THE PROBLEM IS COMPLICATED (ARTILLERY): SHIBAYEV,N.COL. 1976 JUN
SOLUTION TO ARTILLERY MARKSMANSHIP PROBLEMS; FOR PARTICIPANTS OF COMPETITION FOR BEST.: ANON. 1976 MAY
SOLUTION; CHECK YOUR.: ANON. 1978 APR
SOLUTION; CHECK YOUR.: ANON. 1978 NOV
SOLUTIONS (CONTROL AND COMMUNICATIONS, PROBLEM 4 ISSUE 8); CHECK YOUR.: ANON. 1976 OCT
SOLUTIONS (MOTORIZED RIFLE, TANKS, DESANT TROOPS, FROM ISSUES 6,7, AND 8); CHECK YOUR.: ANON. 1976 OCT
SOLUTIONS TO CONTEST PROBLEMS; ON RESULTS OF.: ANON. 1976 NOV
SOLVE THESE PROBLEMS (ARTILLERY AND ROCKETS).: ANON. 1977 SEP
SOLVE THESE PROBLEMS (ENGINEER SUPPORT).: ANON. 1977 OCT
SOLVE THESE PROBLEMS (FIRE AND WEAPONS).: ANON. 1976 AUG
SOLVE THESE PROBLEMS (FIRE AND WEAPONS, PROBLEM 1).: ANON. 1976 MAR
SOLVE THESE PROBLEMS (FIRE AND WEAPONS, PROBLEM 3).: ANON. 1977 JUN
SOLVE THESE PROBLEMS (FIRE AND WEAPONS, PROBLEM 5).: ANON. 1976 SEP
SOLVE THESE PROBLEMS (ROCKETS AND ARTILLERY).: ANON. 1976 AUG
SOLVE THESE PROBLEMS (ROCKETS AND ARTILLERY).: ANON. 1977 OCT
SOLVE THESE PROBLEMS (ROCKETS AND ARTILLERY).: ANON. 1978 APR
SOLVE THESE PROBLEMS (ROCKETS AND ARTILLERY).: ANON. 1978 NOV
SOLVE THESE PROBLEMS (ROCKETS AND ARTILLERY).: ANON. 1977 SEP
SOLVE THESE PROBLEMS (TACTICS).: ANON. 1976 APR
SOLVE THESE PROBLEMS.:. ANON. 1978 JAN
SOLVE THESE PROBLEMS.: ANON. 1978 MAR
SOLVING A COMBINED MISSION.: MIN’KOVICH,V. 1979 MAR
SOMETIMES TECHNIQUES.: BOYARINTSEV,A. 1976 OCT
SOME QUESTIONS OF BATTERY FIRE.: ANON. 1976 SEP
SOME QUESTIONS OF SHORT BASE REGISTRATION.: BELOKUR,M.COL.RES. 1976 NOV
SON AND AN ARTILLERYMAN.; LIEUTENANT LOSKUTOV,: SKROBOB,YA. 1975 MAY
SONDE: DEVICE FOR PREPARING A RADIO.: SHULYACHENKO,R. 1976 DEC
SONS; PATHS OF THE FATHERS ARE THE ROADS OF THE.: ANON. 1977 MAY
SOUND RANGING PERSONNEL; USE OF TOPOGRAPHIC COMPUTER BY.: AGAFONOV,N. 1978 JAN
SOUND RANGING PODRAZDELENIYE ON A SHORT BASE LINE; ACCURACY OF OPERATION OF.: TALANOV,V., MIROSHNICHENKO,V. 1975 DEC
SOUNDING; RADIO DIRECTION-FINDING MODE OF.: FEDOTENKO,V.L. 1977 APR
SOUNDINGS; CHECKING THE RESULTS OF COMBINED.: KULYUKHIN,N.L., LUTSENKO,G.MAJ. 1977 SEP
SOUNDS DIFFERENT; WHEN I.: SVETIKOV,V.LT. 1976 NOV
SOUNDS; BEFORE THE FIRST SHOT.: SIMCHENKOV,P. 1978 AUG
SOURCE OF ACCURATE FIRE; AT THE.: PODYGININ,M.CAPT. 1977 OCT
SOURCE OF FORCE AND MIGHT.: SREDIN,G.GEN.COL. 1977 OCT
SOURCE OF MILITARY DANGER; IMPERIALISM-A.: TRUSHIN,B., LIPKIN,R. 1975 NOV
SOURCES OF COMBAT EXPERTISE.: POLISHEVICH,V.SR.LT. 1977 DEC
SOURCES OF HEROISM ARE CONTAINED IN THE LOVE FOR THE MOTHERLAND.: VASILEVSKIY,A.MSU.HSU. 1977 MAY
SOURCES OF THE STUDENTS’ INSTRUCTIONAL METHODS CREATIVITY.: MIKHAILOVSKIY,V.COL.CPEDS.DOTS. 1979 SEP
SOUTHERN GROUP OF FORCES.: ANON. 1977 JUL
SPECIALISTS; TRAINING YOUNG.: LOMAKO,L. 1978 FEB
SPECIALISTS; WE TRAIN.: ROMANOV,V.SR.LT. 1977 NOV
SPECIALISTS; WHY ARE THERE FEW RATED.: MALISOV,YU. 1978 JUN
SPECIALIZED TRAINING: COMPETITION IN INTERESTS OF AIR DEFENSE PERSONNEL.: LEVCHENKO,P.GEN.COL. 1978 NOV
SPECIALTY; THEY HAVE MASTERED AN ALLIED.: FOMICHEV,V.GDS.SR.LT. 1977 SEP
SPECIFICALLY, EXPERTLY.: USACHEV,A. 1979 JAN
SPEED AERIAL TARGETS; HIGH.: BOCHEROV,V.COL. 1977 MAY
SPEED FOR THE ASSAULT; HIGH.: SKORODUMOV.I. 1975 MAR
SPEED IS THE ESSENCE OF MANEUVER.: SKROBOV.YA.GEN.LT. 1978 NOV
SPIRIT OF ANTI-SOVIETISM (CHINA TODAY); IN A.: PETROV,YU.COL. 1976 JUL
SPIRIT OF COMPETITION; ENTHUSIASM IN RIVALRY-THE.: POPKOV,M. 1975 FEB
SPIRIT OF FRIENDSHIP AND FRATERNITY; IN THE.: BASISTOV,YU., SKOTNIKOV,YU. 1975 MAR
SPIRIT OF POLITICAL VIGILANCE; IN A.: OVERCHUK,A. 1978 JAN
SPIRIT OF REGULATION REQUIREMENTS; IN THE.: LAPYGIN,N.GEN.COL. 1978 SEP
SPIRIT OF REVOLUTIONARY VIGILANCE; IN A.: FERNANDEZ,R.GEN.CUBA. 1977 APR
SPIRIT OF SPIRIT OF THE TIMES (REVIEW G.N. VACHNADZE'S ANTENNA DIRECTED TO THE EAST); DESPITE THE.: CHERNOUS'KO,L.ENGR.C1.RES. 1976 JUL
SPIRITUAL ENERGY.: DYNIN,I.COL. 1977 NOV
SPORT FIELD IN WINTER; ON THE.: PALYANITSA.B.LC.CPEDS. 1977 MAR
SPORTS CLUB TEAM; CENTRAL ARMY.: DYNIN.I. 1978 MAY
SPORTS COMPLEX) BADGE-TO AN OLYMPIC MEDAL; FROM THE VSK (MILITARY.: RADCHENKOV. 1979 MAY
SPORTSMEN; FOR A COMPANY OF OUTSTANDING.: BOGDANOV,S.LT. 1976 DEC
STAFF; A PLUS FOR THE EFFORTS OF A.: SIMCHENKOV.P.COL. 1976 OCT
STAFF; COHESIVE WORK BY THE COMMANDER AND.: NESTERENKO,V.LC. 1978 NOV
STAFF; COMMAND AND CONTROL-THE COMMANDER AND THE.: KOZHBAKHTEYEV,V.GEN. 1978 SEP
STAFF; COMMAND AND.: LYASHCHENKO,I. 1975 FEB
STAFFS IN EXERCISES; THOROUGHNESS OF COMMANDERS AND.: BELONOZHKO,S. 1975 AUG
STAFFS; IMPORTANT TASK OF.: KOSHKIN,YU. 1979 MAY
STAGE; AT A NEW.: SCHOGLOV.A.CAPT.LT. 1977 NOV
STAGES ALONG THE GREAT ROAD, THE USSR IN FIRST PLACE IN THE WORLD.: ANON. 1977 MAY
STAGES OF OUR VICTORY.: ANON. 1975 MAY
STAGES OF THE GREAT PATH.: METELKIN,N. 1977 OCT
STALINGRAD, 1242.: ANON. 1976 JAN
STAND FOR THE CONTAMINATION ROENTGEN METER; A.: PORTNOV,V.ENG.MAJ.. SHMUL',S. 1977 MAY
STAND; DDA-53 TRAINING.: NOVOPAVLOVSKY,A. 1975 JUL
STANDARDS GO INTO COMBAT; THE.: VOROSHKEVICH,V. 1975 MAR
STANDING GUARD NUMBER 3; IRON DIVISION.: ANON. 1977 OCT
STARSHINA OF THE TENTH FIVE-YEAR PLAN.: KOSTINS. 1976 MAR
STATE EXAMS; IN.: SHUBIN.B. 1979 OCT
STATE FIGURE (L.I. BREZHNEV); OUTSTANDING PARTY AND.: ANON. 1976 DEC
STATE; OUR SOVIET.: SUMBATYAN,YU. 1978 JUL
STATION; FROM THE EXPERIENCE OF OPERATING AN ANALYTIC CALCULATION.; TOTSKYI,A. 1978 JUN
STATIONARY CALIBRATION WORK SHOP: A.: POLYAK,A. 1979 APR
STATIONARY TARGETS; DESTRUCTION OF.: BESEDIN N. 1975 OCT
STATIONS; MUTUAL CHECKING OF WEATHER.: SAVKIN,L., YURKOVSKIY,A. 1975 MAR
STEEL FORTRESSES; BUILDERS OF.: KOCHETKOVA. 1975 MAY
STEET ASCENTS.: SHLAYEN,M. 1978 APR
STEER BANK OF THE DNIEPER; ON THE.: BESSARAB,A. 1975 OCT
STEP IS FIRM; GUARDS'.: AVTONOMOV,S.LT.COL. 1976 JUL
STEP; WITH THE FIRST.: SIRENKO,N.CAPT. 1976 AUG
STEPS ON A GREAT PATH FOR THE GOOD OF THE PEOPLE.: ANON. 1977 SEP
STEREOTYPE AND SEARCHING; INDIVIDUAL ASSIGNMENTS.: PECHNIKOV,V. 1975 MAR
STEREOTYPE MANNER; NOT IN A.: SKRYABIN,N. 1975 FEB
STEREOTYPES (TACTICS); RESOLUTIONLY FIGHT.: POLOKHOV,M.GEN.LT. 1976 APR
STEREOTYPES CANNOT BE IMPOSED ON TACTICS.: MANT,M. 1975 SEP
STEREOTYPES; METHODOLOGY TOLERATES NO.: ZIYEMIN'SH.M. 1978 MAY
STICK COMMANDER'S ACTIONS.: OTLIVANCHIK, YE.E.GS.COL. 1976 OCT
STIMULATION OF MILITARY WORK; MORAL.: DANILOV.V. 1979 JUL
STINGER): FOREIGN MILITARY INFORMATION (TANK XM-1, IRISH BT TIMONI,: ANON. 1976 MAY
STOLYARCHUK; IRON COMMISSAR - COL. F. YE.. RAFTOPULLA,A.COL.RET.HSU. 1976 DEC
STOP WITH WHAT HAS BEEN ACCOMPLISHED; DO NOT.: KOVALENKO,V. 1979 OCT
STORAGE OF ARMORED EQUIPMENT.; ANON. 1976 JAN
STORING AND CARRYING ELECTRIC DETONATORS: A PENCIL CASE FOR.: GOROKHOV,M.COL. 1979 SEP
STRATEGY (25TH CONGRESS CPSU); PARTY ECONOMIC.: KHITRENKO,M.COL.CES. 1977 MAR
STREAM CROSSING IN BAD WEATHER.: SUKHAREV,V. 1975 JUL
STREAM CROSSING POINT; ELIMINATION OF THE AFFECTEFFECTS OF CHEMICAL CONTAMINATION AT A.: PAVLOV,S. 1975 SEP
STREAM CROSSINGS; WINTER.: UPOROV,V., SHAKIROV,A. 1975 MAR
STREAM; ACROSS A SWIFT.: BELOKOBULSKY,A.COL. 1978 SEP
STREAM BATTLES; TANKS IN.: AMATUNIA.COL.HSU. 1976 JUN
STREAM FIGHTING; COMBAT ENGINEERS IN.: YEFIMOV,V.COL.HSU. 1976 MAY
STREAM WITH HIS NAME.: SMIRNOV,V.COL. 1976 SEP
STREAM; HEROES FROM HERO.: DYNIN,I. 1978 FEB
STRENGTH (PVO); WITH A GREAT RESERVE OF.: KALININ,V.COL. 1979 DEC
STRENGTH IS NOT ONLY IN THE MUSCLES; MALISOV,YU. 1979 JUN
STRENGTH OF A LANDING FORCE IS TESTED IN BATTLE.: SKORODUMOV,I., DYNIN,I. 1975 JUL
STRENGTH OF COMMUNIST IDEAS; VITALITY AND.; SREDIN,G. 1979 OCT
STRENGTH OF PERSONAL EXAMPLE.: ZAYTSEV,N.COL.RES. 1976 AUG
STRENGTH OF THE COMMUNISTS; WITH THE.: SIDORCHUK,V. 1979 JUL
STRENGTH; CALCULATING ONE'S.: LABICHEV,B. 1976 MAR
STRENGTH; RESERVE OF.: GOSHKO,V.LC. 1976 DEC
STRENGTH; TEST OF.: PROVALOV. K. 1978 FEB
STRENGTHEN COMRADESHIP IN ARMS; LET US.: SHPIRKO. A. 1975 OCT
STRENGTHENING DEFENSE OF COUNTRY, ACTIVITIES OF CPSU CARRYING OUT TASKS; V. I. LENIN
ON TASKS OF.: OSYUK. F. 1975 DEC
STRENGTHENING OF THE ARMED FORCES; PARTY CONGRESSES AND.: IZMAYLOV. V. 1976 FEB
STRENGTHENING THE DEFENSIVE CAPACITY OF THE COUNTRY, IMPROVING SOVIET ARMED FORCES;
25TH CONGRESS OF THE CPSU ON.: BARANOVI. S. GEN. MAJ. DHS. PROF. 1976 JUN

STRICT AND FATHERLY EXACTINGNESS.: PLAKHOTNIK. I. LC. 1976 JUL
STRICTLY CARRYING OUT REGULATIONS; IN THE SPIRIT OF.: LYASHKO. V. 1979 MAY
STRICTLY COORDINATE FIRE AND MOVEMENTS.: IVANOVI. V., PANKOVI. M. 1979 MAR
STRIKE WHILE ON THE RUN; "KATYUSHAS".: POCHUKAYEVI. G. COL. 1977 NOV
STRIKE FROM AMBUSH (AIR DESANT TROOPS).: SMETANNIKOVI. P. COL. 1976 OCT
STRONG ARMOR, HEAVY AND ACCURATE FIRE.: ANON. 1976 SEP
STRONG MILITARY COLLECTIVE; IN A.: PROTOPOPOVI. V. SR. LT. 1978 SEP
STRONG POINT; PLATOON DEFENCE OF.: STRIGIN. V. 1975 OCT
STRONG WITH LENIN'S TRUTH; WE ARE.: BOGDANOVI. N. 1977 APR
STRONGER; TRAINING OF AIRBORNE PERSONNEL GROWS.: FEDOTOVI. A. 1978 APR
STRONGER; TRAINING OF INTERCEPTOR PILOTS GROWS.: KRYAKVIN. G. 1978 APR
STRUGGLE FOR ACCURATE FIRE.: STEPANYUK. YU. 1978 MAR
STRUGGLE FOR COMBAT TRAINING EFFECTIVENESS; PARTY MEMBERS IN A.: BALDIN. N. LC.
1977 JUN
STRUGGLE FOR COMBAT TRAINING QUALITY AND EFFECTIVENESS; OFFICERS IN THE.: ANON. 1977 SEP
STRUGGLE FOR EFFECTIVENESS AND COMPETITION; IN THE.: STEFANOVSKIY. G. 1979 MAY
STRUGGLE FOR EFFICIENCY.; ANON. 1976 APR
STUDENTS-COMMAND SKILLS; FOR.: KHROMOV. N. LC. CPEDS. 1979 SEP
STUDENTS; A COMMAND POST EXERCISE WITH.: POPOVI. N. ENGR. COL. CMS. DOTS., BUBNOVI. O. LC.
1979 NOV
STUDENTS; FOR THE HIGH TRAINING OF.: BEDULIN. A. 1979 APR
STUDENTS; METHOD OF INTENSIFYING THE CLASSES WITH: NESTERENKO, V. 1978 OCT
STUDENTS; RADIO TRAINING WITH: KRASIL’SCHIKOV, M. ENGR. LC. 1977 JUN
STUDENTS; TODAY IS A MILITARY DAY FOR: YEFIMOV, I. GEN. MAJ. COMM. TRPS., MEL’NICHENKO, A. COL. 1977 JAN
STUDIES OF AN OFFICER; INDEPENDENT: MAKSIMOV, V. SR. LT. 1979 DEC
STUDIES THE EXPERIENCE OF THE WORK OF LEADING OFFICERS; MILITARY COUNCIL: ANON. 1975 APR
STUDY BY OFFICERS; INDEPENDENT: GUDYMENKO, B. 1975 OCT
STUDY EQUIPMENT; IMPROVE KNOWLEDGE.: ANON. 1978 DEC
STUDY OF COMBAT EXPERIENCE: BATOV, P., KARASEV, M. 1975 JUN
STUDY OF FILMS; TACTICAL PREPARATION OF STUDENTS AND: KHRONNUSOV, A. COL. 1979 NOV
STUDY OF RULES OF FIRE; ANSWERS TO READER’S QUESTIONS (TO AID: ANON. 1977 JUL
STUDY ROOM; INSTRUCTIONAL METHODS: MERKIN, S. 1978 MAR
STUDY THE EQUIPMENT; HOW WE: MINGALEV, V. 1979 JUN
STUDY THE TECHNOLOGY, AND ACQUIRE SKILL; WE: KIRICHENKO, A. CAPT. 1977 JAN
STUDY THE DEFENSE FOR: GUSEV, V. LC. 1978 SEP
STUDY OF THE EXERCISE; WHAT Ensured THE: DYININ, I., COL., PROTASOV, YU. LC. 1977 JAN
SUCCESS ACCOMPANIES EXPERTS.: ANON. 1979 DEC
SUCCESS CAME; HOW: KIRYUKHIN, M. 1976 FEB
SUCCESS IN BATTLE (RATE OF ADVANCE); FOR THE SAKE OF: SLYUSARENKO, I. MAJ. 1977 MAY
SUCCESS IN BATTLE; MANEUVER AND DECISIVENESS, GUARANTEE OF: STAROVOYTOV, N. 1978 FEB
SUCCESS IN COMBAT; MANEUVER—THE BASIS OF: ZHELTOUKHMOV, A. COL. 1979 OCT
SUCCESS IN TROOP CONTROL; HIGH STAFF CULTURE IS A GUARANTEE OF: TOVSTUKHA, P. GEN. MAJ. 1976 MAY
SUCCESS IS FORGED IN THE COMPANY: FOMICHEV, P. 1975 OCT
SUCCESS IS IN PLANNING; BASIS FOR: MOLOKOYEDOV, S. GEN. COL. 1976 APR
SUCCESS LIES IN RELIABLE NEUTRALIZATION BY FIRE; GUARANTEE OF: KHRYASHCHEV, A. COL. 1977 MAR
SUCCESS OF THE DEFENSE; FOR: GUSEV, V. LC. 1978 SEP
SUCCESS OF THE EXERCISE; WHAT Ensured THE: DYININ, I., COL., PROTASOV, YU. LC. 1977 JAN
SUCCESS WILL COME; PREPARE AND WHAT: BORODIKHIN, S. LT. 1977 MAR
SUCCESS—STRONG DISCIPLINE; AT THE BASE OF: ZUBOV, S. SR. LT. 1979 NOV
SUCCESS; AN IMPORTANT ITEM IN: CHUMACHENKO, A. 1979 AUG
SUCCESS; AN INDISPENSABLE ITEM FOR: ANTONOV, V. LC. 1976 JUL
SUCCESS; CLOSE COORDINATION—THE GUARANTEE OF: SHULAKOV, A. 1979 AUG
SUCCESS; COMPETITIVENESS ENSURES.: MOSTOVOY, S. GDS. LC. 1976 APR
SUCCESS; COMPONENTS OF: BERSHAK, V. COL., IVANOV, N. LC. 1977 NOV
SUCCESS; ELEMENTS OF: STAZHKOV, P. 1978 APR
SUCCESS; ELEMENTS OF.: ANON. 1978 JAN
SUCCESS; EXPERTISE IS THE BASIS OF: ARKHIPOV, V. SR. LT. 1977 MAY
SUCCESS; EXPLOITATION OF: KRAVCHENKO, V. COL. RES. 1977 JUN
SUCCESS; HORIZONS BECKONING TOWARD.: BUKHTEYEV, N. 1975 JUL
SUCCESS; INITIATIVE AND DECISIVENESS—THE GUARANTEE OF: SOTNIKOV, I. 1979 OCT
SUCCESS; LYING AT THE BASIS OF: TITAKOV, K. 1978 OCT
SUCCESS; PATH TO.: TATARINOV, V. 1976 MAR
SUCCESS; REGULATION ORDER IS THE GUARANTEE OF: MEL’NIKOV, P. 1978 JAN
SUCCESS; REFERENCE IS AN IMPORTANT ITEM IN: CHUMACHENKO, A. 1977 AUG
SUCCESS; RESPONSIBILITY IS A GUARANTEE OF: KIRICHENKO, A. MAJ. 1979 NOV
SUCCESS; SUBSTITUTE; TEACH, BUT DON’T.: KHARCHUK, B. GEN. MAJ. TK. TRPS. 1976 MAY
SUCCESS; RELIABLE AIR DEFENSE ENSURED THE.: OTRUBA,A. 1979 JAN
SUCCESS; SURE OF.: SUBOCH,I.GDS.LT. 1976 DEC
SUCCESS; THE SEARCH LED TO.: BULAT,L. 1979 APR
SUCCESS; THROUGH PREPARATION IS THE FOUNDATION OF.: YAKUBOVSKIY,V. 1975 JUN
SUCCESS; TO OUTWIT IS TO ACHIEVE.: SKROBOV,YA.GEN.LT.ARKY. 1976 JUL
SUCCESS; TRAINING FACILITY AS COMPONENT OF.: KURIN,N.LT. 1977 MAR
SUCCESSES; COMPETITION MULTIPLIES.: GALANOV,N.CAPT. 1976 DEC
SUCCESSES; THE FIRMER THE ORDER—THE BIGGER THE.: VEREVKIN-Rakash'kiy,V.GEN.LT. 1979 OCT
SUCCESSFUL SUPPLEMENT; A.: SLADKOV,A. 1979 AUG
SUCCESSFULLY; TO COMBAT TANKS.: SHEVCHUK,G. 1978 JUL
SUCCESSIVE FIRE CONCENTRATION OR MOVING BARRAGE.: AVDEYEV,M. 1976 DEC
SUCCESSORS TO GRAND TRADITIONS.: ANON. 1976 NOV
SUCCESSORS; PASS ON TO.: BOYKO,P.G.COL. 1978 SEP
SUMMARIZE RESULTS; LET'S.: ANON. 1978 NOV
SUMMARY; BEHIND THE LINE OF THE OPERATIONS. DAVIDOVYA. 1975 SEP
SUMMED UP, THE STRUGGLE CONTINUES; RESULTS HAVE BEEN.: KAPITONOV,S.GDS.SR.LT. 1979 DEC
SUMMER; ON SERVICING A LAUNCH MOUNT DURING THE.: SHURYGIN,YU. 1979 JUN
SUMMING UP RESULTS—AN IMPORTANT ELEMENT.: STANOYOV,YE. 1978 MAR
SUPERBOMB; OZONE—NUCLEAR.: DMITRIYEV.M. 1978 JUN
SUPERIOR; STRUGGLE FOR FIRE.: YEPIFANOV,I. 1978 AUG
SUPPORT AND CONCERN FOR INVENTORS AND RATIONALIZERS.: SALAMANOV,G.GEN.COL. 1978 SEP
SUPPORT FOR AN OFFICER; SERGEANTS ARE AT THE CENTER OF ATTENTION, A RELIABLE.: SHTURRAK,L.GDS.CAPT. 1977 JAN
SUPPORT FOR PODRAZDELENIYE COMBAT OPERATIONS; CHEMICAL.: PAVLOV,S.GEN.COL.TECH.TRPS. 1976 OCT
SUPPORT IN AN ATTACK; TANK-TECHNICAL.: UTKIN,V. ENGR.COL. 1976 JUN
SUPPORT IN DEPLOYMENT FROM THE MARCH; FIRE.: KARDASHEVSKIY,YU. 1975 JUN
SUPPORT IN THE MOUNTAINS; ENGINEER MARCH.: RAFAILOV,R.LC. 1978 SEP
SUPPORT METHODS; SEARCH FOR EFFECTIVE ARTILLERY.: BIRYUKOV,G.GEN.MAJ.ARKY.OMS.PROF. 1977 MAY
SUPPORT MOTORIZED RIFLES; FLAMETHROWERS.: SHABALIN,A.GEN.MAJ.TECH.TRPS. 1976 OCT
SUPPORT TO THE MARCH OF TRAINING PODRAZDELENIYE; TECHNICAL.: KUZNETSOV,V. 1976 AUG
SUPPORT PERIOD; DURING THE ARTILLERY.: MEDVED'N. 1976 JUN
SUPPORT TO A BATTALION ON THE MARCH; TECHNICAL.: IVANOV,A.ENGRL.COL. 1976 JUL
SUPPORT TO A BREAKTHROUGH OF DEFENSES; ENGINEER.: PARFILOV,YU.COL. 1976 JUN
SUPPORT TO THE MARCH AND IN THE ATTACK; TECHNICAL.: DUTOV,E. 1978 JUL
SUPPORT TO THE LEVEL OF MODERN REQUIREMENTS; ENGINEER.: AGANOVA,S.ENGRL.GEN.COL. 1976 OCT
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SUPPORT TO TROOPS; RECONNAISSANCE IS THE MOST IMPORTANT FORM OF COMBAT.: ANON.
1978 APR
SUPPORT; SOLVE THESE PROBLEMS (ENGINEER.: ANON. 1977 NOV
SUPPORT; A MARCH OVER BAD ROADS (ENGINEER.: KRAKNIKOV,V.LC., TITOV,L.MAJ. 1976 APR
SUPPORT; FORCE OF FIRE.: KARASNOV,K.GEN.MAJ.RES.HSUY. 1977 JAN
SUPPORT; HEAVY'S ARE A RELIABLE.: CHAPLOUTSKYI,M. 1978 JUL
SUPPORT; RATIONALIZERS NEED.: MALISOYU. 1978 AUG
SUPPORTING AN ATTACK.: KARDASHEVSKIY,YU. 1978 MAR
SUPPORTING MOTORIZED RIFLEMEN.: VISHNYAV.CAPT. 1976 OCT
SUPPORTS OUR VIEWS; HISTORY ITSELF.: TRET'YAKOV.V. 1975 MAY
SURFACE OF THE WATER; AT INDIVIDUAL TARGETS ABOVE THE.: MEL'CHAKOV,N. 1975 FEB
SURFACE TARGETS; AGAINST.: DIDUKH,A., ZHAVORONKKOV,V. 1978 JUN
SURFACE WIND CORRECTIONS; FOR DETERMINING.: VOLNENKO,A.. IGNATENKO.B. 1979 MAY
SURPRISE AND DECISIVENESS.: URZAMATOV,R.SR.LT. 1978 NOV
SURPRISE IN ATTACK AND WAYS TO ACHIEVE IT.: SHISHKINYU. 1976 FEB
SURPRISE, KEY TO VICTORY (TACTICS).: TITAKOVK.COL. 1976 AUG
SURPRISE; DON'T FORGET ABOUT.: SHEIN.B.COL. 1977 JUN
SURVEILLANCE RADARS; GROUND.: DEMIDOVV.ECOL. 1978 NOV
SURVEY ACCURACY WITH THE HELP OF LAND NAVIGATION EQUIPMENT; INCREASING.: NOSOV.F. 1979 FEB
SURVEY IN DEFENSE; RADIATION AND CHEMICAL.: DOLODONOV,S.COL. 1976 NOV
SURVEY SECTION COMPETITIONS.: SHLYAPIN,V.LC. 1977 JAN
SURVEY TIME; WE ARE SHORTENING.: BOGUSHEVICH,L.LT. 1979 SEP
SURVEYOR IN THE MOUNTAINS; WITH A TOPOGRAPHIC.: BUROV,V. 1975 APR
SURVEYORS; TRAINING COMPUTERS AND.: SMAGLIY,P.CAPT. 1978 SEP
SURVIVABILITY OF A BATTERY; INCREASED.: KHEROL'SKIY,YE.COL., TSARENKO,B.LC. 1979 SEP
SURVIVABILITY OF ARTILLERY BATTERIES; ON THE QUESTION OF.: ZUBKOV,A. 1978 AUG
SURVIVABILITY OF ARTILLERY PODRAZDELENIYE; ON THE MATTER OF.: YEPIFANOVS.I.LC. 1976 APR
SURVIVABILITY OF ARTILLERY PODRAZDELENIYE; ON THE MATTER OF.: YEPIFANOVS.I.LC. 1978 SEP
SUSPENDED IN MID-AIR; A TARGET.: SMATIV,A., GRYAZNOV.A. 1975 MAR
SUVOROVITES; EXCELLENT PHYSICAL TRAINING FOR.: PALATNYY,YE. 1979 AUG
SWIFT STREAM; ACROSS A.: BELOKOBYL'SKIY,A.COL. 1978 SEP
SWIFTNESS AND IMPACT.: CHEVCHUK,N. 1978 MAR
SWIM TRAINING; IMPROVE SOLDIERS'.: SEMENOV,YU. 1978 APR
SYMBOLS USED BY FOREIGN ARMIES; CONVENTIONAL TACTICAL.: TARAKANOV,P.COL. 1976 JUN
SYSTEM IN THE DEFENSE OF A BATTALION; FIRE.: KUZNETSOV,V.LC. 1977 FEB
SYSTEM OF DEVELOPED SOCIALISM; POLITICAL.: NIKITIN,YE. 1978 DEC
SYSTEM OF THE TANK COMPANY IN THE DEFENSE; FIRE.: BORISHENKO,M.LC. 1976 JUN
SYSTEM; THE COMMUNIST PARTY OF THE SOVIET-THE NUCLEUS OF OUR SOCIETY'S POLITICAL.: YERMAKOV,V.DHS. 1977 NOV
SYSTEMS AND COMBAT CAPABILITY; PROTECTIVE.: SHUBIN,B. 1979 MAY
SYSTEMS IN THE RECONNAISSANCE TRAINING OF OFFICERS; TECHNICAL.: SHEVTSOV,S.GEN.MAJ. 1979 APR
SYSTEMS IN THE U.S. AND FRG ARMIES; TRAINING.: VESHCHUNOV,S.COL. 1976 JUL
SYSTEMS; AUTOMATED ARTILLERY FIRE CONTROL.: BYSTROV,V. 1979 JAN
SYSTEMS; LASERS IN GUIDANCE.: GRANKIN,V., TANIN.N., VOSTOKOV,Z. 1978 APR
SYSTEMS; SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS.: ANON. 1978 AUG
SYSTEMS; TACTICAL SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS.: KIRILIN,S.ENGR.COL.CTS., NOVIKOV,P.ENGR.C2. 1976 JUL
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SYSTEMS: VOLLEY FIRE.; TARITSYN,A., FILIPPOV,A. 1975 DEC
T.K. BELASHCHENKO'S USA: 200 YEARS — 200 WARS); BY SWORD AND DOLLAR (REVIEW.;
VOLKOV,A.COL.CHS. 1976 AUG
TABLE FOR ROCKET ARTILLERY; CORRECTION.: ZHUKOV,YU., BOTVINNIK,YU. 1978 APR
TABLES HAS BEEN CHANGED; THE FORMAT OF THE.: BULAT,N.ENGRL.C. 1976 JUL
TACTICAL AIRBORNE DESANT ; ANTITANK GUIDED MISSILE BATTERY (PTURS) IN A.:
ZAYTSEV,V.COL., NAUMOV,A.CAPT. 1977 FEB
TACTICAL AIRBORNE LANDING.: DYNIN,I. 1978 APR
TACTICAL AIRBORNE LANDINGS (DESANT, HUNGARIAN PEOPLE'S ARMY).; ANON. 1976 SEP
TACTICAL AND FIRE COORDINATION; IN CLOSE.: GUR'YEVP. 1978 OCT
TACTICAL AND WEAPONS TRAINING; IN UNITY WITH.: KURRYASHOV,V.ENGRL.C. 1977 DEC
TACTICAL AVIATION (BASED ON FOREIGN PRESS); EMPLOYMENT OF.: DROZHIN,A.COL. 1976 SEP
TACTICAL BOLDNESS.: KRASNOHUTANOV,1.GEN.LT.RET. 1977 JAN
TACTICAL CLASS WITH A PLATOON (AIR DEFENSE): A.: PASHKOVSKIY,V.COL. 1977 MAR
TACTICAL DRILL; PROBLEM METHOD,.: LOKTEV,G.LC. 1976 NOV
TACTICAL DRILL PROBLEM WITH LAUNCH BATTERY.: KIRIMOV.I.LC. 1977 DEC
TACTICAL EXERCISE WITH AN ENGINEER BATTALION; A SPECIAL.: IVANOV.A.COL., IRKHA,M.LC. 1979 NOV
TACTICAL EXERCISE WITH COMPANY AND BATTERY COMMANDERS; SHORT.: KIREYEV,S.COL. 1976 AUG
TACTICAL EXERCISE; EFFECTIVENESS OF THE.: MOISEYEV,G. 1975 JUN
TACTICAL EXERCISE; GROUND FORCES COMMANDER IN CHIEF AT A.: SKORODUMOV,1.GEN.MAJ.TK.TRPS., RUDOV,V.LC. 1977 MAR
TACTICAL EXERCISE; PREPARING FOR A.: IL'IN,V., VITSENT'YEV,G. 1979 MAY
TACTICAL EXCERISES — SCHOOL OF COMBAT SKILL.: KRIVDA,F.F.GEN.COL. 1979 NOV
TACTICAL EXERCISES; CERTAIN ISSUES OF THE METHODOLOGY FOR CONDUCTING.: BIZVERSHENKO,V., STRELETS,M. 1978 APR
TACTICAL EXERCISES; EVALUATING THE ACTIONS OF COMMANDERS AND PODRAZDELENIYE DURING.: GUR'YEVP,P.GEN.LT. 1978 AUG
TACTICAL EXERCISES; INTENSITY OF ACTUAL COMBAT FOR.: ANON. 1978 JUL
TACTICAL EXERCISES; SOCIALIST COMPETITION DURING.: TEMERKHANOV,D.COL. 1979 MAY
TACTICAL EXERCISES; SOCIALIST COMPETITION DURING.: TEMERKHANOV,D.COL. 1979 OCT
TACTICAL HORIZON; OFFICER'S:. KURIMSKY,V. 1975 FEB
TACTICAL LANDING OPERATION; ANTI AIRCRAFT DEFENSE OF.: SUBBOTIN,V. 1975 OCT
TACTICAL PREPARATION OF STUDENTS AND STUDY OF FILMS.: KHRONNUSOV,A.COL. 1979 NOV
TACTICAL PROBLEM (TACTICS).: ANON. 1976 APR
TACTICAL PROBLEM; TANKERS ATTACK AT NIGHT (A.: SVINTSOV,A. 1976 FEB
(TACTICAL PROBLEM); YOUR DECISION?: ANON. 1977 APR
TACTICAL PROBLEM; TANKERS ATTACK AT NIGHT (A.: SVINTSOV,A. 1976 MAY
TACTICAL PROBLEMS AND EXERCISES; METHODOLOGY OF CONDUCTING.: KORBELYA,M. 1978 FEB
TACTICAL PRUDENCE.: VOROB'YEVP,. 1978 MAY
TACTICAL SATELLITE COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS.: KIRILIN,S.ENGRL.COL.CTS., NOVIKOV,P.ENGRL.C2. 1976 JUL
TACTICAL SKILL; WE ARE IMPROVING.: SPORSH,S. 1979 JUL
TACTICAL SYMBOLS USED BY FOREIGN ARMIES; CONVENTIONAL.: TARAKANDOV,P.COL. 1976 JUN
TACTICAL THINKING OF ARTILLERY OFFICERS.: NORDSHIEYN,M. 1979 MAY
TACTICAL THINKING; IMPROVE THE ARTILLERY OFFICER'S:. ANASHKIN,I.GEN.LT.ARTY. 1977 AUG
TACTICAL THOUGHT PROCESS; COMMANDER'S: MERIMSKY, V. 1978 OCT
TACTICAL THOUGHT; FORMATION OF: TKALENKO, A.LC. 1976 JUN
TACTICAL TRAINING (CHEMICAL DEFENSE): SPECIAL: MAR'YASOV, V.COL. 1976 JUN
TACTICAL TRAINING OF CADETS: ANDREYEV, N., VAJSMAN, B., YANOVI, L., TSARIKOV, L. 1975 SEP
TACTICAL TRAINING OF CADETS: SPECIAL: SKRYABIN, N.COL. 1977 APR
TACTICAL TRAINING OF MISSILE AND ARTILLERY MEN: PEREDEL'SKIY, G.MSL.ARTY. 1976 MAY
TACTICAL TRAINING OF PODRAZDELENIYE; IMPROVING THE: KHOMULO, M.GEN.COL. 1979 SEP
TACTICAL TRAINING OF SPECIALISTS: GLUKHOV, A.LT. 1977 SEP
TACTICAL TRAINING; A COMPLEX APPROACH IS THE BASIS OF: ANON. 1977 MAR
TACTICAL TRAINING; IMPROVING: GREECHEV, V.LC. 1977 DEC
TACTICAL TRAINING; THE FIELD—A SCHOOL OF: BUSLOV, V. 1979 AUG
TACTICAL TRAINING; IMPROVING THE: PAVLENKO, V. 1975 AUG
TACTICAL TRAINING—SPECIAL ATTENTION: FOR: GORDEYEV, V. 1979 JUN
TACTICAL TRAINING WITH THE PONTOON COMPANY; SPECIAL: KOLUBKOV, N. 1975 OCT
TACTICAL TRAINING PROBLEM; SHORT: KOZLOVSKIY, P. 1978 APR
TACTICAL WORK; MONITORING OF: PAVLENKOV, A. 1975 AUG
TACTICS (SERIES ON RATES OF ADVANCE); A PRESENT-DAY PROBLEM OF: ANON. 1977 JUL
TACTICS AND COMMUNICATIONS, A UNIFIED WHOLE: PAVLOV, YU. 1975 JUN
TACTICS AND FIRE IN MOUNTAINS (SECTION EDITED BY): KIRYUKHIN, M.COL. 1977 JUL
TACTICS; IN THE INTERESTS OF: KOZACHKOV, V.COL. 1977 AUG
TACTICS; IN THE INTERESTS OF: VINOGRADOV, YU. 1978 JAN
TACTICS; JAPANESE INFANTRY: RYZHKOVA, COL.CMS.DOTS. 1976 JUN
TACTICS; MANEUVER IS THE SOUL OF: SAVEL'YEV, V.COL.CMS., SHKEPAST, V.LTCOL. 1976 SEP
TACTICS; STEREOTYPES CANNOT BE IMPOSED ON: MANT, M. 1975 SEP
TAIGA TERRAIN; RADIO COMMUNICATIONS IN MOUNTAIN: KALININ, M. 1975 JUL
TAKEN TO COMPETITION; WHEN A FORMALISTIC ATTITUDE IS: KNYAZEV, V. 1975 MAR
TAKEN, AND ANOTHER IS AHEAD; THE LINE HAS BEEN: KISELEV, A. 1976 FEB
TAKE NEW LINES; ASSAULT FORCES (DESANTNIKI): A'HALOV, V.GDS.COL. 1979 DEC
TAKE THE EXAMPLE FROM THE FRONTLINESMEN: WE.: ZINCHENKO, A.V.LT. 1978 SEP
TAKE UP GUARD DUTY; THE COMPANY: VASILENOK, V. 1975 SEP
TAKE CARE OF EFFECTIVENESS AND SKILL A MONITORING TRAINING SESSION: AYDINIAN, A. 1976 MAR
TAKE NEW LINES; ASSAULT FORCES (DESANTNIKI): A'HALOV, V.GDS.COL. 1979 DEC
TAKE THE EXAMPLE FROM THE FRONTLINESMEN: WE.: ZINCHENKO, A.V.LT. 1978 SEP
TAKEN TO COMPETITION; WHEN A FORMALISTIC ATTITUDE IS: KNYAZEV, V. 1975 MAR
TAKEN, AND ANOTHER IS AHEAD; THE LINE HAS BEEN: KISELEV, A. 1976 FEB
TAKE UP GUARD DUTY; THE COMPANY: VASILENOK, V. 1975 SEP
TAKE THE "ROYAL TIGERS": SEDYKH, A. 1978 FEB
TANK ATTACK; A.: BELOUSOV, A. 1979 JUL
TANK ATTACKS; REPULSING: SVERDLOV, F. 1979 JAN
TANK COMPANY IN THE ATTACK: LABUTIN, P. 1978 APR
TANK COMPANY IN THE DEFENSE; FIRE SYSTEM OF THE: BORISHENKO, M., LC. 1976 JUN
TANK DRIVING - A COMBAT MISSION (REVIEW OF A.M. KATUNSKIIY'S BOOK TANK DRIVING): LAPYGIN, N., GEN. LT. TK. TRPS. 1977 FEB
TANK DRIVING): TANK DRIVING - A COMBAT MISSION (REVIEW OF A.M. KATUNSKIIY'S BOOK.. LAPYGIN, N., GEN. LT. TK. TRPS. 1977 FEB
TANK FIRE MARKSMANSHIP TRAINING IN THE COMPANY.: YAROSHEVSKY, V. 1975 NOV
TANK FIRE OVER FRIENDLY FORCES AND IN THE INTERVALS.: MARAKHANOV, M. 1978 AUG
TANK Firing Drill: AT THE: ZAMCHINSKIY, M. Maj. 1977 JUL
TANK Firing; Consideration of Meteorological Conditions for: LYZLOV, V. Col. 1977 DEC
TANK Firing; Training in: YAROSHEVSKIY, V. Col. 1978 SEP
TANK Helmets (Photos); Men in: KOKAREV, G. Maj. 1976 SEP
TANK On a Pedestal: POLYANSKYA, 1975 JUL
TANK Park and in the Field; At the: STOROZHENKO, YU. 1975 FEB
TANK PLATOON ATTACKS: A: CHEREZOV, G. Maj. 1977 JAN
TANK PLATOON IN THE ATTACK.: ZINCHENKO, N. Capt. 1976 NOV
TANK WEAPONS FOR SUBCALIBER FIRE; PREPARING: POTAPOV, V. 1978 MAY
(TANK XM-1, IRISH BT TIMONI, STINGER): FOREIGN MILITARY INFORMATION: ANON. 1976 MAY
TANK; IN HIS OWN: ULYBYSHEV, P. LC. Res. 1976 SEP
TANKERS; Engineer Training of: ROGANOV, A. 1979 AUG
TANKERS; FOR YOU,, ROGOV, A. 1979 APR
TANKERS; TOGETHER WITH: TRISHIN, V. 1979 AUG
TANKMEN ON THE OFFENSIVE.: MADUDDOV, N. 1975 AUG
TANKS AND HELICOPTERS (PVO): AGAINST: SAMOYLENKO, V., SR. Lt. 1976 MAY
TANKS ATTACK A LANDING FORCE (AIR DESANT): WHEN: KONONOV, I. Col. 1977 MAR
TANKS FIRE FROM AMBUSH.: ANON. 1976 JAN
TANKS IN ARMIES OF CAPITALIST COUNTRIES.: DOLGOV, K. Engr. Col. CTS., URVANTSOVA, N. CTS. 1977 JAN
TANKS IN STREET BATTLES.: AMATUNI, A. Col. HSU. 1976 JUN
TANKS IN THE DESERT; ENGINEERS OPERATING WITH: SEMENKOV, V. Capt. 1977 SEP
TANKS SUCCESSFULLY: TO COMBAT: SHEVCHUK, G. 1978 JUL
TANKS, DESANT TROOPS, FROM ISSUES 6, 7, AND 8): CHECK YOUR SOLUTIONS (MOTORIZED RIFLE.: ANON. 1976 DEC
TANKS, SELF-PROPELLED ARTILLERY MOUNTS, ANTITANK GUIDED MISSILES; TRAINING CREWS IN COMBAT AGAINST ENEMY.: SHALOVALOV, D. 1975 JUN
TANKS: ARTILLERY IN COMBATING: BIRYUKOV, G. 1976 MAR
TANKS; FIRE AT AERIAL TARGETS FROM: LYZLOV, V., RAKITIN, A. 1975 JUL
TANKS; IN PURSUIT — ATTACK: SHURKHAVETSKIY, V. Capt. 1979 NOV
TANKS?: BUT WHERE ARE THE.: KALININ, V. 1975 JAN
TAPE RECORDER FOR OBJECTIVE MONITORING; A VIDEO: KRASKEVICH, YE., BAKUNENKO, F. 1975 SEP
TAPE RECORDER: AN ATTACHMENT FOR AUTOMATICALLY CONTROLLING A SLIDE PROJECTOR FROM A.: VOLODCHENKO, V. Engr. LC. 1977 JAN
TARGET (PVO): AGAINST A DIVING.: MATVEYEV, S. Col. 1976 MAY
TARGET DESIGNATION AND SMOKE ROUNDS; USING RANGING.: BELOKUR, M. 1979 JUL
TARGET DESTRUCTION (PVO); TO ENSURE: LUKASHOV, V. Capt. 1976 MAY
TARGET DOWNED.: SARAYEV, A. 1976 FEB
TARGET GUNNERY RANGE; FOR SETTING UP A MOVING.: BELOKUR, M. 1978 APR
TARGET HEIGHT DIFFERENCE; DETERMINATION OF.: NEGIN, V. 1975 MAR
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TARGET LOCATION BY INTERSECTION WITH A RANGE FINDER; ANALYSIS OF ACCURACY OF:
STROYNOV, N. 1975 AUG
TARGET RAISING DEVICE.: LYUDVIG, V. ENGR. CAPT., FEN', A. GEN. MAJ. 1977 FEB
TARGET SUSPENDED IN MID-AIR; A.: SHTATIV, A. GRYAZNOV, A. 1975 MAR
TARGET WITH THE FIRST ROUND; IN ORDER TO DESTROY A.: ARISTARKHOV, YU. ENGR. AMJ.
1976 OCT
TARGET; PROCEDURES FOR FAST DESTRUCTION OF THE.: OPILAT, V. LC. 1977 FEB
TARGET; TO DETECT AN AERIAL.: BITYUKOV, N. 1975 JUL
TARGET; TWO BATTERIES FIRING AT A SINGLE.: ANON. 1976 JAN
TARGETS (REVIEW OF A BOOK BY N. I. YEZHOV); COMBATING ARMORED.: ROGOV, A. 1977 SEP
TARGETS ABOVE THE SURFACE OF THE WATER; AT INDIVIDUAL.: MEL'CHAKOV, N. 1975 FEB
TARGETS DESTROYED; AIR.: TRISHIN, V. 1976 FEB
TARGETS FROM TANKS; FIRE AT AERIAL.: LYZLOV, V., RAKITIN, A. 1975 JUL
TARGETS IMAGINATIVELY; PLAN THE FIRE DESTRUCTION OF.: KARDASHEVSKII, YU. 1978 JUL
TARGETS IN MOUNTAINS; FIRE AT UNOBSERVED.: SAPOZHNIKOV, V. 1977 SEP
TARGETS USING AIR BURSTS; REGISTERING.: ORLANOV, YA., CHISTOV, B. 1979 FEB
TARGETS WITH THE FIRST BURST; HIT.: ISAYEV, V. 1978 JUN
TARGETS; AGAINST INDIVIDUAL WATERBORNE.: MEL'CHAKOV, N. LC. RES. 1977 JUN
TARGETS; AGAINST MOVING.: FILIPPOV, V. 1978 JUL
TARGETS; AGAINST SURFACE.: DIDUKH, A., ZHAVORONKOV, V. 1978 JUN
TARGETS; DESTRUCTION OF STATIONARY.: BESEDEIN, N. 1975 OCT
TARGETS; FIRING AGAINST MOVING.: ZAYTSEV, D. MAJ. 1977 JUN
TARGETS; FIRING FROM BMP AT MOVING.: KONTSEVOI', YU. LC. 1977 SEP
TARGETS; HIGH SPEED AERIAL.: BOCHEROV, V. COL. 1977 OCT
TARGETS; TRAINING ON FIRING AT MOVING.: KOTOV, N. 1979 AUG
TARGETS; AGAINST INDIVIDUAL WATERBORNE.: MEL'CHAKOV, N. LC. RES. 1977 JUN
TARGETS; AGAINST MOVING.: FILIPPOV, V. 1978 JUL
TARGETS; AGAINST SURFACE.: DIDUKH, A., ZHAVORONKOV, V. 1978 JUN
TARGETS; DESTRUCTION OF STATIONARY.: BESEDEIN, N. 1975 OCT
TARGETS; FIRING AGAINST MOVING.: ZAYTSEV, D. MAJ. 1977 JUN
TARGETS; FIRING FROM BMP AT MOVING.: KONTSEVOI', YU. LC. 1977 SEP
TARGETS; HIGH SPEED AERIAL.: BOCHEROV, V. COL. 1977 OCT
TARGETS; TRAINING ON FIRING AT MOVING.: KOTOV, N. 1979 AUG
TASK IS THE HIGH LEVEL OF TROOP TRAINING; THE BASIC.: ANON. 1976 OCT
TASK OF STAFFS; IMPORTANT.: KOSHKIN, YU. 1979 MAY
TASK OF THE COMBINED ARMS COMMANDER; ORGANIZING AIR DEFENSE—AN IMPORTANT.: ZAYTSEV, M.
1979 FEB
TASK; MASKIROVKA (CAMOUFLAGE)—AN IMPORTANT.: MALISOV, YU. COL. 1979 DEC
TASK; REDUCTION OF DEADLINES—AN IMPORTANT STAFF.: MIKHAYLOV, YU., KULAKOV, V. 1978 OCT
TASKS IN TRAINING OFFICER CADRES: URGENT.: KLYUYEV, A. GEN. LT. 1976 AUG
TASKS NO. 5 AND 6; ANSWERS TO.: ANON. 1978 OCT
TASKS OF PARTY—POLITICAL WORK: THE COMMANDER DETERMINES.: TIMERKHANOV, D. 1978 DEC
TASKS OF STRENGTHENING DEFENSE OF COUNTRY, ACTIVITIES OF CPSU CARRYING OUT TASKS; V.
I. LENIN ON.: OVSUK, F. 1975 DEC
TASKS; V. I. LENIN ON TASKS OF STRENGTHENING DEFENSE OF COUNTRY, ACTIVITIES OF CPSU CARRYING OUT.: OVSUK, F. 1975 DEC
TAUGHT; CAMOUFLAGE MUST BE.: GORKIN, A., DRAGOMIRETSKII, F. 1975 AUG
TEACH NONCOMMISSIONED OFFICERS THE METHODS OF FIRE PREPARATION; LET US.: CHERNOBAZOV, V. 1975 OCT
TEACH, BUT DON'T SUBSTITUTE.: KHARCHUK, B. GEN. MAJ. TK. TRPS. 1976 MAY
TEACHERS OF SUBORDINATES; WARRANT OFFICERS — THE.: MAKAROV, A. MAJ. 1979 NOV
TEACHES AND THE FIELD TESTS; THE FIELD.: VARAKUTA, P. 1978 AUG
TEACHING HOW TO AID WOUNDED.: ANDREYEV, YU. LC. MED. SVC. 1976 JUL
TEACHING INDEPENDENCE IN COMBAT (TACTICS AND FIRE IN MOUNTAINS).: NOSKOV, N. MAJ.
1977 JUL
TEACHING METHODS: IMPROVE.: IVANOV, V. COL. 1976 APR
TEACHING SKILLFUL OPERATIONS AT NIGHT: WE ARE.: GLADILIN, V. 1979 JUN
TEACHING THEM TO LIVE ACCORDING TO THE REGULATIONS; WE ARE.: KIRILYUK, YU. 1979 APR
TEACHING TROOPS WEAPONS EXPERTISE; BE CREATIVE IN.: LYZLOV, V., GADALIN, B. 1978 JAN
TEACHINGS ON THE MATERIAL—TECHNICAL BASIS; ENGINEER CHASTS—CONTEMPORARY.: NIKOLAYCHUK, I., ENGR. GEN. JAM. 1977 AUG
TEAM AS THE BASIC ELEMENT.: NORENKO, R. 1975 AUG
TEAM; CENTRAL ARMY SPORTS CLUB.: DYNIN, I. 1978 MAY
TEAMS COMPETE: ENGINEER.: SHTSEYNBERG, M. LC. 1977 DEC
TEAMWORK IN THE MEDICAL PROCESSING PLATOON; ACHIEVEMENT OF.: SPIVAK, YA. 1975 JUN
TEAMWORK; ACHIEVING PLATOON: KLOCHKO, V. 1975 NOV
TEAMWORK; IMPROVING COMBAT: SAPRUNOV, V.GDS.LC. 1977 SEP
TECHNICAL CAPABILITIES; AT THE LEVEL OF CONTEMPORARY: LYZLOV, V.COL. 1976 NOV
TECHNICAL FACILITIES FOR CADET TRAINING: POPOV, N., BUBNOV, O. 1978 APR
TECHNICAL HORIZON OF THE OFFICER (LEAD ARTICLE): MILITARY: ANON. 1976 JUN
TECHNICAL PREPARATION; EFFECTIVENESS AND PURPOSEFULNESS IN: BELIKOV, R. 1975 JUN
TECHNICAL PROGRESS; HEIGHTS OF: MARININ, N., PAVLOV, O. 1979 APR
TECHNICAL PROGRESS; IN THE VANGUARD OF: PROTASOV, YU.COL. 1979 OCT
TECHNICAL SECURITY ON THE MARCH AND DURING A MEETING ENGAGEMENT: KARPOV, V., DMITRIYEY, V. 1975 MAR
TECHNICAL SERVICING; FOR IMPROVEMENT IN: YAOLEV, A. 1978 MAY
TECHNICAL SKILLS FOR FUTURE OFFICERS; FIRM: KIRYUSHIN, A. 1976 MAY
TECHNICAL SUPPORT IN AN ATTACK: TANK: UKIN, V. ENGR. COL. 1976 JUL
TECHNICAL SUPPORT TO A BATTALION ON THE MARCH: IVANOVA, ENGR. COL., LISOVSKIY, V.GDS. MAJ. 1976 SEP
TECHNICAL SUPPORT TO THE BATTALION ON THE MARCH AND IN THE ATTACK: DUTOV, E. 1978 JUL
TECHNICAL SYSTEMS IN THE RECONNAISSANCE TRAINING OF OFFICERS: SHEVTSOV, S.GEN. MAJ. 1979 SEP
TECHNICAL TRAINING EQUIPMENT (FROM TROOP EXPERIENCE): SOKOLOV, E. MAJ. TECH. SVC., SERGEYEV, V. ENGR. SR. LT. 1976 APR
TECHNICAL TRAINING IN A SELF-PROPELLED BATTERY: VINogradchyi, A. 1977 SEP
TECHNICAL TRAINING IN THE FOREGROUND: DROZHDAV, V. ENGR. MAJ. 1976 DEC
TECHNICAL TRAINING OF SELF-PROPELLED ARTILLERY OFFICERS: LEBEDEV, V. 1978 JAN
TECHNICAL TRAINING TO THE FORE: CHEPURNOV, MAJ. 1977 OCT
TECHNICAL TRAINING—EQUAL TO MODERN REQUIREMENTS: ANON. 1979 MAY
TECHNICAL TRAINING; IN THE INTERESTS OF: YAKOVLEV, V. G. LC. 1977 SEP
TECHNICAL TRAINING; RED BANNER KIEV MILITARY DISTRICT: ANON. 1977 APR
TECHNICAL TRAINING; SPECIAL ATTENTION TO: ANON. 1977 DEC
TECHNIQUES CLASSES WITH TRAINING PLATOON COMMANDERS; INSTRUCTIONAL: KAYDAY. 1976 FEB
TECHNIQUES TRAINING; IMPROVE OFFICERS' INSTRUCTIONAL: ANON. 1976 NOV
TECHNIQUES TRAINING; TRAINING PRINCIPLES AND OFFICERS' INSTRUCTIONAL: KOZHEVNIKOV, A.GEN. MAJ. ARTY. 1976 NOV
TECHNIQUES WORK; COMMANDER AND INSTRUCTIONAL: RYAZANTSEV, M. COL. 1976 NOV
TECHNIQUES; SOME METHODS: BOYARINTSEVA. 1978 JAN
TECHNOLOGY; OFFICERS MUST HAVE A THOROUGH KNOWLEDGE OF THE: BISKUB, V. 1978 OCT
TELEGRAPH OPERATORS; PROFESSIONAL SELECTION OF: DOBRYGIN, I. MAJ. 1979 SEP
TELEPHONE PLATOON; TRAINING PROBLEM WITH A: LUNEV, V. SR. LT. 1976 MAY
TELEVISION FILM EQUIPMENT IN ACTION: LEBEDEV, P., NEVREDINOVA. 1978 JUL
TELEVISION IN TRAINING; FUNDAMENTALS IN USE OF: STOL'NIKOV, B. GEN. LT. ARTY. CMS., NIKOLAYEV, L. ENGR. COL. CTs. 1976 SEP
TELEVISION IN TRAINING; FUNDAMENTALS IN USE OF: STOL'NIKOV, B. GEN. LT. ARTY. CMS., NIKOLAYEV, L. ENGR. COL. CTs. 1976 SEP
TELEVISION IN TRAINING; FUNDAMENTALS IN USE OF: STOL'NIKOV, B. GEN. LT. ARTY. CMS., NIKOLAYEV, L. ENGR. COL. CTs. 1976 SEP
TELEVISION IN TRAINING; FUNDAMENTALS IN USE OF: STOL'NIKOV, B. GEN. LT. ARTY. CMS., NIKOLAYEV, L. ENGR. COL. CTs. 1976 SEP
TELEVISION IN TRAINING; FUNDAMENTALS IN USE OF: STOL'NIKOV, B. GEN. LT. ARTY. CMS., NIKOLAYEV, L. ENGR. COL. CTs. 1976 SEP
TELEVISION IN TRAINING; FUNDAMENTALS IN USE OF: STOL'NIKOV, B. GEN. LT. ARTY. CMS., NIKOLAYEV, L. ENGR. COL. CTs. 1976 SEP
TEMPERATURE; NEW METHOD FOR DETERMINING MEAN DEVIATION OF AIR: LUTSENKO, G. ENGR. MAJ., MIKHAYLOV, A. ENGR. MAJ. 1976 MAY
TEMPLATE FOR ENTERING THE RADIATION SITUATION IN MAPS: MEL'NIK, A. 1975 JUN
TEMPO IS A DEMAND OF THE TIMES; HIGH ATTACK: SALMANOV, G. GEN. COL. 1977 DEC
TEMPO; BATTALION PICKS UP THE: BESSARAB, A. 1978 AUG
TEMPO; HIGH ATTACK: GOTTWALD, K. 1978 FEB
TENTH FIVE-YEAR PLAN; START OF THE: KOSTIN, S. 1976 MAR
TERRAIN IN ORGANIZING A MARCH; ESTIMATING THE: KOVALENKO, A. COL. 1978 NOV
TERRAIN PECULIARITIES (TACTICKS AND FIRE IN MOUNTAINS); KNOWLEDGE OF THE ENEMY, TAKING INTO ACCOUNT: SHIYAN, W. LC 1977 JUL
TERRAIN PROPERLY AND WON THE BATTLE; THEY UTILIZED THE: AL'TOVSKY, S., MALKOV, I. 1975 OCT
TERRAIN; ARTILLERY PODRAZDELENIYE IN MOUNTAIN DESERT: ZMIRLOV, V. 1975 AUG
TERRAIN; COMMANDER AND STAFF WORK ON THE: FEDOROV, W. 1978 APR
TERRAIN; CONSIDERING THE SITUATION AND: USMANOV, V. LC. 1977 SEP
TERRAIN; PECULIARITIES IN THE OPERATIONS OF A LAUNCH BATTERY ON MOUNTAIN DESERT.: LUKINO, V. 1979 JUN
TERRAIN; RADIO COMMUNICATIONS IN MOUNTAIN TAIGA.: KALININ, M. 1975 APR
TERRAIN; THE COMMANDER WORKS ON THE.: SUBBOTIN, V. 1978 DEC
TERRAIN; TRAINING OFFICERS TO ORGANIZE FOR COMBAT ON THE.: DOROZHINKIN, D.LC. 1976 AUG
TERRAIN; WHEN ORGANIZING COMBAT IN THE.: VVINNIKOV, V. 1975 FEB
TEST FOR A LIFETIME (AIR DESANT).: DYININ, I.COL. 1976 AUG
TEST FOR IDEOLOGICAL CONDITIONING.: GLOTOV, V.LC. 1977 DEC
TEST OF MATURITY; A.: PROTASOV, YU. 1978 DEC
TEST OF STRENGTH.: PROVALOV, K. 1978 FEB
TEST PASSED.: DUBROVSKYI, Y.E.LC. 1978 NOV
TEST; SERVICE IS A.: OLEYNIK, A.GDS.LT. 1976 OCT
TESTED BY FIRE; A SCIENCE.: BARAVOV, S. 1975 AUG
TESTED IN BATTLE; A COMMANDER'S EXPERTISE IS.: SUDLENKO, I.MAJ. 1977 DEC
TESTED IN BATTLE; STRENGTH OF A LANDING FORCE IS.: SKORODUMOV, I., DYININ, I. 1975 JUL
TEXTBOOK (I.A. BUBNOV'S MILITARY TOPOGRAPHY); A USEFUL.: BUBNOV, YU.COL.CTS. 1976 SEP
TEXTS; FOR RECEIPT OF TRAINING.: PAVLOV, P.LT. 1977 APR
THAN 5-00; WHEN OBSERVER DISPLACEMENT IS GREATER.: ANAN'YEV, N. 1975 MAR
THAT A SOLDIER WILL LOVE HIS WEAPON; SO.: MUKOVOZ, V.LT. 1979 SEP
THAT HAS BEEN CREATED BY THE PEOPLE; DEPENDABLY DEFEND EVERYTHING.: ANON. 1979 NOV
THEATER OF OPERATIONS; ALLOWANCE FOR THE.: LEVANDOVSKYI, B. 1975 AUG
THEATER OF OPERATIONS; NATO ARMED FORCES IN THE CENTRAL EUROPEAN.: ONUSAYTIS, YU. 1975 JUN
THEIR EQUIPMENT-THEY FIRE EXCELLENTLY; THEY KNOW.: IGNATOV, V.GEN.MAJ. ARTY. 1977 SEP
THEIR NAMES ARE CONNECTED WITH THE GREAT OCTOBER.: SYRGIJEWICZ, R.COL. 1976 NOV
THEIR OWN LAWS; MOUNTAINS HAVE.: ANON. 1978 JUL
THEIR ROLE; NORMS AND.: GAR'KAVYIY, S.LC. 1979 SEP
THEM TO LIVE ACCORDING TO THE REGULATIONS; WE ARE TEACHING.: KIRILYUK, YU. 1979 APR
THEMATIC PLAN FOR 1976.: ANON. 1976 JAN
(THEMATIC PLAN) FOR 1977; PLANNED TOPICS.: ANON. 1977 JAN
THEMSelves; THEY CALLED FOR FIRE ON.: POPOV, S. 1975 MAY
THEMSELVES; THEY SHIELDED MOSCOW WITH.: ANON. 1976 DEC
THEORETICAL CONFERENCES OF ARTILLERYMEN.; NIKOLYUK, A. 1978 AUG
THEORETICAL FOUNDATION OF SOVIET MILITARY SCIENCE; MARXISM-LENINISM-THE.: TRET'IYAKOV, V. 1975 JAN
THEORY AND PRACTICE; COMPETITION.; ZATOLOCHNYI, M.MAJ. 1976 MAY
THEORY AND PRACTICE; WE ARE MASTERING FIRING.: GATSENKO, A. 1979 JUN
THEORY OF ERRORS AND FIRING PRACTICE.; SUKRISTOV, A.MAJ. 1976 AUG
THEORY OF PROBABILITY IN WEAPONS PRACTICE.; ISAYEV, V.LC. 1976 APR
THEORY; THOROUGH MASTERY OF MARXIST-LENINIST.: CHEREDNICHENKO, N. 1975 DEC
THERE ARE COMMUNICATIONS.: AL'EN'KOV, V. 1976 APR
THERE ARE FEW RATED SPECIALISTS; WHY ARE.: MALISOV, YU. 1978 JUN
THERE IS NO CONCRETE LEADERSHIP.; WHEN.: IVANOV, V.COL. 1979 DEC
THERE IS NO VAGUENESS; THE ORDER HAS BEEN GIVEN --.: SAVEL'YEV, V.COL. 1977 JAN
THERE WILL BE NO INSTRUCTIONS FOR INITIATIVE.: SEDYKH, A. 1975 JUL
THERE'S AN ARMORED CAR IN THE POST AREA.; YAKOVOV, A.CAPT. 1977 NOV
THERE, BUT WHAT ABOUT THE ABILITY; KNOWLEDGE IS.: OSIPOV, S. 1978 APR
THERF SEAS WILL NOT FALL SILENT; THE GLORY OF.: KHELEBNIKOV, N.GEN.COL.ARMY. 1977 OCT
THERE ARE ERRORS AccidentAL; ARE.: DYININ, I.COL. 1976 MAY
THERE ARE FEW RATED SPECIALISTS; WHY ARE.: MALISOV, YU. 1978 JUN
THERE IS NO CONCRETE LEADERSHIP.; WHEN.: IVANOV, V.COL. 1979 DEC
THERE IS NO VAGUENESS; THE ORDER HAS BEEN GIVEN --.: SAVEL'YEV, V.COL. 1977 JAN
THERE WILL BE NO INSTRUCTIONS FOR INITIATIVE.: SEDYKH, A. 1975 JUL
THERE'S AN ARMORED CAR IN THE POST AREA.; YAKOVOV, A.CAPT. 1977 NOV
THERE, BUT WHAT ABOUT THE ABILITY; KNOWLEDGE IS.: OSIPOV, S. 1978 APR
THERF SEAS WILL NOT FALL SILENT; THE GLORY OF.: KHELEBNIKOV, N.GEN.COL.ARMY. 1977 OCT
THERE ARE ERRORS AccidentAL; ARE.: DYININ, I.COL. 1976 MAY
THERE ARE FEW RATED SPECIALISTS; WHY ARE.: MALISOV, YU. 1978 JUN
THERE IS NO CONCRETE LEADERSHIP.; WHEN.: IVANOV, V.COL. 1979 DEC
THERE IS NO VAGUENESS; THE ORDER HAS BEEN GIVEN --.: SAVEL'YEV, V.COL. 1977 JAN
THERE WILL BE NO INSTRUCTIONS FOR INITIATIVE.: SEDYKH, A. 1975 JUL
THERE'S AN ARMORED CAR IN THE POST AREA.; YAKOVOV, A.CAPT. 1977 NOV
THERE, BUT WHAT ABOUT THE ABILITY; KNOWLEDGE IS.: OSIPOV, S. 1978 APR
THERF SEAS WILL NOT FALL SILENT; THE GLORY OF.: KHELEBNIKOV, N.GEN.COL.ARMY. 1977 OCT
THERE ARE ERRORS AccidentAL; ARE.: DYININ, I.COL. 1976 MAY
THERE ARE FEW RATED SPECIALISTS; WHY ARE.: MALISOV, YU. 1978 JUN
THERE IS NO CONCRETE LEADERSHIP.; WHEN.: IVANOV, V.COL. 1979 DEC
THERE IS NO VAGUENESS; THE ORDER HAS BEEN GIVEN --.: SAVEL'YEV, V.COL. 1977 JAN
THERE WILL BE NO INSTRUCTIONS FOR INITIATIVE.: SEDYKH, A. 1975 JUL
THERE'S AN ARMORED CAR IN THE POST AREA.; YAKOVOV, A.CAPT. 1977 NOV
THERE, BUT WHAT ABOUT THE ABILITY; KNOWLEDGE IS.: OSIPOV, S. 1978 APR
THERF SEAS WILL NOT FALL SILENT; THE GLORY OF.: KHELEBNIKOV, N.GEN.COL.ARMY. 1977 OCT
THERE ARE ERRORS AccidentAL; ARE.: DYININ, I.COL. 1976 MAY
THERE ARE FEW RATED SPECIALISTS; WHY ARE.: MALISOV, YU. 1978 JUN
THERE IS NO CONCRETE LEADERSHIP.; WHEN.: IVANOV, V.COL. 1979 DEC
THERE IS NO VAGUENESS; THE ORDER HAS BEEN GIVEN --.: SAVEL'YEV, V.COL. 1977 JAN
THERE WILL BE NO INSTRUCTIONS FOR INITIATIVE.: SEDYKH, A. 1975 JUL
THERE'S AN ARMORED CAR IN THE POST AREA.; YAKOVOV, A.CAPT. 1977 NOV
THERE, BUT WHAT ABOUT THE ABILITY; KNOWLEDGE IS.: OSIPOV, S. 1978 APR
THERF SEAS WILL NOT FALL SILENT; THE GLORY OF.: KHELEBNIKOV, N.GEN.COL.ARMY. 1977 OCT
THERE ARE ERRORS AccidentAL; ARE.: DYININ, I.COL. 1976 MAY
THERE ARE FEW RATED SPECIALISTS; WHY ARE.: MALISOV, YU. 1978 JUN
THERE IS NO CONCRETE LEADERSHIP.; WHEN.: IVANOV, V.COL. 1979 DEC
THERE IS NO VAGUENESS; THE ORDER HAS BEEN GIVEN --.: SAVEL'YEV, V.COL. 1977 JAN
THERE WILL BE NO INSTRUCTIONS FOR INITIATIVE.: SEDYKH, A. 1975 JUL
THERE'S AN ARMORED CAR IN THE POST AREA.; YAKOVOV, A.CAPT. 1977 NOV
THERE, BUT WHAT ABOUT THE ABILITY; KNOWLEDGE IS.: OSIPOV, S. 1978 APR
THERF SEAS WILL NOT FALL SILENT; THE GLORY OF.: KHELEBNIKOV, N.GEN.COL.ARMY. 1977 OCT
THERE ARE ERRORS AccidentAL; ARE.: DYININ, I.COL. 1976 MAY
THERE ARE FEW RATED SPECIALISTS; WHY ARE.: MALISOV, YU. 1978 JUN
THERE IS NO CONCRETE LEADERSHIP.; WHEN.: IVANOV, V.COL. 1979 DEC
THERE IS NO VAGUENESS; THE ORDER HAS BEEN GIVEN --.: SAVEL'YEV, V.COL. 1977 JAN
THERE WILL BE NO INSTRUCTIONS FOR INITIATIVE.: SEDYKH, A. 1975 JUL
THERE'S AN ARMORED CAR IN THE POST AREA.; YAKOVOV, A.CAPT. 1977 NOV
THERE, BUT WHAT ABOUT THE ABILITY; KNOWLEDGE IS.: OSIPOV, S. 1978 APR
THERF SEAS WILL NOT FALL SILENT; THE GLORY OF.: KHELEBNIKOV, N.GEN.COL.ARMY. 1977 OCT
THESE PROBLEMS (FIRE AND WEAPONS, PROBLEM SET 2); SOLVE.: ANON. 1976 JUN
THESE PROBLEMS (FIRE AND WEAPONS, PROBLEM SET 6); SOLVE.: ANON. 1977 MAR
THESE PROBLEMS (ROCKETS AND ARTILLERY); SOLVE.: ANON. 1977 APR
THESE PROBLEMS (ROCKETS AND ARTILLERY); SOLVE.: ANON. 1977 MAY
THESE PROBLEMS (ROCKETS AND ARTILLERY); SOLVE.: ANON. 1977 JUL
THESE PROBLEMS (ROCKETS AND ARTILLERY); SOLVE.: ANON. 1977 AUG
THESE PROBLEMS (ROCKETS AND ARTILLERY); SOLVE.: ANON. 1977 SEP
THESE PROBLEMS (TACTICS); SOLVE.: ANON. 1977 AUG
THESE PROBLEMS; SOLVE.: ANON. 1978 JAN
THESE PROBLEMS; SOLVE.: ANON. 1978 MAR
THEY ARE CONCERNED ABOUT COMMAND TRAINING; IF.: SLADKOV, A. MAJ. 1979 DEC
THEY ARE LEARNING ON TRAINERS.: STADNIK, V., PAKHOMOV, A., POTAPOV, V. 1979 MAR
THEY ARE NOT BORN COMMANDERS.: ZAYTSEV, M. 1976 FEB
THEY BECOME SERGEANTS IN THE RANKS.: ANON. 1976 JAN
THEY CALLED FOR FIRE ON THEMSELVES.: POPOV, S. 1975 MAY
THEY FORGET ABOUT THE FINE POINTS; WHEN.: PECHNIKOV, V. 1976 JUL
THEY HAVE MASTERED AN ALLIED SPECIALTY.: FOMICHEV, G. D. S. R. LT. 1977 SEP
THEY KNOW THEIR EQUIPMENT-THEY FIRE EXCELLENTLY.: IGNATOV, V. GEN. MAJ. ARTY. 1977 SEP
THEY SHIELDED MOSCOW WITH THEMSELVES.: ANON. 1976 DEC
THEY STUDY; BOOKS WHICH.: MONCHENKO, A. 1979 OCT
THEY TRAIN FOR COMBAT IN THE FIELD.: GORBACHEV, A. ENGR. GEN. MAJ. 1976 DEC
THEY UTILIZED THE TERRAIN PROPERLY AND WON THE BATTLE.: AL'TOVSKY, I., MAL'KOV, I. 1975 OCT
THEY WERE DECORATED BY THE MOTHERLAND.: ANON. 1976 DEC
THEY WERE FIRST TO ACCEPT BATTLE; AND.: ANON. 1976 MAY
THING IS THE FINAL RESULT; THE IMPORTANT.: KALININ, V. 1975 SEP
THING; COMBAT READINESS IS THE MAIN.: ANON. 1975 DEC
THING; TRAINING IS THE MAIN.: SHCHEGLOV, I. 1975 MAR
THINKING OF ARTILLERY OFFICERS; TACTICAL.: NORDSHIEYN, M. 1979 MAR
THINKING; IMPROVE THE ARTILLERY OFFICER'S TACTICAL.: ANASHKIN, I. GEN. LT. ARTY. 1977 AUG
THIRD CHOICE WAS NOT GIVEN; A.: KOCHUKOV, A. LC. 1976 DEC
THIRD SERIES OF PROBLEMS; ARTILLERY FIRE COMPETITION.: ANON. 1976 JUN
THIRD SERIES OF PROBLEMS; ARTILLERY-FIRE EXAMINATION (ANSWERS TO.: ANON. 1976 AUG
THOROUGH KNOWLEDGE OF THE TECHNOLOGY; OFFICERS MUST HAVE A.: BISKUB, V. 1978 OCT
THOROUGH MASTERY OF MARXIST-LENINIST THEORY.: CHEREDNICHENKO, N. 1975 DEC
THOROUGHLY, FIRE EXCELLENTLY; PREPARE.: ANON. 1975 MAY
THOROUGHNESS OF COMMANDERS AND STAFFS IN EXERCISES.: BELONOZHKO, S. 1975 AUG
THOSE ON THE RIGHT FLANK.: ANON. 1977 DEC
THOSE ON THE RIGHT FLANK.: ANON. 1978 AUG
THOSE UNFORGETTABLE OCTOBER DAYS; IN.: KUROCHKIN, P. GEN. ARMY. HSU. 1977 OCT
THOUGHT PROCESS; COMMANDER'S TACTICAL.: MERIMSKY, V. 1978 OCT
THOUGHT; FORMATION OF TACTICAL.: TKALENKO, A. LC. 1976 JUN
THOUGHTS OF THE PARTY; WITH.: ANON. 1977 OCT
THREE BATTLE LINES; ASSAULT IN TWO AND.: VINNIKOV, V. 1975 DEC
THREE DAYS IN THE LIFE OF AN AAA BATTERY.: SHALOV, I. COL. 1976 NOV
THREE MEDALS OF YEGOR LARIKOV.: DYNIN, I. 1975 MAY
THREE MEETINGS.: POLYANSKIY, A. MAJ. RES. 1977 AUG
THROUGH; SKILL WON.: KARDASHEVSKY, U. 1975 FEB
THROUGH AN EDUCATIONAL CENTER; IN PASSING.: AYDINYAN, A. COL., SHADRIN, V. LC. 1977 FEB
THROUGH BARRIERS AND OBSTRUCTIONS.: SILENKO, I. COL. 1976 JUL
THROUGH PHYSICAL PERFECTION—TO COMBAT SKILL.: BATOYEV, A. 1979 JUN
THROUGH PREPARATION IS THE FOUNDATION OF SUCCESS.: YAKUBOVSKY, V. 1975 JUN
THROUGH THE GOBI DESERT.: PLYEV, I. 1975 AUG
THROUGH THE TRAINERS; THE WAY TO THE AIR IS.: YAROSENKO, B. 1979 JUL
THROUGH; SKILL WON.: KARDASHEVSKY, YU. 1975 JUN
THROWING HAND GRENADES; TRAINING IN.: GREBENSCHCHIKOV, E. 1978 MAR
THUS WE TRAIN OFFICER CANDIDATES.: SHAMANSKIY, V. LC. 1976 APR
THUS WERE MILITARY CADRES MOLDED.: IZMAYLOV, V. 1975 MAR
TIGERS”; TAMING THE “ROYAL.: SEDYKH, A. 1978 FEB
TIME (TACTICS); ORGANIZATION OF COMBAT IN LIMITED.: SKORODUMOV, I.GEN.MAJ.TK.TRPS., MANT, M.COL. 1976 JUN
TIME AND TAKING ACCOUNT OF CONDITIONS OF FIRE; PRECISE CALCULATION OF.: SAYENKO, P.MAJ. 1977 JUL
TIME FACTOR; CONTROL AND THE.: POPOVIN, V.MAJ. 1976 NOV
TIME FOR EFFECTIVELY; USE.: TIKHOLAZ, I. 1979 MAR
TIME FOR THIS; WE MUST SPARE THE.: ANDREYEV, YU.LC. 1978 SEP
TIME FUSES; FIRING ROUNDS WITH.: KARDASHEVSKII, YU. 1976 DEC
TIME FUZE; USING A.: OGLANOV, YA.; CHISTOV, B. 1976 MAR
TIME GRAPH FOR FIRE PREPARATION (GEN.LT.ANASHKIN) 122-MM D-30.: ANON. 1976 SEP
TIME NORMS; ON.: ANON. 1976 JAN
TIME FOR GREAT CHANGES; DECISIONS OF THE 25TH CPSU CONGRESS IN PRACTICE.: CHEREPANOV, YU. 1977 SEP
TIME TO ORGANIZE FOR A MARCH IS LIMITED; WHEN.: MIRONOV, YE.LC.CMS. 1977 APR
TIME; COMMANDER AND WORK.: GUR’YEV, P.GEN.LT.RES. 1979 SEP
TIME; COST OF TRAINING.: KUROCHKIN, K. 1975 FEB
TIME; FOR REDUCING CALCULATION.: SHUMSKIY, P. 1978 JUN
TIME; HOW TO ORGANIZE ONE’S WORKING.: GUR’YEV, P.GEN.LT. 1977 JUN
TIME; ORGANIZATION OF COMBAT IN LIMITED.: GOLUBKOV, A. 1975 JAN
TIME; PREPARATION OF SPECIALISTS IN COMPRESSED.: NYRKOV, I.LC. 1977 AUG
TIME; RETURN FROM TRAINING.: KALININ, V. 1979 JUL
TIME; THE CROSSING WAS MADE AHEAD OF.: GUTENKO, P. 1979 AUG
TIME; TRAIN COMMUNICATORS IN COMPRESSED PERIODS OF.: FILIMONOV, V.GEN.MAJ.COMM.TRPS. 1976 NOV
TIME; WE ARE SHORTENING SURVEY.: BOGUSHEVICH, L.LT. 1979 SEP
TIME; TIMED INTERVALS; CALCULATING MARCHES ACCORDING TO.: GODOVANIK, B. ENGR.-LC. 1977 AUG
TIME; TIMELY AND ACCURATELY.: LEBEDEVA, A. 1976 MAR
TIMES (REVIEW G.N. VACHNADZE’S ANTENNA DIRECTED TO THE EAST); DESPITE THE SPIRIT OF THE.: CHERNOUS’KO, L.ENGR.C1.RES. 1976 JUL
TIMES; HIGH ATTACK TEMPO IS A DEMAND OF THE.: SALMANOV, G.GEN.COL. 1977 DEC
TIMETABLE; FIRE PREPARATION.: BONDARENKO, A.COL. 1976 DEC
TIMONI, STINGER); FOREIGN MILITARY INFORMATION (TANK XM-1, IRISH BT.: ANON. 1976 MAY
TITLE, HIGH RESPONSIBILITY; SMALL.: POLYAKOV, A.SR.LT. 1976 NOV
TMS-65; FROM EXPERIENCES IN OPERATING THE.: KUKLIN, V.COL. 1977 JAN
(TO AID STUDY OF RULES OF FIRE); ANSWERS TO READER’S QUESTIONS.: ANON. 1977 JUL
TODAY (REVIEW OF V. A. MATSUENKO’S BOOK OPERATIONAL MASKIROVKA OF TROOPS); PAST EXPERIENCE FOR PRACTICE.: SHEVCHENKO, A.GEN.LT.CMS.HSU. 1976 APR
TODAY IN THE UL’YANOVSK GUARDS TANK); INENI V. I. LENIN.: BESSARABA, A. 1976 FEB
TODAY IS A MILITARY DAY FOR STUDENTS.: YEFIMOV, I.GEN.MAJ.COMM.TRPS., MEL’NICHENKO, A.COL. 1977 JAN
TODAY UNDER TOMORROW’S NORMS.: KALININ, V. 1978 JUN
TODAY); IN A SPIRIT OF ANTI-SOVIETISM (CHINA.; PETROV, YU.COL. 1979 NOV
TOGETHER WITH EVER.: LYASHKO, A. 1979 JAN
TOGETHER OF MERIDIANS MORE ACCURATELY; CONSIDER THE COMING.: ROMANOV, V.CAPT. 1979 OCT
TOGETHER WITH MY HUSBAND.: KOSHKAROVA, A. 1978 AUG
TOGETHER WITH TANKERS.: TRISHIN, V. 1979 AUG
TOGETHER WITH THE PARTY, TOGETHER WITH THE PEOPLE.: ANON. 1976 FEB
TOGETHER WITH THE PEOPLE OF THE SOVIET UNION.: BARANOV, S.GEN.MAJ. 1977 OCT
TOGETHER WITH THE PEOPLE; TOGETHER WITH THE PARTY.: ANON. 1978 FEB
TOGETHER WITH THE PEOPLE; UNDER THE GUIDANCE OF THE PARTY.: MOLCZYK, E. 1978 OCT
TOGETHER WITH THE SOLDIER (PVO); ALONGSIDE AND.: NAUKIN, M.LC. 1976 AUG
TOLERATES NO STEREOTYPES; METHODOLOGY.: ZIYEMIN’SHM. 1978 MAY
TOMORROW’S NORMS; TODAY UNDER.:
KALININ, V. 1978 JUN

TOOL OF AGGRESSION; ARMY OF ISRAEL:.
KORNEYEV, L. CHS. 1976 APR

TOPICAL OUTLINE FOR 1978:.
ANON. 1978 JAN

TOPICAL QUESTIONS OF POLITICAL AND MILITARY EDUCATION:.
MIKHAYEV, V. 1975 APR

TOPICS (THEMATIC PLAN) FOR 1977; PLANNED:.
ANON. 1977 JAN

TOPOGRAPHIC COMPUTER BY SOUND RANGING PERSONNEL; USE OF:.
AGAFONOV, N. 1978 JAN

TOPOGRAPHIC SURVEYOR IN THE MOUNTAINS; WITH A:.
KOVALENKO, A. LT. 1976 MAY

TOPOGRAPHIC SURVEYOR’S GYRO INDICATOR; ORIENTATION BY MEANS OF:.
BUROV, V. 1975 APR

TOPOGRAPHIC TRAINING OF SIGNALMEN:.
SUSCHEVSKY, A. COL. 1977 SEP

TOPOGRAPHICAL GEODESISTS AND METEOROLOGISTS ON AN EXERCISE:.
DUBROVSKY, Y. YE. 1979 JUL

TOPOGRAPHY; A USEFUL TEXTBOOK (I. A. BUBNOV’S MILITARY:.
BUGAYEV, YU. COL. CTS. 1976 SEP

TOWARD A NEW UPSURGE IN IDEOLOGICAL WORK:.
VASYAGIN, S. 1975 APR

TOWARD A SINGLE GOAL:.
KULAKOV, I. GEN. LT. COMM. TRPS. 1977 DEC

TOWARD GOOD RESULTS:.
ANON. 1976 JAN

TOWARD HIGH MILITANCY OF PARTY ORGANIZATIONS:.
UTKIN, B. 1976 OCT

TOWARD IT...; SERVICE IS IMPORTANT, BUT THE ATTITUDE:.
KALININ, V. 1978 MAR

TOWARD NEW GOALS OF COMBAT EXPERTISE:.
PETROV, V. 1978 DEC

TOWARD NEW LEVELS OF COMBAT SKILL:.
SAPKOV, L. 1975 MAR

TOWARD SUCCESS; HORIZONS BECKONING:.
BUKHTEYEV, N. 1975 JUL

TOWARD THE SIXTIETH ANNIVERSARY OF THE GREAT OCTOBER:.
ANON. 1975 MAR

TOWN WAS A SCENE OF DARING; EVERY:.
ANON. 1975 FEB

TRACE EFFECTIVE; EACH:.
MALYSHEV, A. SR. LT. 1977 JUN

TRADITION; AUGMENTING:.
ZAIKIN, A. 1978 DEC

TRADITION; FAMILY:.
ROSHCHUPKIN, V. 1978 FEB

TRADITIONS ARE ALIVE AND GROWING; COMBAT:.
ANON. 1975 MAY

TRADITIONS OF OUR FATHERS; MULTIPLYING THE:.
PAPKO, W. GEN. LT. 1977 JUL

TRADITIONS; A CONTINUATION OF:.
RIZATDINOV, R. 1978 AUG

TRADITIONS; AUGMENT THE GRAND:.
POTAPOV, YU. W. GEN. COL. 1978 SEP

TRADITIONS; IN REVOLUTIONARY AND COMBAT:.
KAMINSKI, J. 1978 MAR

TRADITIONS; LOYAL TO:.
IVANUSHKIN, YU. MAJ. 1977 AUG

TRADITIONS; LOYALTY TO:.
DYNIN, I. COL. 1979 JUL

TRAIN AND ANALYZE; BOTH:.
KRASNOV, I. GEN. COL. TK. TRPS. 1976 NOV

TRAIN COMMUNICATORS IN COMPRESSED PERIODS OF TIME:.
FILIMONOV, V. GEN. MAJ. COMM. TRPS. 1977 OCT

TRAIN; AIR DEFENSE OF A RAILROAD:.
SHARAPOV, N. 1978 JUN

TRAIN; LIEUTENANTS:.
GUZIK, S. LC. 1977 AUG

TRAIN; SPECIFIC TOOLS:.
SHAMANSKIY, V. LC. 1976 MAY

TRAIN; AERODYNAMIC PARACHUTE:.
METELKIN, V. COL. RES. 1977 DEC

TRAIN; CHEMICAL WARFARE SCOUT:.
BACHINSKIY, V. LC. 1978 FEB
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TRAINERS; SUGGESTION FOR SMALL ARMS.: SOROKIN,A.LC., BARTUN,V.CAPT. 1977 DEC
TRAINERS: MAKE FULLER USE OF TRAINING INSTALLATIONS AND.: KURENKOV,K.GEN.MAJ. 1977 AUG
TRAINERS; THE WAY TO THE AIR IS THROUGH THE.: YAROSHENKO,B. 1979 JUL
TRAINERS; THEY ARE LEARNING ON.: STADNIK,V., PAKHOMOV,A., POTAPOV,V. 1979 MAR
TRAINERS: WE EMPLOY.: KISELEVICH,S.LT. 1977 APR
TRAINING ; SUPERVISION OF.: VISHNEVSKYI,O.LC. 1977 FEB
TRAINING (AIR DEFENSE); OFFICER COMBAT.: LEVCHENKO,P.GEN.COL.ARTY. 1977 FEB
TRAINING (CHEMICAL DEFENSE); SPECIAL TACTICAL.: MAR'YASOV,V.CAP. 1976 JUN
TRAINING (COMMUNICATIONS); CONSIDER EACH ONE'S.: MOSTYAYEV,V.SR.LT. 1977 JAN
TRAINING (PVO); OPERATOR.: NILOGOV,YE.LT. 1978 MAY
TRAINING (TACTICS); CROWN OF FIELD.: BASKALOV,YU.COL. 1977 APR
TRAINING AID; NECESSARY.: ROGOV,A. 1977 FEB
TRAINING AIDS; NEW.: KALINOVSKIY,S. 1975 JUL
TRAINING AND EDUCATING SOVIET SOLDIERS; LENINIST IDEAS FOR.: AZOVTSEV,N.COL.DHS.PROF. 1976 APR
TRAINING AND EDUCATION OF SOLDIERS; PRINCIPLES OF SCIENTIFIC ORGANIZATION OF.: BARABANSHCHIKOV,A., VDOBYUK,V. 1977 MAR
TRAINING AND INDOCTRINATION IN MILITARY TRAINING ESTABLISHMENTS.: RADZIYEVSKIY,A.GEN.ARMY. 1977 MAY
TRAINING AND INDOCTRINATION; REGULATION REQUIREMENTS ARE AT THE BASIS OF.: KOL'TSOV,A.LT. 1975 AUG
TRAINING AND INDOCTRINATION; SCIENTIFIC FOUNDATIONS FOR.: KISELEV,K.MAJ.TECH.SVC.RES. 1977 MAR
TRAINING AND THE NORMS; FIELD.: KOLIBERNOV,YE.LT.GEN.ENGR-TRPS. 1978 FEB
TRAINING AND THE NORMS; FIELD.: KOLIBERNOV,YE.LT.GEN.ENGR-TRPS. 1978 MAR
TRAINING BAZAR; WHAT SHOULD IT BE LIKE.: CHAPLYGIN,P. 1975 JUL
TRAINING CENTER AND CADET FIELD TRAINING.: ZVEZDOV,YU. 1978 FEB
TRAINING CENTER AS A BATTALION; TO THE.: KARABUT,N. 1975 AUG
TRAINING CHEMICAL OBSERVERS.: KISELEV,P.GEN.COL., SHILOV,A.LC. 1977 MAR
TRAINING CLASS UNDER FIELD CONDITIONS; A PHYSICAL.: PALKINITS,A., ROZHIN,A. 1978 MAR
TRAINING CLASSROOM; FOR THE PSYCHOLOGICAL.: GOLYSHEV,V.COL. 1977 MAR
TRAINING COMPETITION; FIRING.: LADOV,YU. 1977 FEB
TRAINING COMITIT; FIRING.: LAZOREKO,YU. 1977 JAN
TRAINING COMITIT; FIRING.: LAZOREKO,YU. 1977 JAN
TRAINING COMPUTERS AND SURVEYORS.: SMAGLIY,P.CAPT. 1978 FEB
TRAINING CONTESTS; DRILL.: LADYGIN,YU., CHAYKA,YU. 1978 MAR
TRAINING CONTROL PROBLEM; WEAPONS.: LYZLOV,YU.COL. 1977 FEB
TRAINING CREWS IN COMBAT AGAINST ENEMY TANKS, SELF-PROPELLED ARTILLERY MOUNTS, ANTITANK GUIDED MISSILES.: SHALOVALOV,D. 1977 DEC
TRAINING DEMONSTRATION; DRILL.: APAKIDZE,V. 1978 MAR
TRAINING EFFECTIVENESS; IN THE INTERESTS OF.: KISELEV,K.MAJ.TECH.SVC.RES. 1977 DEC
TRAINING EFFECTIVENESS; PARTY MEMBERS IN A STRUGGLE FOR COMBAT.: BALDIN,N.LC. 1977 JUN
TRAINING EQUIPMENT (FROM TROOP EXPERIENCE); TECHNICAL.: SOKOLOV,E.MAJ.TECH.SVC., SERGEYEV,YU.ENGR.SR.LT. 1976 APR
TRAINING ESTABLISHMENTS; TRAINING AND INDOCTRINATION IN MILITARY.: RADZIYEVSKIY,A.GEN.ARMY. 1977 APR
TRAINING EXEREISE; PARTY COMMITTEE [IN A.: USHOV,G. 1976 AUG
TRAINING EXPERIENCE; PROTHER.; COMMANDER.: VARICHENKO,S. 1975 NOV
TRAINING EXPERIENCE; CENTRAL GROUP OF FORCES - COMMAND.: ANON. 1976 AUG
TRAINING FACILITY; DEVELOPMENT OF.: NARAY,I.GEN.MAJ.HPA. 1977 JUN
TRAINING FACILITY AS COMPONENT OF SUCCESS.: KURIN,N.LT. 1977 MAR
TRAINING FACILITY.: PENESCUC,D. 1977 FEB
TRAINING FIELD; INFANTRY ANTIAIRCRAFT MEN ON THE PVO (AIR DEFENSE).: KUMSHAYEV,B. 1977 JUN
TRAINING FILM, A CLASS OR ENTERTAINMENT; A.: KALININ,V.COL. 1977 JAN
TRAINING FILM, CLASS OR ENTERTAINMENT?: ANON. 1977 APR
TRAINING FOR FIRE BY DIRECT LAYING.: SHULAKOV,A.COL. 1977 AUG
TRAINING FOR REAR AREA SPECIALISTS; FIELD.: LEVCHENKO,N. 1976 MAR
TRAINING FOR SUVOVITES; EXCELLENT PHYSICAL.: PALATNYY, YE. 1979 AUG
TRAINING GOES ON; COMBAT.: ANON. 1977 AUG
TRAINING GOES ON(1); COMBAT.: ANON. 1978 NOV
TRAINING GOES ON(2); COMBAT.: ANON. 1978 NOV
TRAINING GOES ON(3); COMBAT.: ANON. 1978 NOV
TRAINING GOES ON; COMBAT.: ANON. 1976 FEB
TRAINING GOES ON; COMBAT.: ANON. 1976 APR
TRAINING GOES ON; COMBAT.: ANON. 1976 MAY
TRAINING GOES ON; COMBAT.: ANON. 1976 AUG
TRAINING GOES ON; COMBAT.: ANON. 1976 SEP
TRAINING GOES ON; COMBAT.: ANON. 1976 DEC
TRAINING GOES ON; COMBAT.: ANON. 1977 MAR
TRAINING GOES ON; COMBAT.: ANON. 1977 APR
TRAINING GOES ON; COMBAT.: ANON. 1977 JUN
TRAINING GOES ON; COMBAT.: ANON. 1977 OCT
TRAINING GOES ON; COMBAT.: ANON. 1978 JAN
TRAINING GOES ON; COMBAT.: ANON. 1978 AUG
TRAINING GOES ON; COMBAT.: ANON. 1978 SEP
TRAINING GOES ON; COMBAT.: ANON. 1978 NOV
TRAINING Grows stronger; AIRBORNE.: PROTASOV,YU., LC. 1976 JUL
TRAINING GROWS STRONGER; AIRBORNE.: PROTASOV,YU.LC. 1976 JUL
TRAINING IN A BATTALION; RADIO.: KOZLOV,E. 1979 AUG
TRAINING IN A COMPLICATED SITUATION.: KON'SHIN,Y. 1978 MAR
TRAINING IN A SELF-PROPELLED BATTERY; TECHNICAL.: VINOGRADCHIYA. 1977 SEP
TRAINING IN BUNDESWEHR GROUND FORCES; OFFICER.: GLAZUNOV,N., GEN., MAJ., CHS. 1977 MAR
TRAINING IN ESTIMATING RADIATION SITUATION (ANSWERS TO PROBLEMS IN ISSUE 6).: ANON. 1976 OCT
TRAINING IN FIRING FROM THE MOVE.: KOTOV,N. 1978 DEC
TRAINING IN FIRING FROM THE MOVE.: KOTOV,N. 1978 DEC
TRAINING IN RIVER RECONNAISSANCE; PLATOON.: PASENCHIKOV,A., LT. 1976 SEP
TRAINING IN SCHOOL; PROBLEM.: TSYBAYEV,W., ENGR., LC., RUZIN,N., COL., RES. 1976 AUG
TRAINING IN TANK FIRING.: YAROSHEVSKIY,V., COL. 1978 SEP
TRAINING IN THE COMPANY ON THE ARMORED PERSONNEL CARRIER; MARKSMANSHIP.: SHINKAREV,G. 1975 DEC
TRAINING IN THE COMPANY; TANK FIRE MARKSMANSHIP.: YAROSHEVSKIY,V. 1975 NOV
TRAINING IN THE FIRST PLACE; FIELD.: SHALIMOV,O. 1979 JUL
TRAINING IN THE FIRST PLACE; FIELD.: SHALIMOV,O. 1979 JUL
TRAINING IN THE FOREGROUND; FIELD.: SHCHUKIN,N. 1975 AUG
TRAINING IN THE FOREGROUND; QUALITY OF.: YUKHRIMENKO,I., GDS., CAPT. 1976 APR
TRAINING IN THE FOREGROUND; TECHNICAL.: DROZDIN,V., ENGR., MAJ. 1976 DEC
TRAINING IN THE COMPANY; TANK FIRE MARKSMANSHIP.: YAROSHEVSKIY,V. 1975 NOV
TRAINING IS A GUARANTEE OF CONSTANT COMBAT READINESS; A HIGH DEGREE OF FIELD.: PAVLOVSKII,I., GEN., ARMY., HSU. 1976 APR
TRAINING IS A GUARANTEE OF CONSTANT COMBAT READINESS; A HIGH DEGREE OF FIELD.: PAVLOVSKII,I., GEN., ARMY., HSU. 1976 APR
TRAINING IS TAKING F'ACE; ARTILLERY FIRING.: BUGAKOV,S. 1978 MAR
TRAINING IS THE BASIS; FIELD.: GENOV,S., COL., BPA. 1976 AUG
TRAINING IS THE MAIN THING.: SHCHEGLOV,I. 1975 MAR
TRAINING KIT; DEMOLITIONS.: SVOROB,N., LC. 1977 AUG
TRAINING MATERIAL RESOURCES; LET US IMPROVE.: POROKHIN,A., STRUYEV,B., SIDOROV,L., SHUTNIKHIN,I., ROY,A. 1975 NOV
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1975 Jan</td>
<td>Training of Chemical Troops; Socialism Competition and the Combat: Pikalov, V.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1975 Jun</td>
<td>Training of Future Air Defense Officers; Professional: Mukhanov, S.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1975 Aug</td>
<td>Training of Intercepter Pilots Grows Stronger: Kryakvin, G.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1976 May</td>
<td>Training of Missile and Artillery Men; Tactical: Perepel'skiy, G.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1977 Sep</td>
<td>Training of Cadets; Special Tactical: Skryabin, N. Col.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1979 Jan</td>
<td>Training of Tanks; Engine: Roganov, A.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1979 Jul</td>
<td>Training of Troops; For the High Drill: Kotov, N.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1979 Aug</td>
<td>Training of Platoons Commanders; Instructional Techniques Classes With: Kaydav.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1979 Jan</td>
<td>Training of Platoons; Officer Cadres; Urgent Tasks in: Klyuyev, A. Gen. Lt.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1979 Aug</td>
<td>Training of Officers to Organize for Combat on the Terrain: Dorozhkin, D. LC.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1979 Dec</td>
<td>Training on a Combat Infantry Vehicle; Marksmanship: Anon.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1975 Nov</td>
<td>Training of Troops in Attaining Skill in Fire: Krepshev, I.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1976 Nov</td>
<td>Training of Platoons; Intelligence: Stakhheyev, V.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1975 Aug</td>
<td>Training of Platoons; Officer Cadres; Urgent Tasks in: Klyuyev, A. Gen. Lt.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1976 Dec</td>
<td>Training of Platoons Commanders; Instructional Techniques Classes With: Kaydav.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1976 Feb</td>
<td>Training of Platoons Commanders; Instructions; Training Principles and Officers' Instructional Techniques Training: Kozhevnikov, A. Gen. Maj. arty.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TRAINING PROBLEM WITH A TELEPHONE PLATOON: LUNEV, V. SR. LT. 1976 MAY
TRAINING PROBLEM; ENGINEER: INANOV, A. LC. 1976 NOV
TRAINING PROBLEM; SHORT TACTICAL: KOZLOVSKIY, V. 1978 APR
TRAINING PROCEEDS IN THE BMD; RADIO: ZHUROV, B. COL. 1977 NOV
TRAINING PROCESS (ARTILLERY); PROMOTION OF THE: YAMPENKO, M. 1975 APR
TRAINING PROCESS; DEPENDABILITY OF PLANNING OF THE: SHUPENKO, M. 1975 APR
TRAINING PROCESS; MUTE SKETCHES AND DRAWINGS IN THE: SUSCHEVSKYI, A. COL. 1979 SEP
TRAINING PTURS OPERATORS; A MINIATURE RANGE FOR: VOLOSHIN, I. COL.
TRAINING PURPOSES; USE OF MOVING PICTURES FOR: KONONOV, I. 1975 SEP
TRAINING QUALITY AND EFFECTIVENESS; OFFICERS IN THE STRUGGLE FOR COMBAT: ANON. 1976 MAR
TRAINING QUALITY TO THE FOREGROUND: VARENNIKOV, V. GEN. COL. 1977 AUG
TRAINING QUALITY; STRUGGLE FOR: SURGEVICH, R. COL. PNR. 1977 SEP
TRAINING RADAR OPERATORS; FOR: KANTOR, A. COL. 1976 NOV
TRAINING RADIOISTS; FOR: VARLOMOV, V. ENGR. CAPT., APEL, S. SR. SGT., TARANENKO, V. SR. SGT.
TRAINING ROCKETS LAUNCHER MEN IN THE COMPANY: KOTOV, N. GDS. MAJ. 1976 NOV
TRAINING SERGEANTS; FROM EXPERIENCE IN: SAVINOV, A. SR. LT., ZAKHARENKO, N. SR. LT.
TRAINING SESSION ON FIRE CONTROL (ARTILLERY): A. VOLKOV, Yu. COL. 1979 DEC
TRAINING SESSION; TAKE CARE OF EFFECTIVENESS AND SKILL A MONITORING: AYDINYAN, A. 1976 MAR
TRAINING SESSIONS WITH BATTERY COMMANDERS; PRACTICE: KARASHEVSKYI, Yu. GEN. LT. ARTY. 1976 SEP
TRAINING SESSIONS; LET US INCREASE THE EFFECTIVENESS OF: RYMORENKO, G. 1975 FEB
TRAINING SHEETS; FOR RECEIPT OF: PAVLOV, P. LT. 1977 APR
TRAINING TIME; COST OF: KUROCHKIN, K. 1975 AUG
TRAINING TIME; RETURN FROM: KALININ, V. 1979 JUL
TRAINING TO EVALUATE THE RADIATION SITUATION: ANON. 1976 JUN
TRAINING TO FIRE AT NIGHT: KOTOV, N. MAJ. 1977 MAY
TRAINING TO THE FORE; TECHNICAL: CHERPYNKO, V. MAJ. 1977 OCT
TRAINING TO THE FOREGROUND; FIELD: DEGTAREV, N. 1975 APR
TRAINING TROOPS; IMPROVING METHODS FOR: PAVLOVSKYI, I. 1979 MAR
TRAINING UNDERWAY; COMBAT: ANON. 1976 JAN
TRAINING WITH COMBAT FIRE; BATTALION IN: GAMALIY, V. LC. 1977 AUG
TRAINING WITH STUDENTS AT NIGHT; FIRING: NIKANROV, V. 1979 JUN
TRAINING WITH STUDENTS; RADIO: KRASIL'CHIKOV, M. ENGR. LC. 1977 JUN
TRAINING WITHOUT USING MACHINES; MONITORING: KRAYUSHIN, I., AL'TSHULLER, R., YEFIMOCHKIN, I., MITYUSHKIN, V. 1975 AUG
TRAINING WORK; COMPREHENSIVE IDEOLOGICAL: ZEMZEROV, V. 1975 JUL
TRAINING YOUNG SPECIALISTS: LOMAKO, L. 1978 FEB
TRAINING: CHECK YOUR ANSWERS (EDUCATION AND: ANON. 1976 MAY
TRAINING); IN ORDER TO CONQUER THE SKY (REVIEW OF GEN. LT. LISOV'S BOOK, AIR DESANT: SHAGALOV, GDS. COL., ACHALOV, V. GDS. LC. 1977 JUL
TRAINING, DIFFICULT IN COMBAT; EASY IN: BOGDANOV, V. CAPT. 1979 DEC
TRAINING—EQUAL TO MODERN REQUIREMENTS; TECHNICAL: ANON. 1979 MAY
TRAINING—SPECIAL ATTENTION; FOR TACTICAL: GORDEYEV, V. 1979 JUN
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TRAINING—WHAT IS IT SUPPOSED TO BE LIKE?; PSYCHOLOGICAL.: POLOKHOV, M. 1978 JUL
TRAINING: A CLASSROOM TRAINER FOR FIRING.: YAROSHEVSKY, V. 1979 APR
TRAINING: A COMPLEX APPROACH IS THE BASIS OF TACTICAL.: ANON. 1977 MAR
TRAINING: COMPETITION IN INTERESTS OF AIR DEFENSE PERSONNEL SPECIALIZED.: LEVCHENKO, P. GEN. COL. 1978 NOV
TRAINING: COMPETITION IN THE REGIMENT, CONCRETENESS, EFFICIENCY, STRUGGLE FOR QUALITY OF COMBAT.: ANON. 1975 APR
TRAINING: EFFECT OF.: DYNIN, I. 1975 FEB
TRAINING: EFFECTIVENESS OF COMMAND.: YUKHNEVICH, V. 1979 JUN
TRAINING: ENGINEER OFFICER IN.: SMIRNOV, W., KOMAR, V. 1975 JUL
TRAINING: EXPERTS FIRED IN.: KIRYUKHIN, M. 1975 MAR
TRAINING: FOR A HIGH DEGREE OF FIELD.: PAVLYUK, I. LC. 1977 OCT
TRAINING: FOR A HIGH LEVEL OF ARTILLERY MARKSMANSHIP.: REZNIK, A. MAJ. 1977 JUN
TRAINING: FOR FUTURE OFFICERS—STRONG PHYSICAL.: TOROPOV, V. 1979 JUN
TRAINING: FOR INCREASING THE EFFECTIVENESS OF.: DYNINI. 1975 FEB
TRAINING: FOR QUALITY OF WEAPONS.: NOSOVETS, I. COL. 1976 AUG
TRAINING: FOR THE PRACTICE OF COMBAT.: ANON. 1978 MAR
TRAINING: FROM EXPERIENCE IN ORGANIZING ARTILLERY FIRING.: TROFIMENKO, V. COL. 1977 JUL
TRAINING: FROM THE EXPERIENCE OF STUDENT MILITARY.: CHEKALIN, V. 1978 AUG
TRAINING: FUNDAMENTALS IN USE OF TELEVISION IN.: STOL'NIKOV, B. GEN. LT. ARTY. CMS., NIKOLAYEV, L. ENGR. COL.CTS. 1976 SEP
TRAINING: HIGH EFFECTIVENESS IN COMMAND.: ANON. 1978 MAR
TRAINING: HIGH QUALITY COMMAND.: BELIKOV, V. GEN. COL. 1977 MAY
TRAINING: IF THEY ARE CONCERNED ABOUT COMMAND.: SLADKOV, A. MAJ. 1979 DEC
TRAINING: IMPROVE ENGINEER.: STEPAKOV, R. ENGR. GEN. MAJ. 1976 APR
TRAINING: IMPROVE NIGHT.: KURENKOV, K. 1979 FEB
TRAINING: IMPROVE OFFICERS' INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES.: ANON. 1976 NOV
TRAINING: IMPROVE SOLDIERS' SWIM.: SEMENOV, VY. 1978 APR
TRAINING: IMPROVING FIRING.: LUBGAN, L. 1978 OCT
TRAINING: IMPROVING NIGHT.: ANON. 1976 OCT
TRAINING: IMPROVING TACTICAL.: GRECHEV, V. LC. 1977 DEC
TRAINING: IMPROVING THE TROOP'S FIRING.: MERIMSKY, V. GEN. COL. 1977 MAY
TRAINING: IMPROVING THE TROOPS FIRING.: ANON. 1979 JUN
TRAINING: IN THE INTEREST OF FIELD.: KLYUYEV, A. GEN. MAJ. 1976 JUL
TRAINING: IN THE INTERESTS OF COMBAT.: SOROKIN, V. 1978 JUN
TRAINING: IN THE INTERESTS OF INSTRUCTOR.: KISELEV, K. 1978 JAN
TRAINING: IN THE INTERESTS OF TECHNICAL.: YAKOULEV, G. LC. 1977 SEP
TRAINING: IN UNITY WITH TACTICAL AND WEAPONS.: KUDRYASHOV, V. ENGR. LC. 1977 DEC
TRAINING: INCIDENTAL.: TERENIN, V. 1976 MAR
TRAINING: INCREASE THE EFFECTIVENESS OF.: IVANOV, V., BARDADYM, I., VINOKUROV, M., DERYUGIN, F. 1975 MAR
TRAINING: INTO THE ARMY WITH HIGH.: NAKASHIDZE, S. COL. 1977 DEC
TRAINING: MAIN CONCERN—COMBAT.: SURGEVICH, R. 1979 JUN
TRAINING: MISSILE MARKSMANSHIP.: ZUB, P. 1975 FEB
TRAINING: MORE ATTENTION TO SPECIAL.: FROLOV, B. SR. LT. 1977 FEB
TRAINING: MOUNTAIN.: DZOTSIIYEV, B. 1975 FEB
TRAINING: PRIMARY — EFFECTIVENESS OF.: ANTONOV, S. LC. 1977 JUL
TRAINING: RED BANNER KIEV MILITARY DISTRICT.: TECHNICAL.: ANON. 1977 APR
TRAINING: SPECIAL ATTENTION TO COMMAND.: LAFEK, V. ENGR. GEN. MAJ. 1978 SEP
TRAINING: SPECIAL ATTENTION TO TECHNICAL.: ANON. 1977 DEC
TRAINING: TACTICAL.: ANON. 1976 JAN
TRAINING: TECHNICAL FACILITIES FOR CADET.: POPOV, N., BUBNOV, O. 1978 APR
TRAINING: THE BASIC TASK IS THE HIGH LEVEL OF TROOP.: ANON. 1978 OCT
TRAINING: THE FIELD—A SCHOOL OF TACTICAL.: BUSLOV, V. 1979 AUG
TRAINING: TRAINING CENTER AND CADET FIELD.: ZVEZDOV, V. 1978 JUN
TRAINING: TRAINING PRINCIPLES AND OFFICERS' INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES.: KOZHEVNIKOV, A. GEN. MAJ. ARTY. 1976 NOV
TRAINING; TROOP MARCH: ANON. 1977 AUG
TRAINING; USE OF THE PUS-7 IN: PIROGOV, I. 1975 APR
TRAINING; WE ARE INCREASING THE QUALITY OF: SIRENKO, N. CAPT. 1977 JAN
TRAINING; WHEN TO BE CONCERNED WITH DRILL: SLADKOV, A. MAJ. 1976 OCT
TRAINING; YEAR OF THE CONGRESS IS A YEAR OF EXCELLENT: ANON. 1976 FEB
TRANSBAIKAL MILITARY DISTRICT-EXPERIENCE OF IDEOLOGICAL INDOCTRINATION; ORDER OF LENIN: ANON. 1978 SEP
TRANSLATED; CALENDAR OF 1917 (NOT: ANON. 1977 APR
TRANSLATED; DEVELOPMENT OF FOREIGN SELF-PROPELLED ARTILLERY-NOT: MIRYANIN, V. ENGR. LC. 1977 APR
TRANSPORT OF EQUIPMENT; RAIL: FURMAN, A. LC. 1977 JUN
TRAVERSING THE CONTAMINATED ZONE; WOISEYEV, N. GEN. MAJ. TECH. TRPS. 1977 NOV
TRENCHES IN WINTER; DERRING: GUSEV, V. 1978 DEC
TRENDS IN DEVELOPMENT OF SELF-PROPELLED ARTILLERY: SAPOZHKOV, A. GEN. LT. ARTY., USTAVSHCHIKOV, G. LC. 1976 AUG
TRIUMPH OF A JUST CAUSE; FOR THE: ANON. 1976 JAN
TRIUMPH OF LENINISM: SLAMIKHIN, N. DHS. 1977 NOV
TROOP ADVANCE; ENSURING: SHAKIROVA, COL. 1977 MAR
TROOP COLLECTIVE; SOLIDARITY OF A: BERBER, L. SR. LT. 1976 JUL
TROOP CONTROL (TACTICS); EFFICIENCY IN: TYAGUNOV, M. GEN. LT. 1976 AUG
TROOP CONTROL; AUTOMATION OF: LEBEDEV, NIKOLAYEV, YU. 1975 AUG
TROOP CONTROL; HIGH STAFF CULTURE IS A GUARANTEE OF SUCCESS IN: TOVSTUKHA, P. GEN. MAJ. 1976 MAY
TROOP EDUCATION; ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS (TRAINING AND: ANON. 1977 FEB
TROOP EXERCISE SEVER: SHUTOV, G. 1976 SEP
TROOP EXPERIENCE; TECHNICAL TRAINING EQUIPMENT (FROM: SOKOLOV, E. MAJ. TECH. SVC., SERGEYEV, V. ENGR. SR. LT. 1976 APR
TROOP INDUCRINATION; PROBLEMS IN: ZINOV'YEV, V. GEN. MAJ. 1979 SEP
TROOP MARCH TRAINING: ANON. 1977 AUG
TROOP PRACTICE; FOREMOST EXPERIENCE FOR: ANON. 1976 DEC
TROOP PRACTICE; FROM THE BDNKH (EXPOSITION OF THE ACHIEVEMENTS OF THE NATIONAL ECONOMY) INTO: ANON. 1978 OCT
TROOP PRACTICE; FROM THE USSR EXHIBITION OF NATIONAL ECONOMIC ACHIEVEMENTS INTO: ANON. 1978 APR
TROOP PRACTICE; FROM THE USSR VDNKH INTO: ANON. 1978 MAY
TROOP PRACTICE; FROM THE USSR VDNKH INTO: ANON. 1978 DEC
TROOP PROTECTION IN DEFENDING A BEACH: ZHAVORONKOV, G. LC., TKACHEV, V. LC. 1977 MAR
TROOP SERVICE; UNPREMITTING ATTENTION TO: YAKUSHIN, V. GEN. COL. GEN. STAFF. 1977 APR
TROOP TRAINING; THE BASIC TASK IS THE HIGH LEVEL OF: ANON. 1978 OCT
TROOP'S FIRING TRAINING; IMPROVING THE: MERINSKIY, V. GEN. COL. 1976 MAY
TROOPS AND ARTILLERY DAY; 19 NOVEMBER, MISSILE: ANON. 1976 NOV
TROOPS AND ARTILLERY DAY; MISSILE: ANON. 1976 NOV
TROOPS AT NIGHT; DECONTAMINATING: VYLITOK, V., TARASEVICH, YU. 1979 FEB
TROOPS AT THE LEVEL OF MODERN DEMANDS; CONTROL OF: GRINKEVICH, D. GEN. COL. COS. GSF. 1976 APR
TROOPS FIRING TRAINING; IMPROVING THE: ANON. 1979 JUN
TROOPS IN ATTAINING SKILL IN FIRE; CREATIVE TRAINING OF: KREPSHEV, I. 1975 NOV
TROOPS WEAPONS DEVELOPMENT; BE CREATIVE IN TEACHING: LYZLOV, V., GADALIN, B. 1978 JUN
TROOPS; EXERCISE WITH A ROAD COMPANY (ENGINEER: KISARETOV, G. CAPT. 1977 JUL
TROOPS; IN A RIVER OUTPOST (ENGINEER PONTOON: YERMAKOV, V. COL. 1976 AUG
TROOPS; IN CONSTANT COMBAT READINESS (AIRBORNE: GARMOLOV, V. GEN. ARMY. HSU. CMS. 1977 JUL
TROOPS; MANEUVER OBSTACLES (ENGINEER: Sidorov, V. LC. CMS. 1976 JUN
TROOPS; PAST EXPERIENCE FOR PRACTICE TODAY (REVIEW OF V. A. MATSULENKO'S BOOK OPERATIONAL MASKIROVKA OF: SHEVCHENKO, A. GEN. LT. CMS. HSU. 1976 APR
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TROOPS; STRIKING FROM AMBUSH (AIR DESANT.: SMETANNIKOV, P.COLT. 1976 OCT
TROOPS; STRUGGLE FOR EFFECTIVENESS OF FIRE (INSTRUCTIONAL METHODS CLASSES WITH
SERGEANTS, AIR DESANT.: ZUYEV, I.LC., BALAKIREV, I.MAJ. 1976 AUG
TROOPS, FROM ISSUES 6, 7, AND 8); CHECK YOUR SOLUTIONS (MOTORIZED RIFLE, TANKS, DESANT.: ANON. 1976 DEC
TROOPS—who THE IMPORTANT DUTY OF A COMMANDER; PROTECTING:
BOL’SHAKOV, S.GEN. MAJ. TECH. TRPS. 1979 SEP
TROOPS; AIR DEFENSE OF THE.: LEVCHENKO, P.GEN. COL. ARTY. 1977 SEP
TROOPS; ALWAYS IN READINESS TO DEFEND THE.: ANDERSEN, YU. 1978 AUG
TROOPS; COMMUNICATIONS IN FRG.: KHVATOV, P. 1975 JAN
TROOPS; EFFECTIVENESS OF WORK AMONG THE.: DEMIN, V.LT. GEN. 1978 NOV
TROOPS; FIELD TRAINING OF CHEMICAL.: PIKALOV, V. 1975 MAR
TROOPS; FOR THE HIGH DRILL TRAINING OF THE.: ANON. 1979 DEC
TROOPS; HEADQUARTERS AND COMBAT REAIDNESS OF.: YAKUSHIN, V. 1975 FEB
TROOPS; IMPROVING METHODS FOR TRAINING.: PAVLOVSY, I. 1979 MAR
TROOPS; INTELLIGENCE TRAINING OF.: STAKHEYEV, V. 1975 MAR
TROOPS; SOCIALIST COMPETITION AND THE COMBAT TRAINING OF CHEMICAL.: PIKALOV, V. 1979 JUN
TROOPS; THE COMMANDER AND SERVICE OF.: BELIKOV, V. 1979 MAY
TROOPS; VOYENNYY VESTNIK AT THE SPRING CHECK OF.: ANON. 1977 JUN
TROUSLED FREE OPERATION OF MOTOR VEHICLES; FOR.: NIKIFOROV, YU., SARAPULOV, S. 1975 FEB
TROOPS; ASSISTANT FOR OFFICERS.: MITOV, G. 1979 MAR
TROOPS; COMMUNICATIONS IN FRG.: KHVATOV, P. 1975 JUN
TROOPS; TWO AND THREE BATTLE LINES; ASSAULT IN.: VINNIKOV, V. 1975 DEC
TROOPS; TWO BATTERIES FIRING AT A SINGLE TARGET.: ANON. 1976 JUN
TROOPS; UNDER ANY CONDITIONS; DEPENDABLE COMMUNICATIONS.: PLOTNITSKY, A. 1976 MAY
TROOPS; UNBREAKABLE UNION WITH THE PEOPLE; IN.: KOSEKOV, N. 1977 MAR
TROOPS; UNDER CONDITIONS WHICH APPROACH COMBAT ONES AS CLOSELY AS POSSIBLE.: PROTASOV, YU. COL. 1979 DEC
TROOPS; UNDER DIFFICULT CONDITIONS.: YEZHOV, N. COL. 1977 NOV
UNDER FIELD CONDITIONS; A PHYSICAL TRAINING CLASS.: PALKANITS, B., ROZHIN, A. 1978 MAR
UNDER JAMMING CONDITIONS.: SOROKIN, A.LC., BAKS, M SR.LT. 1977 JAN
UNDER POLAR CONDITIONS.: KIRSANOV, V. MAJ. 1979 DEC
UNDER SMOKE SCREEN CONDITIONS.: GRABOVOY, I. 1975 OCT
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UNDER THE BANNER OF MARXISM–LENINISM: ANON. 1976 JAN
UNDER THE RED BANNER; BORN: ANON. 1978 FEB
UNDER THE WISE LEADERSHIP OF THE PARTY: SREDIN, G. 1976 MAR
UNDER TOMORROW'S NORMS; TODAY: KALININ, V. 1978 JUNE
UNDER WINTER CONDITIONS: ANON. 1976 JAN
UNDERGROUND MINE STRUGGLE: FROM EXPERIENCES IN THE: STANEVICH, I. 1979 FEB
UNDERGROUND STRUCTURES: USE OF: EVDSEL', YU. 1979 MAY
UNDERSTANDING THE MISSION IS A UNIFIED PROCESS; RECEIVING AND: IVANOVL, V. 1978 MAR
UNDERTOOK THE RESPONSIBILITY; A COMPANY: LABUTIN, P. 1976 MAR
UNDERWAY; COMBAT TRAINING: ANON. 1976 JAN
UNFOREGETTABLE DAYS: POPOVS. 1975 SEP
UNFOREGETTABLE OCTOBER DAYS; IN THOSE: KUROCHKIN, P. GEN. ARMY. HSU. 1977 OCT
UNFORTUNATE MISTAKES (REVIEW OF A. P. BELOKUR AND V. I. KALAYDA'S ENGINEER SUPPORT OF MARCHES AND MEETINGS ENGAGEMENTS): KOROLEV, YE. COL. CMS., ORLOV, S. COL. CMS. 1976 JUN
UNIFIED PROCESS; RECEIVING AND UNDERSTANDING THE MISSION IS A: IVANOVL, V. 1978 MAR
UNIFIED WHOLE; TACTICS AND COMMUNICATIONS: A: PAVLOV, YU. 1975 JUN
UNITY OF RIGHTS AND DUTIES: TSVETKOV, V. COL. 1979 SEP
UNITY OF THE ARMY AND THE PEOPLE; INDISSOLUBLE: YASNOV. 1978 FEB
UNITY OF THE PARTY'S ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL POLICIES: KOSTINS, S. COL. 1977 JAN
UNITY WITH TACTICAL AND WEAPONS TRAINING; IN: KUDRYASHOV, V. ENGR. LC. 1977 DEC
UNITY; IN CLOSE: MINAYEV, YU. COL. 1979 NOV
UNIVERSAL BRIDGING SLIDE RULE: CHERNYAUSKAS, I. CAPT. 1977 JUL
UNIVERSAL GRAVITY FIRING PIN: A: KARAGODIN, I. COL. 1979 SEP
UNMANNED AIRCRAFT: ANON. 1978 OCT
UNOBSERVED TARGETS IN MOUNTAINS; FIRE AT: SAPOZHINSKIY, V. 1975 SEP
UNREMITTING ATTENTION FOR RAISING VIGILANCE: ANON. 1979 AUG
UNREMITTING ATTENTION TO POLITICAL CLASSES: TROKHACHEV, N. COL. 1976 NOV
UNREMITTING ATTENTION TO TROOP SERVICE: YAKUSHIN, V. GEN. COL. GEN. STAFF. 1977 APR
UNWARRANTED PAUSES; A LITTLE FEWER: SMIRNOV, V. COL. 1977 SEP
UP A COMBAT FORMATION; WITHOUT CLOSING: MASTERKOV, S. MAJ. 1976 NOV
UP A MOVING TARGET GUNNER RANGE; FOR SETTING: BELOKUR, M. 1978 APR
UP GUARD DUTY; THE COMPANY TAKES: VASILENOK, V. 1975 SEP
UP PERFORMANCE OF ENGINEER MISSIONS; TO SPEED: ROGOZHINKIN, D. 1978 JUN
UP RESULTS—AN IMPORTANT ELEMENT; SUMMING: STANOVOY, YE. 1979 JUL
UP THE DEPLOYMENT OF EQUIPMENT; IT IS POSSIBLE TO SPEED: KITSULA, I. 1976 MAR
UP THE TEMPO; BATTALION PICKS: BESSARAB, A. 1978 AUG
UP, THE STRUGGLE CONTINUES; RESULTS HAVE BEEN SUMMED: KAPITONOVS, G. COL. SR. LT. 1979 DEC
UP: SUMMING: ANON. 1976 DEC
UPSURGE IN IDEOLOGICAL WORK; TOWARD A NEW: VASYAGIN, S. 1975 APR
UPSURGE IN SOVIET INDUSTRY; A NEW: KOSTINS, S. 1975 DEC
URGENT PROBLEMS OF MODERN COMBAT: YAKUSHIN, V. 1979 APR
URGENT TASKS IN TRAINING OFFICER CADRES.: KLYUYEV, A. GEN. LT. 1976 AUG
US AND FRG ARMIES; OFFICER TRAINING IN THE.: VESCHCHUNOV, S. 1975 NOV
US ARMY; FIRING TRAINING IN THE.: VESCHCHUNOV, S. COL. 1977 SEP
US ARMY COMPANIES IN COMBAT.: NIKITIN, N. 1978 JUN
(US BMP XM-723, FRENCH ARMORED VEHICLES); FOREIGN MILITARY INFORMATION.: ANON. 1976 OCT
US DISCUSS THE ARTICLE, HOW TO EARN AUTHORITY LISTEN TO ONE'S SUPERIOR; LET.: KRAYNOV, A. GEN. MAJ. HSL. 1976 OCT
US IMPROVE TRAINING MATERIAL RESOURCES; LET.: POROKHIN, A., STRUYEV, B., SIDOROV, L., SHUTNIKHIN, I., ROY, A. 1975 NOV
US INCREASE THE EFFECTIVENESS OF TRAINING SESSIONS; LET.: RYMORENKO, G. 1975 FEB
US STRENGTHEN COMRADESHIP IN ARMS; LET.: SHPIRKO, A. 1975 OCT
US TEACH NONCOMMISSIONED OFFICERS THE METHODS OF FIRE PREPARATION; LET.: CHERNOMAZOV, A. 1975 OCT
US; PAGES FROM THE HEROIC PAST (REVIEW OF PETROV'S BOOK THE PAST WITH.: PERDEL'SKITY, G. YE. MSL. ARTY. 1979 NOV
USA; 200 YEARS — 200 WARS); BY SWORD AND DOLLAR (REVIEW T. K. BELASHCHENKO'S: VOLKOVA, COL. CHS. 1976 AUG
USE COMBAT EQUIPMENT SKILLFULLY; KNOW AND.: LETUN, M., D'YAKOV, A. 1979 JUL
USE NAVIGATION APPARATUS SKILLFULLY.: PRESNOV, V. ENGR. COL. RTS. 1977 MAR
USE OF CONTROL POINT AT THE FIRING POSITION.: SapoZnikov, A. GEN. LT. ARTY. 1976 DEC
USE OF ENGINEER OBSTACLES.: OPILAT, V. 1979 MAY
USE OF EQUIPMENT IN MOUNTAINS.: ANON. 1976 JAN
USE OF MOVING PICTURES FOR TRAINING PURPOSES.: KONONOV, I. 1975 SEP
USE OF ENGINEERING INSTALLATIONS AND TRAINERS; MAKE FULLER.: KURENKOV, K. GEN. MAJ. 1977 AUG
USE OF UNDERGROUND STRUCTURES.: EVDEL', YU. 1979 MAY
USE THE CAPABILITIES OF WEAPONS MORE FULLY.: BIRYUKOV, G. 1978 JUL
USE TIME FOR EFFECTIVELY.: TIKHOLAZ, I. 1979 MAR
USE; EFFECTIVENESS OF TRAINER.: RYMANENKO, A. 1978 JAN
USED MANEUVER; IF THE ENEMY HAD.: KANTOR, A. 1979 MAR
USEFUL TEXTBOOK (I. A. BUBNOV'S MILITARY TOPOGRAPHY); A.: BUGAYEV, YU. COL. RTS. 1976 SEP
USING A TIME FUZE.: OGLANOVYA., CHISTOV, B. 1976 MAR
USING AIR BURSTS; REGISTERING TARGETS.: ORLANOV, YA., CHISTOV, B. 1979 FEB
USING ARTILLERY BALLISTIC SETS; INCREASING THE EFFECTIVENESS OF.: MIKHEYEV, G. COL. RES., ZABAVNIKOV, V. ENGR. MAJ. 1979 SEP
USING MACHINES; MONITORING TRAINING WITHOUT.: KRAYSHIN, I., AL'TSHULLER, R., YEFTIMOCHKIN, L., MITYUSHKIN, V. 1975 AUG
USING MISSILE IMITATION BATTLE.: AKHMETVALIYEV, F. 1979 JUL
USING RANGING, TARGET DESIGNATION AND SMOKE ROUNDS.: BELOKUR, M. 1979 JUL
USING THE EXPLOSION METHOD; CONSTRUCTION OF ANTITANK DITCHES.: VINOKHODOV, YU. 1978 MAR
USSR AIR FLEET DAY.: ANON. 1977 AUG
USSR ARMED FORCES; NEW DRILL REGULATIONS OF THE.: ZYRYANOV, A. GEN. MAJ. TK. TRPS. 1976 APR
USSR EXHIBITION OF NATIONAL ECONOMIC ACHIEVEMENTS INTO TROOP PRACTICE; FROM THE: ANON. 1978 APR

USSR IN FIRST PLACE IN THE WORLD; STAGES ALONG THE GREAT ROAD, THE.: ANON. 1977 MAY

USSR IS A POWERFUL FORCE OF SOVIET SOCIETY; FRIENDSHIP OF NATIONS OF THE.: TRET'YAKOV, V. COL. CMS.DOTS. 1976 AUG

USSR VDNKH INTO TROOP PRACTICE; FROM THE.: ANON. 1978 MAY

USSR VDNKH INTO TROOP PRACTICE; FROM THE.: ANON. 1978 DEC

USSR: CULTURAL REVOLUTION IN THE.: ANON. 1977 AUG

UTILIZED THE TERRAIN PROPERLY AND WON THE BATTLE; THEY.: AL'TOVSKIY, S., MAL'KOV, I. 1975 OCT

V. A. MATSULENKO'S BOOK OPERATIONAL MASKIROVKA OF TROOPS); PAST EXPERIENCE FOR PRACTICE TODAY (REVIEW OF.: SHEVCHENKO, A. GEN. LT. CMS.HSU. 1976 APR

V. I. LENIN ON TASKS OF STRENGTHENING DEFENSE OF COUNTRY. ACTIVITIES OF CPSU CARRYING OUT TASKS.: OVSYUK, F. 1975 DEC

V. I. LENIN; ON THE INSTRUCTIONS OF.: SELYAVKIN, A. I. COL. 1978 SEP

V. I. KALAYDA'S ENGINEER SUPPORT OF MARCHES AND MEETINGS ENGAGEMENTS); UNFORTUNATE MISTAKES (REVIEW OF A. P. BELOKUR AND.: KOROLEV, YE. COL. CMS., ORLOV, S. COL. CMS. 1976 JUN

VACHNADZE'S ANTENNA DIRECTED TO THE EAST); DESPITE THE SPIRIT OF THE TIMES (REVIEW G. N.:: CHERNOUS'KOLO. ENGR. CI. RES. 1976 JUL

VAGUENESS; THE ORDER HAS BEEN GIVEN - THERE IS NO.: SAVEL'YEV, V. COL. 1977 JAN

VALUE KNOWLEDGE; LOVE ONE'S PROFESSION;.: ROZHKEV, V. 1979 AUG

VALUE OF AN EXERCISE (AIR DESANT); INSTRUCTIVE.: SACHNOV, V. GDS. MAJ. 1976 JUN

VALUE OF FORESIGHT; THE.: ANON. 1976 JAN

VALUE OF INCENTIVES.: DMITRIYUK, P. 1975 MAR

VANGUARD OF SOVIET YOUTH.: ZHUGANOVA. 1978 OCT

VANGUARD OF TECHNICAL PROGRESS; IN THE.: PROTASOV, YU. COL. 1979 OCT

VANGUARD; IN THE.: POPOV, N. 1979 APR

VDNKH INTO TROOP PRACTICE; FROM THE USSR: ANON. 1978 MAY

VDNKH INTO TROOP PRACTICE; FROM THE USSR.: ANON. 1978 DEC

VDNKH TO TROOP PRACTICE; FROM THE.: ANON. 1978 OCT

VEHICLE INVOLVING FIELD FIRING; PLATOON ADVANCE ON AN INFANTRY COMBAT.: CHERNYSHOV, V. 1975 APR

VEHICLE 'LUKS', FRG REGULATIONS); FOREIGN MILITARY INFORMATION (FRG LT RECON.: ANON. 1976 AUG

VEHICLE; FIRING ATGM FROM THE INFANTRY COMBAT.: LOVI, A. COL., GORDYENKOV, I. LC. 1977 APR

VEHICLE; MARKSMANSHIP TRAINING ON A COMBAT INFANTRY.: ANON. 1976 JUN

VEHICLES IN COMBAT; INFANTRY COMBAT.: PISHAKOV, V., KIRPACH, L. 1975 JUN

VEHICLES IN COMBAT; RESPONSES TO THE ARTICLE INFANTRY COMBAT.: BONDARENKO, A., BUKHARENKO, V., MOLOZEV, A., BRUDNO, YE. 1975 AUG

VEHICLES IN COMBAT; RESPONSES TO THE ARTICLE INFANTRY COMBAT.: BONDARENKO, A., BUKHARENKO, V., MOLOZEV, A., BRUDNO, YE. 1975 SEP

VEHICLES IN COMBAT; RESPONSES TO THE ARTICLE INFANTRY COMBAT.: BONDARENKO, A., BUKHARENKO, V., MOLOZEV, A., BRUDNO, YE. 1975 OCT

VEHICLES IN COMBAT; RESPONSES TO THE ARTICLE INFANTRY COMBAT.: BONDARENKO, A., BUKHARENKO, V., MOLOZEV, A., BRUDNO, YE. 1975 NOV

VEHICLES IN COMBAT; RESPONSES TO THE ARTICLE INFANTRY COMBAT.: KAMENSKII, L., CHERNIKOV, V., LOBKOV, M., VARENIK, V. 1975 AUG

VEHICLES IN COMBAT; RESPONSES TO THE ARTICLE INFANTRY COMBAT.: KAMENSKII, L., CHERNIKOV, V., LOBKOV, M., VARENIK, V. 1975 SEP

VEHICLES IN COMBAT; RESPONSES TO THE ARTICLE INFANTRY COMBAT.: KAMENSKII, L., CHERNIKOV, V., LOBKOV, M., VARENIK, V. 1975 OCT

VEHICLES IN COMBAT; RESPONSES TO THE ARTICLE INFANTRY COMBAT.: KAMENSKII, L., CHERNIKOV, V., LOBKOV, M., VARENIK, V. 1975 NOV
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WATER OBSTACLES; METHODOLOGY OF EVALUATING.: ROGOV, A. 1978 OCT
WATER SUPPLY IN THE DESERT.: STETINBERG, M. 1975 AUG
WATER; AT INDIVIDUAL TARGETS ABOVE THE SURFACE OF THE.: MEL'CHAKOV, N. 1975 FEB
WATERBORNE TARGETS; AGAINST INDIVIDUAL.: MEL'CHAKOV, N. LC. RES. 1977 JUN
WAY (PVO); WE DO IT THIS.: SAVLYAK, V. CAPT. 1976 MAY
WAY OF LIFE OF THE TROOPS AND COMBAT READINESS; THE.: PETROV, G. 1979 MAY
WAY OF LIFE; SOVIET.: MOCUTOV, V. COL. 1977 DEC
WAY POSSIBLE; MAINTAIN DISCIPLINE IN EVERY.: ANON. 1979 APR
WAY TO COMPREHENSIVE KNOWLEDGE; ON THE.: SKOVORODKO, G., CHERNOV, V. 1979 JUN
WAY TO THE AIR IS THROUGH THE TRAINERS; THE.: YAROSHENKO, B. 1979 JUL
WAY TO THE PEOPLE'S HEARTS; FIND THE.: STRELETSKIY, N. COL. 1979 NOV
WAY, DEVELOPING SOCIALIST COMPETITION IN EVERY POSSIBLE.: ANON. 1976 JUL
WAYS FOR INTENSIFICATION OF PROBLEMS.: ANON. 1978 SEP
WAYS OF INCREASING THE COMBAT EFFECTIVENESS OF HELICOPTERS.: BELOV, M. 1975 APR
WAYS TO ACHIEVE IT; SURPRISE IN COMBAT AND.: SHISHKIN, N. 1978 JUL
WAYS TO RESTORE COMBAT EFFECTIVENESS.: VOYCHUK, N. CAPT. 1978 SEP
WE ANSWER, YOU ASK AND.: ANON. 1976 MAY
WE ANSWER, YOU ASK.: ANON. 1978 OCT
WE ARE HOLDING ON TO THE LEADING PLACE.: SEREDA, V. SR. LT. 1976 OCT
WE ARE IMPROVING COMBAT EXPERTISE.: BALISTOVSKIY, L. 1976 FEB
WE ARE IMPROVING TACTICAL SKILL.: SPORYSH, S. 1979 JUN
WE ARE IMPROVING THE LAYING OF MINEFIELDS.: OLENIK, A. 1979 JAN
WE ARE IMPROVING TRAINING METHODOLOGY.: PODOBEEV, I. 1979 JUN
WE ARE INCREASING THE EFFECTIVENESS OF DECONTAMINATION.: SEREBRYAKOV, G. ENGR. LC. 1977 OCT
WE ARE INCREASING THE QUALITY OF TRAINING.: SIRENKO, N. CAPT. 1977 JAN
WE ARE INCREASING TRAINING QUALITY.: VOLKOV, V. MAJ. 1977 DEC
WE ARE INSTILLING ENDURANCE.: POPOV, F. SR. LT. 1979 OCT
WE ARE LEARNING TO CONTROL THE FIRE OF A COMPANY.: ORLOV, I. 1979 JAN
WE ARE MASTERING FIRING THEORY AND PRACTICES.: GATSENKO, A. 1979 JUN
WE ARE MECHANIZING THE LAYING OF MINEFIELDS.: CHERKASHIN, A. 1979 JUL
WE ARE PREPARING CADRES WITH HIGH QUALIFICATIONS.: KONCHITS, V. 1979 AUG
WE ARE PREPARING EXPERTS IN ARTILLERY FIRE.: REMIZOV, K. COL. 1977 MAY
WE ARE RAISING THE EXACTNESS PLACED ON SERGEANTS.: NAYONUSKIN, L. LT. 1977 MAY
WE ARE SHORTENING SURVEY TIME.: BUDOVICH, L. LT. 1977 OCT
WE ARE STRONG WITH LENIN'S TRUTH.: BOGDANOV, N. 1977 APR
WE ARE TEACHING SKILLFUL OPERATIONS AT NIGHT.: GLADILIN, V. 1979 JUN
WE ARE TEACHING THEM TO LIVE ACCORDING TO THE REGULATIONS.: KIRILYUK, Yu. 1979 APR
WE ARE THE SOVIET PEOPLE.: SAMOILENKO, V. GEN. MAJ. DPHS. PROF. 1977 DEC
WE ARE TEACHING THE EQUIPMENT; HOW.: MINGALEV, V. 1979 JUN
WE ARE THE TECHNOLOGY, AND ACQUIRE SKILL.: KIRICHENKO, A. CAPT. 1977 FEB
WE ARE TRAINING OFFICER CANDIDATES; THUS.: SHAMANSKII, V. LC. 1976 APR
WE ARE TRAINING SCOUTS IN A RAID; HOW.: AKIMOV, G. 1978 MAY
WHEN A FORMALISTIC ATTITUDE IS TAKEN TO COMPETITION: KNIAZEV, V. 1975 MAR
WHEN AN ASSAULT IS ATTACKED BY HELICOPTERS: SINOSHENKO, V., FOMICHENKO, V. 1978 OCT
WHEN COORDINATED ACTION IS ONLY DESIGNATED: KIKESHEV, N. Capt. 1977 FEB
WHEN ENCIRCLED: A BATTLE: VINOKUR, A. Col. 1979 DEC
WHEN FRIENDLY AND ENEMY AIRCRAFT ARE IN THE AIR (PVO): NEKHOROSHEV, S. Lt. 1976 MAY
WHEN I SOUNDS DIFFERENT: SVETIKOV, V. Lt. 1976 NOV
WHEN LACKING A BUSSOL ON FIRE POSITIONS: ORIENTING GUNS: GOLUBEV, G. Maj. 1977 JAN
WHEN NEGOTIATING OBstacles: SKORUPO, E. 1975 JUN
WHEN OBSERVER DISPLACEMENT IS GREATER THAN 5-00: ANAN’YEV, N. 1975 MAR
WHEN ORGANIZING COMBAT IN THE TERRAIN: VINNIKOV, V. 1975 FEB
WHEN TANKS ATTACK A LANDING FORCE (AIR DESANT): KONONOVO, I. Col. 1977 MAR
WHEN THE BATTLE CONDUCTS DEFENSIVE COMBAT: SELYAYIN, V., VESELOV, L. 1975 JAN
WHEN THERE IS NO CONCRETE LEADERSHIP: IVANOV, V. Col. 1979 DEC
WHEN THEY FORGET ABOUT THE FINE POINTS: PECHNIKOV, V. 1979 SEP
WHEN TO BE CONCERNED WITH DRILL TRAINING: SLADKOV, A. Maj. 1977 OCT
WHERE ARE THE TANKS?: KALININ, V. 1975 JAN
WHICH THEY STUDY: BOOKS: MONCHENKO, A. 1979 OCT
WHILE FIRING: SAFETY MEASURES: PLOTINSKY, A. 1976 JUL
WHILE ON THE RUN: “KATYUSHAS” STRIKE: POCHUKAYEV, S. Gen. Lt. 1977 NOV
WHILE SHIFTING OBSERVATION POSTS: PERFORMANCE OF FIRE MISSIONS: OSTROUMOV, S. Col. 1976 DEC
WHO WILL REPLACE THE COMMANDER IN BATTLE?: SMOLYANSKIY, V. 1978 JAN
WHOLE: TACTICS AND COMMUNICATIONS: A UNIFIED: PAVLOV, Yu. 1975 JUN
WHY ARE THERE FEW RATED SPECIALISTS: MALISOV, Yu. 1978 JUN
WIDE WATER BARRIER: ACROSS A: BEVZ, I. Lt. 1977 MAY
WHY IS THE BATTLE CONDUCTS DEFENSIVE COMBAT: SELYAYIN, V., VESELOV, L. 1975 JAN
WILL BE NO INSTRUCTIONS FOR INITIATIVE: THERE: SEDYKH, A. 1975 JUL
WILL COME: PREPARE AND SUCCESS: BORODIKHIN, S. Lt. 1977 MAR
WILL LOVE HIS WEAPON: SO THAT A SOLDIER: MUKOVOZ, V. Lt. 1979 SEP
WILL REPLACE THE COMMANDER IN BATTLE?: WHO: SMOLYANSKIY, V. 1978 JAN
WIN AUTHORITY: HOW DOES ONE: OSADCHIY, V. Gds. Sr. Lt. 1976 JUN
WIN VICTORY WITH FEWER FORCES: RYAZANOV, L. Col. 1977 JUN
WIND CORRECTIONS: FOR DETERMINING SURFACE: VOLNENKO, A., IGNATENKO, B. 1979 MAY
WINDS: INSTRUMENT FOR CALCULATING: STOLENEV, Yu. Lt. 1977 JUL
WINED GUARDIAN OF THE HOMELAND: ANON. 1978 AUG
WINED GUARDIANS OF THE HOMELAND: KUTAKHOV, P. 1978 FEB
WINNERS AT RECEPTION MILITARY COUNCIL, ORDER OF LENIN LENINGRAD MILITARY DISTRICT: ANON. 1975 JAN
WINTER - FLOATING HOUSE METHOD: ON BRIDGE CROSSINGS IN: KOMAR, V. Col. 1977 JAN
WINTER CONDITIONS: UNDER: ANON. 1976 JAN
WINTER CROSSING CROSSES: UPOROV, V., SHAKIROV, A. 1975 MAR
WINTER, MAKING GAPS IN THE ICE: A BRIDGE CROSSING IN: SHUBIN, R. Lt. 1977 JAN
WINTER: DIGGING TRENCHES IN: GUSEV, V. 1978 DEC
WINTER: ON THE SPORT FIELD IN: PALLYANTS, B. Lt. C.Peds. 1977 MAR
WINTER: OPERATION OF INSTRUMENTS IN: BARKHUDAROV, Yu., VAINSHTEYN, N. 1975 DEC
WINTER: PECULIARITIES IN PODRAZDELENIYE OPERATIONS DURING: SHUBIN, B., TABENKO, I. 1979 JAN
WIRE COMMUNICATIONS IN THE U.S. ARMY: CHISTAYAKOV, V. 1979 APR
WITHOUT ACCIDENTS AND BREAKDOWNS: TSVETKOV, N. 1979 JUN
WITHOUT CLOSING UP A COMBAT FORMATION: MASTERKOV, S. Maj. 1976 NOV
WITHOUT USING MACHINES: MONITORING TRAINING: KRAYUSHIN, I., AL’TSHULLER, R., YEFIMOCHIN, L., MITTUSHKIN, V. 1975 AUG
WOJSK LADOWYCH' IS OUR GUEST; POLISH ARMY JOURNAL 'PRZEGLAD': ANON. 1976 NOV
WON THE BATTLE; THEY UTILIZED THE TERRAIN PROPERLY AND.: AL'TOVSKII,S., MALKOV,I.
1975 OCT
WON THROUGH; SKILL.: KARDASHEVSKII,YU. 1975 FEB
WORD ABOUT OUR CONSTITUTION; A.: MALININ,V. 1979 FEB
WORD ABOUT SELF-INDOCTRINATION; A.: SVETIKOV,V. 1978 JUN
WORD AND DEED; BY.: ROMASHKO,V.LC., GORYACHKIN,P.LC. 1977 OCT
WORD AND DEED; FUSION OF.: DEBALYUK,Y.GEN.LT. 1976 AUG
WORD BEFORE COMBAT; A.: DYNIN.I.COL. 1976 JUN
WORD TO RECONNAISSANCE (RATES OF ADVANCE); FIRST.: LISOVSKIYV.LC. 1977 MAR
WORD TO RECONNAISSANCE; A.: ANON. 1975 OCT
WORDED ABOUT OUR CONSTITUTION; A.: MALININ,V. 1977 OCT
WORDED OF OUR FRIENDS.: ANON. 1977 FEB
WORK—EQUAL TO MODERN REQUIREMENTS; PARTY POLITICAL.: VASYAGIN,S. 1979 JUN
WORK—HIGH EFFECTIVENESS; FOR MILITARY SCIENTIFIC.: ZHUKOV,B. 1979 APR
WORK—THE GUARANTEE OF SUCCESS; KNOWLEDGE AND.: ARKHPOV,V.SR.LT. 1977 MAY
WORK; A HIGH PROFICIENCY RATING INVOLVES.: KASHAFUTDINOVM. 1975 APR
WORK; A METHOD FOR INDEPENDENT.: GUBARENKO,V.CAPT. 1976 OCT
WORK; AN IMPORTANT SECTION OF IDEOLOGICAL.: CHEREDNICHENKO,N.MGEN. 1977 JUL
WORK; COMMANDER AND INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES.: RYAZANTSEV,M.COL. 1976 OCT
WORK; HIGH EFFECTIVENESS FOR PARTY AND POLITICAL.: UTKIN,V. 1979 APR
WORK; FROM THE PRACTICE OF METHODS.: KOMAROV,YE.MAJGENARTY. 1977 NOV
WORK; HIGH EFFECTIVENESS FOR PARTY AND POLITICAL.: VASYAGIN,S.GEN.ARMY. 1977 JUN
WORK; HIGH EFFECTIVENESS FOR PARTY AND POLITICAL.: VASYAGIN,S.GEN.ARMY. 1977 JUN
WORK; HIGH EFFECTIVENESS FOR PARTY AND POLITICAL.: VASYAGIN,S.GEN.ARMY. 1977 JUN
WORK; MONITORING OF TACTICAL.: PAVLENKO,V. 1975 AUG
WORK; OFFICER-CANDIDATE AND MILITARY SCIENCE.: SHIBIL'SKIS.P.ENGR.LC.CTS. 1976 AUG
WORK; PERFORMING DEMOLITIONS.: KOSOV,V.ENGR.COL., VINOKHOV,YU.ENGR.LC. 1977 MAR
WORK; PRACTICES IN COMBAT.: KRUGLIKOV,G.COL. 1977 DEC
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YOUNG SOLDIERS; FIRING SKILLS FOR.: BOLTEKNO, I. 1976 MAR
YOUNG SPECIALISTS; TRAINING.: LOMAKO, L. 1978 FEB
YOUR ANSWERS (EDUCATION AND TRAINING); CHECK.: ANON. 1976 MAY
YOUR DECISION? (TACTICAL PROBLEM);: ANON. 1977 APR
YOUR EXPERIENCE, OUR OPINION AND.: AVDEYEV, M. COL. 1979 SEP
YOUR SOLUTION (ANSWERS TO COMMUNICATIONS PROBLEMS ISSUES 6 AND 7); CHECK.: ANON. 1979 NOV
YOUR SOLUTION (ANSWERS TO FIRE AND WEAPONS PROBLEMS ISSUE 7); CHECK.: ANON. 1979 NOV
YOUR SOLUTION (ANSWERS TO ISSUE 11); CHECK.: ANON. 1979 DEC
YOUR SOLUTION (ANSWERS TO PROBLEMS IN ISSUE 9); CHECK.: ANON. 1979 OCT
YOUR SOLUTION (ARTILLERY AND ROCKETS, ANSWERS TO PROBLEMS IN ISSUE 8); CHECK.: ANON. 1979 SEP
YOUR SOLUTION (COMMUNICATIONS, ANSWERS TO PROBLEMS IN ISSUE 4); CHECK.: ANON. 1979 SEP
YOUR SOLUTION (CONTROL AND COMMUNICATIONS, PROBLEM 2, ISSUE 6); CHECK.: ANON. 1976 OCT
YOUR SOLUTION (CONTROL AND COMMUNICATIONS, SET 1 ISSUE 5); CHECK.: ANON. 1976 AUG
YOUR SOLUTION (FIRE AND WEAPONS, PROBLEM 5); CHECK.: ANON. 1977 APR
YOUR SOLUTION (FIRE AND WEAPONS, PROBLEM 6 IN ISSUE 3); CHECK.: ANON. 1977 JUN
YOUR SOLUTION (ROCKETS AND ARTILLERY, ANSWERS TO PROBLEMS IN ISSUE 5); CHECK.: ANON. 1977 JUL
YOUR SOLUTION (ROCKETS AND ARTILLERY, FROM ISSUE 7); CHECK.: ANON. 1977 AUG
YOUR SOLUTION (ROCKETS AND ARTILLERY, FROM ISSUE 8); CHECK.: ANON. 1977 SEP
YOUR SOLUTION (TACTICS, FROM ISSUE 4); CHECK.: ANON. 1977 AUG
YOUR SOLUTION; CHECK.: ANON. 1978 OCT
YOUR SOLUTION; CHECK.: ANON. 1978 APR
YOUR SOLUTION; CHECK.: ANON. 1978 NOV
YOUR SOLUTIONS (CONTROL AND COMMUNICATIONS, PROBLEM 4 ISSUE 8); CHECK.: ANON. 1976 DEC
YOUR SOLUTIONS (MOTORIZED RIFLE, TANKS, DESANT TROOPS, FROM ISSUES 6, 7, AND 8); CHECK.: ANON. 1976 DEC
YOUR VITAL POSITION.: NOVOKSHANOV, V. 1978 OCT
YOUR WEAPON; HAVE FAITH IN THE POWER OF.: CHEREDNICHKO, V. 1978 JUN
YOURSELF RESPONSIBLE; MAKE.: KRAKOVETSKIY, YA. MAJ. 1978 NOV
YOURSELF, DEVELOP ASSISTANTS FOR.: KOZREV, N. 1978 JUL
YOUTH AND EXPERIENCE.; ALLOY OF.: GOVOROV, V. GEN. COL. 1977 FEB
YOUTH; VANGUARD OF SOVIET.: ZHUGANOVA, Yu. D. 1978 OCT
YU. D. SERGEYEV); COMBAT OPERATIONS OF A GUN (PLATOON) (REVIEW OF A BOOK BY N. A. NEVSKIY AND.:
ZAYTSEV'S BOOK PARTY BATTLE); ON THE FORWARD EDGE (REVIEW OF KOZLOV AND.: PAVLOV, I. LC. 1976 OCT
ZAYTSEV'S BOOK PARTY BATTLE); ON THE FORWARD EDGE (REVIEW OF KOZLOV AND.: PAVLOV, I. LC. 1976 OCT
ZAYTSEV'S BOOK PARTY BATTLE); ON THE FORWARD EDGE (REVIEW OF KOZLOV AND.: PAVLOV, I. LC. 1976 OCT
ZAYTSEV'S BOOK PARTY BATTLE); ON THE FORWARD EDGE (REVIEW OF KOZLOV AND.: PAVLOV, I. LC. 1976 OCT
ZAYTSEV'S BOOK PARTY BATTLE); ON THE FORWARD EDGE (REVIEW OF KOZLOV AND.: PAVLOV, I. LC. 1976 OCT
ZEMLYA—PLACE OF HEROISM; MALAYA.: GLADKOV, V., KALUTSKIY, N., SEMIOKHIN, I. 1978 MAY
ZEMLYA; AAA PERSONNEL AT MALAYA.: LAURENT' YEV, A. 1978 AUG
ZEMLYA; IN THE FIERY SKIES OF MALAYA.: SAVITSKIY, YE. 1978 AUG
(ZENITH ARTILLERY BATTALION ON OFFENSE); IN THE TUNDRA.: SKORIK, B. COL. 1977 APR
ZERO LINE OF SIGHT; FOR CHECKING THE.: MARTYNOV, B. CAPT. 1976 NOV
ZIONISM—THE POISONOUS WEAPON OF IMPERIALISM.: CHERNOUSS'KO, L. 1979 JAN
ZNAMENKA; IN FIGHTING FOR.: SHKURDALOV, YE. COL. RES. HSU. 1976 MAY
ZONE OF COVERAGE; DETERMINING RLS (RADAR).: PLOTNIKOV, A. COL. 1977 JAN
ZONE; A MOTORIZED RIFLE BATTALION IS DEFENDING IN THE FORWARD DEFENSE AREA SECURITY.;
LUCHITS, V. 1979 APR
ZONE; DETERMINING THE BOUNDARIES OF A RADIOACTIVELY CONTAMINATED.: KARAMYSHEV, V. ENGR. SR. LT. 1977 MAY
ZONE; IN A CONTAMINATED.: NAUMOV, M., KUROVAL', V. 1978 JAN
ZONE; TRAVERSING THE CONTAMINATED.: WOISEYEV, N. GEN. MAJ. TECH. TRPS. 1977 NOV
ZRK (AIR DEFENSE MISSILE COMPLEX) POSITION; SELECTION AND EVALUATION OF A.: SURKOV, E.
1976 MAR
ZSU FOR A MARCH (PVO); PREPARING. DRUKKER, W. ENGR. COL. 1979 SEP
ZSU PLATOON IN THE ATTACK. ATSYANOVICH, V. 1979 Jan
ZSU-23 FIRING POSITION (PVO); AT THE KUDINOV, A. MAJ. 1979 MAY
[TACTICAL CALCULATIONS]; SLIDE RULE. VASIL'YEV, V. COL. 1977 DEC
BOVNI BLOCKADE'; CHRONICLE OF THE. GRISHIN, S. COL. CMS. DOTS. HSU. 1977 OCT
FIELD ACADEMY'; POLISH ARMY. URBANSKI, M. GEN. BRIGADE. 1976 NOV
'FORTY-ONE'; IT WAS IN. KARSAKOV, K. GEN. MAJ. ARTY. 1977 OCT
'VOYENNY VESTNIK' IN 1977; INDEX OF ARTICLES PUBLISHED IN. ANON. 1977 DEC
'LUKS', FRG REGULATIONS; FOREIGN MILITARY INFORMATION (FRG LT RECON VEHICLE. ANON. 1976 AUG
'TROIKA'; AFTER. DYNNIN, I. COL. 1979 OCT
'VOYENNY VESTNIK' IN 1979; INDEX OF ARTICLES PUBLISHED IN. ANON. 1979 DEC
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